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Abstract   
Background: In the UK, 4.9 million people have type 2 Diabetes Mellitus 
(T2DM), costing the NHS £10 billion annually. One in six-people (17.0%) in 
England has experienced depression or anxiety in the past 12 months. T2DM is 
managed by pharmacological therapy and lifestyle adjustment. The aim of this 
study was to explore if there is a relationship between depression, anxiety and 
poor medication adherence in patients diagnosed with T2DM.  
Method: A pilot, single-site, observational study of patients with T2DM (n=64) 
randomly assigned into group A (3-consultations) or group B (2-consultations). 
All initial consultations were in-person, while follow-ups were by telephone. 
Participants were screened; for medication adherence using MMAS-8©; for 
depression using CUDOS© and anxiety with CUXOS©, and the findings were 
managed appropriately. The measurable outcomes were changes in HbA1c, 
BP, medication-adherence, depression, anxiety and self-reported wellbeing. 
Thematic and comparative analysis was conducted by groups and demographic 
variables using paired sample t-test and statistical regression. 
Results: Adherence to diabetes medications improved for both groups 
(intentional: p = 0.15 and unintentional, p =0.01). Similarly, adherence to all 
other chronic diseases medications means were improved for both groups 
(intentional, p = 0.32 and unintentional, p = 0.02). The depression, anxiety and 
well-being means were also improved (p = 0.01 and p = 0.04 p = <0.01 
respectively). HbA1c results did not show statistical significance (p = 0.77). BP 
readings were unchanged but remained in the recommended range for both 
groups, under 130/82 mmHg. Based on the manual thematic coding, there were 
three possible phenomenon (high self-care efficacy and favourable disease 
prognosis [F= 7 & M=4], high self-care efficacy and poor disease prognosis [F= 
15 & M=11] and poor self-care efficacy and poor disease prognosis[F= 12 & 
M=11]) and one phenomenon was not proven due to the small sample size and 
possible patients self-reporting bias (poor self-care efficacy and favourable 
disease prognosis [F= 1 & M=3]).  
Conclusions: A significant inter-relationship was found between depression 
and/or anxiety, adherence to therapy and T2DM prognosis. More frequent 
interventions were advantageous. Two prototype T2DM management 
algorithms; generic and tailored to patients from Pakistani and Bangladeshi 
backgrounds were created. These were adopted in the study site and were 
provided to the HRA in the final ethics report for NHS use in the wider primary 
care. Other ethnicities and chronic conditions could be similarly investigated. 
Key words: Type 2 diabetes, depression, anxiety, mental ill health, non-
adherence, intentional non-adherence, intentional non-adherence. 
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Abbreviations  
1P One puff 

2P Two puff 

5-HT Serotonin 5-hydroxytryptamine 

ACE2 Angiotensin-converting  enzyme 2 

AM In the morning 

AOR Adjusted odds ratio 

ARD Acute respiratory syndrome 

ASD As directed 

BAME Black Asian Minority Ethnics 

BD Twice daily 

BE Both eyes 

BG Blood glucose 

BNF British National Formulary 

BP Blood pressure 

BPH Benign prostatic hyperplasia 

Ca+D Calcium and vitamin D 

CBT Cognitive Behaviour therapy 

CBT-AD Cognitive Behaviour therapy for adherence behaviour 

CI Confidence Interval 

CKD Chronic kidney disease 

CNS Central nervous system 

COPD Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease 

COVID-19 Coronavirus 

CQC Care Quality Commission group 

CT  Computed tomography 

CUDOS© Clinically Useful Depression Outcome Scale© 

CUXOS© Clinically Useful Anxiety Outcome Scale© 

CVD Cardiovascular disease 

D2 Dopaminergic receptor 

D Cohen 

DESMOND Diabetes Education and Self-Management for Ongoing and 
Newly Diagnosed 

Df Degrees of freedom 

DPP4 Dipeptidyl peptidase-4 inhibitors 

DSM-IV Disease Statistical Manuals 4th edition 

DSM-V Disease Statistical Manuals 5th edition 

DVLA Driver and vehicle licensing agency 

ED Erectile dysfunction 

ECDC European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control 

EMC Electronic medicine compendium 

EMR Electronic medical record 

G Gram 

G/R Gastro-resistant 

GABA Gamma amino butyric acid 

GLP-1  Glucagon-like peptide-1 receptor agonist 

GORD Gastro-oesophageal reflux disease 

GP General Practitioner  

HANDS Harvard Department of psychiatry/National Depression 
screening Day scale 
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HbA1c Glycated haemoglobin 

HCA Health care assistant 

HTN Hypertension 

ICU Intensive care unit 

IDA Iron deficiency anaemia 

IHD Ischaemic heart disease 

IRAS Integrated Research Application System 

MCG Microgram 

MHF Mental Health Foundation 

MHRA Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency 

MIH Mental ill health 

MG Milligram 

Ml Millilitre 

MMAS-8© Morisky medication adherence scale-8© 

MMHG Millimetre of mercury 

MUR Medicine Use Review 

N Number 

NHS National health service 

NICE National Institute of Clinical Excellence 

OD Once daily 

OR Odds ratio 

ON At night 

[P] Patient identifier number 

P Probability 

PM In the evening 

PRN When required 

QDS Four times a day 

QoF Quality and Outcomes Framework 

RR Relative risk 

SARS-CoV-2 Coronavirus 2019 

SaO2 Oxygen saturation 

SD Standard deviation 

SD Standard deviation 

SGLT2 Sodium-glucose co-transporter 

SGLT-2 Sodium-Glucose Co-transporter 2 

SMART Specific, measurable achievable, realistic and timely 

SMBG Self monitoring of blood glucose 

SMI Serious mental illness 

SMR Structured Medication Reviews 

SSRI Selective serotonin re-uptake inhibitors 

T1DM Type 1 Diabetes mellitus 

T2DM Type 2 Diabetes mellitus 

TDS Three times a day 

TIA Trans ischaemic attack 

UK United Kingdom 

USP Underserved Population 

UTI Urinary tract infections 

WHO World Health Organisation 
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Definitions 

United Kingdom Independent prescribing pharmacists: “Regulations to allow 

pharmacists to prescribe independently came into effect in 2006. A pharmacist 

independent prescriber may prescribe autonomously for any condition within 

their clinical competence. This currently excludes three controlled drugs for the 

treatment of addiction” (UK government, 2022; GPhC, 2022). 

Mental health: The World Health Organisation defines good mental health as: a 

state of well-being where the individual understands his or her own potential, is 

able to manage with normal life stresses and can work effectively (WHO, 2022) 

Mental ill health (MIH): Mental illness is an umbrella term that covers all mental 

illnesses and disorders. The DSM-5's key criteria for mental illnesses are 

(American Psychiatric Association, 2013): 

− The person’s distress is clinically significant and meets all diagnostic 

criteria for one of the recognised disorders. 

− The person is experiencing problem/s with their thoughts, emotion 

regulation, and/or behaviour that is/are impairing their normal functioning. 

− The person has significant distress compromising their social, 

occupational, educational, or other important activities. 

Mood disorders: A group of mental illnesses and disorders which share same 

features of mood disturbance. The most common types are depressive 

disorders (e.g., major depressive disorders) and bipolar disorders. They are 

commonly diagnosed after a life event or trauma (American Psychiatric 

Association, 2013).   

Major depressive disorder: commonly referred to as clinical depression or 

depression is defined in the American Psychiatric Association's Diagnostic and 

Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) as a type of mood disorder 
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where a person experiences symptoms that cause them distress and of a 

sufficient severity to cause clinically significant impairment in their social or work 

functioning, the person must experience one of the first two symptoms and 4 or 

more from symptoms 3-9 (total of five) out of the following symptoms (American 

Psychiatric Association, 2013): 

1. “Depressed mood most of the day 

2. Markedly decreased interest or pleasure in almost all activities 

3. Clinically significant weight loss or increase or decrease in appetite 

4. Insomnia or hypersomnia 

5. Psychomotor agitation or retardation 

6. Fatigue or loss of energy 

7. Feelings of worthlessness or excessive or inappropriate guilt 

8. Diminished ability to think or concentrate, or indecisiveness 

9. Recurrent thoughts of death or suicidal ideation”. 

Anxiety disorders: Anxiety’s main features are extreme feelings of tension, fears 

and worries, intrusive thoughts, which have somatic or physical manifestation 

affecting all body systems (e.g., sweating, trembling, dizziness or tachycardia) 

and can be falsely mistaken with cardiovascular events and affect the person 

behaviour to avoid certain situations e.g., social events, food, places etc. 

(American Psychiatric Association, 2013). 

Intentional non-adherence: “Intentional non˗adherence occurs when the patient 

decides not to follow the treatment recommendations. This is best understood in 

terms of the beliefs and preferences that influence the person's perceptions of 

the treatment and their motivation to start and continue with it” (NICE CG76, 

2009; Thorneloe et al., 2018). 

Unintentional non-adherence: “Unintentional non˗adherence occurs when the 
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patient wants to follow the agreed treatment but is prevented from doing so by 

barriers that are beyond their control. Examples include poor recall or difficulties 

in understanding the instructions, problems with using the treatment, inability to 

pay for the treatment, or simply forgetting to take it“ (NICE CG76, 2009; Molloy 

et al., 2014). 

For the purpose of this study: Mental ill health (MIH) was used to group 

depression and anxiety when the discussion includes both, and depression 

alone or anxiety alone were used when the discussion was targeting only one 

condition. The two conditions were selected as they are the most reported 

comorbidities with T2DM. 
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Chapter I – Introduction 

Overview   

This chapter outlines the background relating to the comorbidity between 

mental health and type 2 diabetes mellitus. Additionally, the impact of 

adherence to therapy and patients’ self-care on diabetes control will also be 

discussed.  

Diabetes pathophysiology and epidemiology 

Diabetes mellitus and mental illness (both depression and anxiety) are two 

chronic diseases which have a high rate of morbidity and mortality when not 

managed correctly (Harkness et al., 2010). The National Institute for Health and 

Care Excellence (NICE) defines diabetes mellitus as a long-term condition that 

can have a major impact on an individual’s life. Diabetes mellitus can be 

subdivided into two types: Type one (T1DM) and Type two (T2DM). NICE 

reports that T1DM is becoming more common in the United Kingdom (UK) and 

since 2004 T2DM has also been seen to be increasing in frequency of 

diagnosis by an estimated annual change of 0.89% since 1990-2017 (NICE 

NG28, 2020). NICE defines T2DM as a chronic metabolic condition 

characterised by insulin resistance and insufficient pancreatic insulin 

production. This in turn leads to raised blood glucose levels, whereas in T1DM 

there is little, or no insulin produced by the pancreas (NICE NG18, 2020). 

Statistics indicate that approximately 4.9 million people in the UK have a 

diagnosis of either T1DM or T2DM. Furthermore,13.6 million people are at risk 

of T2DM, with an estimated 850,000 of the population yet to be diagnosed 

(Diabetes UK, 2021).  

Data published by Public Health England (PHE) shows that the prevalence of 
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T2DM in England, is currently 3.8 million (2021), and is expected to increase by 

200,000 new cases every year. There are currently 4.43% of the total 

population in Birmingham (n=1,140,500) diagnosed with T2DM (PHE, 2021).   

The large cost to the NHS is due to the complications of this chronic condition 

and is estimated to be around £10billion per year (Diabetes UK, 2021). It is 

predicted that by 2030, an estimated 5 million people in England will be 

diagnosed with T2DM (Diabetes UK, 2021).  

Ethnicity is a known predictive factor that can increase the likelihood of the 

diagnosis of any type of diabetes. Research by Goff (2019) has shown that the 

minority ethnic groups such as those from Black African or South Asian 

background have a 3-5 times higher chance of developing T2DM compared to 

the British Caucasian population. 

The treatment pathways vary within the different types of diabetes, however the 

goal for each is to achieve glycaemic control which is currently monitored by 

aiming for an optimal level of glycated haemoglobin (HbA1c). The levels of 

glucose in an individual’s blood leads to the classic symptoms (Diabetes UK, 

2019) such as: 

• Urinating more than usual. 

• Thirst. 

• Feeling lethargic. 

• Weight loss. 

• Constant or repeated urinary tract infections (UTI). 

• Longer duration of healing. 

A raised reading for HbA1c (6.5% or higher) is commonly used to determine 

diabetes (Table 1), which is an indicator of an average glucose level in the past 

120 days (Sherwani et al., 2016). Table 1 shows a colour coded system for 
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HbA1c readings which are used in T2DM diagnosis and monitoring. 

Table 1: Explanation of HbA1c diagnosis of diabetes  

Blood Glucose Status HbA1c 

mmol/L mg/dL  % mmol/mol 

5.4 97  5 31 

7.0 126  6 42 

8.6 155  7 53 

10.2 184  8 64 

11.8 212  9 75 

13.4 241  10 86 

14.9 268  11 97 

16.5 297  12 108 
Adapted from Sherwani et al. (2016). 
Green: Normal range, Yellow: Pre-diabetes, Amber: Diabetes 

 

Diabetes risk factors 

Table 2 shows some of the common risk factors associated with the different 

types of diabetes mellitus. The more risk factors a person has, the greater the 

impact of both diabetes prognosis and susceptibility to complications. 

Furthermore, this increases the risk of other chronic diseases such as 

cardiovascular diseases (CVD), renal and visual impairment which make the 

treatment and management more complex. Zamora-Kapoor et al. (2018) 

explained that excessive weight increases the risk of T2DM in all races. 

Table 2: Common risk factor associated with diabetes  

Risk Factors of diabetes 

Type 1 diabetes Type 2 diabetes Gestational diabetes 

Family history Weight  Age 

Environmental factors Inactivity Family or personal history 

Presence of autoimmune damage Family history Weight 

Geography Race Race 

 Age  

 Gestational diabetes  

 Polycystic ovaries syndrome  

 High blood pressure  

 High blood lipids  

(NICE NG28 (2020) 

 

Diabetes management 

Once an individual is diagnosed with T2DM, the management is the crucial step 

to control the condition and improve prognosis. Only effective ongoing 

management by the patient can result in good control. Poor T2DM glycaemic 
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control increases the risk of microvascular and macrovascular complications. 

People with T2DM are at higher risk of CVD, with 2 out of 3 deaths in T2DM 

patients attributed to stroke, heart failure, or myocardial infarction. Data shows 

that an increase in HbA1c by 1% increases the risk of CVD by 10-30% (BSSE 

APC Guideline, 2022). 

There are different types of medications used in the management of diabetes. 

However, to make pharmacological treatment effective, a non-pharmacological 

approach must also be established (such as management of weight, diet and 

physical activities).  

The main medications used in the management of T2DM are listed in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Medication used in the management of T2DM 

Medications  Examples Mechanism of action Reference 

Biguanide Metformin Metformin acts by regulating hepatic glucose production and peripheral insulin sensitivity Zhou et al., 
2018 

Sulphonylurea Gliclazide 
Glibenclamide 
Glimepiride  
Glipizide  
Tolbutamide  

Sulphonylureas work by augmenting insulin secretion, accordingly they are only effective when 
residual pancreatic beta-cell activity is present 

BNF, 2021; 
Furman, 
2016 

Alpha glucosidase 
inhibitors 

Acarbose This group of medications work by inhibiting intestinal alpha glucosidase, which results in 
delaying the digestion and absorption of the sugars released from the breakdown of dietary 
starch  

BNF, 2021 

Dipeptidylpeptidase
-4 inhibitors (DPP-
4) 

Alogliptin 
Linagliptin  
Saxagliptin  
Sitagliptin  
Vildagliptin  

These medications work by inhibiting dipeptidyl peptidase - 4 which increases insulin secretion 
and lowers glucagon secretion 

BNF, 2021 

Glucagon-like 
peptide-1 receptor 
agonist (GLP-1) 

Albiglutide 
Dulaglutide  
Exenatide  
Liraglutide  
Lixisenatide  

These medications are referred to as GLP-1 receptor agonists which augment glucose 
dependant insulin secretion and slow gastric emptying 

BNF, 2021 

Meglitinides Nateglinide 
Repaglinide   

These medications stimulate insulin and its actions BNF, 2021 
 

Sodium glucose co-
transporter 2 
inhibitors (SGLT2) 

Canagliflozin 
Dapagliflozin 
Empagliflozin   

These medications act by reversible inhibition of the sodium-glucose co-transporter 2(SGLT2) 
in the renal proximal convoluted tubule, reducing the glucose reabsorption and increasing the 
urinary glucose excretion 

BNF, 2021 

Thiazolidinediones Pioglitazone pioglitazone, work by reducing peripheral insulin resistance which in effect causes a reduction 
on blood glucose concentration in patients 

BNF, 2021 

Insulins Long acting insulin 
Intermediate acting 
insulin  
Short acting insulin 

in a normal individual insulin is produced in the Islets of Langerhans in the pancreas which 
regulates the blood glucose levels. The current pharmaceutically produced insulin is produced 
by genetically modified bacteria, and is either combined with a carrier, or structurally modified 
to regulate the duration of action (Diabetes UK, 2021). They are usually subcutaneously 
administered to a patient (Diabetes UK, 2021). Insulin is the major treatment for T1DM as well 
as T2DM where the patient produces no, or insufficient insulin. 

BNF, 2021; 
Diabetes UK, 
2021 
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Some of these medications are given as combination therapy if optimal control 

is not achieved using monotherapy. Alkhatib et al. (2019) emphasised how 

lifestyle factors are important in all patients diagnosed with any type of diabetes. 

Research has shown that combination of a balanced diet and physical activity 

are effective in the management of all types of diabetes (Alkhatib et al., 2019). 

The authors further explain how these two factors can prevent obesity and lead 

to potentially T2DM symptom remission. Medication without lifestyle change 

cannot effectively control T2DM progression, this was further supported by 

Levesque (2017). 

Mental disorders 

Mental illnesses or disorders is an umbrella term for a variety of disorders which 

include depression, anxiety, schizophrenia and bipolar affective disorder. 

Mental disorders can be depleting, disabling, even leading to reduction in life 

span or suicide if not managed appropriately. Jayatilleke et al. (2017) explained 

that the life expectancy of an individual with severe or untreated mental illness 

tends to be reduced substantially compared to a person without mental illness 

or one with treated and controlled mental illness. It was also noted how co-

morbidities in patients diagnosed with severe mental illness may also have a 

deleterious effect on their primary condition. 

Mental illness (MIH) is ranked as the second most common cause of mortality in 

England. It is responsible for 72 million lost working days annually, with the total 

cost estimated at £105 billion per year (MHF, 2021).  

The prevalence of MIH is high in people who are employed or have recently lost 

their jobs (300,000 of all people affected by MIH), and is estimated to double 

each year (MHF.org.uk, 2021). A history of depression or anxiety, in children 

aged between five and 10 years, increases the likelihood of reoccurrence as 
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they become older. Gender is an important risk factor; it is reported that mood 

disorders such as depression and anxiety are more common in females 

compared to males and psychotic disorders such as schizophrenia are more 

common in males than females (Mental Health Statistics, 2021).  

The organisation ‘Mind’ reports that one in every four people in England will 

experience a mental health problem, with one in six working people 

experiencing anxiety or depression in any given week (Mind, 2021). In 2013, 8.2 

million cases of anxiety were recorded in England; women were twice as likely 

to receive a diagnosis of anxiety compared to men (MHF, 2021). Additionally, in 

2014, 19.7% of people in the UK aged 16 and over, experienced symptoms of 

anxiety and depression with a clear 1.5% increase from 2013 (MHF, 2021). 

NHS England (2019) reported that the cost of MIH management increased from 

£6.7 billion in financial year 2014-2015 to £6.9 billion, £7.1 billion, £7.2 billion, 

£7.5 billion in financial years 2015-2016, 2016-1017, 2017-2018, 2018-2019 

financial years respectively (NHS, 2020). 

Mental disorder risk factors 

Figure 1 shows the World Health Organisation (WHO) diagrammatic description 

of MIH risk factors which includes individual attributes and behaviours, social 

and economic status and environmental factors (WHO, 2012). 
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Figure 1: Mental ill health risk factors (adapted from WHO, 2012) 

 
Individual attributes and behaviours are defined by WHO as the link between 

individual attributes and the state of a person’s mental health and wellbeing. 

Innate behaviour looks at individuals’ thoughts and emotions, in how they 

address their daily activities. It also analyses an individual’s social 

responsibilities in valuing others (WHO, 2012). Some MIH is also believed to 

have genetic predisposition.  

WHO explains that socioeconomically deprived areas have higher suicidal rates 

and substance abuse. Social or gender inequality and poor access to basic 

services are also examples of environmental factors which have direct impact 

on individuals’ mental health and wellbeing (WHO, 2012).  

Social and economic status impact the way individuals interact with their 

surroundings which can have a positive or negative impact on their mental 

health and wellbeing. Other aspects such as loneliness, neglect, family conflict, 

exposure to violence or abuse have been reported to have an impact on 

individuals’ quality of life and their mental health (WHO, 2012). 
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Glenn et al. (2018) concluded that substance use and poor diet were the 

highest ranked risk factors in their study sample. Similarly, the risk of MIH or 

behaviour disorders were increased substantially in individuals who were 

alcohol dependent (O’Neill et al., 2018).  

Mental disorders management 

Psychotherapy such as cognitive behaviour therapy (CBT) is considered first-

line therapy for many individuals, based upon the severity and presence or 

absence of risk factors. However, when a non-pharmacological approach is not 

effective, a pharmacological or combination of pharmacological and 

psychotherapy approaches are indicated (NICE CG123, 2011).  

The medications listed in table 4 are commonly used for the treatment of mental 

disorders. 
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Table 4: Medication used in the management of mental ill health 

Medication Examples Mechanism of action Reference 

Serotonin 
receptor agonist 

Buspirone Buspirone is a serotonin 1A (5HT1A) auto receptor agonist and partial postsynaptic 5-HT1A receptor 
agonist.  
This specific medication is classed as an anti-anxiolytic agent and is known to act therapeutically in 
a similar manner to diazepam  

Blanco et al., 
2014;  
Giovannitti & 
Cooke., 2017 

Benzodiazepines Diazepam 
Alprazolam  
Chlordiazepoxide  
Oxazepam  

This class of medications works by acting as a positive allosteric modulator on the gamma-
aminobutyric acid (GABA)-A receptor which is a ligand-gated chloride-selective ion channel. GABA 
is found in high concentration in the cortex and limbic systems and is responsible for reducing the 
excitability of neurons by blocking or modulating the impulses between nerve cells producing a 
relaxing effect 

Griffin et al., 2013 

Antiepileptics Valproic acid  
Carbamazepine  

Valproic acid is used in patients diagnosed with psychotic disorders as a mood stabiliser. It is 
thought to increase dopamine availability leading to increased GABA transmission, reducing both 
manic and depressive symptoms in conditions such as in bipolar affective disorder   

Tsai et al., 2016; 
Nanaua & 
Neuman, 2013 

Lithium Litium This medication requires ongoing monitoring to detect early signs of toxicity and to ensure effective 
serum levels are maintained. The exact mechanism of action of lithium is unknown, however it is 
likely that it modifies or increase the production the neurotransmitter serotonin or blocks dopamine 
receptors. 

Gonzalez-Pinto et 
al., 2018 
BNF, 2021 

Selective 
serotonin re-
uptake inhibitors 
(SSRI) 

Citalopram 
Escitalopram  
Fluoxetine  
Fluvoxamine  
Paroxetine  
Sertraline   

Selectively inhibit the re-uptake of serotonin 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT) and are commonly 
prescribed in depression. SSRIs were shown to be highly effective in a study by Aznar-Lou et al. 
(2018) who concluded that individuals who were adherent to their medication regimen, had less 
days at work lost to sickness.  
 

BNF, 2021; 
Aznar-Lou et al., 
2018 

Serotonin and 
noradrenaline re-
uptake inhibitors 

Duloxetine 
Venlafaxine   

These are commonly used in the management of depression. Their metabolites are thought to 
inhibit serotonin and noradrenaline reuptake and to weakly inhibit dopamine.  
 

BNF, 2021 

Serotonin uptake 
inhibitor 

Trazadone Trazodone reduces the levels of neurotransmitters associated with arousal effects, such as 
serotonin, noradrenaline, dopamine, acetylcholine, and histamine. At lower doses it exerts a 
sedative effect by antagonism of 5-HT-2A receptor, H1 receptor, and alpha-1-adrenergic receptors. 

BNF, 2021 
Shin JJ, 
Saadabadi A. 
2021 

Cyclic 
antidepressant 

Mianserin 
hydrochloride 
Mirtazapine  
Amitriptyline  

This group of medications acts by reducing the reuptake of serotonin and nor-adrenaline increasing 
their availability in the brain. 
 

BNF, 2021 
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Medication Examples Mechanism of action Reference 

Clomipramine  
Dosulepin 
Doxepin  
Imipramine  
Lofepramine  
Nortriptyline  
Trimipramine  

Antipsychotic – 
first generation 

Benperidol 
Chlorpromazine  
Flupentixol  
Haloperidol  
Periciazine  
Perphenazine  
Pimozide  
Prochlorperazine  
Sulpiride  
Trifluoperazine  
Zuclopenthixol  

These medications block the postsynaptic dopamine-2 receptor, reducing the neurotransmission in 
dopamine pathways. First generation antipsychotics are used to treat patients who will also benefit 
from sedation. They are commonly prescribed in emergency departments for rapid sedation and as 
adjuncts with other antipsychotics.  

Campillo et al., 
2015; BNF, 2021 

Antipsychotic - 
second 
generation 

Amisulpride 
Aripiprazole   
Clozapine  
Lurasidone  
hydrochloride  
Olanzapine  
Paliperidone  
Quetiapine  
Risperidone  

They are more effective than first generation antipsychotics for the treatment of the positive 
symptoms of schizophrenia, with better patients’ adherence in comparison to first generation 
antipsychotics. Risperidone has a high affinity for serotoninergic 5-HT2 and dopaminergic receptors-
2, and it has the ability to bind to other alpha receptors. In mental health risperidone is used for its 
potent D2 antagonist mechanism of action. 
 

Chen et al., 2015 
Electronic 
medicines 
compendium, 
2021 
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Mental illness and diabetes 

Mental illness and diabetes have both shown to require clinical management 

and self-care responsibilities. Garrett and Doherty (2014) illustrated a 

comorbidity pathway (Figure 2), which suggested that psychological factors 

identified in patients diagnosed with T2DM, may be the reason for them to 

developing mental illness (Table 5). 

Table 5: Red Flags (adapted from Garrett and Doherty 2014) 

 

 
Figure 2: The link between diabetes and depressive disorder  
Used with permission from diabetes Canada (Appendix 4) 

 

The study also highlighted the vital roles practitioners can play in providing 

lifestyle interventions and medications choice (Robinson et al., 2018). Weight 

gain is seen as one of the most significant risk factors caused by one condition 

(depression and the medications used to treat it) and impact the other 

Evidence of depressed mood 
Low BMI: this may indicate an eating disorder 
Reluctance to start insulin therapy: this may indicate needle phobia or a fear of insulin 
Persistent suboptimal glycaemic control 
Recurrent admissions (e.g., for diabetic ketoacidosis or recurrent severe hypoglycaemia) 
Difficulties at transition to adult services  
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(diabetes) (Robinson et al., 2018). According to the NICE reports, the number of 

people receiving psychological therapies who also have another physical long-

term condition, has more than doubled in the last four years (NICE, 2017). 

Diabetes mellitus is associated with long term microvascular and macrovascular 

complications with reduced quality of life and life expectancy (NICE NG28, 

2017). However, for physical conditions such as T2DM and mental disorders, 

the services provisions to treat them are funded and managed separately (Beka 

et al., 2018). Studies showed that the actual causation of the comorbidity is 

controversial (Telo et al., 2018; Beka et al., 2018). 

Hein et al. (2018), showed that T2DM is a highly prevalent condition in patients 

diagnosed with depression (n= 703) and that if patients with T2DM are not 

investigated or managed for possible depression comorbidity, both diseases 

would have poor outcomes. They further clarify that individuals with major 

depression have a greater risk of a sedentary lifestyle and decreased physical 

activity (Hein et al., 2018). Reduced activity in turn can lead to obesity which 

alone can either worsen diabetes or cause it. The article highlights factors such 

as obesity, being a male, and older age (>50ys) can increase the risk of 

developing both T2DM and depression compared to people with single 

morbidity (Hein et al., 2018). When depression was treated in individuals with 

T2DM, most modifiable risk factors improved and T2DM was better controlled 

(Hein et al., 2018; Harkness et al., 2010). Harkness et al. (2010) concluded that 

53% of education and CBT interventions for depression and T2DM are focused 

on lifestyle alone, 29% focused on mental health and 18% on both aspects. 

Kruse, Schmitz and Thefeld, (2003) noted that the combination of T2DM and 

depression is not restricted to T2DM only but also seen in many other long-term 

chronic conditions, e.g., heart failure and renal failure. The odds ratio (OR) for 
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anxiety disorders in patient with diabetes were higher than the general 

population (OR 1.93, 95% CI 1.19-3.19). The relationship between diabetes and 

affective disorders was not significant after controlling for age, sex, marital 

status and socioeconomic status. However, the relationship between diabetes 

and anxiety disorder remained significant after controlling those variables 

(Kruse, Schmitz & Thefeld, 2003). The authors stated that further research is 

required to provide a definitive answer.  

Another study by Shin et al. (2014) used a self-assessment questionnaire 

completed by both patients with mental illness, and their clinicians, concluded 

that the tool was simple and sensitive to identify people at high risk of T2DM in 

patients with mental illness. The study demonstrated that from their sample of 

100 participants, nine showed to have T2DM and 34 were pre-diabetic (Shin et 

al., 2014). The authors further explained the link between antipsychotic 

medications and poor glycaemic control. They concluded that typical 

antipsychotic medications are more likely to be associated with T2DM than 

atypical antipsychotic medications due to medication-related weight gain and 

the progression to metabolic disorder. The researchers were supportive of the 

theory that MIH leads to T2DM via the route of metabolic disorder. Huang et al. 

(2011) showed that the incidence of MIH in diabetic patients was significantly 

higher than in the general population and was higher in females, the elderly, 

those with low income and from rural areas, when compared to all others. This 

study had one limitation, as it was conducted in Taiwan, which may make the 

results not applicable to the United Kingdom (UK) population. 

A review by Sajatovic et al. (2016) compared older and younger patients 

(n=200) with serious mental illness and investigated the impact of early 

treatment of mental illness on favourable diabetes prognosis. The authors found 
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that patients with depression had poor diabetes control and more hospital 

emergency visits. It was also seen that older patients had better control than 

younger patients. Sajatovic et al. (2016) demonstrated that diabetes control was 

declined in patient with severe mental illness, suggesting that the severity of 

mental illness may play a major role. In a 60-week randomised controlled trial 

measuring the impact of patients training in T2DM self-management, concluded 

that the intervention improved patients HbA1c in patients with co-existing T2DM 

and mental illness through improving their understanding of how to improve 

their lifestyle modifiable risk factors (Sajotovic et al., 2017).  

Gron et al. (2018) carried out a systematic review on improving diabetes care 

amongst patients with severe mental illness. The author stated that exercise, 

nutrition, psychotherapy, behaviour modelling, weight management and 

increased T2DM disease awareness on actions to reduce HbA1c, and fasting 

plasma glucose level were effective in improving disease prognosis and 

preventing further deterioration. Murri et al. (2017) concluded that glycaemic 

control appeared to influence the severity of patients’ depressive symptoms but 

the effect on the value in the glycaemic control improvement was not significant. 

This study indicated that improving T2DM control can improve quality of life and 

mental illness. This study showed that glycaemic control impacted the severity 

of depression due to the increasing distress about keeping glycaemic levels 

under control. Telo et al. (2018) also stated that mental disorders are common 

in adolescents diagnosed with diabetes compared to those without diagnosis. 

Solanki, Ball and Morrissey (2018) also suggested a possible link between 

bipolar affective disorder and diabetes. Nasker, Victor and Nath (2017) 

conducted a comprehensive systematic review of the link between depression 

and T2DM which focused on the Asian community, from an Indian background. 
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The authors reported a significant association between the two conditions, 

highlighting that a duration of 2-4 years after T2DM diagnosis, significantly 

increased the patients’ risk of depression (Khullar et al., 2016). More recently, 

Robinson et al. (2018) discussed how “diabetes distress” can be the cause of 

mental illness. The study showed that the term “diabetes distress” is used to 

describe the emotional impact related to living with diabetes, including the 

ongoing monitoring and medications use, which was also supported by Hagger 

et al. (2016). Robinson et al. (2018) suggested that T2DM leads to mental 

illness, not the other way around.  

A meta-analysis conducted by Anderson et al. (2001) showed that depression 

significantly increased in both T1DM  (P = 0.0003) and T2DM (P < 0.0001) 

compared to nondiabetic control subjects. Ogawa, Miyamoto and Kawakami 

(2011) investigated the severity of schizophrenia on diabetes self-care. They 

conducted interviews with 38 participants and assessed their clinical charts. 

There were no differences in the HbA1c levels between participants with 

different severities of schizophrenia. The author stated that “Although psychotic 

symptoms do not appear to affect glycaemic control, they can affect the ability 

to self- care behaviours” (Ogawa, Miyamoto & Kawakami., 2011).  

Dickerson et al. (2005) identified a trend related to the level of patient mental 

health and diabetes education which was also considered by Glasgow (1999). 

The authors further explained how comfort or emotional eating can lead to 

obesity which can cause T2DM, as well as worsen the person’s mental state 

due to loss of confidence in their physical appearance (Dickerson et al., 2005; 

Glasgow, 1999).  

Musselman et al. (2003) found that there was a trend associated with the 

acceleration of the onset of T2DM complications and depression. Hayward 
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(1995) concluded that people with psychiatric disorders who are treated with 

antipsychotics who have poor diet or those who are being inactive are generally 

at a higher risk of developing T2DM. Lustman et al. (2005) shared the same 

view with Hayward (1995), and further explained that good glycaemic control is 

an effective way to kick start the cycle of improving depression as it normalises 

neuroendocrine and immunoinflammatory hyperactivation, facilitating the 

psycho-behavioural adherence to diet and exercise and in-turn further improve 

glycaemic control. 

Pendlebury and Holt (2010) explained that poor self-care and lifestyle have 

greater impact on patients with severe mental illness and T2DM when 

compared to the general population. They stated that the key to manage T2DM 

and MIH comorbidity is for healthcare professionals working in psychiatry and in 

diabetes care is to collaborate in order to provide an integrated care.  

Fagiolini and Goracci (2009) shared views similar to Pendlebury and Holt 

(2010) and added that under-treatment and patients’ self-management plans 

required improvement. Hajek et al. (2015) suggested that T2DM itself has an 

effect on the brain, which leads to mental illness that is regularly seen as a co-

morbidity within T2DM such as bipolar affective disorder. The authors 

concluded that it is important to screen people diagnosed with diabetes for 

neuroimaging alterations (Hajek et al., 2015). Beavers et al. (2016) explored 

whether long term exposure to high glucose levels is associated with cognitive 

impairment in T2DM patients (n=879). The study was conducted over 7-years, 

where HbA1c results were measured at regular intervals alongside assessing 

the mental and cognitive states of individuals. The authors concluded that 

reducing diabetes-related complications may prevent or reduce cognitive 

disability associated with T2DM (Beaver et al., 2016). Convit (2005) suggested 
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that there is a link between cognitive impairment and insulin resistance, both 

among individuals diagnosed with T2DM and in those diagnosed with pre-

diabetes. Bjørgaas et al. (1997) and Gradment et al. (1993) concluded that 

there is a clear relationship between lack of control in T2DM and patients’ 

mental health, and that improving blood glucose control can also show 

improvements in cognitive function. 

Goldberg et al. (2007) explained how poor self-care was prevalent in people 

with serious mental illness. De Hert et al. (2009) explained that in Belgium, 3% 

of patients were diagnosed with T2DM at the time they received their first 

diagnosis with schizophrenia, which was increased after two years from 

receiving antipsychotics to 16.5%. Mcintyre et al. (2005) showed that the 

diagnosis of T2DM was three times greater in bipolar affective disorder patients, 

compared to the general population. Ismail, Winkley and Rabe-Hesketh (2004) 

concluded that difficulties in adherence to therapy and psychological problems 

are associated with poor glycaemic control in T2DM. 

A systematic review conducted by Wang et al. (2008) investigated whether non-

pharmacological interventions to treat depression had any effect on diabetes 

improvement and control. They concluded that it had limited effect on glycaemic 

control in individuals diagnosed with T2DM. They added that it would be 

beneficial to focus on both the patient diabetes self-care behaviour in addition to 

depression, to help improve the management plan and benefit the patient 

(Wang et al., 2008). 

Baumeister, Hutter and Bengel (2012) noted that depression occurred 

frequently in patients (n=1592) diagnosed with T2DM and was always 

associated with a poor diabetes prognosis. Their systematic review of 19 

studies, showed that both psychological and pharmacological interventions 
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have a clinically significant effect on depression outcomes in diabetes patients. 

The authors reported that short-term SSRI antidepressant produced moderate 

HbA1c improvement (p = 0.0004; 306 participants; seven trials; p = 0.003; 241 

participants; five trials and p = 0.002; 238 participants; five trials). Lunghi et al. 

(2017) looked at the impact of depression on medication adherence in patients 

with T2DM and concluded that patients with T2DM and depression might 

benefit from adherence-enhancing interventions. Of 73,739 participants 

diagnosed with T2DM, 3106 had dual diagnosis of depression. When 

comparing patients’ adherence to their diabetes therapy, 52% were non-

adherent in the T2DM and depression group and 49% in the T2DM only group 

(Lunghi et al., 2017). A systematic review conducted by Gorczynski, Patel and 

Ganguli (2017) supported the views of Lunghi et al. (2016) that medication 

adherence is an important aspect in T2DM patient with schizophrenia 

comorbidity. Gentil et al. (2015) looked at the complication of the two chronic 

conditions from a different angle: the adherence to oral antihyperglycemic 

agents among older adults with mental disorders and its effect on health care 

costs. Gentil et al. (2015) stated that people with T2DM are twice as likely to 

have anxiety and depression when compared to the general population. A 

meta-analysis by Gonzalez et al. (2008) examined the relationship between 

depression and non-adherence in T2DM patients and explained how there was 

a strong link between the two.  

The association between T2DM and mental ill health  

The association between chronic long-term conditions and chronic diseases 

depression and post diagnosis trauma (a type of anxiety) are well known and 

identified in the diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorders (DSM-V). 

Many studies have investigated the possibility of specific correlation between 
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T2DM, depression and anxiety and further explored if mental illness can also 

lead to diabetes. Chepulis et al. (2020) concluded that the possible pathway is 

through obesity rather than a direct relationship where depression can lead to 

obesity due to loss of motivation for activity and pharmacological therapy. 

Obesity can then lead to T2DM, which is a very well-known modifiable risk 

factor. A recent study measuring the relationship between depression and 

prevalence of T2DM in a community setting, showed how depression and its 

pharmacological treatment can act as a risk factor for the development of T2DM 

(Graham et al., 2021). Antidepressants such as tricyclic antidepressants, alpha 

adrenoreceptor antagonists, and selective serotonin re-uptake inhibitors, are known 

to cause increase in appetite leading to weight gain (BNF, 2021). In Graham et al., 

(2021) study, patients receiving pharmacological treatment for depression, had 

higher prevalence of T2DM (20%) compared to those who were not receiving 

pharmacological therapy for depression (17%). 

Another study (n=177) showed that the prevalence of depression was higher in 

T2DM patients diagnosed with, and treated for, diabetic neuropathy (n=52, 

P = 0.004) (Aroke et al., 2020). Pouwer, Kupper and Adriaanse (2010) 

emphasised that emotional stress can lead to T2DM. They explained how 

stress, depression and anxiety can cause changes in behaviour and lead to 

poor lifestyle. 

Kumar et al. (2009) investigated the focal subcortical biophysical abnormalities 

in patients diagnosed with T2DM and depression. In their sample (n=16) 

participants had T2DM and MIH, n=22 participants had T2DM only and n=30 

participants had neither T2DM nor MIH. The authors showed that patients who 

had biophysical abnormalities (in the caudate nucleus) were diagnosed with 

both T2DM and MIH (Kumar et al., 2009). Similarly, Ryan et al. (2012) 
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confirmed the link between insulin resistance and depression in a sample of 

patients who are all (n=90) diagnosed with T2DM diagnosis but free from MIH. 

The authors reported a bidirectional association between T2DM and 

depression. 

The genetic relationship of developing T2DM and or MIH 

Monroe, Slavich and Gotlib (2014) explained that a positive family MIH history, 

a recent personal major life event or a personal history of depression, increased 

the likelihood of depression. All participants (n=62) were reviewed via a 

structural clinical interview based around DSM-IV definitions. The finding was 

significant (p <0.001) where those who showed a positive family history of 

depression had a 5.26 mean of lifetime depression episodes compared to those 

with no depression history (m=3.04) (Monroe, Slavich & Gotlib, 2014). 

Hariri et al. (2006) emphasised the importance of reviewing individuals’ family 

history at the point of T2DM diagnosis. This cross-sectional study (n=4345) 

found that people with moderate-high familial risk of depression, were more 

likely to be diagnosed with T2DM at some stage of their life (73%) compared to 

those with an average risk (21.5%).  

Summary 

The reviewed literature described various factors that impact adherence to 

medication; loss of motivation, low self-care, and reduced confidence in self-

efficacy, which also has a compounding effect on T2DM medication adherence. 

Once the reason for poor adherence is established this can be managed or 

treated. The NICE guideline NG28 (2020) on T2DM, Clinical Knowledge 

Summaries (CKS) on depression (2021) and CKS on Anxiety (2021) provides 

useful guidance, that enables practitioners to better manage each condition 

through step-by-step pathways for each condition separately. While the 
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reviewed literature demonstrates an interaction between diabetes and mental 

disorders, the precise link and severity of the effect are not yet confirmed or 

specified. Further research is required to explore the relationship between 

mental illness and diabetes control and prognosis. 

Publication 

Bibi, N., Morrissey, H. Ball, P.A. A service improvement opportunity for 

pharmacist independent prescribers: A literature review examining the 

relationship between poor diabetes control and the co-existence of mental 

health issues. International Journal of Current Pharmaceutical Research. 

2019;11(4). DOI: http://dxdoi.org/10.22159/ijcpr.2019v11i4.34930.  

http://dxdoi.org/10.22159/ijcpr.2019v11i4.34930
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Chapter II – Coronavirus Pandemic and Diabetes 

Overview 

This chapter was written during the 2019-20 novel coronavirus disease 

pandemic known as (COVID-19). It was identified early in the pandemic, from 

the data published by PHE, that patients diagnosed with diabetes have a higher 

risk of experiencing severe COVID-19. As the study population were people 

diagnosed with T2DM, it was essential to understand the relationship and the 

impact of COVID-19 on the population, which might continue to be an issue 

during the life of this study and may affect the study outcomes. 

Introduction 

The novel disease, caused by the variant coronavirus, severe acute respiratory 

syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) was first reported in December 2019 

and the syndrome caused by the virus was termed COVID-19. It is a 

transmissible disease, spread via the respiratory system and at the time of 

submitting this thesis, it was responsible for over 247 million recorded cases 

and over 5 million deaths (World meters, 2021).  

The disease was declared as a pandemic causing a global lockdown, with a 

fluctuating mortality rate around the globe (Pal & Bhadada, 2020). Until the day 

of this review, December 2020, there was no known treatment identified to cure 

or eradicate COVID-19, with various medications undergoing clinical trials. In 

November 2021, after this review had been completed and published, the 

Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) approved 

molnupiravir for the treatment of COVID-19 for the high-risk population group. It 

was identified that the virus enters the body via the respiratory system causing 

symptoms of a high-grade fever, a new or continuous cough, myalgia, 
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gastrointestinal symptoms and a loss or change in taste or smell (WHO, 2020). 

These symptoms range from mild to severe, causing hospitalisation with 

pneumonia, acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), multi-organ failure 

and death (Huang, Lim & Pranata, 2020).  

Various literature has been published describing numerous risk factors such as 

obesity, diabetes, pre-existing CVD and various “at risk groups,” where rulings 

on shielding were released under WHO guidance (ECDC, 2020). Individuals 

were categorised based on their co-morbidities. Literature has shown that in 

T2DM patients who contracted COVID-19, the death rate was higher in those 

with poorly controlled blood glucose (Zhu et al., 2020). Poor glycaemic control 

has been described by many researchers to have a great impact on the rate of 

survival.  

Whilst no contemporaneous literature reported on the effects of shielding and 

self-isolation on T2DM patients, many studies were planned by the mental 

health sector in the UK and many other developed countries. The level of 

psychological distress during the pandemic was reported on by the UK 

Household Longitudinal Study (UKHLS) (Office of health improvements and 

disparities, 2022). In adults (>18 years of age) self-reported psychological 

distress (including symptoms of anxiety, depressive symptoms, loneliness, 

sleep and stress) increased from 20.8% to 29.5% between 2019 and 2020, then 

reduced after the lockdown ended (September 2020) to 21.3%. However, the 

study reported another increase after the second lockdown in December 2020 

(27.1%, January 2021), and another drop at the end of the lockdown to 24.5%.   

T2DM susceptibility to COVID-19 

Wang, Du and Zhu (2020) explained that poor glycaemic control can lead to 

inflammation and hypercoagulation, which reduces oxygen saturation. This may 
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further worsen patients’ outcomes as low oxygen saturation is known to be an 

important sign of severe COVID-19 infection. Papadokostaki, Tentolouris and 

Liberopoulos (2020) concluded that being diagnosed with poorly controlled 

diabetes can worsen the thromboembolic formation associated with COVID-19 

due to the effect of insulin resistance on endothelial dysfunction and enhanced 

platelet activation that predisposes to the development of a hypercoagulable 

prothrombic state.  

Method and design 

This review focused on published literature on T2DM and COVID-19 

comorbidity. A total of 10 studies were selected and critically reviewed. The 

Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic review and Meta-Analysis Protocols 

(PRISMA-P) statement and structure was followed (Appendix 6). A literature 

search was conducted using the following search engines; ScienceDirect®, 

Google® scholar™ and PubMed®. The terms used to generate a search were 

Coronavirus, COVID-19, type 2 diabetes, diabetes and T2DM and the search 

was limited to the years 2019-2020. Figure 3 shows the selection process of the 

preliminary search.  
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Figure 3: Inclusion and exclusion criteria of literature used 

 

All articles were screened and reviewed against the criteria to assess the 

association between T2DM and COVID-19. A total of 10 studies were analysed 

to assess the differences in researchers’ opinions (Table 6). Four domains were 

selected to measure the studies risk of bias score (Table 7): 

1. The study reported on symptoms severity. 

2. The study reported on causes of death. 

3. The study reported on one or more risk factors e.g., hypertension (HTN), 

age, obesity, etc. 

4. Diabetes medications continued during the COVID-19 hospitalisation. 
 

Articles identified through search 
(n=2630) 
Inclusion criteria:  

• T2DM  

• COVID-19 

 

Articles screened 
(n=2630) 

Articles excluded (n=2500) 
Exclusion based on:  

• sample size >50 

• T1DM 

• Children  

• Studies written in 
English 

 

Articles with full access 
(n=10) 
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Table 6: Selected Papers 

Citation Design  Sample Intervention  Outcomes Results  Conclusion  

Zhu et al. 
(2020)  

Cohort  7336 Assessing blood 
glucose levels of 
T2DM with 
COVID-19   

Mortality Patients had higher mortality (7.8% versus 
2.7%: adjusted hazard ratio, 1.49) with multiple 
organ injury in comparison to those patients 
that were non-diabetic. 

Showed patients with 
improved glycaemic control 
had better outcome with 
COVID-19 in T2DM patients 

Huang, 
Lim and 
Pranata 
(2020)  

Systematic 
review  

6452 The need for 
intensive care unit 
(ICU), poor 
outcome, severe 
mortality and 
disease 
progression. 

Mortality, severe 
COVID-19, acute 
respiratory distress 
syndrome, ICU and 
disease progression. 

T2DM was associated with composite poor 
outcome (Relative Risk (RR) 2.38 [1.88. 3.03]. 
p <0.001; 12 : 62%) and its subgroup which 
comprised of mortality (RR 2.12[1.44, 3.11], p 
< 0.001; 12:72%), severe COVID-19 (RR 2.45 
[1.79, 3.35], p< 0.001: 12 :45%), ARDS (RR 
4.64 [1.86, 11.58], p=0.001; 12 :9%), and 
disease progression (RR 3.31 [1.08. 10.14], 
p=0.04; 12: 0%. 

Severe mortality rates were 
observed in patients with 
diabetes that were diagnosed 
with COVID-19. 

Kumar et 
al. (2020)  

Systematic 
review  

114 Assessing studies 
with patient with 
COVID-19 in 
patient 
hospitalised in 
ICU. 

Requiring invasive 
ventilation, requiring 
ICU care or 
progressive disease 
or refractory disease. 

Diabetes was found to be significantly 
associated with mortality of COVID-19 with a 
pooled odds ratio of 1.90 (95% CI: 1.37e2.64; 
p < 0.01). Diabetes was associated with 
severe COVID-19 with a pooled odds ratio of 
2.75 (95% CI: 2.09e3.62; p < 0.01). 

Diabetic patient showed to 
have a “two fold increase in 
mortality as well as severity of 
COVID-19” (Kumar et al. 
2020), compared to those that 
had no diagnosis of diabetes 
(Kumar et al. 2020). 

Roncon et 
al. (2020)   

Systematic 
review  

1382 ICU admission in 
T2DM patients- 
using Newcastle 
Ottawa quality 
assessment 
scale. 

To assess the risk of 
ICU admission and 
morality risk in 
diabetic COVID-19 
patients. 

DM results showed to be the second more 
frequent comorbidities. DM patients had a 
significant increased risk of ICU admission 
(OR: 2.79, 95 % CI 1.85–4.22, p < 0.0001, 
I2=46 %). In 471 patients (mean age 56.6 
years, 294 males) analysed for the secondary 
outcome diabetic subjects resulted to be at 
higher mortality risk (OR 3.21, 95 % CI 1.82–
5.64, p < 0.0001, I2=16 %). 

Diabetic patients with COVID-
19 had an increased risk of 
ICU admission with a higher 
rate of mortality. 

Zhang et 
al. (2020)  

Cohort 74 To assess HbA1c 
in T2DM patients 
with COVID-19. 

To describe 
characteristics of 
COVID-19 patients 
with T2DM and to 
analyse risk factors 

Twenty-seven patients (36.5%) were severe, 
and 10 patients (13.5%) died. 
 

T2DM patient showed to be 
more susceptible to COVID-19 
in comparison to the overall 
population Zhang et al., 2020 
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Citation Design  Sample Intervention  Outcomes Results  Conclusion  

for severity. 

Raoufi et 
al. (2020) 

Cohort  117 Computed 
tomography (CT) 
results, and 
HbA1c values 
were measured to 
assess severity. 

Chest CT scores 
were defined by 
summation of 
individual scores 
from 5 lung lobes 

Chest CT severity scores were not significantly 
different to patient that were T2DM with 
COVID -19 in comparison to non-diabetic 
COVID-19 patients Also, the mortality and 
recovery rates were similar between the two 
groups (p = 0.54 and p = 0.85, respectively) 

Chest CT severity scores were 
not significantly different to 
patient that were T2DM with 
COVID -19 in comparison to 
non-diabetic COVID-19 
patients. 

Desai et 
al. (2020)  

Systematic 
review 

2084 Assess COVID -
19 symptoms in 
elderly patients. 

Mortality rate  T2DM and COVID-19 patient with a mean age 
>50 years was 13.2% whereas other studies 
with relatively younger patients mean age <50 
years had a pooled prevalence of 9.0%. 

The overall prevalence of 
COVID -19 was shown to be 
higher in elderly patient with 
T2DM in comparison to the 
younger population. 

Zhou and 
Tan 
(2020) 

Cohort  881 Patient capillary 
blood glucose 
was taken to 
assess severity.  

Mortality 56.6% (499/881) of the tests showed abnormal 
BG levels, including 29.4% (58/197) of the pre-
prandial blood glucose (BG) tests and 64.5% 
(441/ 684) of the postprandial tests. 69.0% 
(20/29) patients were considered with non-
ideal BG levels. And 10.3% (3/29) of the 
patients experienced at least one episode of 
hypoglycaemia (b3.9 mmol/L). 

T2DM is seen to be a co- 
comorbidity causing severe 
symptoms in COVID-19. 

Guo et al. 
(2020)  

Cohort  174 To assess if 
T2DM is a risk 
factor of COVID-
19. 

C- reactive protein 
test and D-dimer test 
were used to assess 
severity in patients. 

COVID -19 patient without co-morbidities but 
T2DM were at higher risk of severe 
pneumonia, release of tissue injury related 
enzymes due to dysregulation of glucose 
metabolism. 

T2DM should be considered 
as a risk factor for a rapid 
progression and deterioration 
in symptoms in patients with 
COVID-19. 

Wang, Du 
and Zhu 
(2020) 

Cohort  132 Bloods were 
monitored to 
assess severity of 
COVID-19. 

HbA1c was 
monitored in patient 
alongside oxygen 
saturation (SaO2) 
Mortality rate was 
also assessed. 

Correlation analysis showed that there was a 
linear negative correlation between SaO2 and 
HbA1c (r = −0.22, p= 0.01), while there was a 
linear positive correlation between serum 
ferritin, C-reactive protein, and ESR levels and 
HbA1c (p < 0.05). 

High level of HbA1c is said to 
cause inflammation and hyper 
coagulation and low SaO2 in 
COVID-19 patients and the 
mortality rate 27.7% higher in 
patient with diabetes. 
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Table 7: Risk of bias score 

Reference The study 
reported on 
symptoms 
severity 

The study 
reported on 
causes of 
death  

The study 
reported on one 
or more other 
risk factors 

Diabetes 
medication 
continued or 
stopped 

Total score Inclusion Exclusion 

Zhu et al. (2020)  Yes No Yes Continued 3 T2DM and COVID-19, 
between 18 and 75 
years of age 

No electronic record, 
pregnant, has organ injury 
or cancers, laboratory 
results not available. 

Huang. Lim and 
Pranata (2020) 

Yes No Yes Not clear 2 T2DM and COVID-19 
and need for ICU 

Other co-morbidities 

Kumar et al. 
(2020)  

Yes Yes No Not clear 2 T2DM and COVID-19 Not reported 

Roncon et al. 
(2020) 

Yes Yes Yes Not clear 3 T2DM and COVID-19 
and need for ICU 

Not reported 

Guo et al. (2020) Yes Yes Yes Continued 4 T2DM and COVID-19 Not reported 

Raoufi et al. 
(2020) 

No No Yes Continued 2 T2DM and COVID-19 Not reported 

Wang et al. 
(2020) 

Yes No Yes Not clear 2 T2DM and COVID-19 Not reported 

Desai et al. 
(2020) 

No No Yes Continued 2 T2DM and COVID-19 Not reported 

Zhang et al. 
(2020) 

Yes Yes Yes Not clear 3 T2DM and COVID-19 Not reported 

Zhou and Tan 
(2020) 

No No No Continued 1 T2DM and COVID-19 Not reported 
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Results 

The combined sample was n=18746 where all patients were diagnosed with 

T2DM and COVID-19. Severity of symptoms were reported in n=7646, and the 

most reported symptoms were fever, (32%) cough (26%) and chest tightness 

(8%). Causes of death were reported in n=3260 by Huang, Lim and Pranata 

(2020), Zhu et al. (2020) and Roncon et al. (2020).  

The main causes of death were: COVID-19 (76%) and acute respiratory 

distress (ARD) (5%). Other comorbidities were reported in n= 6968 by Huang, 

Lim and Pranata (2020), Desai et al. (2020) and, Zhou and Tan (2020).  

The most reported comorbidities were HTN (38%) CVD (10%) and pulmonary 

disease (3%). Other risk factors were reported in n= 6968 by Huang, Lim and 

Pranata (2020), Desai et al. (2020) and, Zhou and Tan (2020). The most 

reported risk factors were diabetes, (80%), CVDs (10%) and hyperglycaemia 

not previously diagnosed as diabetes (9%).  

Diabetes medications were continued in n= 3185 and stopped in n= 15561 

patients. Some medications used to treat diabetes were reported to contribute 

to poorer outcomes, if risk mitigation was not considered (Bornstein et al., 

2020). The authors concluded that metformin was found to contribute to 

dehydration leading to lactic acidosis and acute kidney injury. They also 

concluded that the sodium-glucose-co- transporter 2 inhibitors (e.g., 

canagliflozin, dapagliflozin, and empagliflozin) should not be initiated or 

continued during the COVID-19 infections. This is because in addition to 

increasing the risk of dehydration and acute kidney injury, they can cause 

ketoacidosis.  

Bornstein et al. (2020) stated that glucagon like peptide-1 receptor agonists 

(e.g., lixsenatide, dulaglutide, exenatide-extended release, liraglutide, 
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lixisenatide, and semaglutide) can be continued subject to monitoring and 

correcting dehydration. Dipeptidyl peptidase-4 inhibitors (e.g., Saxagliptin, and 

Sitagliptin) were generally well tolerated and could be continued. Lastly, they 

reported that insulin was found to be the most beneficial and best tolerated and 

should always be continued. 

Discussion 

Zhu et al. (2020) looked at the association between blood glucose control and 

the outcome in patients with COVID-19 and pre-existing T2DM. In this 

retrospective multi-centre study, they concluded that T2DM was one of the 

major risk factors for severe COVID-19. They explained that poor glycaemic 

control in T2DM produced a greater chance of experiencing a severe 

presentation compared to those with no diabetes. The study also showed how 

T2DM patients require more time in intensive care units compared to non-

diabetic patients. The study showed a clear distinction between genders; males 

with T2DM had a higher risk than females with T2DM. Pal and Bhadada (2020) 

discussed the interaction between the two diseases and reviewed how T2DM 

put individuals at a disadvantage. The article showed a clear relationship 

between the two conditions on how they complement each other, to create a 

severe outcome in response to the COVID-19 infection. They explained how 

COVID-19 symptom severity increased due to the assosciations of T2DM with 

the novel virus. According to Pal and Bhadada (2020) the reaction occurs due 

to the exagerated pro-inflammatory cytokine response and low expression of 

angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2), enhancing the severity in symptoms 

of the virus (Pal & Bhadada, 2020). On the other hand they also also explained 

how the novel virus generates a reaction where it causes an increase in blood 

glucose levels in an individual, worsening their diabetes. This was postulated to 
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happen due to the potential virus mediated beta-cell damage and therefore 

causing “augementation of insulin resistance through cytokines, ferritin A and 

hypokalemia” (Pal & Bhadada 2020). A study by Singh and Singh (2020) 

echoed the same views who also focused on the relationship between poor 

glycaemic control and the increased risk of severe presentations of COVID-19 

symptoms. The authors explained the importance of good glycaemic control 

and BP control during the infection to reduce symptoms. 

Huang, Lim and Pranata (2020) concluded that COVID-19 pneumonia is more 

severe, with higher mortality in T2DM patients than in non-diabetic patients. The 

researchers explained how other risk factors alongside T2DM such as HTN, 

influenced by age, can further worsen the patient outcomes (Huang, Lim & 

Pranata, 2020).  

Zhang et al. (2020) showed that patients with uncontrolled T2DM were more 

susceptible to COVID-19 infection, at higher risk of mortality and severity of 

symptoms. Bouhanick, Cracowski and Faille (2020) noted that “whilst diabetes 

would not systemically increase the likelihood of being infected with COVID-19, 

once infected, patients with diabetes are likely to develop a severe form of the 

disease.” They highlighted the association of T2DM medication and how it can 

impact the severity of symptoms of COVID-19.  

A meta-analysis by Kumar et al. (2020) analysed the association between 

mortality and the severity of COVID-19 in patients with T2DM. The researchers 

described the strong correlation that COVID-19 has with diabetes and explained 

that since diabetes can lead to severe COVID-19, its avoidance in diabetic 

patients is important (Kumar et al., 2020). They stated from the pooled data of 

16003 patients that COVID-19 is associated with a two-fold increase in mortality 

as well as increased severity of COVID-19 as compared to non-diabetics. 
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Roncon et al. (2020) further explained this concept and noted that a diabetic 

patient is at higher risk of ICU admission and poor short term outcome. The 

authors suggested that T2DM reduced COVID-19 survivability or to led to 

disabling, severe symptoms.  

A study by Raoufi et al. (2020) analysed CT of the chest of patients with 

COVID-19 comparing those diagnosed with diabetes to those without diabetes 

diagnosis. The authors explained how the chest CT score did not show a 

statistically significant difference between the two groups rejecting the theory 

developed by others. The study however has various limitations, in particular 

that blood tests were not monitored therefore it could not reliably determine 

whether COVID-19 can worsen T2DM.  

Desai et al. (2020) reviewed pooled data on various age groups to examine the 

effect on patients with COVID-19 and co-morbid T2DM, concluding that older 

patients had a higher risk of not only contracting COVID-19, but also to 

experience higher severity of symptoms. The researchers showed that a 

younger patient (mean age <50) had a 9% chance of contracting COVID-19 

compared to an older individual >50 years with a 13.2% chance. However, the 

authors did not just focus on patients with solely T2DM but who had other 

conditions alongside T2DM, such as cardiovascular complications. It can 

therefore be argued that other risk factors other than just age may impact the 

development and severity of COVID-19 infection. 

Various studies have examined T2DM as a risk factor for developing COVID-19, 

Guo et al. (2020) studied diabetes as a risk factor for the progression and 

prognosis of COVID-19. They performed a retrospective study on 174 patients 

and found that patients with T2DM had a higher risk of severe pneumonia 

compared to those without co-morbidities (Guo et al., 2020). During this study, 
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patients were screened using CT of the chest alongside other treatment 

measures that were analysed. The results showed that out of the 174 patients, 

24 were at higher risks of pneumonia and excessive uncontrolled inflammatory 

responses (Guo et al., 2020). They concluded that patients with T2DM should 

be cared for with more attention and reviewed accordingly due to potential rapid 

deterioration of their condition.  

Zhou et al. (2020) focussed their review on glycaemic management in diabetic 

patients (n=881) with COVID-19. They explained how COVID-19 can lead to 

hyperglycaemia increasing the risk of secondary infection and mortality.  

Wang, Du and Zhu (2020), in a retrospective study of 132 patients divided into 

group A (n=44, no T2DM diagnosis and HbA1c <6), group B (n=44, no T2DM 

diagnosis and HbA1c >6) and group C (n=47, diagnosed with T2DM), found that 

group C participants displayed a higher mortality rate of COVID-19 (27.7%), 

inflammation, hypercoagulability and low oxygen saturation than group A (9.8%) 

and group B (11.4%). The authors further emphasised the importance of 

measuring HbA1c levels after hospital admission to inform the prognosis of 

COVID-19, explaining how COVID-19 potentially causes abnormal beta cell 

damage and insulin resistance in patients consequently causing higher blood 

glucose levels (Wang, Du & Zhu, 2020). 

Glycaemic control should be optimised in T2DM patients diagnosed with 

COVID-19. Banerjee, Chakraborty and Pal (2020) and Wicaksana et al. (2020) 

agreed that shielding, social distancing, quarantine and lockdown impacted 

lifestyles and likely contributed to worsening glucose control due to stress, 

increased food consumption leading to obesity and inactivity.  

Bouhanick, Cracowski and Faille (2020) explained dipeptidylpeptidase-4 

inhibitors can promote infection or increase COVID-19 complications through 
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the inflammatory pathway (Bouhanick, Cracowski & Faille, 2020). The authors 

highlighted other T2DM medications that should be used with caution or to be 

discontinued in patient with COVID-19 such as: dipeptidylpeptidase-4 inhibitors, 

glucagon like peptide-1 agonists, sodium-glucose co-transporter 2 inhibitor and 

metformin (Bouhanick, Cracowski & Faille, 2020). On the other hand, Bornstien 

(2020) opinion differed to that of Bouhanick, Cracowski and Faille (2020) 

suggesting that there was insufficient evidence to suggest DDP-4 inhibitors 

should be discontinued. 

Jagat, Kalyan and Subir (2020) also examined the pharmacological treatment in 

T2DM and the effect it has on COVID-19. The authors focussed the study on 

the use of pioglitazone during COVID-19 infection in people diagnosed with 

T2DM and concluded that continuation of its use is beneficial due to moderating 

the host inflammatory responses by various immunosuppressive actions that 

counter SARS-CoV-2 driven hyperinflammation. Conversely, Bornstein et al. 

(2020) focussed on practical recommendations for the management of diabetes 

in patient with COVID-19. The researchers explained that the risk of infection is 

high in people diagnosed with T2DM, accordingly when infected with COVID-

19, severe pneumonia can manifest faster leading to sepsis and possible death 

(Bornstein et al., 2020). They concluded that the likelihood of contracting 

COVID-19 has increased up to 50 % in a diabetic patient compared to a non-

diabetic patient due to the defects in the innate immune responses through 

phagocytosis and neutrophil chemotaxis (Bornstein et al., 2020). They further 

explained their understanding as to why a patient is at a greater risk of 

developing COVID-19 when diagnosed with T2DM, reinforcing the consensus 

that certain medications can increase the likelihood of contracting COVID-19 as 

well as increasing the severity profile of symptoms.  
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Nakhleh and Shehadeh (2020) agreed that some of the pharmacological 

treatments in T2DM had disadvantageous effects on patients presenting with 

COVID-19. The authors found that insulin was an effective treatment to 

continue in diabetic patients who were positive for COVID-19 as it inhibits the 

production of pro-inflammatory cytokines preventing acute lung injury, through 

reducing the risk of developing diabetic ketoacidosis or hyperglycaemic 

hyperosmolar states, preventing further deterioration of acute lung injury and 

acute respiratory distress (Nakhleh & Shehadeh, 2020). 

Bornstein et al. (2020) stated that the biguanides and SGLT-2 inhibitors should 

be stopped in a patient with severe symptoms of COVID-19 to prevent the risk 

of metabolic decompensation and that insulin should be used as an alternative.  

Ursini et al. (2020) discussed how metformin and other medications such as 

pioglitazone and liraglutide can increase the angiotensin converting enzyme -2 

(ACE-2) availability in the respiratory tract and thus promoting SARS-CoV2 

infection. A scoping review by Wicaksana et al. (2020), discussed the 

pharmacological management of T2DM patients during the pandemic and the 

prevention of hypoglycaemia, suggesting that adjusting sulfonylurea and insulin 

doses should be considered specifically in the elderly patients as they can 

deteriorate rapidly. A narrative review by Singh and Khunti (2020) presented a 

concise list of anti-diabetic medications that may have negative effects on 

patients diagnosed with COVID-19. The authors indicated that metformin, 

pioglitazone, sulfonylurea, DPP-4 inhibitors, SGLT-2 inhibitors and GLP-1 

receptor agonist may all be continued in mild to moderate COVID-19 symptoms 

but should be suspended in severe cases, however insulin could be continued 

with any severity (Singh & Khunti, 2020).  
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Limitation  

The first limitation is that the literature reviewed were early studies (March -

October 2020). They showed that T2DM is a risk factor for COVID-19 infection 

and that the diabetes pharmacological treatment must be reviewed in patients 

diagnosed with COVID-19. However, there was no clear evidence whether the 

patients reported had well- or poorly controlled diabetes and if they were at 

higher risk due to uncontrolled diabetes rather than the diagnosis of diabetes 

alone. An additional limitation is that it is not known if the T2DM patients who 

were diagnosed with COVID-19 followed infection control and shielding 

measures or not, and how soon they presented to hospitals for treatment. 

Regarding the methodology, it was also not possible to use RevMan© V5 to 

meta-analyse the studies as the studies identified did not comply with 

randomised controlled trials designs. Narrative critical review methodology was 

the only possible option. 

A major limitation is the use of narrative review methodology. Although the 

methodology is robust and comprehensive, meta-analysis is more definitive 

method to statistically present the results (Collins & Fauser, 2005). However, 

the type of studies published at that period, had huge disparity in methodology 

and it proved impossible to generate forest plots owing to the high 

heterogeneity levels. They were unsuitable for further analysis.    

Summary 

Published studies demonstrated that diagnosis with T2DM places patients at 

risk of severe symptoms and increased mortality from COVID-19. The literature 

was reviewed to understand emerging evidence. The combined sample was 

n=18746 where all patients were diagnosed with T2DM and COVID-19. 

Published studies underline the importance of maintaining weight, glycaemic 
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control, good hydration, and exercising as much as possible. Patients need to 

be instructed to present to hospital promptly if developing COVID-19 symptoms. 

Normal T2DM therapy can and should be maintained in patients with no, or mild 

symptoms. On presentation to hospital with severe COVID-19 disease, diabetes 

control maybe maintained with insulin, concurrent with hydration and general 

supportive measures until the patient has recovered. 

Publication 

Bibi, N., Wara, B., Morrissey, H., Ball, P.A. Emerging evidence on the 

association between COVID-19 and Type 2 Diabetes. Romanian Journal of 

Diabetes, Nutrition and Metabolic Diseases. 2020;27(4);410-418. DOI: 

10.46839/rjd-2020-1059. Emerging evidence on the association between 

COVID-19 and Type 2 Diabetes | Romanian Journal of Diabetes, Nutrition and 

Metabolic Diseases; 27(4):410-418, 2020. | EMBASE (bvsalud.org). 

  

https://search.bvsalud.org/global-literature-on-novel-coronavirus-2019-ncov/resource/en/covidwho-1224451
https://search.bvsalud.org/global-literature-on-novel-coronavirus-2019-ncov/resource/en/covidwho-1224451
https://search.bvsalud.org/global-literature-on-novel-coronavirus-2019-ncov/resource/en/covidwho-1224451
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Chapter III: Narrative Review and Real-World Audit 

Overview 

In this chapter a critical review of the current literature related to the comorbidity 

between T2DM and MIH was performed. This was undertaken to inform better 

design for the study intervention described in chapter 4. This review focused on 

published literature on depression and anxiety in T2DM patients. A total of 17 

studies were critically reviewed (part 1) and 71 patient records were audited in 

the Health Research Authority (HRA) approved study site, a primary care surgery 

in the West Midlands, Birmingham (part 2), to better understand if the local 

population shared the same trends of T2DM, depression and anxiety as in the 

reviewed literature. 

Introduction 

T2DM and its complications are increasing, nationally and globally, consuming 

a large and increasing portion of health system expenditure. Depression and 

anxiety are mental health disorders that are frequently diagnosed in T2DM 

patients. Depression is referred to as a condition that “negatively affects how 

you feel, the way you think and how you act” (Parekh, 2017). Depression also 

has impact on an individual’s emotional and physical state (Parekh, 2017). 

Anxiety on the other hand can be referred to as a “feeling at unease or on the 

edge, with overwhelming unrealistic worries and fear that can be mild or severe” 

(NHS.uk, 2021).  

In a systematic review, the authors concluded that patients diagnosed with 

T2DM had a two fold increase in the likelihood of being diagnosed with 

depression than those without a diabetes diagnosis (Smith et al., 2013). On the 

other hand, poor diabetes control was found to worsen patients’ anxiety, which 
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further worsens the diabetes control leading to further complications such as 

depression (Lustman et al., 1986; Trento et al., 2011). Jia et al. (2019) reported 

that a family history of depression and / or diabetes increases the possible 

association between the two conditions later in life when compared to the 

general population. This further highlighted the importance of screening for MIH 

in all patients diagnosed with diabetes. A study by Gonzalez (2007) looked at 

depression, self-care and medication adherence in T2DM patients. The study 

concluded that adherence to pharmacological therapy is important and 

suggested that even low levels of depression may be associated with non-

adherence to important aspects of diabetes self-care (Gonzalez et al., 2007) 

which was supported by (Engum, 2007).  

Part 1 –The relationship between depression, anxiety and T2DM: 

Critical narrative review 

AIM 

The aim of this critical review was to understand the relationship (causation or 

correlation) between depression, anxiety and T2DM 

Literature Search strategy 

Various databases and search engines were used to carry out a search of 

literature available on mental illness in patients with diabetes. PubMed®, 

Science-direct®, and Google© scholar™ were the main search engines used. 

Specific keywords were used to obtain articles to refine the literature and 

research available. Keyword such as <Mental illness>, <mental health>, 

<diabetes>, <T2DM>, <HbA1c>, <anxiety>, <wellbeing> and <depression> 

were input into the mentioned webpages, to give a more accurate result on the 

conditions in conjunction. Clear inclusion criteria were set. The search was 

limited to articles in English and where full access could be gained. The studies 
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were screened to ensure they were based on patients with T2DM and mental 

illness, in which the medication is also available in the UK. This was to ensure it 

reflected the proposed research title. All papers chosen represented a study 

population size >50 subjects. Exclusion criteria were also set. Studies which 

were written in foreign languages and could not be sourced in English 

translation or required special payment to translate were excluded, alongside 

articles that had a poor methodology. Webpages and reviews were also 

excluded. 

Figure 4 shows the breakdown of how articles were selected during the 

preliminary search. All articles showed a comparison of T2DM related to the 

occurrence of depression and or anxiety. The Preferred Reporting Items for 

Systematic review and Meta-Analysis Protocols (PRISMA-P) statement and 

structure was followed (Appendix 6). 

 

Figure 4: Inclusion and exclusion criteria of literature used 

 

Articles identified through search (n=20174), Inclusion criteria: 

• Mental illness.  

• Mental health 

• Type 2 diabetes 

• Depression 

• Anxiety 

• Wellbeing  

• HbA1c 

Articles screened (n=20174) 
 

Articles excluded based on 
year group (n=12778)  

- Article older than 15 
year were excluded 

 

Articles excluded based on exclusion criteria (n=20) 
- Written in English 
- Sample size >30 
- Tests on animals 
- Age >50yrs 

 

Articles with full access  (n=17) 
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A total of 20,174 articles were found, these were then further screened using 

the exclusion criteria, resulting in 17 studies suitable for the critical review to 

assess the relationship between MIH and the effect MIH has on T2DM 

prognosis. Studies included in the review were those which had their primary 

outcome as diabetes and non-adherence, diabetes and depression, diabetes 

and anxiety or diabetes and two or all of the three. All other studies were 

excluded from the analysis but used to support the finding in the narrative 

discussion.  

Data extraction 

The Cochrane© Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions was used to 

guide the design of this review.  

The risk of bias was calculated, based upon ten comparators (Table 8). 

However, it was found that the study designs and primary outcomes measured, 

varied, with no common approach to investigate depression or anxiety in 

patients diagnosed with diabetes or to determine non-adherence behaviour as a 

primary outcome. This indicated that a large multicentre future study is required 

to establish a better starting point and robust, reproducible methodology.  

Figure 5 illustrates the risk of bias assessment for the 17 studies based on the 

ten comparators listed in table 8. The studies varied in design, methodology 

(allocation concealment) and it was frequently unclear how randomisation was 

made. Eight out of the 17 studies included five or more of the ten identified 

comparators. However, when combined to produce forest plots the 

heterogeneity was above 40% regardless of using fixed or random models. 

Accordingly, a critical narrative review methodology was selected (Figure 5 and 

Table 8). Table 9 shows a summary of the studies based on direct quotations 

from those papers which were used to complete the narrative critical review. 
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Figure 5: Total Bias score 
Amber: Scores 5 and over out of 10, Blue: Scores under 5 out of 10 
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Table 8: selected papers risk of bias 

First authors and 
reference number 

Sample 
size 
(>1500) 

Single 
study  

Age >50 Depression, 
anxiety with 
diabetes and non-
adherence 
primary outcome 

Non-
adherence  

Diabetes 
and 
depression  

Diabetes 
causes 
depression 

Diabetes 
and 
anxiety)   

Diabetes 
causes 
anxiety  

Depression 
and/or 
anxiety 
cause 
diabetes 

Lunghi et al. (2016) Y Y N Y N Y Y  N N N 

Mezuk et al. (2013) Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y N 

Ivanova, Nitka & Schmitz 
(2009) 

Y Y Y N N Y Y N N N 

Collins, Corcoran & Perry 
(2009) 

Y Y N N N Y Y Y Y N 

Engum (2007) Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y Y 

Rachdi et al. (2019) N Y Y N N Y N N N N 

Edwards & Mezuk (2012) Y Y Y Y N N N N N N 

Safren et al. (2013) N Y N Y Y Y N N N N 

Khuwaja et al. (2010) N Y Y Y N Y N N N N 

Ganasegeran et al. (2014) N Y N Y N Y N N N N 

Naicker et al. (2017)  Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y Y 

Al Hayek et al. (2013) N Y N Y Y Y N N N N 

Kivimaki et al. (2010) Y Y N N N N N N N Y 

Gonzalez et al. (2007) N Y Y Y Y Y N Y N N 

Pan et al. (2011) Y Y N N N N N N N Y 

Pan et.al. (2010) Y Y Y Y Y Y N N N N 

Roopan & Larsen (2016)  N N N Y Y Y Y N N N 
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Table 9: Studies main features (direct quotation)  
Authors 

and 
reference 
number 

Population 
size 

Title Sample 
source 

Demographics Results Conclusion 

Lunghi et 
al. (2016) 

114, 366 Incidence of Depression 
and Associated Factors 
in Patients with T2DM in 
Quebec Canada: A 
population – Based 
cohort study. 

Population 
based 
cohort study 

Males 59,003  
Females 55,363  
Ethnicity: not 
specified- 
countries included 
Canada and 
Quebec 
Age: >18years 

4808/114366 of diabetic patient were diagnosed with 
depression. Overall incidence rate of depression was 
9.47/1000 person per year(py). 
10.72/1000 py for women and 8.72/1000 py for men. 
For both high and low socioeconomic status patients, the 
younger age group had an increased risk of depression (high 
socioeconomic status group: HR18–44 vs 65–74 yrs¼ 1.84, 
95% CI 1.59–2.12, P < 0.001; low socioeconomic status group: 
HR18–44 vs 65–74 yrs¼ 2.87, 95% CI 2.27–3.64, p < 0.001). 

The occurrence of depression is 
higher during first year after oral 
antidiabetic treatment initiation 
(Lunghi et al., 2016). Young women 
are more prone to this than other 
groups. 

Mezuk et 
al. (2013) 

500,000 Depression, anxiety and 
prevalent diabetes in the 
Chinese population: 
findings from the China 
Kadoorie Biobank of 0.5 
million people. 

Cross 
sectional 
study 

Males: 196 425 
Females 281614  
Ethnicity: Chinese 
Age: > 30 years 
 

Diabetes 5.3% (3.2% clinically identified and 2.1% screen-
detected. 
Major depression was significantly associated with clinically- 
identified T2DM OR 1.75 95% CI: 1.47-2.08, but not with 
screen detected T2DM OR 1.18 95% CI: 0.92-1.51). 
Generalised anxiety disorder was associated with clinically 
identified OR: 2.14, 95% CI: 1.60-2.88) and modestly 
associated with screen-detected (OR 1.44, 95% CI: 0.99-2.08) 
T2DM.  

Major depression is associated with 
clinically identified, but not screen 
detected T2DM. Generalised anxiety 
disorder has association with both 
clinically identified and screen 
detected T2DM. Major depression 
has a strong association with those 
patients that are not obese.  

Ivanova 
Nitka & 
Schmitz 
(2009) 

1662 Epidemiology of 
antidepressant 
medication use in the 
Canadian diabetes 
population. 

Cross 
sectional 
study 

Gender not 
specified Ethnicity: 
Canadian 
Age: 20-74years 

Antidepressant use in the past 12 months was 8.4% (SE = 
0.95) among people with diabetes (n = 1,662). People who 
took antidepressants had higher average body mass index (M 
= 32.6, SD = 6.5) than those not taking antidepressants (M = 
29.2, SD = 5.7. 

In people with diabetes, the 
prevalence of antidepressant was 
higher in major depression. 

Collins, 
Corcoran 
& Perry 
(2009) 

1456 Common mental 
disorders among 
subjects with T2DM in 
Sagamu, Nigeria. 

Cross 
sectional 
study 

Males: 46 
Females: 56 
ethnicity not 
specified how 
participants are 
from Sagamu and 
Nigeria  
Age: 20-60 years 

The overall response rate was 71% (n = 1456).  Based on the 
Hospital anxiety depression scale (HADS), there is high levels 
of anxiety and depression symptoms in patients with diabetes; 
32.0% (95% confidence interval = 29.5–34.6%) exceeded the 
HADS cut-off score of “mild to severe anxiety and 22.4% (95% 
confidence interval = 20.2–24.7%) exceeded the HADS cut-off 
score of “mild to severe depression. 

The prevalence of anxiety and 
depression symptoms in patients 
with diabetes is considerably higher 
than in general population samples.  

Engum 
(2007) 

37291 The role of depression 
and anxiety in onset of 
diabetes in a large 
population based study. 

Prospective 
population-
based study 

Males:17608 
Females: 19683 
Ethnicity not 
specified 
Age: Mean age 
given 57.5years 
 

After 10 year follow up increase risk of developing symptoms 
of depression and anxiety in diabetes. T2DM-Anxiety HAD-
A>8, OR: 0.76 95% CI: 0.42- 1.37. Depression HAD>8 OR: 
1.82 95% CI: 1.14, 2.89 

Diabetes did show increased risk of 
anxiety or depression. Symptoms of 
depression and anxiety showed to 
be significant risk factors for onset of 
type T2DM independent of 
established risk factors for diabetes.  
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Authors 
and 

reference 
number 

Population 
size 

Title Sample 
source 

Demographics Results Conclusion 

Rachdi et 
al. (2019) 

33 Impact of sertraline on 
weight, waist 
circumference and 
glycaemic control: A 
Prospective clinical trial 
on depression and T2DM 
comorbidity. 

A 
prospective 
clinical trial 

Gender and 
ethnicity not 
specified 
Age: >58 years 

Weight Decreased significantly (−2kg; p = 0.000) And body 
mass index decreased from 30.41kg/m2 to 29.6kg/m2 (p< 
0.001). Patients Lost on average 7cm in waist circumference 
(p< 0.001).  Also non-significant reduction in fasting, 
postprandial and glycosylated haemoglobin.  There was a 
significant reduction in scores mean according to the Hamilton 
Depression scale (p< 0.001). 

Results suggested that sertraline 
produced a benefit effect on weight, 
body mass index and waist 
circumference at 12-week follow up. 

Edwards 
& Mezuk 
(2012)  

1920 Anxiety and risk of 
T2DM: evidence from the 
Baltimore Epidemiology 
Catchment Area Study. 

Population 
based 
prospective 
cohort study 

Gender and 
ethnicity not 
specified 
Age: Mean age 
given 51.5 years 

315 participants (21.8%) had anxiety. The relationship of 
anxiety and risk of T2DM was not statistically significant after 
controlling demographic characteristics (OR: 1.28, 95% CI: 
0.75, 2.18). There was no relationship between anxiety and 
diabetes risk after controlling for health behaviours and 
depression status (OR: 1.00, 95% CI: 0.53, 1.89) 
 There was no relationship between anxiety and development 
of diabetes related complications among people with T2DM 
(OR:2.02, 95% CI:0.61, 6.74). 

There is no relationship with anxiety 
disorders with the increased risk of 
T2DM or risk of the associated 
complications in diabetes.  

Safren et 
al. (2013) 

87 A Randomised controlled 
trial of cognitive 
behaviour therapy for 
adherence and 
depression (CBT-AD) in 
patients with 
uncontrolled T2DM. 

RCT Male: 44 
Female: 43 
Ethnicity specified: 
Hispanic or Latino: 
Age: 80-70 years 

after acute treatment (4months), adjusting for baseline, 
cognitive behaviour therapy for adherence behaviour therapy 
(CBT-AD) had 20.7 percentage points greater oral medication 
adherence on electronic pill cap (95% CI 231.14 to 210.22, p = 
0.000); 30.2 percentage points greater self-monitoring of blood 
glucose (SMBG) adherence through glucometer downloads 
(95% CI 242.95 to 217.37, p < 0.001);  
6.44 points lower depression scores on the Montgomery-
Asberg Depression Rating Scale(95%CI2.33–
10.56,p=0.002);0.74points lower on the Clinical Global 
Impression (95% CI 0.16–1.32, P = 0.01);  
 0.72 units lower A1C (95% CI 0.29– 1.15, p = 0.001) relative 
to enhanced treatment as usual (ETAU). Analyses of 4-, 8-, 
and 12-month follow-up time points indicated that CBT-AD 
maintained 16.3 percentage points higher medication 
adherence (95% CI 226.1 to 26.5, p = 0.001); 22.3 percentage 
points greater SMBG adherence (95%CI236.1 to 
28.6,p=0.002); and 0.63 units lower A1C (95% CI0.06–
1.2,p=0.03)after acute treatment ended. For depression, there 
was some evidence of continued improvement post treatment, 
but no between-group differences. 

CBT-AD is effective intervention for 
adherence, depression, and 
glycaemic control, in adults with 
T2DM and depression. 
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Khuwaja 
et al. 
(2010) 

889 Anxiety and depression 
amongst outpatients with 
T2DM: A multicentre 
study of prevalence and 
associated factors. 

A 
multicentre 
study 

Male: 378 
Female: 511 
Ethnicity: exact 
ethnicity not 
specified however 
participants were 
participants 
Karachi and 
Pakistan 
Age: > 50 years 

57.9% (95%CI=54.7%, 61.2%) and 43.5% (95%CI= 40.3%, 
46.8%) patient had anxiety and depression retrospectively. 

Large proportion of adults with 
diabetes had anxiety or depression. 

Ganasege
ran et al. 
(2014) 

169 Factors associated with 
anxiety and depression 
among T2DM outpatients 
in Malaysia: a descriptive 
cross sectional single 
centre study. 

A cross 
sectional 
single centre 
study 

Males: 99   
Females: 70 
Ethnicity specified: 
Malay: 53 
Chinese: 88 
Indian: 28 
Age: 18-90 years 

169 patients surveyed, anxiety and depression were found in 
53 (31.4%) and 68 (40.3%), respectively. “In multivariate 
analysis, age, ethnicity and ischaemic heart disease were 
significantly associated with anxiety, while age, ethnicity and 
monthly household income were significantly associated with 
depression”. 

Socio-demographics and clinical 
health factors were important factors 
of anxiety and depression among 
patients with diabetes. 

Naicker et 
al. (2017)  

64177 T2DM and comorbid 
symptoms of depression 
and anxiety: longitudinal 
association with mortality 
risk. 

Longitudinal 
study 

Males: 30198 
Females: 33979 
Ethnicity: 
Norwegian  
Age: >68 years 

Mortality risk increased with diabetes in the presence of 
depression and anxiety or both. 
Mortality risk was lower for symptoms of anxiety than 
depression in diabetes. The highest risk of death was 
observed in men with diabetes and symptoms of depression, 
Hazard ratio (3.47, 95% CI: 1.96-6.14)” (Naicker et al., 2017). 

Symptoms of anxiety affect mortality 
risk in individuals with T2DM, 
independently of symptoms of 
depression. 

Al Hayek 
et al. 
(2013) 

104 Impact of an educational 
programme on patient 
anxiety, depression 
glycaemic control, and 
adherence to self-care 
and medication in T2DM. 

Prospective 
study 

Males:71 
Female: 33 
Ethnicity not 
specified 
Age: 42-72 years 

The mean age of the study population was 57.3 ± 14.4 years. 
71 were males (68.3%) and 33 (31.7%) were females. After six 
months there were significant improvements in patients dietary 
plan (p = 0.0001), physical exercise (p = 0.0001), self-
monitoring of blood glucose (SMBG) (p = 0.0001), HbA1c (P = 
0.04), adherence to medication (p = 0.007), and depression 
(p = 0.03). 

Diabetes programmes among type 2 
diabetic patients show to be effective 
in SMBG, adherence to medication, 
HbA1c and depression.  

Kivimaki 
et al. 
(2010) 

151347 Antidepressant 
medication use, weight 
gain, and risk of T2DM. 

Population 
based study 

Gender nor 
ethnicity specified 
Age: < 55 years 

Individuals with incident T2DM compared with matched 
diabetes-free control subjects. Antidepressant use of >200 
defined daily doses was associated with a doubling of diabetes 
risk in both participants with no indication of severe depression 
(odds ratio 1.93 [95% CI 1.48–2.51]) and participants with 
severe depression (2.65 [1.31–5.39]). 

Antidepressant medication had an 
increased relative risk of T2DM, 
although the elevation in absolute 
risk was modest.  
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Gonzalez 
et al. 
(2007) 

879 Depression, Self-Care, 
and Medication 
Adherence in T2DM. 

Population 
based study 

Gender and 
ethnicity not 
specified 
Age: 54-78 years 
 

19% met the criteria for probable major depression (HANDS 
score ≥9), and an additional 66.5% reported at least some 
depressive symptoms. Patients with probable major 
depression reported significantly fewer days adherent to diet, 
exercise, and glucose self-monitoring regimens (p < 0.01) and 
2.3-fold increased odds of missing medication doses in the 
previous week (95% CI 1.5–3.6, p < 0.001) compared with all 
other. Among the two-thirds of patients not meeting the criteria 
for major depression (Harvard Department of 
Psychiatry/National Depression Screening Day Scale 
(HANDS) score <9, n = 709), increasing HANDS scores were 
incrementally associated with poorer self-care behaviours (p < 
0.01).  

Depression is a risk factor for 
nonadherence and suggests that 
even low levels of depressive 
symptoms are associated with 
nonadherence to important aspects 
of diabetes self-care. Clinicians 
showed look at treating the 
depressive symptoms, which are 
quite common, could result in 
significant improvements in diabetes 
self-care. 

Pan et al. 
(2011) 

168,435 Use of antidepressant 
medication and risk of 
T2DM: results from three 
cohort studies of US 
adults. 

Cohort study Gender and 
ethnicity not 
specified clear  
Age: 38-57 years 

Follow-up: 6,641 new cases of T2DM. Antidepressant use was 
associated with an increased risk of diabetes in all three 
cohorts in age-adjusted models (pooled HR 1.68 [95% CI 1.27, 
2.23]). 
The association was attenuated after adjustment for diabetes 
risk factors and histories of high cholesterol and HTN (1.30 
[1.14, 1.49]),” “Use of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors 
and other antidepressants (mainly tricyclic antidepressants) 
were both associated with an elevated risk of diabetes, with 
pooled multivariate-adjusted HRs of 1.10 (1.00, 1.22) and 1.26 
(1.11, 1.42), respectively. 

Antidepressants users are have a 
moderate elevated risk of developing 
T2DM compared with non users. 

Pan et al. 
(2010) 

65381 Bidirectional Association 
between depression and 
T2DM. 

Prospective 
study 

Gender: All 
women 
Ethnicity not 
specified 
Age: 50-75 years 
 

Compared with referents MH Index (MHI-5 score of 86-100) 
who had the best depressive symptom scores, participants 
with increased severity of symptoms (MHI-5 scores of 76-85 or 
53-75, or depressed mood) showed a monotonic elevated risk 
of developing T2DM (p for trend=.002in the multivariable-
adjusted model). The relative risk for individuals with 
depressed mood was 17(95% confidence interval [CI], 1.05-
1.30) after adjustment for various covariates, and participants 
using antidepressants were at a particularly higher relative risk 
(1.25; 95%CI,1.10-1.41).  

Results showed compelling 
evidence that the diabetes-
depression association is bi-
directional. 
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Roopan 
&Larsen 
(2016)  

18 articles Use of antidepressants 
in patients with 
depression and comorbid 
diabetes mellitus: a 
systematic review. 

Systematic 
review 

Gender not 
specified clearly 
nor age or 
ethnicity 
 

The combination of depression and diabetes may be harmful 
as depression has a strong impact on psychosocial and 
medical outcomes in patients with Diabetes mellitus. All of the 
trials in this review showed a reduction in depressive 
symptoms after treatment with an antidepressant in the acute 
as well as during maintenance phase. Depression 
improvement had a favourable effect on glycaemic control that 
was weight independent. Some studies included only subjects 
with minor depression or with suboptimal-controlled diabetes 
making it difficult to show an effect. 

SSRI are favoured to treat 
depression in diabetes mellitus. If 
treatment with a tricyclic 
antidepressant is needed, closer 
glycaemic monitoring is 
recommended. Bear in mind that 
there is a possible risk of 
hypoglycaemia when using SSRIs. 
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Findings and discussion  

Engum, 2007; Pan et al. (2011); Safren et al. (2013) and Gonzalez et al. (2007), 

reported that MIH has a substantial effect on T2DM prognosis, leading to 

clinical deterioration of both conditions. Engum (2007) discussed the hypothesis 

that depression and anxiety impose significant risk for a T2DM diagnosis, 

independent of physical risk factors. The authors further explained that some 

people with untreated depression or anxiety will potentially develop T2DM, 

using the high prevalence of depression in the diabetic population, compared to 

general population, as evidence. The study showed 8311 (22.3%) of 

participants had symptoms of depression and anxiety at baseline, in which it 

was seen the prevalence of T2DM (2.5%) was significantly higher over the 10 

year follow up compared to the prevalence among those without symptoms of 

anxiety and depression (1.6%) (p<.001). 

Pan et al. (2011) agreed with Engum (2007) and added that patients with a high 

depressive symptoms score, had an elevated risk of T2DM. The authors 

discussed that the incidence of depression was twice as high in diabetic 

patients as in non-diabetic people, with an associated increased risk by 60% for 

T2DM, and that the two conditions can cause, or worsen, each other. Pan et al. 

(2001) found the use of antidepressant medication displayed an increased risk 

of diabetes in participants (pooled HR 1.68 [95% CI 1.27, 2.23]), showing the 

use of SSRIs and tricyclic antidepressants, displaying an elevated risk of 

diabetes with pooled multivariate-adjusted HRs of 1.10(1.00,1.22) and 1.26 

(1.11, 1.42) respectively.  

Safren et al. (2013) added that cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) improved 

adherence to diabetes pharmacological therapy in patients diagnosed with 

depression and poorly controlled T2DM. The analysis of 4, 8, 12 month follow 
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ups in the study showed CBT maintained 24.3% points higher medication 

adherence (95% CI 238.2 to 210.3, p=0.001); 16.9% greater self monitoring 

blood glucose adherence (95% CI 233.3 to 20.5, p=0.043); and 0.63 units lower 

HbA1C (95% CI 0.06-1.2, p=0.03) after acute treatment ended. This appears to 

support this study hypothesis that MIH may have a deleterious impact on T2DM 

due to poor medication taking behaviour. Gonzalez et al. (2007) stated that 

untreated depression can worsen diabetes control and increase its 

complications due to self-care behaviour. The authors showed that patients with 

major depression reported significantly fewer days' adherent to diet, exercise, 

and glucose self-monitoring regimens (p < 0.01) and 2.3-fold increased odds of 

missing medication doses in the previous week (95% CI 1.5–3.6, p < 0.001) 

compared with all participants. 

Mezuk et al. (2013), Naicker et al. (2017), Khuwaja et al. (2010), Al Hayek et al. 

(2013), Colins et al. (2009) and Lunghi et al. (2016), discussed the relationship 

between T2DM causing or worsening MIH such as depression and anxiety. 

Mezuk et al. (2013) and Khuwaja et al. (2013) agreed that depression often co-

occurs with chronic medical conditions such as T2DM, where Naiker et al. 

(2017) stated that the mortality rate increased dramatically when both 

conditions co-existed due to the accumulation of risk over the individual lifetime, 

precipitating psychiatric symptoms such as anxiety which was associated with a 

two-fold increase of patients feeling that having diabetes is difficult experience.  

Khawaja et al. (2010) demonstrated that clinicians need to identify, and treat, 

anxiety and depression as 57.9% (95% CI = 54.7%, 61.2%) and 43.5% (95% CI 

= 40.3%, 46.8%) of their study participants had anxiety and depression 

respectively, with T2DM. Al Hayek et al. (2013) stated that, after 6 months of 

diabetes education, there were significant improvements in patients’ dietary 
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plans (p = 0.0001), physical exercise (p = 0.0001), self monitoring of blood 

glucose (SMBG) (p = 0.0001), HbA1c (p = 0.04), adherence to medication (p = 

0.007), and depression (p = 0.03). 

Colins et al. (2009) evaluated the relationship between T2DM and MIH and 

concluded that the prevalence of anxiety and depression symptoms in patients 

with diabetes in their study sample, was considerably higher than that in the 

general population. They noted that patients with diabetes complications who 

had poor medication adherence behaviour in their study, experienced higher 

levels of anxiety and / or depression; therefore, further affecting the primary 

condition (T2DM). The results in the study showed there was evidence of high 

levels of anxiety and depression symptoms in patients with diabetes, where the 

percentages mean for anxiety was 32.0% (95% confidence interval = 29.5–

34.6%), which exceeded the hospital anxiety and depressions scale (HADS) 

cut-off score of ‘mild to severe’ anxiety and 22.4% (95% confidence interval = 

20.2–24.7%)  which also exceeded the HADS cut-off score of ‘mild to severe’ 

depression’ (Colins et al., 2009). 

Lunghi et al. (2017) explained how T2DM, and depression comorbidity was 

associated with worse self-care behaviour, and poorer glycaemic control. They 

noted that, in their study sample, the incidence of a depression diagnosis was 

higher during the first year after oral antidiabetic treatment was initiated. This 

demonstrated that the diagnosis of the disease may have a traumatising mental 

effect on the individual. The results showed that 52% of patients who had 

depression were considered non-adherent in the first year compared to 49% of 

matched patients without depression. It was clear in the results, that patients 

with depression had a higher likelihood of non-adherence than those without 

depression [adjusted odds ratio: 1.24 (95% CI: 1.13–1.37)] (Lunghi et al., 2017).  
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Ivanova, Nitka and Schmitz (2009), Rachdi et al. (2019), Pan et al. (2011), 

Roopan and Larsen (2016), Kivimaki et al. (2010), discussed the effect 

antidepressant medications have on a T2DM diagnosis and prognosis, due to 

their side effect of predisposing to metabolic disorder. Lunghi et al. (2016) 

showed that patients who were prescribed antidepressant medications had a 

higher BMI (average 32.6, SD+/- = 6.5) compared with those who did not take 

them (29.2, SD+/- = 5.7). This was agreed by Ivanova, Nitka and Schmitz. 

(2009), Rachdi et al. (2019) and Roopan and Larsen (2016) and stated that 

antidepressant such as tricyclic antidepressants can have a major metabolic 

impact and can cause T2DM, suggesting that the use of sertraline as an 

antidepressant in patients with T2DM may reduce weight gain. Rachdi et al. 

(2019) showed a significant decrease in weight (-2kg; p<0.001) with a body 

mass index reduction from 30.41kg/m2 to 29.6kg/m2 (p<0.001), where patients 

lost 7cm in waist circumference (p<0.001). Ivanova, Nitka and Schmitz (2009) 

showed similar findings where participants that took antidepressants had higher 

average body mass index (M =32.6, SD = 6.5) than those not taking 

antidepressants (M = 29.2, SD = 5.7). 

Pan et al. (2011) stated that antidepressants metabolically induced impaired 

glucose homeostasis even when used in moderate dosage, regardless of the 

intensity of weight gain. Kivimaki et al. (2010) agreed that the weight gain 

caused by higher doses of antidepressant doubled the risk of developing T2DM 

in their study sample, and that this was due to the noradrenergic activity of 

antidepressants; 1.4 kg (2.5%) among non-users and 2.5 kg (4.3%) among 

users of ≥ 200 defined daily doses (p(trend) < 0.0001). 

Critical narrative review conclusion and limitations 

The reviewed studies demonstrate a link between depression, anxiety, non-
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adherence and T2DM through various pathways, however, as the number of 

studies is small, and the methodologies diverse, the exact pathways remain 

unclear and controversial. The main findings were:  

− The prevalence of T2DM is higher in people experiencing depression 

and/or anxiety. 

− The use of antidepressant medication increase the risk of T2DM due to 

weight gain. 

− High doses of antidepressants doubled the risk of developing T2DM due 

to the noradrenergic activity of antidepressants. 

− The mortality rate increased dramatically when both depression and 

T2DM co-existed. 

− T2DM patients with depression had a higher likelihood of non-adherence, 

with fewer days' adherent to diet, exercise, glucose self-monitoring and 

more missing medication doses. 

− Patients with T2DM complications due to poor medication adherence 

experienced higher levels of anxiety and / or depression. 

Whilst all the studies included, investigated the modifying effect, or the co-

existing effects, of depression, anxiety and T2DM, the differing study designs, 

analyses and outcome measures used, prevented direct comparison. Interest in 

this area is growing rapidly with new studies regularly published, which may 

establish the true relationship. 

Phase 2 – A medical records audit exploring the characteristics of 

study site T2DM population  

An anonymous medical records report was generated from the study site in the 

West Midlands, UK, where the clinical lead general practitioner (GP) carried out 
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a search on T2DM patients who were prescribed medications used for the 

treatment of mental disorders (i.e., antidepressants, anti anxiolytics and 

antipsychotics).  

The total population registered at the practice is 3000 patients, where 291 

(9.7%) patients had a diagnosis of mental disorder (alone or with co-morbidity). 

This was collated using the SystmOne® (Northampton US) prescribing and 

patient records system. This audit was covered by the project HRA ethical 

approval (Appendix 1), approved by the practice clinical lead and was included 

as part of the practice reportable process improvements audits.  

As of 2016, there were 8.6% of people aged 16 years and over in England who 

have diabetes (diagnosed and undiagnosed), of which 90% had T2DM (7.74%). 

In the study site (n=3000), 1911 patients were above the age of 16, of which 

180 (9.42%) were diagnosed with T2DM (PHE, 2016).  

In England, the prevalence of diabetes is higher in men than in women reported 

as 9.6% vs. 7.6% of all males and females in England (ratio of 1.3: 1). The 

study site population above the age of 16 years was distributed as 809 males 

and 1102 females, those with T2DM calculated as 8.15% of males and 10.34% 

of females registered at the practice (ratio of 1: 1.26). The practice population 

was skewed towards females, compared to England population which is 

skewed towards males. 

Prevalence of diabetes is higher in people from South-East Asian and Black 

ethnic groups compared to people from white, mixed or other ethnic groups, 

15.2% vs. 8.0% (ratio of 1: 1.9). The audit site population above the age of 16 

years consists of Bangladeshi 452 (196 males, 256 females), Pakistani 1165 

(487 males 678 females), Arab 39 (17males, 22 females), Indian 207 (95 males 

112 females), Caucasian 13 (4 males 9 females) and African 35 (10 males 25 
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females). South-East Asian and Black ethnic groups accounted for 1859 

compared to 48 patients from white, mixed or other ethnic groups. Those 

diagnosed with T2DM were represented only in two ethnicities; Pakistani and 

Bangladeshi which accounted for 9.7% of all Pakistani and Bangladesh 

registered at the practice, however this cannot be compared to the national 

prevalence due to the ethnicity of the sample. 

When examining other current treated conditions recorded for the site patients 

diagnosed with T2DM, CVDs were the most common comorbidity followed by 

neuropathic pain and MIH (Table 10) which is a typical presentation for T2DM 

complications due to poor glycaemic control (NICE NG28, 2020). 

Table 10: Common medical condition in patient with T2DM 

Medical condition Female Male 

Erectile dysfunction (ED) 0  4  
Vaginal atrophy 1 0 
Insomnia 1 1 
Parkinson 2 0 
Respiratory 4 4 
Thyroid 4 0 
Dry eye 8 3 
Gastro-oesophageal reflux disease (GORD) 17 7 
Mental illness combined 20 8 
Neuropathic pain 24 6 
CVDs 38 24 
T2DM 45 26 

 

Overall, 73% of the sample audited had 4 or more long-term and chronic 

conditions (80% of women and 62% of men). The highest numbers of co-

existing conditions were seen in 3 women compared to one man (Table 11).   

Table 11: Diagnosis of medical condition in diabetic patients 

Gender 
1-3 medical 
conditions 

4-6 medical 
conditions 

>6 medical 
conditions 

Highest 
comorbidities 

Male 10 13 3 8 
Female 9 33 3 9 

 

The number of medications per patient was then counted (Table 12); with more 

medications used in men compared to women (42% and 33% respectively). 
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Table 12: Number of medications per patient 

Gender <5 medications 5-9 medications >10 medications 
Highest 

polypharmacy 

Male 4 11 11 19 

Female 6 24 15 18 

 

Table 13 shows the frequency of prescribing of the top 35 medications seen in the 

study sample, with atorvastatin being the most frequent medication, prescribed in 

65% of all audited records (n=71). Second most frequent was anxiolytics, 

antidepressants or antipsychotics at 46%. However, it was also observed that a 

large number of medications were prescribed to treat T2DM complications such as 

dry eye (n= 11, 15%), Erectile dysfunction (ED, n= 4 (6%) and neuropathic pain 

(n=30, 42%). This highlights the importance of monitoring T2DM to prevent or 

reduce the impact of the potential micro and macrovascular complications of T2DM. 

HbA1c average could not be generated for all patients as the report was run by the 

clinical lead as an anonymous report, before patients were enrolled in the primary 

study, and the study ethics approval would not cover a manual calculation from 

patients’ records.   

Table 13: Frequency of medication prescribing in the study population 

Most prescribed medication Frequency Most prescribed medication Frequency 

Salbutamol 5 Calcium + Vitamin D 8 
Empagliflozin 5 Citalopram 9 
Clopidogrel 5 Paracetamol 9 
Indapamide 5 Metformin (modified release) 9 
Pregabalin 5 Losartan 11 
Senna 5 Dapagliflozin 12 
Solifenacin 5 Amlodipine 14 
Tramadol 5 Simvastatin 14 
Thyroxine 6 Pantoprazole 17 
Lansoprazole 6 Sertraline 18 
Doxazosin 6 Aspirin 21 
Duloxetine 6 Amitriptyline 24 
Atenolol 6 Linagliptin 24 
Bisoprolol 7 Ramipril 25 
Paracetamol/Codeine 7 Gliclazide 26 
Omeprazole 8 Metformin 33 
Ferrous Sulfate 8 Atorvastatin 46 

 

Table 14 represents the study populations’ diabetes control using their latest 

HbA1c results. Female patients showed better diabetes control (53%) 
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compared to male patients (27%) with no significant difference between the 

higher HbA1c readings for both genders.  

When examining the full range of HbA1c readings there was no significant 

difference between males and females (males p = 0.384, females p = 0.359). 

Table 14: Representation of HbA1c in patient with T2DM 

Gender  Number of patients HbA1c under <7% HbA1c >7%  highest HbA1c 

Male 26 7 19 10% 
Female 45 24 21 9.7% 

 

Discussion and conclusion 

Based on reports from the WHO (2022) diabetes cases rose from 108 million in 

1980 to 422 million in 2014 with a 5% increase in premature deaths. In 2019, 

diabetes was the ninth leading cause of death globally with an estimated 1.5 

million deaths per year were directly caused by diabetes. The coding for mental 

disorders is often not accurate in general practice as many are diagnosed by a 

psychologist or psychiatrist, and patients frequently opt-to restrict access to 

their psychological records. Accordingly, generating records by ICD code for 

depression or anxiety would be inaccurate. The ‘NHS future five years strategy’ 

is aiming to integrate the mental health data with medical records, which should 

improve future research outcomes (NHS, 2022). The data from the general 

practice showed a high prescribing rate of antidepressants, which was used to 

predict depression as a diagnosis. It is important to be careful with this 

interpretation, as many medications can be prescribed for more than one 

indication, for example, although amitriptyline is an anti-depressant, it was 

prescribed here for neuropathic pain and the doses used for this indication are 

considered inadequate to treat depression.  

The mental health foundation (MHF) reported that “In 2014, 19.7% of people in 

the UK aged >16 years showed symptoms of anxiety or depression - a 1.5% 
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increase from 2013. This percentage was higher among females (22.5%) than 

males (16.8%)” (MHF, 2021). Accordingly, it can be assumed that female 

population reported on by the MHF also includes those diagnosed with T2DM, 

which also placed them at a greater risk of MIH. 

Based on this current analysis of the literature and local data, it was seen to be 

of potential clinical benefit to screen patients diagnosed with T2DM frequently 

for MIH. The only limitation was faced in this local site audit, was the mental 

disorders categorisation. 

Summary  

The aim of this scoping study was to identify gaps in the current literature and 

understand the T2DM and MIH comorbidity trends in the local population from 

one of the practices in the West Midlands, UK as a pilot to inform future studies. 

From both this audit of the literature and local data, it remains unclear whether 

mental ill health is a major driver for medication non-adherence behaviour and 

uncontrolled diabetes. Further studies are recommended to further understand 

this comorbidity. 

Publication 

Bibi, N., Wara, B., Mughal, S., Morrissey, H., Ball, PA. A critical literature review 

and audit of real world data to understand the relationship between mental ill-

health and type-2 diabetes favourable prognosis. International Journal of 

Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences 2020;12(2):43-47. Available at: 

https://innovareacademics.in/journals/index.php/ijpps/article/view/36393.  
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Chapter IV – Methods and Design 

Overview 

This chapter outlines the study conduct procedures adopted, commencing with 

ethical considerations, patient enrolment, research protocol and data collection, 

analysis methodology and timeline to complete all study activities. The study 

focus was MIH and T2DM and the trends between the two clinical conditions. 

Patient data was extracted over a 6-month period, and then analysed 

qualitatively and quantitively.  

A trend was observed by the researcher, during her 6 years of practice as an 

independent prescriber pharmacist and clinical medicine management 

pharmacist in four general practices, between MIH and diabetes, regardless of 

the type of diabetes. To better understand the relationship, and after a thorough 

literature review, it was identified that there was no definitive proof or disproof of 

the relationship, which led to the design and development of this study.  

Study questions 

1. Can improving mental health and treating mental illnesses improve diabetes 

control?  

2. Can treating mental illness improve patient adherence to therapy and 

accordingly improve diabetes control? 

Aims and objectives 

The aim of this study was to explore if there is a relationship between 

depression, anxiety and poor medication adherence in patients diagnosed with 

T2DM.  

The study hypothesis was to identify whether improving mental health will 

improve diabetes control, and treatment adherence through behaviour change. 
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The main objective was to screen patients appeared in the study site register, 

who have been diagnosed with T2DM and voluntarily agreed to participate in 

this study: 

1. To understand the level of adherence to therapy in patients diagnosed 

with T2DM using the Morisky© Widget (Morisky et al., 2008) medication 

adherence scale (MMAS 8-Items©) and the cause of non-adherence if 

identified (intentional or non-intentional). 

2. To address the non-adherence issues, if identified. 

3. To screen those patients for depression and anxiety using CUDOS© 

(clinically depression outcome scale, Zimmerman et al., 2008) and 

CUXOS© (clinically useful anxiety outcome, Zimmerman et al., 2010) 

scales. 

4. To address the depression and anxiety issues, if any identified. 

5. To monitor diabetes control during the follow up period (0 months, 3 

month and 6 months) to detect any improvement or deterioration where 

HbA1c was measured. 

6. To conduct MMAS-8©, CUDOS© or CUXOS© during follow-ups to 

measure any score improvement from baseline. 

Tools and laboratory tests descriptions 

Morisky Medication Adherence Scale (MMAS-8)© 

The MMAS-8© widget is a platform which hosts the MMAS-8© medication 

adherence scale to measuring individuals’ adherence behaviour based on the 

acquired medical condition or the medication used as applicable. The platform 

also allows the use of CUDOS© and CUXOS© tools for anxiety and depression 

screening. The software consists of a list of questions that distinguish between 

the underlying cause of non-adherence as being intentional or unintentional and 
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allocate numerical value for each. Questions 2, 3, 6, and 7 assess individuals’ 

intentional nonadherence whereas the remaining 1, 4 5 and 8 assess the 

unintentional adherence behaviour. The MMAS-8© is a validated tool deemed 

by many researchers to be the most reliable mechanism to assess patient 

adherence (de Oliveira-Filho et al., 2014; Moon et al., 2017). The MMAS-8© 

strategy was used with patients in this study to investigate adherence in diabetic 

patients and assess the balance of mental illness disorders such as anxiety and 

depression reoccurrence in this cohort of patients. The MMAS-8© item was 

used alongside CUDOS© and CUXOS© to determine if there is relationship 

between the improvement or deterioration of the study three elements, T2DM, 

adherence to medications and MH. This platform was also deemed to be a 

suitable, low cost and simple psychometric platform to be used in the study 

population. A review by Tandon et al. (2015) explained that MMAS-8© scale 

has sufficient internal consistency (the degree of which a set of items are 

closely related as a group) to measure the scale reliability (Cronbach’s alpha of 

0.47) where ‘sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values were 

75%, 48.49%, 56.76% and 68.18% respectively. Moharamzad et al. (2014) 

found that sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values for 

MMAS-8© to be 92.8%, 22.3%, 52.9% and 76.7% respectively. Another study 

by Morisky et al. (2008) reviewed hypertensive patients using the MMAS-8© 

showed its specificity to be at 53% which was supported by Tan, Patel and 

Chang (2014) and Ashur et al. (2015). The researcher received full training on 

MMAS-8 and certification by the provider Mr Steven Trubow. 

Clinically Useful Depression Outcome Scale© 

The CUDOS© checklist was used in the study. CUDOS© is seen to be an 

effective approach to review patients for MIH and was developed by 
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Zimmerman et al. (2008). Trujols el al. (2013) agreed that CUDOS© is an 

effective as a self- reporting instrument to assess depressive symptoms in 

research and in clinical practice. A study by Han and Jeon (2016) examined the 

use of the CUDOS© in psychiatric outpatient in which showed sensitivity at 

89.9% and specificity at 69.5% when screening for major depression which was 

also supported by Jeon et al. (2017).  

Clinically Useful Anxiety Outcome Scale© 

CUXOS© checklist is a set of question that measure the level of anxiety in a 

patient which can be converted into a percentage. This measure was used in 

the study to measure anxiety and detect the percentage of anxiety. Zimmerman 

et al. (2010) tested the accuracy of CUXOS© in 1000 psychiatric patient to 

measure anxiety levels. The author describes the scale as reliable, valid and 

sensitive to change which is simple and quick to use and can be completed in a 

short period of time as little as 5 minutes, which was also supported by Joen et 

al. (2017) who further validated CUXOS© in 838 psychiatric patients and 

concluded that it is also useful to as it broadens the understanding of anxiety 

and depression coexisting and differentiation.  

HbA1c test reliability 

WHO (2011) listed various factors that can falsely elevate the results of the 

HbA1c measurements as:  

• Iron deficiency  

• B12 deficiency 

• Decreased erythropoiesis 

• Alcoholism 

• Chronic renal failure 

• Decreased intra-erythrocyte pH 
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• Increased erythrocyte life span 

• Splenectomy 

• Hyperbilirubinemia 

• Carbamylated haemoglobin 

• Large doses of aspirin 

• Chronic opiate use 

WHO (2011) listed various factors that can falsely reduce the results of the 

HbA1c measurements as:  

• Administration of erythropoietin 

• Vitamin B12 reticulocytosis 

• Chronic liver disease 

• Administration of aspirin, vitamin C and E, antiretrovirals, ribavarins or 

dapsone 

• Certain haemoglobinopathies 

• Increased intra-erythrocyte pH 

• Decreased erythrocyte life span 

• Haemoglobinopathies 

• Splenomegaly 

• Rheumatoid arthritis 

• Hypertriglyceridaemia 

Another limitation of the HbA1c as a marker for measuring diabetes control is 

that this has to be measured at an interval of three months due to the average 

lifespan of red blood cells being 120 days (Labtestsonline, 2021). An alternative 

marker such as fructosamine is considered useful, where HbA1c cannot be 

reliably measured in short durations i.e., based on drastic changes to dietary 

regimens etc. Fructosamine is a sensitive marker that allows the assessment of 
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the effectiveness of pharmacological therapy and dietary changes in which can 

be carried out every two to four weeks rather than the two to three months 

required for HbA1c (Wang et al., 2015). However, the use of this marker was 

not required in this study, as none of the enrolled patients fell into the special 

categories identified by WHO (WHO, 2011). The researcher completed a blood 

interpretation accredited course provided by M&K Update Ltd, as a refresher to 

allow the interpretation of blood markers. 

Study site and settings 

The study took place in primary care setting from a single site, which is 

accredited by the care quality commission group (CQC). The consultations 

conducted were face to face between the researcher (pharmacist independent 

prescriber) and the enrolled patients. The site characteristics and population is 

explained in chapter 3 part 2. 

An application was made by the researcher (employee at the clinic as a 

pharmacist independent prescriber) requesting permission to deliver the 

research intervention and recruit participants from the clinic, which was 

approved by the practice clinical lead subject to the HRA approval. Another 

neighbouring practice, where the researcher practiced as a parttime employee, 

was also approached as a second site, however this practice later withdrew due 

to the COVID-19 pandemic and the unavailability of funding for the costs for 

monitoring.  

The approved practice had a total of 3000 patients with a total of 180 patients 

diagnosed with T2DM. Once the inclusion and exclusion criteria (Page 90) were 

embedded as part of the search; potential participants were filtered leaving a 

total of 71 participants eligible to participate in the study, of which all were 

invited, a total of 64 participants opted in and expressed interest to participate. 
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The two employed reception staff were made aware to notify the researcher on 

the arrival of any participant. All participants were reviewed by the researcher 

(independent prescriber pharmacist) in which BP measurements were taken 

alongside the review conducted with the MMAS-8© widget. At baseline, all 

participants were booked in with the clinic full time healthcare assistant (HCA) 

to take blood for HbA1c after they were seen by the researcher. The GPs ran 

their own clinic but were on standby to support the researcher on a ‘when 

required’ basis. 

Each participant was allocated a unique reference number and randomly given 

a group allocation in which were seen on a three monthly or 6 monthly bases 

from baseline. The dates for next appointment were given to patients as a 

reminder in which they booked and were also reminded by a reception staff 

member. 

During the time of COVID-19 there were some NHS enforced changes to the 

primary care provision of services. All appointments were conducted remotely 

via video or audio conference, unless they were urgent or emergency, to limit 

the in-person contact time between patients and clinicians in an effort to sustain 

the workforce availability by reducing cross infection. However, aspects such as 

blood tests or BP measurement continued to take place in the practice. This 

meant that in some cases the HbA1c and the BP measurement were completed 

on a different day than the booked follow-up consultation, but within the same 

week.  

Study design 

This was a cohort sub-groups, comparative, mixed-methods study including an 

observation component (collecting historical data and diagnostics results) and 

intervention (exploring a new process of combining diabetes management, 
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mental health screening and medication optimisation). 

The study was designed to be carried out via consultations, where each patient 

was enrolled for a period of 6 months. The face-to-face consultations enabled 

the researcher to have an in-depth conversation with each participant regarding 

their overall wellbeing, mental health, T2DM and lifestyle factors. The HbA1c 

was used as an indication of changes in diabetes control throughout the study 

as required by the current standard in NICE guidelines (NG28). Claesson et al. 

(2017) and Krabbe et al. (2017) agreed that HbA1c is an effective parameter in 

the diagnosis and management of T2DM. Patient medical records were 

reviewed to review participants’ medical, medications and diagnostics histories.  

Consultations with clinicians are seen to be an effective measure to maintain 

patients’ enthusiasm of self-care and to measure the effectiveness of diabetes 

treatment and management. A study by Konanki et al. (2018) showed how 

telephone consultation can be used as a method of follow-up in patients and 

stated that it is an effective method and cost efficient for the health services.  

A comparative study by McKinstry et al. (2010) looked at the quality, safety and 

content of telephone and face to face consultations. From a total of 109 audio 

consultations that took place, they concluded that telephone consultation was 

judged by patients and doctors to be satisfactory, and more suited to follow-up 

consultations and the management of long-term conditions. The authors found 

that telephone consultations were shorter and building a rapport between 

doctors and the patients was easier (p < 0.001) than during face to face 

consultations (McKinstry et al., 2010). Additionally, the follow-up consultations 

coincided with the first COVID-19 lockdown where, due to government action, 

the NHS moved all consultation in the primary care setting to telephone or video 

calls for usual care and research. Even when the lockdown was lifted, and until 
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today, the telephone consultations have remained as the preferred method by 

many patients (NHS England, 2022). All baseline consultations for this study 

were conducted in person, and all follow-up consultation were conducted by 

telephone except for the HbA1c testing. BP and weight measuring, which were 

performed in the practice only when the patient could not do it at home or 

through a local community pharmacy outlet.  

Ethics approval 

An application for ethics approval was submitted to the HRA through the 

Integrated Research Application System (IRAS).  

The application was approved on 9/9/2019, reference number 19/NW/0508 and 

recruitment was commenced on 1/11/2019.  

Each patient was screened using the study demographics collection tool, 

MMAS-8©, CUXOS© and CUDOS© to assess patients’ adherence and 

possible anxiety or depression. Recent diagnostic results, recorded within the 

past 4 weeks were screened and recorded to reduce patients inconvenience of 

repeating any tests in short period of time. Where results were not available a 

new blood sample was collected by the phlebotomist, then sent to the medical 

laboratory to measure the HbA1c at baseline or follow-ups. 

Sample calculation and selection 

The power calculation was based upon an estimation of effect using data from 

previous studies using the MMAS-8© tool for adherence interventions. An 

estimated effect table for 15 patients was created, and the mean and SD 

calculated. This was then used in the power calculator within Minitab19™ 

(Minitab LLC, PA, USA) software under Professor Alan Nevil’s (Biostatistician, 

University of Wolverhampton) guidance and supervision (Tables 15 and 16). 
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Table 15: Power calculation for the study  

 

 

Based upon the above calculation, the target sample was calculated as a 

minimum of 60 and maximum of 120 patients, to account for withdrawals and to 

allow for sufficient time during patient consultations (Minitab® power calculation 

figure 6). 

Power and Sample Size 

1-Sample t Test, Testing mean = null (versus ≠ null), Calculating power for mean = null 

+ difference and α = 0.05 Assumed SD+/- = 1.58 

 
Table 16: Final sample calculation  

Difference Sample Size Target Power Actual Power 

1 22 0.8 0.808011 

level of adherence F Initial score Follow-up score

High 1 8.00 8.00

High 2 8.00 8.00

High 3 8.00 8.00

High 4 7.00 8.00

High 5 7.00 8.00

High 6 7.00 8.00

Moderate 7 6.00 8.00

Moderate 8 6.00 8.00

Moderate 9 5.00 7.00

Moderate 10 5.00 7.00

Low 11 4.00 7.00

Low 12 3.00 7.00

Low 13 2.00 6.00

Very low 14 1.00 7.00

Very Low 15 0.50 6.00

Number (N) = 15 15

Mean = 5.17 7.40

Standard Deviation = 1.58
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Figure 6: The power curve for the 1-Sample t Test.  
Product version: Minitab® 19.1.1 (64-bit) 

 
This sample enabled the researcher to maintain a steady workload that allowed 

quality interventions to be performed, based on an average of 12-24 patients 

recruited per month for 6-months. This enabled an adequately powered study to 

be completed within the planned timeline, with the intervention phase completed 

between 12-18 months. This also accounted for a possible 10-20% drop-out.  

Selection Criteria 

All 71 identified eligible patients were invited by the clinic administration staff. 

Patient enrolled if they were:   

1. Diagnosed with type 2 diabetes for at least 12 months 

2. Able to self-consent 

3. Are 18 years or over 

To prevent unnecessary stress on patients, the researcher excluded patients 

who were: 

1. Diagnosed with severe dementia or severe mental illness 
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2. Undertaking initial treatment for cancer   

All patients were screened at baseline making sure they fitted the criteria for the 

study (Table 17).  

This study included a total of 64 patients, as 7 patients did not respond to the 

consent forms sent via post on a total of two occasions. This study included a 

total of 64 patients, as 7 patients did not respond to the consent forms sent via 

the post on a total of two occasions. Based on the HRA ethical approval, the 

participation was voluntary and the site, not the researcher was permitted to 

follow-up once only by mail, not by telephone or electronic communication.  

After enrolment, 32 patients were randomly assigned to group A or B using 

Microsoft® Excel™ randomisation process. Patients were stratified in groups of 

10 based on enrolment date and then randomised to avoid sample imbalance. 

Group A participants were seen three times; (at baseline, 3-month and 6-month) 

and group B were seen twice at baseline and at 6-month.  

Table 17: Intervention schedule 

Group A First consultation 
1. Demographics 
2. MMAS-8© and mental health screening 
3. HbA1c 
4. Medication use review 
5. Doctor (GP) referral or GP pharmacist medications and 

medical conditions awareness short session as required 

40 minutes 

 3 Months follow up 
1. MMAS-8© 
2. HbA1c 

20 minutes 

 6 Months follow up 
1. MMAS-8© and mental health screening 
2. HbA1c 
3. Medication use review 
4. Study feedback 

30 minutes 

Group B First consultation 
1. Demographics 
2. MMAS-8© and mental health screening 
3. HbA1c 
4. Medication use review  
5. Doctor (GP) referral or GP pharmacist medications and 

medical conditions awareness short session as required 

40 minutes 

 6 Months follow up 
1. MMAS-8© and mental health screening 
2. HbA1c 
3. Medication use review 
4. Study Feedback 

30 minutes 
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Methodology – Step by step protocol 

The literature reviewed showed mixed results and a possible link between 

diabetes, depressions, and anxiety. This study intended to explore if these 

results found by Huang et al. (2011) can be reproduced at the local population 

level. The study was conducted following the process indicated in figure 7: 

• Patients were recruited via invitation letters posted by the clinic 

administration staff. 

• Each patient that had responded to the invitation was contacted by the 

surgery to be booked in for a consultation with the researcher. 

• Each participant was screened to make sure they fitted the inclusion 

criteria of the study. 

• During consultation, patients were given a description of the study and 

the processes involved, individuals were told the study was voluntary and 

that they were able to opt out at any time.  

• Patients were given the questionnaire and consent form, which were 

then collected from them at the beginning of the baseline consultation.  

• Patient demographics and HbA1c were collated from a patient electronic 

medical record (EMR).  

• Patient adherence to therapy, anxiety and depression, were investigated 

using MMAS-8©, CUDOS©, CUXOS© self-completed questionnaires. 

• Medicine use review (MUR) was then conducted and information about 

the patient’s treatment was given.  

• Patients also underwent their direct usual diabetes care, which 

comprised of an annual health check, managing glycaemic control in line 

with guideline NICE NG28, 2020, medication optimisation including 
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prescribing if needed, annual foot checks, optician reviews and urine 

analysis for kidney function. The usual care also included the 

assessment of CVD risk using a checklist integrated into the SystmOne® 

system and recommended for all T2DM patient by the local clinical 

commissioning group (CCG).  

• MMAS-8©, CUDOS© and CUXOS© were conducted online using the 

study identifier instead of the patient’s name to maintain confidentiality.  

• Two MMAS-8© tests were conducted; the “diabetes” test and chronic 

diseases medications test. 

• Once the questionnaires were completed the programme generated a 

score for MMAS-8© and percentage for CUDOS© and CUXOS©.  

• The generated MMAS-8© scores were based on intentional and 

unintentional non-adherence, to determine adherences based on 

intentional cause for not taking their medications or unintentional cause 

such as cognitive impairment, worries about the consequences of taking 

them, or loss of motivation to self-care. The scores were generated by the 

software during individual consultations. The software is psychometrically 

coded and validated by the provider for intentional and unintentional 

adherence behaviour (Appendix 3). 

• Patients were then randomly assigned into group A and group B (Table 

17).  

• Data from the MMAS-8©, CUDOS© and CUXOS© were calculated 

based on the developed score system (Tables 18 -20).  

• All data collected throughout the study were then analysed for trends 

between the two groups.  
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Figure 7: Diagrammatic Illustration of the Study Plan

60-120 patients diagnosed with Type 2 
Diabetes and regulary managed in the 

site where they are recruited

Baseline

1. Demographics collected

2. MMAS-8©, CUDOS©, CUXOS©

3. HbA1c blood sample and record of current renal function

4. MUR

5. Patients previous 6 months medical and medication history

6. Usual diabetes care 

7. Referral as appropriate if mental ill-health identified

8. Self-reported wellbeing on scale from 1-5

Group A only - Three Months Follow-up

1. Face to face discussion between the patient and 
the pharmacist independent prescriber in primary 
care setting to record:

- if the referral received for depression or anxiety 

- if appointment made and with whom

- if medications prescribed

- if medications dispensed and used

2. Usual care for type 2 diabetes

3. MMAS-8©, CUDOS©, CUXOS©

4. HbA1c blood sample, Blood pressure (BP)

5. Self-reported wellbeing on scale from 1-5

6. MUR

Groups A and B - Six Months Follow-up

1. Face to face discussion between the patient and the pharmacist 
independent prescriber in primary care setting to record:

- if the referral received for depression or anxiety 

- if appointment made and with whom

- if medications prescribed

- if medications dispensed and used

2. Usual care for type 2 diabetes

3. MMAS-8©, CUDOS©, CUXOS©

4. HbA1c blood sample, BP

5. Self-reported wellbeing on scale from 1-5

6. MUR

7. Study Feedback

Study Close -Data Analysis

We understand and consider each patient to be unique 
and we will compare each individual patient data 
separately to measure any changes from baseline, 3 
months follow-up and 6 months follow-up to identify 
correlations and relationships between outcome 
variables. We will then groups similar patients and 
compare the groups. 

1. Adherence outcome: MMAS-8©,  CUDOS©, CUXOS©

2. Diabetes outcome: HbA1c within target

3. Diabetes prognosis: eye check, feet check and renal 
function

4. Overall outcome: Self-reported wellbeing on scale 
from 1-5. 
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Table 18: Medication adherence score MMAS-8© 

Adherence 
level 

Score  Action  

High  8-7 Monitor, no action required unless: 
- The unintentional score is 7 and caused by possible cognitive 

impairment or mental illness (if the score of CUDOS© and 

CUXOS© >40). 

- The intentional score is due to side effects, formulation, does 
timing or complex regimen.  

Moderate  6.75 – 4 Monitor and: 
- Refer for further assessment if the unintentional score is 

between 4 and 6.75 and caused by possible cognitive 

impairment or mental illness (if the score of CUDOS© and 

CUXOS© >40). 

- Provide corrective solution if the intentional score is due to side 
effects, formulation, does timing or complex regimen. 

Low  3.75 – 2 Monitor and: 
- Refer for further assessment if the unintentional score is 

between 2 and 3.75 and caused by possible cognitive 

impairment or mental illness (if the score of CUDOS© and 

CUXOS© >40). 

- Provide corrective solution if the intentional score is due to side 
effects, formulation, does timing or complex regimen. 

Very low 1.75 – 0 Monitor and: 
- Refer for further assessment if the unintentional score is 

between 0 and 1.75 and caused by possible cognitive 

impairment or mental illness (if the score of CUDOS© and 

CUXOS© >40). 

- Provide corrective solution if the intentional score is due to side 
effects, formulation, does timing or complex regimen. 

 
 
Table 19: Clinically depression outcome scale©  

CUDOS© Score 

(%) 

Depression severity Action 

0-10 non-depressed No action 

11 – 20 Minimal depression Self-help 

21 to 30 mild depression Self-help 

31 to 45 moderate depression Referral 

46 and above severe depression Referral 

(Adopted from Zimmerman et al., 2008) 

 
Table 20: Clinically useful anxiety outcome©  

CUXOS© Score 

(%) 

Anxiety Severity Action  

0-10 Non-anxious No action  

11-20 Minimal Anxiety Self-help  

21-30 Mild Anxiety Self-help  

31-40 Moderate Anxiety Referral  

41 and above Severe Anxiety Referral  

(Adopted from Zimmerman et al., 2010) 

 
Data protection and storage 

The HRA ethical approval, required the invitation letter to be sent to potential 
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participants with a section to allow the practice to communicate with them 

regarding the study. This was included as an opt-in or opt-out section at the end 

of the letter. This was followed by the consent form which was required to be 

signed in person at the beginning of the baseline consultation. All necessary 

information required for the study was kept and stored securely at the study 

site, and all electronic data was password protected. Once data collection was 

completed, patients’ personal identifiers were removed and became only 

identifiable by the study code allocated to them. In line with HRA ethical 

approval, the study participation sheet (Appendix 2) informed participants that 

all data will be kept electronically for a duration of 5 year and then deleted. 

Participants were able to withdraw from the study at any point should they wish, 

using the process outlined in appendix 2 without giving any reason. 

Definition of mental health and diabetes in patients in this study 

The study explored the trends between depression, anxiety and T2DM. It has 

been hypothesised that one condition can potentially trigger the other, however, 

whilst clear evidence of association exists, until today there is no proven 

evidence to definitively link depression or anxiety to T2DM as direct causation 

(Chapter 3). The cost of mental health services increased from £6.7 billion in 

the financial year 2014-2015 to £7.5 billion in 2018-2019 (NHS, 2020). 

According to WHO (2017) over 300 million people are living with these specific 

mental disorders, however data does not show the number of individuals with a 

diagnosis of MIH who are also diagnosed with T2DM. Untreated depression can 

lead to life dissatisfaction and low sense of capacity to experience the pleasure 

in life (Struilik, 2018). Anxiety is a mental disorder which has a disabling effect 

on an individual’s way of life, anxiety related disorders are said to be the most 

prevalent mental health condition in the world (Mason et al., 2019). Both 
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depression and anxiety include behaviours (loss of motivation in depression and 

avoidance/fears in anxiety) which can impact on self-care efficacy and to 

adherence to therapy, and therefore have a negative impact on the chronic 

condition health outcomes. 

This study considered exploring the presence of the most common MIH 

disorders in patients with T2DM. A study by Purewal and Fisher (2018) studied 

the contribution of illness perception and metacognitive beliefs to anxiety and 

depression in adults with diabetes. In their sample, the lifetime occurrence of 

any anxiety disorder in a diabetic patient is 19.5% and 12% for depression. 

While the link is recognised, but not well understood, the question remains if the 

impact can be reduced by a practitioners or clinicians additional or tailored 

intervention. Holt, de Groot and Golden (2014) explained how 25% of patients 

with diabetes experienced some form of depression during their lifespan after 

their diabetes diagnosis. Bukhsh et al. (2018), in a systemic review and meta-

analysis, examined the effectiveness of pharmacist-led educational 

interventions on self-care activities and glycaemic control in T2DM patients. 

They concluded that pharmacists-led educational intervention had significant 

positive impact on lowering HbA1c (p=0.008), in comparison to their usual care, 

which was conducted by other healthcare professionals. This study progressed 

a step further from previous studies, as it was carried out by a pharmacist 

independent prescriber, who had the capacity to physically examine the patient, 

prescribe and de-prescribe medications, refer to other healthcare professionals, 

consultants and secondary care and to authorise clinical investigations.  

Design Limitations and Risks 

Many of the limitations in clinical studies are found after the conclusion of the study 

during the data analysis phase, as they can be driven by patient variability in the 
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recruited population and cannot be forecasted. This study did not account for the 

possible additional negative impact of conditions such as COVID-19 and other co-

morbidities that the patient may be diagnosed with during recruitment or 

participation. This study was a pilot study approved by the HRA, in which the 

results can be used to develop future studies and inform current practice. Another 

limitation of this study was the inability to access patients’ secondary care, 

psychological care or care by allied health practitioners’ records as it was only 

restricted to the primary care records where usual ongoing care took place and 

secondary care records could not be accessed via the primary care system, as 

the study was concluded before the newly integrated e-health system was 

launched. The inclusion of hospital data was based on patients self-reporting 

which maybe incomplete or incorrect and may also be influenced by recall bias. 

Study timeline  

The timeline of the study development and conduct presented in Table 19. This 

timeline was impacted by COVID-19 pandemic, where recruitment had to cease 

due to the re-deployment of health professionals to critical and acute care 

facilities to manage COVID-19 patients. Additionally, all research activities other 

than those related to COVID-19 were suspended to direct all available 

resources to combating COVID-19. 
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Table 21: Timeline Gantt Chart 
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Chapter V – Case presentation and Thematic Analysis  

Overview  

In this chapter the 64 participants cases are discussed as a narrative first to 

identify themes, followed by a thematic analysis to understand the frequencies 

of repeated patient, experience, expectations, and attitudes towards living with 

diabetes. The themes were analysed by a further two supervisors to prevent the 

risk of bias. 

Part 1: Cases narrative analysis 

Before the consultations took place, the patient’s records were reviewed to note 

any visits to an endocrinologist, optometrist or podiatrist, HbA1c and most 

recent BP measurement. When a recent HbA1c test and BP measurements (in 

the past 4 weeks) were not found in the patient records, an HbA1c test was 

ordered, and BP was measured.  

During the consultation, the patient was screened using the MMAS-8© diabetes 

medication adherence first, followed by the MMAS-8© chronic diseases 

medications test, then CUDOS© and finally CUXOS©. At the end, a revision of 

patient’s knowledge about their medical condition and medications took place 

and a full medication management review.  

Cases were then grouped to understand if those patients shared any other 

characteristics (medical and medication history, HbA1c, BP, MMAS-8©, 

CUDOS©, CUXOS© and wellbeing scores, educations and lifestyle, feedback 

at the end of the study), which might be used in the future to predict the 

comorbidity of T2DM and MIH. Additionally, cases were pooled again to explore 

the relationship between the comorbidity and poor adherence and or poor 

diabetes control. This can be used in the future to ensure patients with those 
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comorbidities are empowered to self-care. Individual case analyses are 

illustrated in table 22, the following are explanations for the terms used in the 

table: 

- (B) - indicates “group-B” who received two consultations, at baseline and 

6-months.  

- (A) - indicates “group-A“ who received two consultations, at baseline, 3-

months and 6-months. 

- Baseline – first encounter on enrolment. 

- Follow-up – only specific for group A, second encounter, conducted at 3-

months after enrolment.  

- Endpoint – for both groups A and B at 6 months, final study related 

encounter. 

- Wellbeing score: refers to Self-reported wellbeing score out of possible 5 

where 1 not well at all and 5 is very well. 

- The Hawthorne effect refers to a type of reactivity in which individuals 

modify an aspect of their behaviour in response to their awareness of 

being observed.  

- Ideal BP for patients diagnosed with T2DM is under 140/90 (mmHg). 

- Ideal HbA1c level is 48mmol/mol (6.5%) or below. 
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Table 22: Cases summary  

Group A patients 

10/BHAM/11/19/A 63-year-old man 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM- 2012, hiatus hernia-2019, Ischaemic Heart 
Disease (IHD)-2016 

Apixaban 2.5milligram (mg) daily (OD), aspirin 75mg 
OD, atorvastatin 10mg OD, bisoprolol 2.5mg OD, 
metformin 500mg (twice a day) BD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 6.1% Baseline: HbA1c 6.8% Midterm: HbA1c 6.8% Endpoint: HbA1c 9% 

HTN  Past history: BP 
115/75mmHg 

Baseline: BP 113/65mmHg Midterm BP 
116/70mmHg 

Endpoint: BP 118/80mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 3.75/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 3/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 3/4 
Unintentional = 3/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 3.75/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 1% Midterm:0% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm: 2% Endpoint: 0%  

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 3/5 Midterm: 4/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

During baseline/midterm review the patient explained that due to the national lockdown of the COVID-19 virus he 
had reduced his physical activity and his diet become poorly controlled. The patient explained that he had heard 
in the news that the virus can affect patients that are in a high-risk category in which he fitted due to a previous 
cardiac history. This put the patient on edge and made him anxious which reflected in his CUXOS© score. 
The patient, overall, felt he had learnt and understood more about his HbA1c reading and how this reflected his 
T2DM control. He explained his mood and the way he indulged in food affected his eating habits and felt this 
was causing him to affect this specific HbA1c reading. He explained he looked after his feet hygiene and 
eyesight as was aware of the risk factor associated with T2DM. 

Future care plan Another review outside the borders of this study was arranged to check the patient HbA1c control and mental 
health. 

Measurable Intentional medications adherence: T2DM baseline and midterm remained the same and then increased at 
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outcomes and 
themes 

endpoint (25%). Chronic diseases medications results increased by (25%) from baseline and remained the same 
up until endpoint. 
Unintentional medication adherence: Chronic diseases medications results and T2DM both increased gradually 
increased at midterm (19%) from baseline and then increased further (6%) from midterm. 
Depression: Dropped from baseline by 1% and remained at 0% up until endpoint. 
Anxiety: Increased at midterm by 2% and then dropped back down by 2% at endpoint. 
Wellbeing: Increased gradually by 20% each time from baseline, midterm and endpoint. 
Disease markers: The baseline and midterm remained the same, then HbA1c deteriorated by 2.2% at end point. 
BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: The patient was very concerned especially due to his medical condition which put him at high 
risk. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The patient had two intervention reviews which had various outcomes on the patient. The chronic diseases 
medications adherence score had improved from baseline, whereas the overall score for T2DM adherence did 
not change. The stress that the pandemic had placed on the patient was detected and rectified at endpoint via 
the counselling due to the reduction in score to 0%. On the other hand the HbA1c seemed to have increased 
from baseline and midterm 6.8% to 9% portraying poor T2DM control. The patient expressed his concerns and 
felt the rise in the virus and the idea of the patient placed in a high-risk group made the patient at unease which 
led to the patient reduced physical activity and poor diet. The patient was counselled on methods for how to 
carry out physical activities in which he felt comfortable, at his own home. He was also provided with information 
about the virus and how to protect himself while maintaining some normality in his everyday life. The URL link to 
the NHS Every Mind Matters’ website resource was given to the patient to take part in the online self-completed 
cognitive behaviour therapy for anxiety. 
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38/BHAM/01/20/A 61-year-old woman 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2009, HTN-2017 Lisinopril 5mg OD, metformin 500mg 2BD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 6.9% Baseline: HbA1c 7.3% Midterm: HbA1c 7.7% Endpoint: HbA1c 6.6% 

HTN  Past history: BP 
106/80mmHg 

Baseline: BP 101/65mmHg Midterm: BP 
101/68mmHg 

Endpoint: BP 
102/70mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional=3.75 /4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 2.75/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 1% Midterm: 1% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 1% Midterm: 1% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline:  4/5 Midterm: 4/5 Endpoint: 4/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

At midterm, the patient showed a decrease in the adherence score to chronic diseases medications and T2DM. 
The patient explained that there have been days where she had forgotten to take her medication and that she 
was slightly stressed about the rise in numbers in people affected by the virus. She mentioned she has not been 
able to carry out much physical activity and that her diet has been poor. She explained she has been eating 
more of her biscuits with tea. Her increase in HbA1c was discussed, this was something she wanted to work on 
as she was not happy that it had gone up. Possible ways of increasing her physical activity were discussed as 
per the government guideline (keeping the idea of hands face and space) (GOV.UK, 2022). Dietary changes 
were also investigated. At the endpoint review the patient showed an improvement to her HbA1c as this was 
bought down to 6.6%. The patient described her midterm review helped which steered her in the right direction. 
She explained it was the pandemic that de-focused her and how that chat helped at midterm review. 

Future care plan Another review outside this study was arranged to check her adherence again in 6-months’ time 

Measurable 
outcomes and 

Intentional medications adherence: T2DM and chronic diseases medications had no changes,  
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM dropped at midterm (6%) from baseline and then increased back up 
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themes (6%). Chronic diseases medications dropped at midterm (31%) and then increased back at endpoint (31%). 
Depression: Remained the same at baseline/midterm and then improved by 1%. 
Anxiety: Remained the same at baseline/midterm and then improved by 1%. 
Wellbeing: Remained at 80% no changes. 
Disease markers: HbA1c increased at midterm 0.4% and then improved from midterm by 1.1%. BP remained 
under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: The patient felt her physical activity was compromised. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

This patient really gained from the review undertaken as an overall improvement was seen. HbA1c had 
decreased by 0.7% from baseline to endpoint. The adherence scores improved from mid-term as the issues 
were addressed that had an effect on the patient. This showed that having a midterm review really benefitted the 
patient, it was seen that from the midterm review the HbA1c progressed from 7.7% to 6.6%. The midterm results 
showed something happened from baseline as the adherence scores decreased for both T2DM and chronic 
diseases medications. The patient mentioned at midterm how the pandemic played a crucial part in her routine in 
which it affected her ability to carry out certain physical activities and affected her daily routine. At endpoint the 
results of the adherence scores and HbA1c showed improvement, therefore showing that the counselling had a 
great impact on the patient and their behaviour.   
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39/BHAM/01/20/A 50-year-old woman 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2018, HTN-2013 Empagliflozin12.5mg/metformin1gram(g) BD, 
amlodipine 5mg OD, aspirin 75mg, lisinopril 5mg OD, 
pioglitazone 15mg OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 7.7% Baseline: HbA1c 7.7% Midterm: HbA1c 8.3% Endpoint: HbA1c 7.5% 

HTN  Past history: BP 
108/80mmHg 

Baseline: BP 100/65mmHg Midterm: BP 
108/70mmHg 

Endpoint: BP 
100/65mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 3/4 
Unintentional= 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 3/4 
Unintentional= 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 3/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm: 0% Endpoint: 1% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline:  5/5 Midterm: 5/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

At the midterm consultation the patient explained her fears regarding the rise in the infection rate of the COVID-
19 virus. She explained she reduced going out and stopped her daily walks, as she felt it was too risky to go out. 
Her adherence scores was discussed where the patient explained this was because there were odd days where 
she had forgotten to take her medication, purely because of other things on her mind, such as the virus. She 
expressed her concerns about her T2DM as was not pleased with the increase in her HbA1c. She feared the 
effects of poor control of T2DM affecting her quality of life. Her daughter who was present at midterm review 
explained that her mother keeps on top of her annual eye checks and looks after her foot hygiene. 

Future care plan Due to an improvement from midterm review, the patient was advised to continue with her pharmacological 
management plan and reminded on the importance of adherence. The patient was further counselled on the 
non-pharmacological changes that can be made to aid a better HbA1c value. The patient was scheduled in 6 
months for her next review with the GP. 

Measurable Intentional medications adherence: T2DM reduced from baseline (25%) and then increased at endpoint (25%). 
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outcomes and 
themes 

Chronic diseases medications followed the same pattern. 
Unintentional medication adherence: No changes with T2DM, however chronic diseases medications reduced at 
endpoint (25%). 
Depression: all remained the same (0%). 
Anxiety: Deteriorated by 1% at endpoint. 
Wellbeing: Remained at 100% throughout the study. 
Disease markers: HbA1c at midterm deteriorated and increased by 0.6% and then improved at endpoint from 
midterm by 0.8%. BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: The patient had feared the impact of the mortality rate on the world which therefore had an 
mental impact on her physical activity. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

This patient results showed that having a midterm review really helped them and addressed any issues and 
concerns the patient had. The HbA1c showed clear improvement from both baseline and midterm whereas from 
baseline to midterm the marker slightly increased. The pandemic and mortality rate had an impact on the patient 
physical behaviour by reducing her daily activities that involved going out. The improvement at endpoint showed 
that the information given during the consultation really helped and sunk in with the patient.  
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29/BHAM/12/19/A 64-year man 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-1995, IHD-1995, glaucoma-2010, 
hypercholesterolaemia -2012, HTN-2014, erectile 
dysfunction-2004, Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary 
Disease (COPD)-2016 

Canogliflozin50mg/metformin850mg BD, bisoprolol 
5mg OD, beclomethasone (Clenil) 100 microgram 
(mcg) one puff (1P) BD, freestyle when required 
(PRN), gluco rx carepoint- as directed (ASD), 
humalog Mix 50 kwick pen, losartan 25mg OD, 
rosuvastatin 5mg OD, travoprost 40mcg 1 drop both 
eyes (BE),  

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 9.3% Baseline: HbA1c 9% Midterm: HbA1c 9.4% Endpoint: HbA1c 9% 

HTN  Past history: BP 
121/85mmHg 

Baseline: BP 118/67mmHg Midterm: BP 
120/70mmHg 

Endpoint: BP 120/80mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 3/4 
Unintentional=4 /4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 3/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 3.75/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 3/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm: 0% Endpoint: 1% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 3/5 Midterm: 3/5 Endpoint: 4/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

This patient during the review explained that the reason why he had an increase in HbA1c was due to his 
reduction in his walking. He explained this was all because of the lockdown as he was too afraid to step outside 
due to being in an at-risk group with having poorly controlled asthma. He had been told by a family friend that 
having asthma would place him at greater risk for COVID-19 and that this would increase his likelihood of being 
in intensive care. At midterm, the COVID-19 virus effect and symptoms were discussed as well as how to keep 
safe. Various other methods of exercise and physical activity was agreed by the patient in which he could carry 
out at home. Diet was discussed in detail as the patient lacked understanding on how this affected his glucose 
reading. At endpoint, a drop was seen in HbA1c from midterm which was an achievement for the patient as he 
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was very pleased with this. The patient explained this was due to the exercise that he was doing at home. The 
patient explained he kept up to date with his annual check-ups from the hospital but was not aware much about 
his footwear and the importance of feet and nail hygiene. 

Future care plan The patient was scheduled for a further review as part of their usual management plan. The patient was also 
reminded on all continual measures that can be considered as part of their daily routine. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: T2DM reduced at midterm (25%) and then remained as this at endpoint. 
Chronic diseases medications was highly adherent at baseline/midterm but reduced at endpoint (25%). 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM increased (25%) from baseline to midterm and then remained like 
this at endpoint.  
Depression: All remained at 0%. 
Anxiety: Significantly increased by 1%. 
Wellbeing: Increased at endpoint by 20% from baseline/midterm. 
Disease markers: HbA1c fluctuated from baseline increased by 0.4% at midterm and then brought down by 
0.4% at endpoint. BP remained under 140/90mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: The patient feared the pandemic as they fall into the high risk category due to their other 
medical conditions. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The results in this patient showed that the HbA1c increased at midterm from 9% to 9.4% and then dropped 
back to 9% at endpoint. The midterm review clearly showed a concern was captured in which it was rectified, 
showing the drop in HbA1c. There were no significant changes to the patient mental health in terms of 
depression and anxiety as these were not detected via the CUDOS© and CUXOS© screening, despite his 
anxiety around being in an at-risk group. The biggest factor that had a massive implication on the patient was 
the pandemic and the restriction put upon the nation. This was clearly seen in the results. All adherence level 
showed no concern even though a slight decrease was seen in the intentional adherence score. 
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59/BHAM/02/20/A 52-year woman 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2017, constipation-2019 Metformin 500mg BD, atorvastatin 40mg OD, gluco rx 
lancets and test strips, laxido sachet PRN, novomix 
30 flexpen 100units/millilitre (ml) PRN. 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 12% Baseline: HbA1c 11.7% Midterm: HbA1c 
13.3% 

Endpoint: HbA1c 12.7% 

HTN  Past history: BP 
115/82mmHg 

Baseline: BP 101/71mmHg Midterm: BP 
111/80mmHg 

Endpoint: BP 112/82mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = ¾ 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 3/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 2/4 
Unintentional = 3/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm:0% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 4/5 Midterm: 4/5 Endpoint: 4/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

At baseline, the patient explained that she does forget to take her cholesterol tablets in the night, as she felt 
she did not need to take these and felt well. The patient was educated about the cholesterol and what it meant 
in term of the impact it could have on her. This made her realise the importance of adherence to her medication 
and decided to set an alarm to take her medication.  At midterm, the MMAS-8© test was retested in which the 
patient was questioned around her hbA1c as this was raised to 13.3%. The patient explained the pandemic has 
meant that her physical activity has reduced, and her diet has been slightly “naughty” due to all the family being 
home during the lockdown. Risk factors were discussed with the patient and the clear association between 
what she ate and her control of HbA1c. She explained she would act now and work on this. At endpoint, the 
HbA1c had improved from midterm to 13.7%. The patient explained she had started to walk more with her 
partner and had improved on her diet. She also explained she still was afraid of contracting the virus and 
therefore did not want to go to social places like the gym. The patient explained she would further work on her 
control and work on her titration of insulin in the manner she was taught by the diabetic specialist nurse. 
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The patient emphasised how she had an annual review for eyes and made sure her nail clippings were done 
correctly, keeping on top of her foot care. 

Future care plan The patient was scheduled in for another review in 3 months due to her poor HbA1c. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: T2DM no changes from baseline, chronic diseases medications increased 
significantly (50%) from baseline to endpoint. 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM increased significantly (25%) from baseline/midterm to endpoint. 
Depression: No changes the scores remained at 0%. 
Anxiety: No changes the scores remained at 0%. 
Wellbeing: Remained at 80% no changes from baseline. 
Disease markers: HbA1c baseline results increased at midterm by 1.6% showing poor control which dropped 
from midterm by 0.6%. BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: The patient was concerned about the pandemic and the effects it has on an individual which 
had an impact on the patients’ physical activity. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The results showed a significant impact in terms of her adherence score, but not a great outcome in her overall 
Hba1c. At baseline, the patient HbA1c was at 11.7% and this deteriorated to 13.3% (1.6% increased from 
baseline) which then slightly improved to 12.7% but deteriorated from baseline (1% increase from baseline). 
One of the major factors that played a role in the patient behaviour was the scare of the pandemic and 
contracting the virus, this affected her physical activity as it prevented her from going out and this was evident 
at midterm and addressed.  
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042/BHAM/01/20/A 34-year woman 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2011, erectile dysfuncion-2017, 
hypercholesterolaemia-2015 

Metformin 500mg BD, alogliptin 25mg OD, 
atorvastatin 20mg OD, gliclazide 80mg OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 6.5% Baseline: HbA1c 6.4% Midterm: HbA1c 6.6% Endpoint: HbA1c 6.8% 

HTN  Past history: BP 
125/90mmHg 

Baseline: BP 112/73mmHg Midterm: BP 
118/80mmHg 

Endpoint: BP 120/80mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 1/4 
Unintentional = 3/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 2/4 
Unintentional = 3.75/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 3/4 
Unintentional = 3/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 3/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm:0% Endpoint: 1% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 3/5 Midterm: 5/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

The patient explained at midterm that she has been going out a lot with friends and family and felt ashamed to 
say that she was cheating in her regular diet. She clarified she understood that what she ate would have an 
impact on her readings, but he did not think it would increase at this rate. At endpoint, her HbA1c increased 
further to 6.8% showing throughout all three consultation the patient HbA1c has been increasing with no 
improvement. The patient felt due to the current climate with the pandemic felt she was not able to do much 
exercise and felt this was also reflected in her weight, due to an increase in her clothes sizing. She explained 
she would start to join the gym once they are open due to the restrictions by the government. 

Future care plan The patient was scheduled for a further review as part of their usual management plan. The patient was also 
reminded on all continual measure that can be considered as part of their daily routine. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: T2DM increased significantly from baseline (75%) to midterm but then 
dropped significantly (50%). Chronic diseases medications increased significantly from baseline (25%) and 
remained the same midterm/endpoint. 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM fluctuated, increased at misterm (25%) but then dropped from 
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midterm (6%). 
Depression: At endpoint deteriorated and increased by 1% and BP remained under 140/90mmHg. 
Anxiety: No changes all remained at 0%. 
Wellbeing: Increased from baseline by 40% and remained at this score. 
Disease markers: HbA1c deteriorated from baseline to midterm ( 0.2%) and then further deteriorated from 
midterm to endpoint (0.2%). 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved with each encounter. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: Had an impact on the patient ability to carry out certain physical activities. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

Overall, the patient results showed poor results with HbA1c as an increase was observed at all reviews. The 
patient was very optimistic during the review and was ready to work on her management plan, but explained as 
per the reviews that the government rulings on staying at home restricted her ability to go out, carrying out her 
physical activity and this increased her snacking. The 1% increase in CUDOS© even though ranged at non 
depressed could be said to be due to the restriction and the pandemic. Adherence was clearly seen as a factor 
which decreased after midterm in which patient was further reviewed and scheduled in again to discuss their 
adherence behaviour. 
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27/BHAM/12/19/A 61-year-old woman 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM- 1981, depression-2013, HTN-2000, 
hypercholesterolaemia- 2006 

Metformin 850mg TDS, aspirin,75mg OD, atorvastatin 
10mg OD, citalopram 10mg OD, duloxetine 30mg 
gastro-resistant (g/r) OD, humalog mix 50 kwick pen 
ASD, linagliptin 5mg OD, amlodipine 5mg OD, 
lisinopril 20mg OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 
8.7%% 

Baseline: HbA1c 10% Midterm: HbA1c 9.2% Endpoint: HbA1c 7.6% 

HTN  Past history: BP 
140/85mmHg 

Baseline: BP 137/74mmHg Midterm: BP 
138/74mmHg 

Endpoint: BP 
135/80mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 3/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Midterm 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 5/5 Midterm: 5/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

Her mental health was discussed in which the patient explained she felt well controlled ever since she has 
been prescribed her medication. She explained she heavily relied on taking her depression medication 
regularly as she thought this is what made her feel relaxed and happy.  
The patient explained she had poor foot hygiene, and this was all due to her recent trip abroad, her feet have 
been dry and hard- especially her soles, it was agreed to prescribe a moisturiser to help with this. The patient 
explained that she gets a letter from the hospital for her annual eye test and keeps up to date with this. At 
midterm and endpoint all adherence scores remained highly adherent showing no concern and it was noticed 
that the patient HbA1c had improved as it reduced to 9.2% and then further reduced to 7.6%. The patient was 
very pleased about this decrease in HbA1c as she explained this is something she struggled with. She 
explained she truly worked on her diet and knew this could be further improved. She was worried about the 
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pandemic and explained she would keep on top of her physical activity even if it means to use her stairs for 
walking up and down. She maintained motivated due to her overall outcome throughout the reviews. 

Future care plan The patient was scheduled for her 6 monthly reviews for her T2DM as part of her usual management plan. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: T2DM improved from baseline (25%). Chronic diseases medications had no 
changes all remained highly adherent. 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM and chronic diseases medications had no changes all remained 
highly adherent. 
Depression: No changes. 
Anxiety: No changes. 
Wellbeing: No changes. 
Disease markers: HbA1c improved from baseline by 0.8% and then further improved from midterm by 1.6%. BP 
remained under 140/90mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: Had worries about contracting the virus which restricted certain physical activities that 
involved going out. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The patient showed a positive impact from the baseline to midterm/endpoint reviews that took place. The 
reviews showed to be effective as they improved in HbA1c through all encounters, the adherence scores also 
improved. The Chronic diseases medications score remained at 4 intentional/unintentional throughout all 
encounters. It can be argued the reason to why the results for chronic diseases medications remained at the 
4/4 for adherence could be due to the patient not answering the questions honestly as the same test questions 
are issued for both test and the T2DM test was conducted first. 
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24/BHAM/12/19/A 62-year-old man 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM- 2006, HTN-1975, asthma-2001, Benign 
prostatic hyperplasia (BPH)-2014, Iron deficiency 
anaemia (IDA)-2014, chronic kidney disease (CKD) 
stage 1-2018 

Metformin 500mg 2BD, aspirin 75mg OD, atorvastatin 
10mg OD, beclometasone/formoterol (Fostair) 
200mcg/6mcg inhaler ASD, indapamide 2.5mg OD, 
losartan 100mg OD, montelukast 10mg OD, 
pantoprazole 40mg g/r OD, diltiazem (Slozam) 240mg 
OD, spiriva respimat two puffs (2P) OD, tamsulosin 
400mcg OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 6.6% Baseline: HbA1c 6.6% Midterm: HbA1c 7.3% Endpoint: HbA1c 6.2% 

HTN  Past history: BP 
123/75mmHg 

Baseline: BP 128/75mmHg Midterm: BP 
124/72mmHg 

Endpoint: BP 
123/75mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 3.75/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 3/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 1% Midterm:0% Endpoint: 1% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 3/5 Midterm: 3/5 Endpoint: 4/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

The patient explained eye test were carried out by ophthalmology in hospital and his annual foot check at the 
practice. At midterm, it was seen that the patient HbA1c had increased to 7.3%, the patient described this was 
due to the lockdown because of his recued physical activity. He felt he could not carry out much physical 
activity as he did not want to contract the virus from anyone outside or bring it home. This issue was addressed 
by methods of physical activities that can be carried out at home. At endpoint, the patients HbA1c went to 
6.2%, which showed that the patient took on the advice. He explained how he wanted to get rid of his T2DM as 
he had other medical conditions that he has been told would be life long, therefore wanted to work on his T2DM 
so he can reduce his medication. 
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Future care plan The patient was scheduled in for his usual 6-month reviews as part of his routine care. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: No changes in results. 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM improved (25%) from baseline to midterm/endpoint. Chronic 
diseases medications adherence had fluctuation from baseline to midterm (19%) and then reduced from 
midterm to endpoint by the same (19%). 
Depression went up and down by 1% from baseline midterm to endpoint.  
Anxiety: no changes. 
Wellbeing: Increased by 20% from baseline/midterm to endpoint. 
Disease markers: HbA1c deteriorated by 0.7% from baseline and then improved from midterm to endpoint by 
1.1%. BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: The lockdown had an impact on the patient physical activity. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

Overall, the reviews proved to be successful as the HbA1c further dropped from 6.6% to 6.2% throughout the 
duration of the study. This showed brilliant diabetic control with perfect adherence to their medication especially 
with their diabetic medication and this was evident in the adherence scores. A significant change in behaviour 
was seen in the patient with the counselling/diet/lifestyle advice that was given. The pandemic also played a 
role in the patient lifestyle due to the government restriction placed on the country, in which this reduced the 
physical activity that the patient could have carried out.  
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30/BHAM/12/19/A 59-year-old woman 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2006, depression-2010, asthma-2020 Metformin 500mg modified release (m/r) OD, 
atorvastatin 20mg OD, zolpidem 10mg OD, 
beclomethasone/formoterol (Fostair) 100mcg/6mcg 
2p BD, mirtazapine 45mg OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 6.2% Baseline: HbA1c 6.4% Midterm HbA1c 6.3% Endpoint: HbA1c 6.6% 

HTN  Past history: BP 
121/85mmHg 

Baseline: BP 116/75mmHg Midterm: BP 
117/76mmHg 

Endpoint: BP 
118/80mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 3/4 
Unintentional = 3/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional=3.75 /4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 3/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 1% Midterm: 0% Endpoint: 1% 

CUXOS© Baseline:1%  Midterm: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 3/5 Midterm: 4/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

The adherence scores showed improvement at all intervals as they increased gradually, this was also reflected 
in their behaviour during the reviews, being more enthusiastic about working on her overall T2DM control. The 
Chronic diseases medications at midterm decreased in adherence score, in which the patient explained was 
due to forgetting to take some of her medication. She explained her daily routine had changed as she reduced 
her outings because of the government pandemic restrictions. At endpoint her medication adherence had 
improved as she decided to use alarms to help with the timings of her medication. The patient explained that 
she was very stressed with the COVID-19 virus increasing the mortality rate and was worried about contracting 
the virus. At endpoint, the HbA1c results had seen to have increased from baseline by 0.2%. The patient 
explained the reason for the increase was due to her eating habits and that she had reduced exercise due to a 
recent injury she had on her knee, causing reduced mobility. She explained as she gets better, she would work 
on this as well as her weight. She also explained she kept on top of her annual check-ups, such as with her 
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eyes and feet. 

Future care plan The patient was scheduled in for 3 monthly review for her T2DM and was also booked into orthopaedics for her 
knee injury. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: T2DM significantly improved (25%) from baseline to midterm/endpoint. 
Chronic diseases medications adherence had no changes. 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM improved from baseline to midterm (19%) then then improved from 
midterm to endpoint (6%) 
Depression: Improved at midterm by 1% then increased again at endpoint. 
Anxiety: Improved by 1% from baseline to midterm/endpoint. 
Wellbeing: Improved by 20% at each encounter. 
Disease markers: HbA1c from baseline to midterm results improved by 0.1% but then increased at endpoint by 
0.3% from midterm. BP remained under 140/90mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: Felt restricted with the government rulings enforced. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The results showed that her HbA1c results deteriorated in which could be due to her reduced mobility due to 
her injury and her poor eating habits. The CUXOS© scores showed an improvement from 1% baseline to 
dropping to 0% endpoint whereas the CUDOS© score remained the same at 1%. The patient mental health 
was well controlled with the medication she was taking. The patient had clear other co-morbidities that affected 
her ability to carry out the advice from the reviews, however the patient was motivated to steer in the right 
direction once better. 
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34/BHAM/01/20/A 53-year-old man 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2018, Asthma -2003, hyperthyroidism-2008, 
erectile dysfunction-2018, hypercholesterolaemia- 
2018 

Metformin 500mg 2BD, atorvastatin 20mg OD, 
levothyroxine 100mcg OD, fluticasone/salmeterol 
(Senflo) 25mcg/250mcg 2P BD, sildenafil 100mg -OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 6.5% Baseline: HbA1c 6.5% Midterm: HbA1c 6% Endpoint: HbA1c 6.3% 

HTN  Past history: BP 
130/85mmHg 

Baseline: BP 110/75mmHg Midterm: BP 
110/75mmHg 

Endpoint: BP 
112/80mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 3/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm:1% Endpoint: 1% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0%  Midterm: 0% Endpoint:  0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 3/5 Midterm: 4/5 Endpoint: 4/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

The patient was reminded throughout the study the importance of changes in lifestyle and diet and how to carry 
out physical activity. 

Future care plan The patient was scheduled for his usual 6 monthly review with GP for his T2DM. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: T2DM reduced at endpoint from baseline/midterm (25%). Chronic diseases 
medications adherence remained the same. 
Unintentional medication adherence: No changes. 
Depression: Increased by 1%. 
Anxiety: No changes.  
Wellbeing: Improved by 20% from baseline to midterm/endpoint. 
Disease markers: HbA1c improved by 0.5% from baseline to midterm. But increased from midterm to endpoint 
by 0.3%. BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
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Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: No impact. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The reviews conducted showed to have a positive impact on the patient in term of his HbA1c, as this value 
improved by 0.2% from baseline value. The adherence scores showed no concern for T2DM or chronic 
diseases medications. This outcome from the review that had taken place with this patient showed to be 
successful due to the improved HbA1c from baseline (HbA1c: 0.2% improvement from baseline). Both 
CUDOS© and CUXOS© scores did not show any significant difference nor any detection or diagnosis for MIH. 
Score at baseline remained at 0% in which CUDOS© rose to 1% and remained this way at endpoint. It can be 
noted the potential reason to why the negligible detection at the CUDOS© screen could be due the 
bereavement him and his family were going through as this is something that he discussed. It was also 
remarkable to see that the chronic diseases medications score remained at the highly adherent range of 4 
intentional and 4 unintentional throughout the study. This could be because this test was conducted after the 
T2DM, in which the patient may have not answered the questions in an honest manner based on his previous 
results viewed.  
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32/BHAM/12/19/A   39year old woman 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2019, hypercholesterolaemia- 2019 Empagliflozin 12.5mg/metformin 1g OD, atorvastatin 
40mg OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 10% Baseline: HbA1c 12.4% Midterm HbA1c 11.2% Endpoint: HbA1c 11.4% 

HTN  Past history: BP 
130/75mmHg 

Baseline: BP 102/77mmHg Midterm: BP 
100/77mHg 

Endpoint: BP 
101/80mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 3/4 
Unintentional=2.75 /4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 2/4 
Unintentional= 3.75/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm: 1% Endpoint: 1% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm: 0% Endpoint: 1% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 5/5 Midterm: 4/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

A lengthy discussion took place on the risk factors of T2DM and the effects it could potentially have on the 
patient due to the poor control. The patient understood the impact T2DM would have on her, if she continued 
this way. She explained she would be happy to go on to the once weekly injectables but wanted to be given a 
three-month chance and be reviewed further. She explained she would stick to a strict diet now and walk 
around/jog more. The lockdown due to COVID-19 government restriction was not helping in achieving her 
targets. 

Future care plan The patient explained after counselled that she would enrol and book an appointment at her local optician as 
she has not done this. The patient was scheduled for an early review with the GP to review her T2DM further in 
view of further optimisation or counselling. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: T2DM had a fluctuation which reduced (25%) from midterm and then 
increased at endpoint (25%). Chronic diseases medications adherence showed a similar pattern but decreased 
significantly at midterm (50%) and then increase at endpoint by the same percentage. 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM showed a pattern which decreased at midterm (6%) but increase 
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from midterm (31%) to endpoint. 
Depression: Increased by 1% from baseline to midterm/endpoint.  
Anxiety: Increased by 1% from baseline/midterm to endpoint. 
Wellbeing: Dropped by 20% midterm and then increased back at endpoint. 
Disease markers: HbA1c improved from baseline by 1.2% and then increased at endpoint by 0.2%. BP 
remained under 140/90mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Poorly controlled. 
COVID-19 impact: Yes, affected diet and lifestyle as well as physical activity. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The pandemic proved to be a major factor in the patient’s non-pharmacological control of her T2DM. Her diet 
was another clear factor that affected her T2DM control. Her HbA1c decreased from 12.4% to 11.4% (1% from 
baseline to endpoint). 
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60/BHAM/03/20/A 54-year-old woman 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2011, HTN-2013, hypercholesterolaemia-2013, 
IHD-2006 

Metformin 850mg/empagliflozin 5mg BD, atorvastatin 
80mg OD, bisoprolol 1.25mg OD, glucorx lancets prn, 
humalog mix50kwickpen- ASD, aspirin 75mg OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 
10.9% 

Baseline: HbA1c 11.9% Midterm: HbA1c 12% Endpoint: HbA1c 11.6% 

HTN  Past history: BP 
136/90mmHg 

Baseline: BP 114/77mmHg Midterm: BP 
118/77mmHg 

Endpoint: BP 
114/77mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 3/4 
Unintentional = 3/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 3/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm:0% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0%  Midterm: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 4/5 Midterm: 4/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

The patient throughout all encounters was reminded of the importance of the non-pharmacological changes 
that she could carry out. Simple dietary changes were discussed alongside regular walks. 

Future care plan A discussion around optimisation of therapy took place where the diabetic consultant would review her within 
the primary care network alongside GP to enable better control. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: T2DM reduced at endpoint (25%) from baseline/midterm. Chronic diseases 
medications adherence had the same change. 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM reduced at endpoint (25%) from baseline/midterm whereas chronic 
diseases medications adherence increased (25%) from baseline to midterm/endpoint. 
Depression: No changes. 
Anxiety: No change. 
Wellbeing: Increased from baseline/midterm by 20% to endpoint. 
Disease markers: HbA1c baseline to midterm results increased by 0.1%, but from midterm to endpoint results 
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improved by 0.4%. BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: Yes, the patient showed concern during consultations in regards to the virus. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The results showed the patient had good adherence but had poor non-pharmacological control to her 
management plan. Her HbA1c was poorly controlled throughout the study in which a slight decrease was from 
midterm to endpoint of 0.3%. It was evident that the patient had fears around the emerging COVID-19 virus and 
worried about contracting this. This in hand reduced her ability to work on her physical activity and have true 
control on her diet. The CUDOS© and CUXOS© scores showed no concern or a detection of anxiety 
regardless of the patient clear expressed view on the matter. The patient was scheduled with the GP in one 
week time in which she would be further managed by the diabetic consultant. 
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05/BHAM/11/19/A 46-year-old woman  

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2017, HTN-2016, uterine fibroids-2017 Metformin 500mg BD, atorvastatin 10mg OD, losartan 
25mg OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 7.4% Baseline: HbA1c 7.1% Midterm HbA1c 6.6% Endpoint: HbA1c 6,6% 

HTN  Past history: BP 
130/80mmHg 

Baseline: BP 130/78mmHg Midterm BP 
129/80mmHg 

Endpoint: BP 
130/78mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 1/4 
Unintentional = 2/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 3/4 
Unintentional= 3/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline 0%:  Midterm: 0% Endpoint: 1% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 5/5 Midterm: 5/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

At baseline, the patient explained she felt her T2DM was controlled, and that she did not take her medication 
unless she thought she needed to. Therefore, she had days where she missed her medication and days where, 
she took her medication. This behaviour was evident in her T2DM adherence scores at baseline. The patient 
was counselled on the importance of adherence alongside diet and lifestyle measures. Midterm results showed 
slight improvement in which the patient was reminded on the importance of taking her medication as prescribed 
and the risk associated of poor adherence. At endpoint it was seen that the patient took on board the 
counselling advice.  

Future care plan The patient was scheduled in for her next routine review in 3 months’ time. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: T2DM showed gradual improved from baseline to endpoint showed 
significant increase (50) and then from midterm to endpoint showed a further increase (25%). Chronic diseases 
medications adherence had no changes. 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM showed an increased from baseline to midterm (25%) and then 
from midterm to endpoint also showed an increase (25%) chronic diseases medications showed no changes. 
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Depression: Increased by 1% from baseline/midterm. 
Anxiety: No changes remained at 0%. 
Wellbeing: No changes. 
Disease markers: HbA1c showed good control reduced by 0.5% and then remained at this level at endpoint. 
BP remained under 140/90mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact:  No impact or concerns detected.  

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The results showed that the patient really benefitted from the reviews that took place due to not only an 
improvement in adherence to her medication, but an improvement in her T2DM. The HbA1c showed an 
improvement by 0.5% showing better T2DM outcome. It was noted that the chronic diseases medications 
adherence remained the same throughout the reviews, this could be due to the patient not answering the 
questions correctly as the same questions were repeated from the T2DM MMAS-8© test. The poor results from 
the previous test could have caused the patient to amend her responses for the chronic diseases medications 
test. 
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11/BHAM/11/19/A  49-year-old man 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM- 2011, Trans ischaemic attack(TIA)-2018, 
hypercholesterolaemia-2011 

Empagliflozin 5mg/metformin500mg BD, clopidogrel 
75mg OD, pioglitazone 30mg OD, sildenafil 100mg 
ASD, simvastatin 40mg OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 7.3% Baseline: HbA1c 8.7% Midterm: HbA1c8.4% Endpoint: HbA1c 8.9% 

HTN  Past history: BP 
120/80mmHg 

Baseline: BP 116/78mmHg Midterm: BP 
116/78mmHg 

Endpoint: BP 118/80mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 1/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 3.75/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 3/4 
Unintentional = 2.75/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional=4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 1% Midterm: 1% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 3% Midterm: 1% Endpoint: 1% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 4/5 Midterm: 4/5 Endpoint: 4/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

At endpoint, the results were discussed, in which the patient explained he had a cold and was worried he might 
have had the COVID-19 virus. He said that he stopped worrying about his T2DM and kept his energy levels up 
as he felt he needed to make sure he was able to fight this cold. He explained now that he had fought this, he 
would go back on working on his T2DM. He was also reminded to make sure he kept his eye checks up to date 
with his annual review as well as foot checks with the HCA at the practice. 

Future care plan The patient was scheduled in for a further review in 3-month time as part of his routine management plan. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: T2DM increased from baseline to midterm/endpoint (75%). Chronic 
diseases medications adherence increased from baseline (25%) to midterm/endpoint. 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM fluctuates, from baseline to midterm dropped (6%) and increased 
by this at endpoint. 
Depression: Reduced by 1%. 
Anxiety: Dropped by 2% at midterm/endpoint. 
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Wellbeing: Remained the same at 80%. 
Disease markers: HbA1c baseline to midterm this improved by 0.3% then increased by 0.5%. BP remained 
under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: Yes, patient had a constant concern about contracting the virus. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The scores for adherence showed a significant improvement from baseline, especially after discussing 
reminder strategies. The HbA1c at endpoint rose from midterm, however this was justified by the patient 
concern and diet due his cold. No detection of MIH in terms of anxiety or depression was highlighted from the 
CUDOS© and CUXOS© scores despite the emotions the patient had expressed during the reviews. The 
reviews clearly showed in a step-by-step manner, on how the patient really benefitted from the study. The 
restriction enforced by the government also influenced the patient ability to undertake certain physical activities, 
in which the patient adapted these methods and measures at home. 
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22/BHAM/12/19/A 78year old man 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2013, Parkinson’s disease -2012, angina-2017, 
constipation-2019, urinary incontinence-2019 

Metformin 500mg BD, bisacodyl 5mg g/r at night 
(ON), bisoprolol 5mg OD, laxido orange- PRN, 
levodopa/carbidopa/entacapone 
125mg/31.25mg/200mg 1 four times a day (QDS), 
isosorbide mononitrate (Chemydur) 60 XL, OD, 
pantoprazole 40mg OD, atorvastatin 40mg OD, 
mirabegron 50mg m/r OD, solifenacin 10mg OD, 
aspirin 75mg OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 7.8% Baseline: HbA1c 7.6% Midterm: HbA1c 7.9% Endpoint: HbA1c 8% 

HTN  Past history: BP 
115/85mmHg 

Baseline: BP 112/78mmHg Midterm: BP 
118/80mmHg 

Endpoint: BP 
112/78mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 3/4 
Unintentional=4 /4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional=2.75 /4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 3/4 

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm:1% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline:  2/5 Midterm: 4/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

A long discussion took place on the patient eating habits, especially around the importance of reducing sugar 
intake. This was something that the patient knew he required work on. 

Future care plan The patient was further scheduled to be reviewed in 3 months’ time as part of his routine management plan. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: T2DM dropped from baseline to midterm (25%) but then increased by the 
same increment. Chronic diseases medications adherence remained the same throughout. 
Unintentional medication adherence:  No changes with T2DM, but chronic diseases medications adherence 
reduced from baseline to midterm (31%) and then increased from midterm to endpoint (6%). 
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Depression: Increased by 1% at midterm then came back down to 0% at endpoint. 
Anxiety: No changes. 
Wellbeing: Increased by 40% from baseline to midterm then further increased by 20% from midterm to 
endpoint. 
Disease markers: HbA1c deteriorated by 0.3% at midpoint and then increased  a further by 0.1% at endpoint. 
BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: Had an impact due to the lockdown government restrictions. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The patient did not really benefit from the reviews that took place regarding his HbA1c levels, and adherence 
did not to improve with the change in the patient’s behaviour. The poor HbA1c was due to the patient’s poor 
diet at home and lack of physical activity, due to the national lockdown. The pandemic restrictions was the 
biggest factor that played an impact on the patients day to day activity, consequently affecting his ability to work 
on his non-pharmacological management plan. 
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40/BHAM/01/20/A 48-year-old man 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM – 2013, depression-2019, 
hypercholesterolaemia-2015 

Metformin 500mg OD, atorvastatin 40mg OD 
sertraline 50mg OD, 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 7.4% Baseline: HbA1c 8.3% Midterm HbA1c 8.8% Endpoint: HbA1c 8.3% 

HTN  Past history: BP 
120/90mmHg 

Baseline: BP 117/79mmHg Midterm BP 
137/79mmHg 

Endpoint: BP 
135/80mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 0/4 
Unintentional = 1.75/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 2/4 
Unintentional= 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 2.75/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 3/4 
Unintentional=4 /4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm: 0% Endpoint:  0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 3/5 Midterm: 4/5 Endpoint: 4/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

At midterm, an improvement was seen in the adherence score to his diabetic medication. The patient explained 
he had started to take his medications, but he has had days where he has forgotten to take his medicine. He 
explained he had a poor diet, especially during lockdown. His physical activity has been very poor, as he has 
not gone out at all in which was reflected in his HbA1c results. The patient was reminded of the importance of 
adherence to his medication and the non-pharmacological measure that he could continue to carry out. 

Future care plan The patient was put in for a review with the GP in 3 months’ time as part of his usual care. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: T2DM improved from baseline to midterm (50%) and then increased further 
from midterm to endpoint (50%). Chronic diseases medications adherence reduced at midterm (25%) and 
increased at this increment at endpoint. 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM increased at midterm/endpoint (56%) from baseline. Chronic 
diseases medications adherence increased from baseline to midterm/endpoint (31%). 
Depression: No changes remained at 0%. 
Anxiety: No changes remained at 0%. 
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Wellbeing: Increased by 20% from baseline to midterm/endpoint. 
Disease markers: HbA1c Increased from baseline by 0.4% then reduced by this increment at endpoint. BP 
remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: Yes, lockdown affected patient ability to carry out certain physical activities that he wished to 
carry out. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The results showed superb results in terms of his adherence scores, compared against his baseline. His 
behaviour towards his conditions changed as he clearly understood the impact this was having on his 
conditions. CUDOS©/CUXOS© remained at 0% throughout the duration of the study. During the consultations, 
the patient explained the lockdown had an impact on his ability to carry out some physical activity, which can 
be clearly said to be a contributing factor to the increase in his overall T2DM (HbA1c increase from baseline by 
1.4%).  
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02/BHAM/11/19/A 62-year-old woman 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2018, HTN-2018, CKD stage 1-2019 Metformin 500mg BD, atorvastatin-20mg OD, 
amlodipine 5mg OD, ramipril 10mg OD, sildenafil 50 
mg ASD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 7.2% Baseline: HbA1c 7.3% Midterm: HbA1c  7.3% Endpoint: HbA1c 9% 

HTN  Past history: BP 
128/92mmHg 

Baseline: BP 127/80mmHg Midterm: BP 
120/90mmHg 

Endpoint: BP 
126/80mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 3/4 
Unintentional =2.75 /4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional=3.75 /4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 3/4 
Unintentional = 2/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 2.75/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 3/4 
Unintentional=1.75 /4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 3/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 3% Midterm: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm: 2% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 4/5 Midterm: 4/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

It seemed throughout the review, this patient listened to the advice given, but after a couple of weeks went 
back to her usual lifestyle. She seemed to understand the effect her eating and lifestyle behaviour had on her 
condition. She refused to have any optimisation done on each occasion on her medication, where each time 
she stated she would make changes to her diet and lifestyle. 

Future care plan The on-call GP was made aware of the patient who explained to review in 1-month time due to the increase in 
HbA1c and in view of optimising to a GLP-1 if worsening results. The patient was happy with the plan. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence:  T2DM from baseline to midterm improved (25%) but from midterm to 
endpoint reduced by the same increment. Chronic diseases medications showed a decreased from baseline to 
midterm (25%) but then increased by the increment at endpoint. 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM increased from baseline to midterm (25%) then reduced from 
midterm to endpoint (44%). Chronic diseases medications adherence reduced from baseline to midterm (25%) 
but then increased from midterm to endpoint (31%). 
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Depression: Reduced from baseline by 3% and remained at 0%. 
Anxiety: Increase at midterm by 2% then decreased by same increment. 
Wellbeing: Increased by 20% from baseline/midterm to endpoint. 
Disease markers: HbA1c increased from baseline/midterm by 1.7%. BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: Slight concerns were noted during the consultation which were addressed at the time. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

Overall, the result for this patient showed poor outcome, the HbA1c deteriorated from baseline with a difference 
of 1.7% from baseline to endpoint. The adherence scores showed that the patient had an intentional and 
unintentional behaviour affecting adherence to her medication as this fluctuating throughout the reviews. 
Despite clear behaviour changes in adherence score, no MIH of anxiety or depression was detected. 
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09/BHAM/11/19/A: 66-year-old female 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM- 2001. HTN-2006, hypercholesterolaemia-2015 Metformin 850mg BD, bisoprolol 1.25mg OD, 
atorvastatin 40mg OD, pantoprazole 40mg g/r OD, 
lisinopril 5mg OD, fastclix lancet PRN, mobile 
cassette aid, furosemide 40mg OD, humalog mix 25 
kwickpen 100unit/ml 12units BD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 8.6% Baseline: HbA1c 8% Midterm: HbA1c 8.5% Endpoint: HbA1c 8.6% 

HTN  Past history: BP 
135/80mmHg 

Baseline: BP 133/80mmHg Midterm: BP 
130/80mmHg 

Endpoint: BP 
135/85mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 3/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Midterm 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 3/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 3.75/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm:0% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 5/5 Midterm: 5/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

The patient felt ashamed with her HbA1c readings and explained she was having a poor diet. She has not 
been keeping on top of her glucose monitoring, as this is what she use to do before titrating her dose of 
insulin. The patient was advised to carry out a discovery sheet, which showed her levels on an empty stomach 
after food and after administration of insulin, so this could be assessed in her next review. 

Future care plan The patient was put in for a review in 3 days’ time for her BP and put in for a one-week review for her T2DM to 
assess the discovery sheet. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: T2DM reduced (25%) from baseline/midterm and chronic diseases 
medications adherence remained the same. 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM remained the same. Chronic diseases medications adherence 
reduced (25%) midterm and then increased (19%) at endpoint. 
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Depression: No changes remained at 0%. 
Anxiety:  No changes remained at 0%. 
Wellbeing: At 100% all the way no changes. 
Disease markers: HbA1c increased at midterm by 0.5% and then increased a further 0.1 at endpoint. BP 
remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: Yes, which affected her diet and physical activity. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The results showed the patient had a decline in adherence from baseline compared to endpoint, this showed 
that something clearly had affected her during the study to have this impact. The HbA1c results increased by 
0.6% from baseline to endpoint showing deterioration in T2DM. These poor results can be due to the factors 
explained during the consultation, such as the pandemic, and poor diet. The patient clearly explained the fears 
of the virus and how her focus was built around this which changed her daily routine. 
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46/BHAM/01/20 53-year-old woman 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2013, hypercholesterolaemia-2013 Metformin 500mg 2BD, simvastatin 40mg OD, 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 7% Baseline: HbA1c 7.5% Midterm: HbA1c 7.4% Endpoint: HbA1c 6.4% 

HTN  Past history: BP 
128/85mmHg 

Baseline: BP 130/80mmHg Midterm: BP 
140/80mmHg 

Endpoint: BP 
140/84mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 3/4 
Unintentional =3/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional=3.75/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional =2.75/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional=2.75/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 3% Midterm:0% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm: 1% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 5/5 Midterm: 4/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

At midterm, the patient explained that she did not take her T2DM medication regularly as she stated that there 
are days where she felt well, and she felt that she did not need them. The importance of adherence to 
medication was discussed alongside the effects of poor control. She then realised that she needed to take her 
medication if she wanted to get rid of this condition. It was established that her diet was poorly managed in 
which the patient indulged with sugar treats daily. A dietary plan was discussed with the patient in which the 
patient can enjoy her snacks but on a less frequent basis. At endpoint, the patient was pleased to see her 
HbA1c results had decreased to 6.4%. The patient explained she had worked on her diet, taking her 
medication regularly and enjoys her new way of life. 

Future care plan The patient was scheduled in for usual 6 monthly review for her T2DM. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: T2DM improved from baseline (25%) to midterm/endpoint, chronic diseases 
medications remained the same with no changes. 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM improved from baseline to midterm (19%) to a further increase from 
midterm to endpoint (6%). Chronic diseases medications adherence baseline/ midterm results improved at 
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endpoint (31%). 
Depression: Improved from baseline by 3% and remained at 0%. 
Anxiety: Increased by 1% at midterm and then was reduced by 1% at endpoint. 
Wellbeing: Improved by 20% at midterm but then was reduced by 20% at endpoint. 
Disease markers: HbA1c improved at midterm by 0.1% and then improved further at endpoint by 1% from 
midterm. BP remained under 140/90mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: None detected. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The reviews revealed that the patient had an overall drop in her T2DM by 1.1% from baseline to endpoint, this 
clearly indicated progress in her overall health. Adherence scores showed improvement in adherence from 
baseline in all tests undergone. The review showed it had really benefitted the patient, as it captured at each 
stage what the patient was having concerns with, and then these issues were addressed. There was no 
detection or diagnosis of the patient mental health via the MMAS-8© gadget nor through the consultations and 
nor did anything significant show during the consultations.  
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47/BHAM/01/20/A 43year old man 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM- 2019, hypercholesterolaemia-2014 Empagliflozin12.5mg/metformin 1g BD, atorvastatin 
20mg OD, aspirin 75mg OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 7.4% Baseline: HbA1c 8.4% Midterm: HbA1c 8.4% Endpoint: HbA1c 6.3% 

HTN  Past history: BP 
115/85mmHg 

Baseline: BP 111/80mmHg Midterm: BP 
118/80mmHg 

Endpoint: BP 
116/81mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 2/4 
Unintentional = 3.75/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional=4 /4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 2.75/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 3.75/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 4/5 Midterm: 4/5 Endpoint: 4/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

A management plan was discussed to help the patient with physical activity at his house alongside a healthy 
diet. The patient agreed to follow this by taking his medication regularly. At endpoint, the patient HbA1c went to 
6.3%, which the patient was very proud of. The patient also explained he was up to date with his annual eye 
and foot checks.  

Future care plan The patient was scheduled for his 6-monthly review with the GP as part of his usual plan. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: T2DM from baseline to midterm/endpoint increased significantly (50%). 
chronic diseases medications adherence remained the same, no changes. 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM improved from baseline to midterm/endpoint (6%). Chronic 
diseases medications increased from baseline to midterm (31%) but then reduced from midterm to endpoint 
(6%). 
Depression: No changes. 
Anxiety: No changes. 
Wellbeing: No changes remained at 80% all the way. 
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Disease markers: HbA1c Improved from baseline/midterm by 2.1%. BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: None detected. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The study demonstrated a significant impact on the patient overall health, it not only showed an improvement in 
the patient overall T2DM HbA1c by 2.1%, but also improved the adherence score for chronic diseases 
medications and T2DM. The chronic diseases medications adherence score showed a drop at midterm to 
endpoint, which was an interesting observation as all other scores improved. It can be argued that the patient 
may have answered a question incorrectly and therefore resulting in a decrease as on the widget, it was not 
possible to go back to amend results. 
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52/BHAM/02/20/A 53-year-old man 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2009, HTN-2010, hypercholesterolaemia-2020 Metformin 500mg BD, aspirin 75mg OD, amlodipine 
10mg OD, atorvastatin 10mg OD, lisinopril 20mg OD, 
dulaglutide (Trulicity) ASD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 8.9% Baseline: HbA1c 11.5% Midterm: HbA1c 11.8% Endpoint: HbA1c 7.7% 

HTN  Past history: BP 
135/90mmHg 

Baseline: BP 128/80mmHg Midterm: BP 
138/78mmHg 

Endpoint: BP 
136/77mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 3/4 
Unintentional = 3.75/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 2/4 
Unintentional=2.75 /4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 2.75/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 3/4 
Unintentional=4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 3/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm:  0% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 4/5 Midterm: 4/5 Endpoint: 4/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

The patient explained he would work on his weight and felt that there was a difference in this since he has 
changed his diet. The patient was very pleased with all the changes adopted. 

Future care plan The patient did explain he did have a fear factor of the pandemic and the worry of contracting the virus and felt 
his BP may have been raised due to this. He was advised to continue to monitor at home. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: T2DM from baseline dropped (25%) at midterm but then increased (50%) at 
endpoint. Chronic diseases medications adherence reduced at midterm (25%) but then increased by the same 
increment at endpoint. 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM increased at midterm (25%) and then further increased from 
misterm to endpoint (31%). Chronic diseases medications adherence increased at midterm from baseline. 
(31%) but then decreased at endpoint (25%). 
Depression: No changes remained at 0%. 
Anxiety: No changes remained at 0%. 
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Wellbeing: No changes and remained at 80%. 
Disease markers: HbA1c increased by 0.8% but then improved at endpoint by 4.1%. BP remained under 
140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact:  Yes, as patient feared about contracting the virus. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The reviews displayed a significant impact on the patient HbA1c due to drop in HbA1c by 3.8% from baseline. 
This showed great intensification in treatment and management. The results also showed how the midterm 
consultation had a great impact on the patient management as at this stage, the patient HbA1c had increased 
by 0.8% from baseline. The results showed the patient had to begin with more intentional poor adherence as 
he had the mental attitude of “you only live once,” this attitude improved as the patient progressed in the study. 
BP was also slightly raised in which the patient explained this was due to the fear of contracting the virus and 
how his BP is usually well controlled. This fear of the virus was not detected by the CUDOS© and CUXOS© 
widget. The patient was scheduled for his next year in 3-montha s part of usual care. 
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53/BHAM/02/20/A 46-year-old man 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2018, depression-2019, erectile dysfunction-
2019 hypercholesterolaemia-2000 

Metformin 500mg TDS, empagliflozin 10mg OD, 
atorvastatin 20mg OD, sertraline 50mg OD, sildenafil 
100mg ASD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 7.1% Baseline: HbA1c 6.8% Midterm: HbA1c 7.3% Endpoint: HbA1c 7.7% 

HTN  Past history: BP 
125/85mmHg 

Baseline: BP 128/80mmHg Midterm: BP 
130/90mmHg 

Endpoint: BP 
135/90mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional =3.75/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional=3.75/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 2/4 
Unintentional = 3.75/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 2.75/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 3/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 1% Midterm: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 1% Midterm 0% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 5/5 Midterm 5/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

The patient explained since the COVID-19 virus had started, it has made him feel on edge. He was worried for 
his family as his day job involved customer contact (taxi driver). His stopped working during this period and 
noticed this had reduced his physical activity, as he only went out for shopping for the family. A lengthy 
discussion took place with the patient regarding the deteriorating effects of his T2DM. He explained since his 
work pattern had changed, this has affected his routine and therefore, he had been forgetting to take some of 
his medication.  A quick discussion took place with the GP if medicine optimisation should take place or if to 
educate on adherence. The GP decided we should counsel the patient on adherence/compliance and review in 
3 months. The patient explained he would now create a new routine so he can remember to take his 
medication. The patient was happy with the plan. He also explained, overall, he kept up to date with his eye 
check annually and had no issues with his vision. 

Future care plan The patient was scheduled in for his 3monthly routine check as per his usual management plan. 

Measurable Intentional medications adherence: T2DM reduced from baseline/midterm to endpoint (50%). Chronic diseases 
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outcomes and 
themes 

medications had no changes.  
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM remained the same, chronic diseases medications adherence 
increased from baseline to endpoint (31%) and then reduced at endpoint (25%). 
Depression: Dropped by 1% from baseline to midterm/endpoint. 
Anxiety: Dropped by 1% from baseline to midterm/endpoint. 
Wellbeing: No changes remained at 100% throughout the study. 
Disease markers: HbA1c Increased from baseline by 0.5% at midterm then increased further by 0.4%. BP 
remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: The patient felt very nervous about the pandemic and the virus. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The results showed that this patient did not really benefit in the end outcome. His HbA1c results deteriorated 
and increased by 0.9% from baseline to endpoint. His adherence scores also dropped further from baseline 
which is a major factor to overall health. No concerns were detected with the CUDOS© nor CUXOS© scores. 
The reason to the poor outcome could be assigned to the change to the patient lifestyle/ diet due to the 
restrictions of the lockdown, this was also highlighted at the midterm review as this is when the first drop was 
seen, and it was also the peak period to the start of the pandemic. The patient did highlight he had stopped 
working and therefore this changed his normal day to day routine. 
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64/BHAM/03/20A 75yrs old woman 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2013, constipation-2011, HTN-2017, dry eyes-
2012 

Metformin 500mg OD, atenolol 50mg OD, bisacodyl 
5mg g/r ON, caresens strips PRN, doxazosin 4mg 
BD, lercanidipine 20mg OD, ramipril 10mg OD, xailin 
simple eye ASD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 7.1% Baseline: HbA1c 7.7% Midterm: HbA1c 8,2% Endpoint: HbA1c 6.4% 

HTN  Past history: BP 
128/84mmHg 

Baseline: BP 120/80mmHg Midterm: BP 
118/70mmHg 

Endpoint: BP 111/68mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3/4 

Midterm 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional=2.75 /4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 2/4 
Unintentional =3.75 /4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Midterm 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 3.75/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm: 5% Endpoint: 1% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 5/5 Midterm: 5/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

The patient explained at midterm her adherence to her medication was not great since the pandemic had 
started. She explained she feared for her health and her family and was afraid of contracting the virus. She 
described her diet as awful and has not focused on this. A lengthy discussion took place on the virus, and the 
measures that she can take to help her keep safe, as per the government advice. Dietary advice was also 
given to the patient. This was to help her reduce her sugar intake, alongside advice on weight management 
with eye and foot care. The patient agreed with the changes and explained she will start to create a routine 
again, so that she did not forget to take her medication. At endpoint, the adherence scores did not progress, 
but her HbA1c improved, which the patient was very pleased to see. A discussion around adherence took place 
where the patient explained she has been forgetting to take her medication on odd occasions, but this 
improved. She explained her daughter has been managing her medication, so she does not forget to take this. 

Future care plan The patient was scheduled for further 6 monthly review as per their usual management. 
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Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: T2DM reduced from baseline/midterm to endpoint (50%). Chronic diseases 
medications had no changes. 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM baseline reduced at midterm (6%) which then increased at 
endpoint (25%). Chronic diseases medications adherence from baseline reduced (6%) at midterm, which then 
increased at the same increment. 
Depression: Increased midterm by 5% and then reduced by 4% at endpoint. 
Anxiety: No changes remained at 0% throughout. 
Wellbeing: No changes remained at 100%. 
Disease markers: HbA1c Increased at midterm by 0.5% which then reduced by 1.8% at endpoint. BP remained 
under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: Yes, especially at the start but felt better as the study progressed as all her concerns were 
addressed. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The results revealed a positive impact on the patient overall T2DM control as the HbA1c had dropped from 
baseline to endpoint by 1.3%. This showed that the patient really gained from the reviews that took place. It 
also showed that any issues and concern that were raised were also addressed. One of the common issues 
being the COVID-19 virus. The adherence scores had decreased at endpoint compared to baseline, and with 
this strange adherence drop an improvement in HbA1c was observed. Due to such a strange adherence score 
versus overall clinical outcome in management, it could bring to question whether the patient had got confused 
in answering the questions or if there was still room for improvement.  
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56/BHAM/02/20/A 58-year-old man 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2015, HTN-2005, hypercholeseremia-2013 Insuman basal 100units/ml ASD, amlodipine 5mg 
OD, atorvastatin 10mg OD, perindopril 4mg OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 7.7% Baseline: HbA1c 10.9% Midterm: HbA1c 
12.3% 

Endpoint: HbA1c 7.5% 

HTN  Past history: BP 
135/90mmHg 

Baseline: BP 138/81mmHg Midterm: BP 
140/80mmHg 

Endpoint: BP 160/80mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm:0% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 5/5 Midterm: 5/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

A lengthy discussion took place around his insulin and the importance of compliance. He also mentioned how 
he was taught to titrate his insulin based on his home glucose levels, which the GP had agreed for him to do. A 
discovery sheet was also given to the patient to monitor for three days to assess his home glucose readings, 
against his units. It was explained to the patient the effect of poor control and the impact it could have on his 
other organs. The patient became concerned about his lifestyle and confirmed he would focus more and work 
on his habits and start monitoring himself more. He explained his eyes are examined on an annual basis and 
how the optician sends reminders for this. The patient also explained he was also worried about the virus and 
was unsure if he had currently had a common cold or the COVID-19 virus, in which he was advised to carry out 
the COVID-19 test. 

Future care plan The patient was happy with his final HbA1c, he described he had been watching his diet and maintained his 
medication adherence. He explained he would continue with this and felt it has now given him confidence. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 

Intentional medications adherence: Both T2DM and chronic diseases medications showed no changes. 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM from baseline increased (25%) but then decreased in the same 
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themes increment at endpoint. Chronic diseases medications remained the same with no changes. 
Depression: Remained the same at 0%. 
Anxiety: Remained the same at 0%. 
Wellbeing: Remained the same at 100%. 
Disease markers: HbA1c increased at midterm by 1.4% but then at endpoint from midterm reduced by 4.8%. 
BP was raised at endpoint above target range. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: No concerns or impact detected. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The results revealed a positive significant impact on the patient T2DM. The results showed the improvement in 
HbA1c by a drop in 3.4% from baseline. One of the factors that was improved was adherence, the patient 
understood the impact he was causing by not using his medication correctly. This showed that the reviews had 
an influence on the patients’ unintentional behaviour towards his T2DM. It was also noted the patient 
adherence score for chronic diseases medications dropped from 4 intentional, 4 unintentional to 4 intentional 
and 3 unintentional from baseline to endpoint. This shows the patient clearly had an issue with adherence that 
needed to be addressed, especially with his BP, which was scheduled in for a review for the next day. The 
patient was scheduled in for 3-monthly review as per his usual T2DM care. 
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57/BHAM/02/20/A 43year old man 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2007, hypercholesterolaemia-2020, Gastro-
oesophageal reflux disease (GORD)- 2020 

Metformin 500mg BD, atorvastatin 80mg OD 
pantoprazole 40mg OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 7.5% Baseline: HbA1c 7.4% Midterm: HbA1c 6.1% Endpoint: HbA1c 6.5% 

HTN  Past history: BP 
135/80mmHg 

Baseline: BP 159/81mmHg Midterm: BP 160/80mmHg Endpoint: BP 
175/85mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Midterm 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 3/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 3/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 3.75/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 3.75/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm:0% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm: 1% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 3/5 Midterm: 5/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

The patient explained he still has been looking after his diet but explained on some days he has been indulging 
in sweet snacks, and felt this has been harder since the lockdown. He stated all the “naughty” foods have been 
right in front of him. He explained he would try to work on this further and commit to doing some physical 
activity. 

Future care plan The patient was put in for a further review in 6 months with the GP for his T2DM management and was in for a 
HTN review due to poor control for the following day with safety netting advice. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: T2DM results showed reduction at endpoint from baseline/midterm (25%). 
Chronic diseases medications showed no changes 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM reduced at midterm (25%) but then increased in the same 
increment at endpoint. 
Depression: No changes remained at 0%. 
Anxiety: Increased at midterm by 1% then reduced at endpoint b the same 1%. 
Wellbeing: Increased by 40% from baseline to midterm/endpoint. 
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Disease markers: HbA1c reduced at midterm by 1.3% then increased at endpoint by 0.4%. BP was raised 
above target range throughout the duration of the study. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: No impact detected during the review. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The study showed that the patients overall T2DM HbA1c at endpoint improved by 0.9%. This was a significant 
improvement, as further work on this can result in the patient getting rid of his diagnosis. The adherence issues 
were addressed, but unfortunately did not really have much of a difference on the patient. The patient was 
aware of his results, and the improvement in his readings, which further motivated him to work on his T2DM. 
The adherence scores also showed that the patient has an unintentional problem with his adherence to his 
medication. If this is rectified and addressed his HbA1c can potentially be further improved. 
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12/BHAM/11/19/A 66-year-old woman 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2018, paranoid schizophrenia-2018,  Empagliflozin 12.5mg/metformin 1g BD, paliperidone 
150mcg/1.5ml ASD, procyclidine 5mg OD, 
zuclopenthixol 10mg BD,  

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 
11.1% 

Baseline: HbA1c 13% Midterm: HbA1c 12.9% Endpoint: HbA1c 12.3% 

HTN  Past history: BP 
128/78mmHg 

Baseline: BP 133/85mmHg Midterm: BP 
133/80mmHg 

Endpoint: BP 
128/85mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 2.75 /4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 2/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 3/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 3% Midterm: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 5/5 Midterm: 4/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

The importance of adherence to her medication was emphasised. It was explained if she had any concerns 
about interactions to either contact the surgery or the pharmacy for advice. The patient clarified she will make 
sure she is adherent to her medication as of now. 

Future care plan It was noted that the biggest factor was the COVID-19 virus, as this affected the patients’ ability to go out and 
carry out certain physical activity. The patient was further counselled and put in for another appointment to 
review her HbA1c with the GP/nurse. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: T2DM and chronic diseases medications had no changes.  
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM increased from baseline to midterm (31%) and then from midterm 
to endpoint reduced significantly (50%). 
Depression: Decreased from baseline by 3% and remained at 0%.  
Anxiety: No changes was at 0% throughout the study. 
Wellbeing: Dropped by 20% at midterm then increased in the same increment. 
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Disease markers: HbA1c at midterm reduced by 0.1% then from midterm to endpoint recued further by 0.6%. 
BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: Yes, affected the patient’s reduced physical activity and going out due to restrictions by the 
government. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The study showed a slight improvement in the patients’ overall health. This patient was already diagnosed with 
MIH which remained well controlled, as this was non-existent throughout the study. The patient HbA1c 
improved by 0.7% form baseline to endpoint. The main flaw that was detected in this patient was adherence to 
her medication, and this was seen also in the adherence scores. Unfortunately, the score did not show a 
positive improvement in adherence but was seen to deteriorate at endpoint. The reason for poor adherence 
was established and these were also addressed. 
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49/BHAM/01/20/A 57-year-old woman 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM- 2016, HTN-2009, hypercholesterolaemia-2019 Metformin 500mg BD, atorvastatin 20mg OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 6.4% Baseline: HbA1c 7% Midterm: HbA1c 7.7% Endpoint: HbA1c 5.8% 

HTN  Past history: BP 
129/90mmHg 

Baseline: BP 137/85mmHg Midterm: BP 
138/90mmHg 

Endpoint: BP 135/80mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 3/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 2/4 
Unintentional = 3/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 5/5 Midterm: 3/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

The patient was advised to maintain the same dietary control and physical activity management plan. This 
would be reviewed in 6 months in view of stopping her medication. 

Future care plan The patient was scheduled for a review in 6 months as part of her usual monitoring plan. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: T2DM Improved from baseline to midterm/endpoint (25%. Chronic diseases 
medications increased from baseline to midterm/endpoint (50%). 
Unintentional medication adherence: No changes for T2DM, chronic diseases medications increased from 
baseline (25%) to midterm/endpoint. 
Depression: No changes remained at 0%. 
Anxiety: No changes remained at 0%. 
Wellbeing: Dropped by 40% from baseline then increased back up in the same increment. 
Disease markers: HbA1c increased from baseline by 0.7% and then reduced significantly by 1.9% showing 
great control. BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
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Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: No impact on the patient nor any concern mentioned by the patient. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

This patient really benefitted from the study, in regard to her overall result with her outcome of HbA1c. This was 
bought down to a normal range, in which it would be expected in a non-diabetic patient. Her HbA1c improved 
by 1.2%. She clearly took on board all the advice given, and this further improved at midterm review, to a much 
healthier reading. No detection or diagnosis of MIH was made throughout the study for this patient, as all 
scores remained at 0%. No concerns were identified. 
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28/BHAM/12/19/A 59-year woman 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2016, HTN-2019, hypothyroidism-2005 Metformin1g/sitagliptin 50mg BD, atorvastatin 20mg 
OD, levothyroxine 100mcg OD, losartan 50mg OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 7.3% Baseline: HbA1c 7.3% Midterm: HbA1c 7.4% Endpoint: HbA1c 6.8% 

HTN  Past history: BP 
125/92mmHg 

Baseline: BP 
124/88mmHg 

Midterm: BP 
120/88mmHg 

Endpoint: BP 
125/85mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional =4/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm:0% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 5/5 Midterm: 5/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

The patient was advised to maintain the same dietary control and physical activity management plan. 

Future care plan The patient continued to be reviewed as per their usual management plan in view of reducing the hbA1c 
further. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: No changes in both T2DM and chronic diseases medications. 
Unintentional medication adherence: No changes in T2DM and chronic diseases medications. 
Depression: No changes detected remained ant 0%. 
Anxiety: No changes detected remained at 0%. 
Wellbeing: No changes remained at 100%. 
Disease markers: HbA1c increased at midterm by 0.1% then from midterm decreased significantly by 0.7%. BP 
remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
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COVID-19 impact: No impact detected and no concerns put forward by the patients. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

This patient had perfect adherence at all stages of the reviews that took place. She showed an improvement in 
her HbA1c from baseline to endpoint by a 0.5% drop. Her midterm review revealed an increase at 0.1% from 
baseline for HbA1c. This consultation showed the patients turning point, where she grasped how to improve 
her T2DM HbA1c and overall control. This demonstrated that once her concerns were addressed towards the 
non-pharmacological factors, an improvement in her overall health was then seen, as the adherence scores 
remained at the highly adherent maximum range. 
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33/BHAM/12/19/A 56-year-old woman 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM- 2006, HTN-2009, depression-2016, 
hypercholesterolaemia-2005 

Metformin 500mg/50mg BD, atorvastatin 40mg OD, 
lisinopril 10mg OD, sertraline 50mg OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 7.3% Baseline: HbA1c 7.8% Midterm: HbA1c 7.5% Endpoint: HbA1c 7.7% 

HTN  Past history: BP 
142/80mmHg 

Baseline: BP 144/88mmHg Midterm: BP 
140/80mmHg 

Endpoint: BP 139/80mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional =2.75/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3.75/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3.75/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional=3.75/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 1% Midterm: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 5/5 Midterm: 5/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

The patient felt her diet was poorly managed and explained she had reduced her physical activity due to issues 
with her mobility ever since her knee operation.  
Various factors had influenced the patients results. The main reason being the rise in the pandemic during the 
reviews, in which was discussed during all encounters. The adherence scores slightly increased from baseline 
to midterm, but then reduced slightly at endpoint for T2DM. The patient did express concern with the COVID-19 
pandemic, and explained the limited mobility she did have, was further reduced because of the restrictions 
present. 

Future care plan The patient explained her poor HbA1c were due to the desserts her daughters had been baking and how she 
has been tasting everything. She was not happy to add another medication to her management plan, and  
preferred to continue with her regular medication, but to work on her diet control. The GP was consulted, in 
which a decision was made to continue as prescribed, but to review in 3 months.  

Measurable 
outcomes and 

Intentional medications adherence: No changes with T2DM or chronic diseases medications. 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM baseline result increased at midterm (31%) which then decreased 
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themes at endpoint (6%). 
Depression: Reduced by 1% from baseline to midterm/endpoint. 
Anxiety: No changes 0% throughout the study. 
Wellbeing: No changes remained at 100%. 
Disease markers: HbA1c improved by 0.3% from baseline to midterm and then increased by 0.3% from 
midterm to endpoint. BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: The patient feared the virus and the effect it could have on her and her family. This reduced 
her physical activity. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

Overall, from baseline a 0.1% improvement was seen in the patient T2DM with HbA1c. Despite two reviews the 
patient received she showed a variation in her T2DM management. At midterm she demonstrated a reduction 
in 0.3% which then increased at endpoint. The concern around the pandemic and the virus were addressed at 
endpoint, where it was established, that the patient did not want to go out due to the fear of contamination. This 
fear was not seen in the MIH screening test of CUDOS©/CUXOS©, as this remained at 0%. A potential reason 
for no detection could be familiarity with the questions, and the patient may have manipulated the results to 
ascertain a perfect result. 
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15/BHAM/11/19/A 65-year man 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2014, HTN-2015, renal colic-2011 Metformin 500mg BD, aspirin 75mg OD, atorvastatin 
20mg OD, lisinopril 10mg OD, pioglitazone 30mg OD, 
saxagliptin 5mg OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 9.3% Baseline: HbA1c 8.5% Midterm: HbA1c 8.6% Endpoint: HbA1c 10% 

HTN  Past history: BP 
130/80mmHg 

Baseline: BP 148/90mmHg Midterm: BP 
142/92mmHg 

Endpoint: BP 158/92mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 3/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm: 1% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 5/5 Midterm: 5/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

At endpoint on discussion of the results the patient explained his diet had been terrible, and this was due to the 
virus and being at home majority of the time. He explained he had struggled with the lockdown but stated he 
would start to work on this. He did not like the idea of the initiation of insulin, and therefore he explained this 
had motivated him to work harder bringing his HbA1c levels down. The GP agreed for the management and to 
review further in 3-months’ time. The patient explained he had his regular eye checks and foot checks done on 
an annual basis. 

Future care plan The patient was reviewed further with the GP in 3-month time from endpoint.  

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: No changes with T2DM results, chronic diseases medications showed an 
increase from baseline/midterm to endpoint (25%). 
Unintentional medication adherence: No changes in both T2DM and chronic diseases medications. 
Depression: Increased by 1% at midterm and then reduced back down by this increment.  
Anxiety: No changes throughout the study. 
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Wellbeing: No changes results remained at 100%. 
Disease markers: HbA1c increased at midterm by 0.1% and then increased further 1.4%. The BP was above 
target range from midterm. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: The patient struggled with the lockdown measures which were addressed at each 
encounter. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The overall results showed that the patient did not benefit from the study in terms of improving his HbA1c. His 
adherence remained in an acceptable range but lacked on non-pharmacological management. The patient 
explained that he felt the lockdown had restricted his ability to carry out any physical activity. It was seen the 
patient diet was very poor therefore contributing to the results. The patient HbA1c deteriorated from baseline at 
an increase of 1.5% to endpoint. 
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41/BHAM/01/20/A 55-year-old male 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2019 metformin 500mg BD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 7.3% Baseline: HbA1c 7.1% Midterm: HbA1c 8.1% Endpoint: HbA1c 7.4% 

HTN  Past history: BP 
135/80mmHg 

Baseline: BP 
130/90mmHg 

Midterm: BP 
133/89mmHg 

Endpoint: BP 128/85mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 0/4 
Unintentional =0.75/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 3/4 
Unintentional= 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 2/4 
Unintentional = 2/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 3/4 
Unintentional= 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm: 1% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0%  Midterm: 0% Endpoint: 0%  

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 5/5 Midterm: 5/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

A discussion around the poor compliance took place to understand why the patient did not take his medication. 
He explained how he did not feel the medication worked and how he felt well and felt did not need to take 
medication. The GP was informed, in which it was advised to educate the patient on T2DM and encourage 
adherence. A time-consuming conversation took place regarding T2DM and the impact it can have on the 
patient. The patient was not aware of how bad T2DM could be and the impact it could have on an individual's 
quality of life. 

Future care plan The patient was scheduled for a further review a part of his usual management plan. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: T2DM improved from baseline to midterm (75%) and then increased further 
(25%) at endpoint. Chronic diseases medications increased (25%) at midterm and then increased at endpoint 
(25%). 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM increased at midterm (81%) and then decreased at endpoint 
(25%). 
Depression: Increased by 1% and then reduced back down at this increment at endpoint. 
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Anxiety: No changes remained at 0% throughout the study. 
Wellbeing: No changes all remained at 100%. 
Disease markers: HbA1c increased at midterm by 1% which reduced at endpoint by 0.7%. BP remained under 
140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: No impact or concerns detected during the study. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The study showed to have a great impact on patient adherence to his medication as this was poorly managed 
at the very beginning of the study. His mental behaviour and attitude changed, once he understood the harm 
he was causing by poor adherence. The study showed that the patient really took on board the advice from 
each encounter as he progressed at each review with better adherence scores. Unfortunately, the HbA1c result 
did not improve from baseline, it deteriorated by 0.3%, however, an improvement from midterm to endpoint was 
seen by 0.7%. The COVID -19 pandemic had a massive impact on the patient lifestyle behaviour and reduced 
physical activity. 
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63/BHAM/03/20/A 57-year-old woman 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2018, HTN-2019, hypercholesterolaemia-2017 Metformin 500mg BD, losartan 100mg OD atorvastatin 
20mg OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 6.1% Baseline: HbA1c 6.5% Midterm: HbA1c 6.4% Endpoint: HbA1c 6.1% 

HTN  Past history: BP 
128/90mmHg 

Baseline: BP 
120/90mmHg 

Midterm: BP 
120/80mmHg 

Endpoint: BP 120/80mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3/4 

Midterm: 
Intentional= 4/4 
Unintentional= 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline 0%  Midterm:0% Endpoint: 0%  

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Midterm: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 5/5 Midterm: 5/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

The patient was delighted with her progress and explained this was all due to the slight change by walking a 
little. She explained she felt like she had gained hope in getting rid of this diagnosis if she remains the way she 
was. 

Future care plan The patient was scheduled in 6 months’ time for usual management of T2DM. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: No changes with T2DM nor chronic diseases medications. 
Unintentional medication adherence: No changes with T2DM, chronic diseases medications showed an 
increase from baseline to midterm/endpoint (25%). 
Depression: No changes detected all remained at 0%.  
Anxiety: No changes detected all remained at 0%. 
Wellbeing: No changes, all remained at 100%. 
Disease markers: HbA1c drop was seen of 0.1% at midterm and then reduced by 0.3% at endpoint. BP 
remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
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Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: The patient had some concerns regarding the pandemic and feared contracting the virus. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The results showed the patient improved her overall health on T2DM management via the HbA1c score which 
had improved from baseline by 0.4%. The reason to a drop in HbA1c was due to better adherence to her 
medication. The T2DM baseline scores showed that the review changed the unintentional behaviours the 
patient exhibited, in which in turn improved her T2DM control, as seen in her overall HbA1c. It was seen how 
the chronic diseases medications scores remained the same throughout the study, this could be due to this test 
being second after the T2DM, in where the patient became familiar with the questions and therefore did not 
answer them correctly. Other factors that were addressed within the reviews were based around the current 
climate to help the patient understand more about the COVID-19 virus. 
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Group B patients 

62/BHAM/03/20/B A 50-year-old woman.  

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM – 2016, hypercholesterolaemia-2014,  Metformin 500mg BD, atorvastatin 40mg OD 
 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 6.2% Baseline: HbA1c 6.6%. Endpoint: HbA1c 5.9%. 

HTN  Past history: BP 120/65mmHg Baseline: BP 126/59mmHg  Endpoint: BP 128/60mmHg  

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline: 4/4 for both intentional and 
unintentional  

Endpoint: 4/4 for both intentional and unintentional  
 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline: 4/4 for both intentional and 
unintentional  

Endpoint: 4/4 for both intentional and unintentional  
 

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% (no signs or symptoms of 
depression) 

Endpoint: 0% (no signs or symptoms of depression) 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% (no signs or symptoms of anxiety) Endpoint: 0% (no signs or symptoms of anxiety) 

Wellbeing score   Baseline: 3/5  Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

She was very motivated on working on her HbA1c and explained how she wanted to have better T2DM control. 
At baseline, discussion around her medication, medical conditions, how she was feeling, and lifestyle disease 
modifiable risk factors took place. The patient was aware of the disease itself but did not realise the impact her 
laboratory results could have on its prognosis and complications. She was very motivated on working on her 
HbA1c and explained how she wanted to have better T2DM control. 

Future care plan She was advised to continue her current healthcare plan for all her medical conditions. She also was advised 
to continue all her current medications, maintain good diet, physical activity and annual health checks including 
eye and feet checks. The patient returned to her usual care pattern. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: No change remained at highest adherence level during the study period. 
Unintentional medication adherence: No change remained at highest adherence level during the study period. 
Depression: No change remained depression symptoms free during the study period. 
Anxiety: No change remained anxiety symptoms free during the study period. 
Wellbeing: Improved by 40% from moderate to maximum wellbeing. 
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Disease markers: HbA1c improved by 0.7% which is clinically significant and falls with target, under 6.5%. BP 
remains under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Sound knowledge. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Motivated to improve and be in control. 
COVID-19 impact: The patient disclosed that she was feeling low about the current climate of the COVID-19. 
She explained she had been working on her diet, as she knew this would have an affect on her readings. 

Study impact and 
conclusion 
statement 

There are several possibilities; actual improvement due to participation, possible Hawthorne effect as a result 
of being observed or intentional effort to conceal issues where she may be judged such as following therapy 
direction correctly, having mental illness or poor wellbeing. Additionally, as the same checklists were used 
during both encounters it is possible that the patient learnt the correct answers based on being commended 
with ‘good results’ at the second encounter. On the other hand, this can be due to an actual adherence level, 
activated self-care, self-motivation and resilience, general wellbeing and good mental health. 
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16/BHAM/11/19/B 56-year-old woman.  

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2012, HTN-2018, GORD-2018, 
hypercholesterolaemia-2018 

Empagliflozin 25mg OD, gliclazide 80mg OD, sitagliptin 
100mg, OD ramipril 5mg OD, atorvastatin 40mg OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 8.3% Baseline: HbA1c 8.3% Endpoint: HbA1c 7.2% 

HTN  Past history: BP 101/70mmHg Baseline: BP 98/70mmHg Endpoint: BP 100/70 mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 2/4 
Unintentional = 3/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 2/4 
Unintentional = 3.75/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 1/4 
Unintentional =3/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3/4 

CUDOS© Baseline: 2% Endpoint: 1% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 3% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 3/5 Endpoint: 4/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

She explained that she did forget to take her medication, and this was only on certain days, when she felt 
good, she omitted her Gliclazide dose in the afternoon. The general risk factors and T2DM complications were 
explained, and it was made clear to the patient not to omit any dose and to take medication as prescribed. The 
patient was on three oral antidiabetics and therefore, if her HbA1c remained high, either insulin or GLP-1 would 
be considered. This information was relayed to the patient; she explained she would need a plan of action to 
help her as she did not want to go on insulin or any injectables. She clearly expressed her emotions on the fear 
of constant needles. A general diet plan was discussed, and it was debated on how physical activity can also 
help with her T2DM control. 

Future care plan She was advised to continue her current healthcare plan for all her medical conditions. She also was advised 
to continue all her current medications, maintain good diet, physical activity and annual health checks including 
eye and feet checks. Patient returned to her usual care pattern with an additional T2DM review in 3 months. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: Remained the same for T2DM from baseline to endpoint but improved for 
chronic diseases medications (75%). 
Unintentional medication adherence: Slightly improved only for T2DM medications (19%) but scores remained 
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the same for other medication. 
Depression: Improved by 1%. 
Anxiety: Improved by 3%. 
Wellbeing: Improved by 20% from moderate to moderate-high. 
Disease markers: HbA1c improved by 1.1%, but it is still over the desirable level by 0.7% and BP remained 
under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved.  
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved.  
COVID-19 impact: Activation of self-care evident in improving all diseases scores and markers. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

She was pleased with the reduction in her HbA1c and that she did not need to go on insulin. The patient poor 
awareness of the impact of lifestyle and uncontrolled T2DM on her condition prognosis and complications 
progressed. However, when she became aware during the study baseline consultation, she made significant 
clinical improvement on her HbA1c and T2DM and chronic diseases medications adherence scores. While the 
patient shown low scores for CUDOS© and CUXOS©, the early intervention might have prevented the 
progression of MIH, evident by the improvement in the scores at endpoint. 
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14/BHAM/11/19/B 65-year-old man.  

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2010, HTN-2017, constipation-2014, 
hypercholesterolaemia-2017, neuropathic pain-
2017 

Metformin 500mg 2BD, aspirin 75mg OD, atorvastatin 
10mg OD, bisacodyl 5mg ON, canagliflozin 300mg OD, co-
dydramol- 1-2qds, sildenafil 100mg OD, losartan 50mg 
OD, pantoprazole 40mg OD, pioglitazone 40mg OD, 
pregabalin 150mg OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 8.8% Baseline: HbA1c 8.8% Endpoint: HbA1c 12.2% 

HTN  Past history: BP 126/80mmHg Baseline: BP 128/80mmHg Endpoint: BP 128/80mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 2/4 
Unintentional = 2.75/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 3/4  
Unintentional = 3.75/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 1% Endpoint: 1% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 3/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

The patient did not have much of an insight into his medication. He took his medication regularly, and this was 
evident in his adherence scores for both T2DM medications (4/4) and chronic diseases medications (4/3). He 
was clueless on his conditions treated and what each tablet was for, but he knew that they controlled his BP 
and T2DM. He explained that his regular physical activity was stopped as he felt he could not go out more and 
had to comply to the time limit specified by the government. A long consultation took place during the endpoint 
review to make the patient aware of the importance of adherence to medication, physical activity, and diet to 
make sure he understood the potential impact they have on his T2DM. It was also noticed that the patient did 
not get his annual eye check, when he was reminded about this, and it was highlighted the importance behind 
this check, especially in diabetic patients. 

Future care plan His current T2DM medication comprised of 3 oral antidiabetics, and it was made clear to the patient that the 
next step would be insulin or a GLP-1. 
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Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: Significantly reduced for both T2DM (50%) and other conditions (25%) 
medications.  
Unintentional medication adherence: Significantly reduced both T2DM (31%)  but adherence increased for 
other conditions (19%) medications.  
Depression: No change. 
Anxiety: No change. 
Wellbeing: Improved by 40% from moderate to maximum wellbeing. 
Disease markers: HbA1c significantly worsen and remained above 6.5%. BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: He explained since the pandemic and lockdown he has been eating more than usual and 
has not had a routine. He also admitted to sometimes forgetting to take his medication. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The patient did not progress with his T2DM control, however felt this was all due to the pandemic. His 
adherence score slipped from baseline to endpoint, in which the patient justified that this was all due to his 
change in routine as he remained at home more. Due to his poor control the patient was put in for a further 
review in view of the initiation of a GLP-1 or insulin. 
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23/BHAM/12/19/B 66-year-old man 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM- 2019, HTN- 2018 lisinopril 20mg OD, atorvastatin 10mg OD, metformin 
500mg BD, indapamide m/r 1.5mg OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 6.0% Baseline: HbA1c 6.5% Endpoint: HbA1c 6.5% 

HTN  Past history: BP 125/75mmHg Baseline: BP 124/77mmHg Endpoint: BP 128/80mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3.75/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 3/4 
Unintentional = 3.75/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional =4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 5% Endpoint:0%  

CUXOS© Baseline: 1% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 4/5 Endpoint: 4/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

The patient did explain that he felt he could not do as much physical activity as he wished too, due to the 
lockdown. During the final consultation, the patient seemed more aware about his medication and had a 
positive attitude to taking them and how he wanted to control his conditions. He had booked his eye test with 
the local optician, but has not had his appointment yet due to a lot of closures with shops 

Future care plan A discussion around his mental health took place. The patient indicated no mental health concerns apart from 
the odd stresses of life, but he concluded to say that “nothing he explained he could not handle”. His scores 
remained the same during the follow-up. He was advised to continue with his medication and explained the 
importance of taking this regularly. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: Slight reduction in adherence (25%) for T2DM but remained the same 
highly adherent with other medication. 
Unintentional medication adherence: Both scores remained the same from baseline the endpoint.  
Depression: Improved by 5%. 
Anxiety: Improved by 1%. 
Wellbeing: Remained the same at 80%.  
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Disease markers: HbA1c remained the same from baseline to endpoint throughout the study and the BP 
remained under 140/90mmHg in line with guidelines. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: Patient felt it restricted his ability to exercise in the open outside but worked on this at home. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The patient felt he had learned a lot from the study in terms of the non-pharmacological interventions that he 
could carry out to help him further with his T2DM management. He also realised the importance his medication 
had with his condition and how this influenced his management plan. 
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08/BHAM/11/19/B 58-year-old woman 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2016, HTN-2016 Losartan 50mg OD, Empagliflozin 25mg OD, Pioglitazone 
30mg OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 6.9% Baseline: HbA1c: 6.5% Endpoint: HbA1c: 10.8% 

HTN  Past history: BP 120/80mmHg Baseline: BP 111/73mmHg Endpoint: BP 118/85mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional =4 /4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 3/4 
Unintentional =1.75/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional =4/4 
Unintentional = 3/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 2.75/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 13% Endpoint: 2% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 16% Endpoint: 2% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 4/5 Endpoint: 4/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

Discussion around this adherence scores took place to understand the reasoning behind the reduction. The 
patient explained that while she was abroad, she sometimes forgot to take her medication. Her diet slightly 
slipped when attended a family wedding and explained she had been eating a lot of desserts. 

Future care plan Her current management consisted of two oral antidiabetic medications in which a third was suggested; 
however, the patient declined as she felt she could work on this. The patient explained she would now work on 
her diet and lifestyle and strongly believed she can bring HbA1c down. Her mood was completely different 
during this consultation as she felt much more relaxed after her trip. The patient explained she had her annual 
check-ups for her eyes and was aware of the risk of glaucoma, and she also explained she has good foot 
hygiene and elaborated had very sensitive feet. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: T2DM scores dropped (25%) whereas chronic diseases medications 
remained the same as highly adherent. 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM scores significantly reduced (56%) and chronic diseases. 
medications slightly reduced (6%). 
Depression: Improved by 11%. 
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Anxiety: Improved by 14%. 
Wellbeing: Remained the same at 80%. 
Disease markers: HbA1c increased from baseline by 4.3%. BP remained under 140/90 mmHg in line with 
guidelines. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: Had a great impact on the patient diet as she felt she was at home, in which this caused her 
to snack more than normal. She explained she also had reduced physical activity, and that she was not able to 
carry out certain exercises. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

This patient will be monitored more frequently to prevent an acute stress presentation from becoming chronic.  
While it was clear that the patient understood her condition, lifestyle, and diet impact on her T2DM, she 
responded to cultural and social pressure over her health. This can be an important finding as it shows the 
impact of social and cultural determinates on health, two elements rarely studied or considered by health 
professionals when poor prognosis of a chronic conditions is identified. 
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19/BHAM/11/19/B 52- year-old woman 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-1997, CKD stage 3-2006, obesity-2009, 
discoid eczema-2019, hypercholesterolaemia-
2013, HTN-2002 

Atenolol 100mg OD, atorvastatin 10mg tab OD, 
empagliflozin OD, felodipine 10mg m/r OD, humalog mix 
100units/ml PRN, lisinopril 20mg OD, indapamide 2.5mg 
OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c: 8.8% Baseline: HbA1c 7.7% Endpoint: HbA1c: 7.2% 

HTN  Past history: BP 130/80mmHg Baseline: BP 128/73mmHg Endpoint: BP 125/75mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3.75/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3.75/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 2% Endpoint: 1%  

CUXOS© Baseline: 1% Endpoint: 1% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 4/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

She explained she was up to date with her annual eye test and made sure her skin is cared for by moisturising 
when required. 

Future care plan A lengthy discussion took place on educating the patient about the condition and the medication prescribed. 
She was reminded about the continued adherence to her medication. The patient was scheduled for a further in 
3 months’ time as part of her usual management plan. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: The score for T2DM and chronic diseases medications remained the same.   
Unintentional medication adherence: Both scores increased (6%). 
Depression: Improved by 1%. 
Anxiety: Remained at 1%. 
Wellbeing: Increased by 20%. 
Disease markers: HbA1c improved by 0.5% and BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
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Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: No impact detected or mentioned by patient during reviews. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The patient indicated that she benefitted from her participation in the study especially the lifestyle advice and 
the education on her conditions. The results for the HbA1c showed a significant improvement by 0.5%, where 
the HbA1c showed progress from the baseline consultation. The patient unintentional behaviour towards 
adherence had also improved. 
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20/BHAM/11/19/B 55-year-old man 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2014 Metformin 500mg/sitagliptin 50mg OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 6.6% Baseline: HbA1c: 6.6% Endpoint: HbA1c: 7.1% 

HTN  Past history: BP 132/85mmHg Baseline: BP 128/73mmHg Endpoint: BP 129/85mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 3/4 
Unintentional =3/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Endpoint: 1% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 3/5 Endpoint: 4/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

The patient was advised on the importance of keep a good diet, reducing sugary intake due to the increase in 
his HbA1c. He was also advised on non-pharmacological methods that could be adapted into his routine. 

Future care plan A discussion took place around his poor control from baseline to endpoint, in which he was advised on how to 
work on this. A non-pharmacological plan was created alongside his pharmacological treatment. The patient 
was scheduled for another review in 3 months’ time as part of his management plan. He was advised to keep 
up to date with his annual check-ups such as for his eyes and feet. The patient was reminded to book his 
annual eye check as this was overdue. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: T2DM increased slightly (25%) whereas chronic diseases medications 
remained as highly adherent.  
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM increased slightly (25%) whereas chronic diseases medications 
remained as highly adherent.  
Depression: 0% throughout the study. 
Anxiety: Increased by 1%. 
Wellbeing: Increased to 80% from 60%. 
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Disease markers: HbA1c increased by 0.5% from baseline/midterm and BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: No impact detected from the reviews. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The patient knew where he had gone wrong with his HbA1c and that he benefited from participation in the 
study, especially regarding T2DM. This patient warrants ongoing monitoring as he demonstrated to have 
possible unintentional non-adherence and intentional adherence issues due to his behaviour of giving up. Even 
though this showed no concern as per the widget analysis, however due to the deterioration in HbA1c the 
patient would be further reviewed. 
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55/BHAM/02/20/B 48-year-old woman 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM- 2014, HTN- 2019, hypercholesterolaemia-
2015 

Indapamide 1.5mg m/r  OD, metformin 500mg BD, losartan 
50mg OD, atorvastatin 20mg OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 7% Baseline: HbA1c 7.1% Endpoint: HbA1c 6.6% 

HTN  Past history: BP 120/80mHg Baseline: BP 112/73mmHg Endpoint: BP 118/80mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 3/4 
Unintentional =3/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline:0%  Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 4/5 Endpoint: 4/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

The patient explained she knows she can get her T2DM controlled as one of her close friends is no longer 
taking any medication. She explained that she gets annual eye checks unless she feels the need for another 
visit. She explained she has been working on her diet and no longer having any sugar in her tea. She has been 
trying to get some more exercise, done by walking around the park. 

Future care plan Due to good HbA1c control at endpoint. This showed the patient had taken on board advice at baseline, she 
was reminded the importance of continuing this way and keeping on top of her adherence to her medication. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: T2DM slightly reduced (25%) chronic diseases medications remedied the 
same as highly adherent. 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM slightly reduced (25%) chronic diseases medications remained the 
same as highly adherent. 
Depression: 0%.  
Anxiety: 0%. 
Wellbeing: Remained at 80% throughout the study. 
Disease markers: HbA1c improved by 0.5% and BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
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Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved patient and made more aware of self. 
COVID-19 impact: Had an impact on adherence to medication due to change in routine in lifestyle. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The patient showed HbA1c improvement by 0.5%. Her adherence had dropped but she explained that this was 
due to the COVID-19 pandemic lockdown. She found the lifestyle and diet advice to be very useful. However, 
her CUDOS© and CUXOS© scores did not change, this could be due to the patient not answering questions as 
they truly feel or there are other issues that need to be explored. Another review outside the borders of this 
study was arranged to check her adherence again. 
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26/BHAM/12/19/B 77-year-old man 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2009, hypothyroidism-2013, HTN-2010, 
IHD-2009, secondary prevention of CVD-2009 

Metformin 500mg BD, aspirin 75mg OD, simvastatin 40mg 
OD, lisinopril 5mg OD, linagliptin 5mg OD, levothyroxine 
150mcg OD, bisoprolol 1.25mg OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 7.1% Baseline: HbA1c 6.9% Endpoint: HbA1c 6.8% 

HTN  Past history: BP 115/85mmHg Baseline: BP 107/74mmHg Endpoint: BP 110/80mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional =4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 3.75/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 4/5 Endpoint: 4/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

The patient was reminded on dietary changes and the importance of annual eye and foot checks due to the risk 
imposed with T2DM. 

Future care plan Due the patient fear on the rise in COVID-19 cases within his area, he was reminded on how to keep safe in 
accordance with the government guidelines. Due to poor foot hygiene, he was forwarded on to the nurse the 
following day for foot checks and prescribed foot emollients. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: T2DM and chronic diseases medications remained the same at highly 
adherent throughout the duration of the study. 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM remained the same at highly adherent whereas chronic diseases 
medications decreased from baseline (6%). 
Depression: Remained at 0%. 
Anxiety: Remained at 0%. 
Wellbeing: Remained the same (80%). 
Disease markers: HbA1c  improved by 0.2% at midterm then further improved by 0.1% and BP remained under 
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140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: Patient feared of contracted the virus, in which he was reminded on the government 
guidelines on how to keep safe. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The patient showed a small improvement in his HbA1c at 0.1%. The only other difference in the score was the 
adherence to chronic diseases medications, which had slightly dropped. The patient participation in the study 
had improved his knowledge about his medical conditions and medications he received at baseline 
consultation, this may have contributed towards the slight improvement in his HbA1c. 
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51/BHAM/02/20/B 62-year-old woman 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2012, HTN 2012, hypercholesterolaemia-
2008, IHD-2008 

Aspirin 7mg OD, lisinopril 5mg OD, metformin 850mg BD, 
pioglitazone 30mg OD, simvastatin 40mg OD, dulaglutide 
0.75mg/ml OD weekly 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 7.6% Baseline: HbA1c 7.5% Endpoint: HbA1c 7.4% 

HTN  Past history: BP 135/80mmHg Baseline: BP 132/74mmHg Endpoint: BP 130/80mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 3/4 
Unintentional = 3.75/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 3/4 
Unintentional = 3.75/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3.75/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 3% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 2% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 3/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

A lengthy discussion took place to help with her understanding of T2DM and the effects it can have on an 
individual. 

Future care plan By the end of the baseline consultation, the patient was fully aware of her conditions and explained that she will 
have her eyes checked because of her T2DM. The patient stated at endpoint she would further work on her 
T2DM and bring her HbA1c to her target of 6.5%. She explained she was now fully aware of her conditions and 
explained that she will have her eyes checked because of her T2DM and understood the importance of this. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: All intentional scores remained the same both for chronic diseases 
medications and T2DM. 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM scores remained the same whilst chronic diseases medications 
slightly increased form baseline (6%). 
Depression: Improved by 3%. 
Anxiety: Improved by 2%. 
Wellbeing: Increased by 40% from baseline. 
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Disease markers: HbA1c improved by 0.1% and BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: No impact on the patient nor any concerns expressed by the patient. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The results show that that patient’s HbA1c reduced. This might be because of the patient participation in the 
study and the education she received on her conditions, which helped with her management. The unintentional 
domain for chronic diseases medications adherence improved, but not for T2DM medication. This cannot be 
explained as memory or behaviour should be the same for both. However, this might be due to patient not 
answering questions as they truly feel or adapting these from her experience in the first consultation. Another 
review outside this study was arranged to check her adherence again in 3 months’ time. 
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61/BHAM/03/20/B 61-year-old man 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM- 2017, HTN -2015, hypercholesterolaemia-
2017, IHD-2015,  

Vidagliptin50mg/metformin 500mg -BD, pantoprazole 
40mg -OD, bisoprolol 2.5mg OD, ramipril 2.5mg OD, 
atorvastatin 80mg OD, aspirin 75mg OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 7.5% Baseline: HbA1c 7.1% Endpoint: HbA1c 7.6% 

HTN  Past history: BP 115/85mmHg Baseline: BP 103/74mmHg Endpoint: BP 107/80mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 2.75/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3.75/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 2/4 
Unintentional = 3.75/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 1% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 2% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 4/5 Endpoint: 4/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

Ways of how to improve physical activity were reviewed during endpoint in which the patient agreed he would 
start to work on this. 

Future care plan Various methods were discussed to help with the problems that arose with his adherence. A long-term 
management plan was discussed in terms of the patient’s diet and physical activity. Another review outside this 
study was arranged to check his adherence in 3 months’ time as part of his usual care. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: T2DM remained highly adherent and chronic diseases medications 
significantly improved (50%). 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM improved significantly (25%) and chronic diseases medications 
(6%). 
Depression: Improved by 1%. 
Anxiety: Improved by 2%. 
Wellbeing: Remained at 80%. 
Disease markers: HbA1c improved by 0.5% and BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
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Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: Felt worried about the virus, concerned for family and self, feared contracting the virus. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The patient explained that he found the consultations to be useful which helped him in understanding his 
conditions. Patient’s unintentional scores improved from baseline; this was because he became more aware of 
the importance of taking his medication. He developed a technique to remember taking his medications. 
Another reason for better result could be that he learnt how to answer the questions correctly without actual 
reduction. A slight improvement was seen in his HbA1c by 0.5% from baseline, this can be potentially due to 
the improvement in the patient unintentional adherence behaviour to his medication or improvement in diet and 
physical activities level. His mental health shown to be at 100%, this might indicate high level of resilience or 
that he is answering the questions correctly rather than as he feels, considering his comments regarding the 
stressful impact of COVID-19 on his family. 
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01/BHAM/11/19/B 67-year-old woman 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM- 2010, HTN- 1978, asthma -2012, arthritis- 
2013 

Amlodipine 10mg OD, aspirin 75mg OD, atorvastatin 20mg 
OD, beclomethasone (Clenil) 100mcg 2P BD, metformin 
500mg 2BD, ramipril 10mg OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 7% Baseline: HbA1c 7.1% Endpoint: HbA1c 7% 

HTN  Past history: BP 128/85mmHg Baseline: BP 125/75mmHg Endpoint: BP 130/80mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 3/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 3/4 
Unintentional = 3/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 9% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 9% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 4/5 Endpoint: 4/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

She generally had sound knowledge on her conditions, and ways for improving T2DM control was discussed. 
The patient indicated her willingness to improve her T2DM control. 

Future care plan Her mental health and resilience was discussed. She explained that she is currently occupied by her daughters’ 
wedding preparations which is giving her conflicting emotions. She has mixed emotions of happiness, sadness 
and also stress. She confirmed no suicidal thoughts or self-harm. She also expressed worries about COVID-19, 
not only because of her T2DM but, also because of her asthma, which put her in the high-risk group of COVID-
19 infection. A long discussion took place on how to keep safe as per the government guidelines and was 
advised on dietary changes alongside adherence to her medication. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: T2DM reduced (25%), chronic diseases medications increased (25%). 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM and chronic diseases medications significantly increased (25%). 
Depression: Reduced by 9%. 
Anxiety: Reduced by 9%. 
Wellbeing: Remained at 80%. 
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Disease markers: HbA1c reduced from baseline and improved (0.1%) and BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: Patient was very worried about the contracting this, as she felt she was high risk due to her 
other medical conditions. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

This patient indicated that they benefited from their participation, which improved their knowledge and felt 
emotionally supported during her hard family times (daughter wedding) and national (COVID-19) hardship. 
HbA1c improved by 0.1%, while it is still a small improvement, it is good start for activation of self-care. 
Medication adherence scores (intentional and unintentional) improved this might be a result of her participation 
(additional personalised support) or due to the improvement in knowledge about her conditions. Another review 
outside this study was arranged to check her T2DM control and mental health in 6 months’ time as part of her 
usual care. 
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07/BHAM/11/19/B 54-year-old woman 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2002, hypercholesterolaemia-2009, 
GORD-2019 

Metformin 500mg 2BD, pioglitazone 30mg OD, simvastatin 
40mg OD, lansoprazole 30mg OD, 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 7.% Baseline: HbA1c 7.4% Endpoint: HbA1c 6.6% 

HTN  Past history: BP 121/80mmHg Baseline: BP 101/75mmHg Endpoint: BP 115/80mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 3/5 Endpoint: 3/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

Lifestyle and dietary changes were discussed based on the patient normal weekly pattern. Alteration was 
discussed using a patient centred approach, to allow more engagement with the patient. 

Future care plan The care plan explained was around her T2DM control, the importance of eyes and foot checks on an annual 
basis and the effect of diet and exercise on reducing her blood glucose levels, as the patient was reluctant to 
add another oral antidiabetic. The patient seemed confident and motivated to continue with the care plan and 
medication prescribed. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: No changes in both T2DM and chronic diseases medications. 
Unintentional medication adherence: No changes in both T2DM and chronic diseases medications. 
Depression: 0%, no detection throughout the study. 
Anxiety: 0%, no detection throughout the study. 
Wellbeing: Remained at 60% throughout the study. 
Disease markers: HbA1c improved from baseline by 0.8% and BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
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COVID-19 impact: No impact detected or mentioned by the patient.  

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

This patient indicated that they had benefitted from their participation as they were pleased to see the 
improvement in their HbA1c (reduction by 0.8%). This might be a result of her participation and taking on board 
the diet and exercise advice. The adherence, anxiety and depression scores remained optimum. There was a 
possibility that the patient was conscious on how to answer the questions due to repetition in the questions at 
all stages, or that they are has good medication taking behaviour (intentional and unintentional) and high level 
of resilience. 
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44/BHAM/01/20/B: 55-year-old man 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM- 2017, asthma- 2012, erectile dysfunction-
2017 

Atorvastatin 20mg OD, beclomethasone (Clenil) 100mcg 
1p BD, lansoprazole 30mg OD, lisinopril 10mg OD, 
metformin 500mg BD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 7.7% Baseline: HbA1c 7.3% Endpoint: HbA1c 7.9% 

HTN  Past history: BP 118/85mmHg Baseline: BP 121/78mmHg Endpoint: BP 122/80mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3.75/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 2/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 3/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 1% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 3/5 Endpoint: 4/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

He explained his diet was reasonably healthy but wanted to work on his weight as he described himself as 
slightly overweight. A discussion took place around weight management and lifestyle choices. He explained, he 
made sure he kept up to date with his annual eye check and foot check with the health care assistant (HCA) at 
the practice.  

Future care plan The patient was advised to continue with his current pharmacological plan with the addition on the non-
pharmacological plan. The patient was scheduled for another review for his T2DM and mental health in three 
months’ time as part of his usual care. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: T2DM reduced significantly (50%) with no changes to chronic diseases 
medications. 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM increased (6%) and chronic diseases medications remained the 
same. 
Depression: No difference detected 0%. 
Anxiety: Reduced from baseline by 1%. 
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Wellbeing: Increased by 20%. 
Disease markers: HbA1c increased form baseline by 0.6% and BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved.  
COVID-19 impact: Had an impact on his adherence as felt stressed about the virus and less motivated. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

This patient had a positive attitude to participate in the study from the start and he was grateful to be able to 
take part in this study. It can be concluded that the pandemic had a high negative impact on this patient lifestyle 
and medication, due to his unintentional behaviour, which might be due to stress or less motivation. However, if 
this is the case, it is not clear how his CUDOS© and CUXOS© scores remained at 0%. 
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25/BHAM/12/19/B 61-year-old man 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM- 2016, COPD-2016, IHD-2016, 
hypercholesterolaemia-2019, depression- 2019, 
HTN-2016, 

Aspirin 75mg OD, atorvastatin 20mg OD, isosorbide 
mononitrate (Chemydur) 60mg m/r OD, 
beclomethasone/formoterol (Fostair) 100mcg/6mcg PRN, 
ivabradine 5mg OD, metformin 500mg OD, mirtazapine 
30mg OD, montelukast 10mg OD, pantoprazole 40mg OD, 
ramipril 1.25mg OD, tiotropium 2mcg 2p OD, ventolin PRN. 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 7% Baseline: HbA1c 6.5% Endpoint: HbA1c 6.1% 

HTN  Past history: BP 130/80mmHg Baseline: BP 125/79mmHg Endpoint: BP 128/80mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 1/4 
Unintentional = 3/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 2/4 
Unintentional = 3/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 3/4  
Unintentional = 3/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 18% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 6% Endpoint: 1% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 4/5 Endpoint: 4/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

The mental health scores were discussed with the GP where it was decided to refer the patient for cognitive 
behaviour therapy via the Birmingham healthy minds team. The patient was pleased to be referred and wanted 
to speak to someone in detail about his problems. The patient denied suicidal thoughts or self-harm during the 
baseline review. His scores were improved at endpoint to CUDOS© 0% and CUXOS© 1%. The patient 
explained he has been keeping healthy with his food, he has maintained a good diet. He also explained he 
carried out his daily walks. 

Future care plan At baseline, the patient was not motivated for self-care responsibilities, however his mentality had completely 
changed during endpoint in which the patient became more optimistic. The patient explained he had booked 
himself for an eye test as this is something he has not been doing annually.  

Measurable Intentional medications adherence: T2DM baseline scores increased significantly (75%) and chronic diseases 
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outcomes and 
themes 

medications with a slight increase (25%). 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM increased slightly (25%) but chronic diseases medications 
remained the same. 
Depression:  Decreased by 18%. 
Anxiety: Decreased by 5%. 
Wellbeing: Remained at 80%. 
Disease markers: HbA1c improved by 0.4% and BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: This did not affect the patient. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

At the endpoint follow up the patient was more positive about his life. The patient explained initially it took time 
for the psychologist appointment to come through, but he found it very helpful. The patient results showed a 
good outcome to his T2DM HbA1c reading at endpoint. The patient stated that he had good experience with 
the reviews that took place, especially after being referred to Birmingham healthy minds. After receiving 
cognitive behaviour therapy (CBT), the results could be seen through the CUDOS© and CUXOS© scores. The 
patient adherence scores also improved at endpoint for both chronic diseases medications and T2DM showing 
a potential change in the patient’s behaviour on taking his medication. As the chronic diseases medications 
scores were not yet optimised to scores of 4 for both intentional and unintentional, a 3-monthly review was 
arranged as part of his ongoing usual care. The counselling points on lifestyle and dietary changes might be a 
contributing factor to the changes in results and improvement made. 
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13/BHAM/11/19/B 58-year-old woman 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM- 2010, GORD- 2011, depression -2011, 
hypercholesterolaemia-2014,  

Metformin 500mg 2BD, gliclazide 80mg OD, pantoprazole 
40mg OD, propranolol 40mg OD, amitriptyline 10mg OD, 
atorvastatin 40mg OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 10.4% Baseline: HbA1c 8.6% Endpoint: HbA1c 11.2% 

HTN  Past history: BP 130/80mmHg Baseline: BP 124/80mmHg Endpoint: BP 128/80mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 2.75/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 2/4 
Unintentional = 2.75/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% Endpoint: 1% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 1% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 3/5 Endpoint: 3/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

The patient explained the lockdown measures had an impact on her typical daily routine which contributed to 
her forgetting her medications. Various methods were established during the consultation to help with 
remembering to take her medication on time by using dose administration aid ‘Dosette box’ which allow a visual 
display of her medication dose timings.  
The patient explained she had been adherent with her sertraline and had been better ever since this has been 
initiated. Advice on lifestyle changes and diet were also considered for this patient T2DM management. 

Future care plan A new medication (empagliflozin) was initiated alongside her other oral antidiabetic medication (metformin and 
gliclazide) which was explained to the patient, that this was due to her poorly controlled T2DM. The patient 
initially was reluctant to make this change, however, once she had understood the reason, she was happy to 
consider this change. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: T2DM scores significantly decreased (50%) with no change to chronic 
diseases medications. 
Unintentional medication adherence: Both scores remained the same with no changes. 
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Depression: Increased by 1%. 
Anxiety: Reduced by 1%. 
Wellbeing: Remained at 60%. 
Disease markers: HbA1c improved from baseline to midterm by 1.8% but then deteriorated from midterm to 
endpoint by 2.6%. BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: This had no impact on the patient. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The reviews indicated that memory with medication was a major factor and that this was due to the change in 
her daily routine, because of the rules enforced by the government because of the pandemic. The patients 
HbA1c elevation from baseline is explained by the significant drop in the unintentional adherence scores. It 
should be noted that the CUDOS© and CUXOS© scores did not detect the concerns with the patient mental 
health, which indicate the effectiveness of her current treatment for depression. Referral to the GP was 
completed at the 6 months endpoint to further investigate the patient cognitive function and her T2DM control in 
3 months’ time as part of her usual care. 
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21/BHAM/12/19/B 51-year-old woman 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM- 2002, HTN-2002, chronic renal 
impairment-2006, asthma-1998 

Amlodipine 10mg OD, doxazosin 4mg 2BD, 
beclomethasone/formoterol (Fostair) 100mgc/6mcg 2P BD, 
atorvastatin 80mg OD, losartan 100mg OD, aspirin 75mg 
OD, indapamide 1.5mg m/r OD, metformin 500mg BD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 8.1% Baseline: HbA1c 7.7% Endpoint: HbA1c 6.7% 

HTN  Past history: BP 125/85mmHg Baseline: BP 120/80mmHg Endpoint: BP 121/85mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 3/4 
Unintentional = 3.75/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 3/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 3.75/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 3/5 Endpoint: 4/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

Lifestyle advice was given to the patient to help maintain good HbA1c control and to work further on 
adherence. 

Future care plan The patient explained she had kept up to date with her routine checks such as for her eyes and feet. She was 
advised on the importance of thee checks as part of her T2DM. The patient was advised to continue how she 
was doing and to progress further with her physical activity, to further help with her HbA1c. The patient was put 
in for a review in 3-monthly as part of her usual care with GP. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: Reduced significantly with T2DM (25%) and had the opposite effect with 
chronic diseases medications, which increased (25%). 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM increased (19%) chronic diseases medications reduced. 
significantly (6%) from baseline. 
Depression: Remained at 0%. 
Anxiety: Remained at 0%. 
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Wellbeing: Increased by 20%. 
Disease markers: HbA1c improved by 1% from midterm to endpoint, BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Slightly improved. 
COVID-19 impact: Affected patient lifestyle changes and more importantly physical activity participation. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The patient indicated that they benefited from their participation, which improved her knowledge which had 
helped with her HbA1c (reduced by 1%). The adherence score did not benefit in the same manner but declined 
from baseline whether this was a drop in the intentional adherence score or unintentional adherence score. The 
results showed two main outcomes; it detected some form of an adherence issue both in chronic diseases 
medications and T2DM, and that the HbA1c had improved from baseline. This showed that the patient had 
benefitted from some form of the counselling from the reviews. The reviews conducted where at the time of the 
COVID-19 outbreak in which could have impacted the patient with lifestyle changes such as physical activity.  
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37/BHAM/01/20/B 60-year-old man 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2010, hypercholesterolaemia-2019 Empagliflozin 12.5mg/metformin 1g - 1BD, atorvastatin 
20mg OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 9.7% Baseline: HbA1c 10.5% Endpoint: HbA1c 6.8% 

HTN  Past history: BP 128/90mmHg Baseline: BP 136/80mmHg Endpoint: BP 135/82mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3.75/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 3.75/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 0%  Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 4/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

The patient was advised to continue as he was doing due to the reduction in HbA1c. The patient was advised 
further on other physical activities, that he could carry out to help him further. Adherence to medication was 
also discussed and was explained this should be at the heart of his management plan. 

Future care plan The patient was put in for a further 6 months review as part of their usual care plan. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: All scores remained at 100% highly adherent from baseline to endpoint. 
Unintentional medication adherence: Both T2DM and chronic diseases medications decreased significantly 
from baseline (6%). 
Depression: Remained at 0% throughout the study. 
Anxiety: Remained at 0% throughout the study. 
Wellbeing: Increased from baseline by 20%.  
Disease markers: HbA1c significant improvement from baseline by 3.7%. BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved drastically. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: No impact on the patient. 
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Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The patient showed an overall improvement in his T2DM control via his HbA1c results with a 3.7% decrease 
from baseline. However, the adherence scores for both chronic diseases medications and T2DM dropped from 
baseline at the endpoint review, this showed that something happened in which caused the adherence scores 
to decline. This could be due to human error on answering the widget MMAS-8© questions as the ability to go 
back on a question is not present on the widget, therefore resulting in a false result. The improvement in blood 
showed that the patient benefitted from the review. 
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45/BHAM/01/20/B 48-year-old man 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2018, non-alcoholic fatty liver-2018, 
HTN-2017, erectile dysfunction- 2016 

Empagliflozin 12.5mg/metformin1g BD, atorvastatin 10mg OD, 
amlodipine 10mg OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 6.7% Baseline: HbA1c 6.5% Endpoint: HbA1c 6.5% 

HTN  Past history: BP 
138/80mmHg 

Baseline: BP 140/80mmHg Endpoint: BP 151/100mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 3/4 
Unintentional = 2.75/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 2% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 4/5 Endpoint: 4/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

The patient was not just counselled on lifestyle advise based around his T2DM but also around his HTN due to 
this being poorly managed. Weight advice was also given to this patient as he was morbidly obese. The patient 
was educated on the physical activity that he could undertake due to the current lock down situation with the 
COVID-19 virus. 

Future care plan The patient was reviewed with the GP regarding his BP management due to high readings. Another review 
outside this study was also arranged to check his adherence in 3 months’ time as part of his usual care. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: T2DM remained highly adherent, chronic diseases medications increased 
from baseline (25%). 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM remained highly adherent, chronic diseases medications increased 
from baseline (31%). 
Depression: Reduced by 2%.  
Anxiety: Remained at 0%. 
Wellbeing: Remained at 80%. 
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Disease markers: HbA1c remained the same throughout the duration of the study. BP was raised and above 
the target of 140/90mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: No impact detected. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The main problem that was highlighted in the review was adherence which showed in the results, and this was 
seen to be addressed. At endpoint review the patient had his BP on his mind which was not detected in the 
mental health screening as both CUDOS© and CUXOS© had a score of 0%. It can be noted that the patient 
mental health score showed improvement from baseline CUDOS© 2% to 0%. However, there was no detection 
of any mental health emotion to reflect the concern the patient had about his BP. 
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54/BHAM/02/20/B 48-year man 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2014, hypercholesterolaemia-2015, HTN- 
2019 

Empagliflozin 10mg OD, amlodipine 5mg OD, atorvastatin 
10mg OD, metformin 500mg BD, ramipril 10mg OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 6.9% Baseline: HbA1c 7.5% Endpoint: HbA1c 7.1% 

HTN  Past history: BP 125/85mmHg Baseline: BP 130/80mmHg Endpoint: BP 150/95mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 4/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

Due to the HbA1c range still classed as high for this patient, a discussion around his diet took place, in which it 
was established that the patient had a problem with snacking often. A dietary plan was discussed with the 
patient to help reduce his sugar intake. 

Future care plan The patient was reviewed further from BP and booked in six months for his usual T2DM care. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: All remained the same no difference. 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM remained the same highly adherent. Chronic diseases medications 
increased (25%) from baseline. 
Depression: 0%. 
Anxiety: 0%. 
Wellbeing: Increased by 20%. 
Disease markers: HbA1c improved by 0.4% and BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: No impact on the patient detected. 
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Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The overall results showed that this patient really progressed and had some form of an impact from the 
consultation that had taken place. The patient showed a 0.4% improvement from baseline HbA1c. The 
adherence scores improved from baseline showing that counselling that took place had worked. The mental 
health scores showed no difference from baseline readings and remained at 0% both for CUDOS© and 
CUXOS© even though the patient BP was raised at endpoint. 
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58/BHAM/02/20/B 68-year-old woman 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM- 2020 Empagliflozin 25mg OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 5.2% Baseline: HbA1c 9.1% Endpoint: HbA1c 8.5% 

HTN  Past history: BP 125/80mmHg Baseline: BP 128/80mmHg Endpoint: BP 126/66mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 4/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

A discussion around the condition of T2DM took place, which developed her understanding and filled any gaps 
in her knowledge. The importance of annual eye and foots checks were discussed. 

Future care plan A management plan was discussed to help her around her daughter, and he own T2DM control. Another 
review was scheduled in the three months’ time as part of her usual management plan. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: No changes detected.  
Unintentional medication adherence: No changes detected. 
Depression: No changes detected. 
Anxiety: No changes detected. 
Wellbeing: Increased by 20%. 
Disease markers: HbA1c improved by 0.6% and BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: Any concerns were ironed out at baseline review. 

Study impact The patient had a positive attitude during the consultation and engaged well with the advice that she had 
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conclusion 
statement 

received. She showed to have a clear focus on bringing her HbA1c marker down. During endpoint, the patient 
had showed clear improvement as the HbA1c reduced by 0.6% from 9.1% baseline to 8.5% endpoint. The 
adherence scores remained at the highly adherent ranges throughout both reviews. This showed that the non-
pharmacological counselling had a great impact on the patient. The mental health screening showed no 
detection or concerns for anxiety or depression, despite her concerns about her daughter’s epilepsy and 
speech delay. 
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31/BHAM/12/19/B 62-year-old man.   

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2006, HTN-2009, fatty liver-2019, 
depression-2016, hypercholesterolaemia-2015 

Metformin500mg/sitagliptin50mg BD, atorvastatin 40mg 
OD, lisinopril 10mg OD, sertraline 50mg OD, 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 9.8% Baseline: HbA1c 9.9% Endpoint: HbA1c 8.9% 

HTN  Past history: BP 132/80mmHg Baseline: BP 137/82mmHg Endpoint: BP 135/80mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 1/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 1/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% Endpoint: 0%:  

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 5/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

The patient explained he had days where he forgets to take his medication, and he felt ok, but always made 
sure he used his insulin. A discussion around T2DM took place, to explain the importance of adherence, and 
how adhering to the management plan will give optimum results. He agreed he would take his medication 
regularly and begin to work on his physical activity. He also explained he would start to check his glucose more 
often to make sure his levels corresponded with his insulin dose. 

Future care plan The patient was put in for a further review in 6 months as part of is normal T2DM management plan. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: T2DM and chronic diseases medications increased significantly (75%). 
Unintentional medication adherence: Both remained the same at highly adherent. 
Depression: 0%. 
Anxiety: 0%. 
Wellbeing: No changes remained at 100%. 
Disease markers: HbA1c improved by 1% and BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
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COVID-19 impact: No impact or concerns addressed or seen from the patient. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The reviews showed a positive impact on this patient, as not only did he show a significant improvement in 
HbA1c, but also in the adherence scores compared to baseline. The adherence scores showed a significant 
improvement after the baseline review, which showed to be very advantageous in his overall HbA1c. 
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03/BHAM/11/19/B 66-year-old woman 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM- 2005, depresion-2005, 
hypercholesterolaemia-2013, asthma -2019, 
reflux-2019 

Humulin Mx Kwickpen-16units in the morning (am), 14units 
in the evening (pm), fluticasone/salmeterol (Seretide) 250 
evohaler, gluco rx strips, pantoprazole 40mg OD, 
metformin 500mg 2BD, lisinopril 20mg OD, indapamide 
1.5mg m/r OD, glucorx care point needles, doxazosin 4mg 
OD, citalopram 40mg OD, atorvastatin 10mg OD, 
amlodipine 10mg OD, quetiapine 250mg OD  

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 7. 8% Baseline: HbA1c 7.9% Endpoint: HbA1c 9.1% 

HTN  Past history: BP 138/80mmHg Baseline: BP 140/85mmHg Endpoint: BP 162/91mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 3/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 3% Endpoint: 0%  

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Endpoint: 1% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 5/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

The patient explained she has been compliant with her medication apart from Metformin as she had forgotten 
to take this some days. The daughter also explained her mum’s diet has not been great during the lockdown, 
and how she was too afraid to go out due to the fear of contracting the virus. 
A lengthy conversation took place on T2DM with the patient and daughter. A discovery sheet was advised in 
which needed to be filled in for three days to be reviewed by the GP to assess patient blood glucose levels 
before and after food and insulin. The patient daughter was pleased with this plan and explained she would 
speak to her local pharmacy to create blister packs for her mum. 

Future care plan The daughter clarified that her mum was up to date with her eyes and foot check as the GP always reminded 
them when this was due. She was counselled on her mother medication and the importance of compliance. 
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Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: No changes detected from baseline. 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM remained the same (75%) chronic diseases medications reduced 
(25%). 
Depression: Improved by 3%. 
Anxiety: Increased by 1%. 
Wellbeing: Remained high at 100%. 
Disease markers: HbA1c deteriorated by 1.2% however BP was raised at endpoint above target range of 
140/90mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Patient was working on this.  
COVID-19 impact: Patient feared from contracting the virus and therefore had reduced physical activity. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

This patient did not find the review beneficial, as unfortunately her HbA1c had increased to 9.1% from baseline 
7.9%, showing a 1.2% deterioration in her overall health. The adherence scores showed that the patient 
unintentional adherence score remained at 3 for both T2DM and chronic diseases medications in which needed 
a further analysis. 
The reviews showed that the patient was very concerned about contracting the virus. This had an impact on the 
patient’s behaviour, based around physical activity and going out on her normal day to day routine. It should be 
noted that the CUXOS© score slightly raised to 1% from 0% in which it can potentially be due to the virus as 
the patient had admitted to this. The patient was put in to review her BP for and on the day appointment and 
scheduled for a 2 week review, to review her T2DM management from the results obtained from the discovery 
sheet issued. 
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06/BHAM/11/19/B 42-year-old man 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2011, erectile dysfunction-2017, 
hypercholesterolaemia-2015 

Metformin 500mg 2BD, alogliptin 25mg OD, atorvastatin 
20mg OD,  gliclazide 80mg OD, 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 6.2% Baseline: HbA1c 6.5% Endpoint: HbA1c 6.5% 

HTN  Past history: BP 125/85mmHg Baseline: BP 134/85mmHg Endpoint: BP 128/85mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 3/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 4/5 Endpoint: 4/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

The patient did have bad eating habits, in which he had the odd snacks. He also stated he frequently had 
biscuits with his tea, and this was an area he wanted to focus on. A discussion around T2DM took place, 
explaining the associated risk factors and complication with T2DM. The patient explained he has signed up with 
his local optician and will continue having his check-ups on a yearly basis. 

Future care plan At the endpoint review, the patient explained he felt restricted due to the national lockdown and the ruling 
imposed by the government, therefore lacked on doing much exercise. Practical ideas were discussed in how 
the patient can remain active indoors. The patient was scheduled for a further review in 3 months’ time as part 
of their usual care plan 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: There were no changes for both T2DM and chronic diseases medications 
throughout the study. 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM had no changes and remained at 100% adherent, chronic diseases 
medications also remained the same but at 75%. 
Depression: 0% no changes detected. 
Anxiety: 0% changes detected. 
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Wellbeing: Remained at 80%. 
Disease markers: HbA1c no changes and BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: The patient felt restricted with the pandemic ruling. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The reviews conducted did not show any significant impact on the overall readings for adherence nor HbA1c as 
they remained the same. The patient understood what he needed to work on, to improve his HbA1c. It seemed 
the COVID-19 pandemic rulings had an impact on him in which he explained he felt restricted. The pandemic 
restriction could be a factor that had an impact on his overall control to improve his non-pharmacological 
management. There was no detection of his worries and concerns in the CUDOS© nor CUXOS© scores. It can 
be argued that the patient may not have answered the questions on widget honestly due to the presence of the 
clinician in the room, with the focus on facial reactions on answering the questions with the clinician present. 
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35/BHAM/01/20/B 41-year woman 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2010, HTN-2018,  Metformin 500mg BD, atorvastatin 40mg OD ramipril 
1.25mg OD,  

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 6.3% Baseline: HbA1c 6.8% Endpoint: HbA1c 6.4% 

HTN  Past history: BP 122/90mmHg Baseline: BP 130/85mmHg Endpoint: BP 128/85mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3.75/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 3.75/4  
Unintentional = 3.75/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% Endpoint: 1%  

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Endpoint: 0%  

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 5/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

The patient had good knowledge on her condition she was being treated for but wanted to work further on in 
her T2DM. She explained she had tried but has not had right the support. 

Future care plan A management plan was discussed alongside a discussion about physical activity and lifestyle. The patient did 
not want any medication added and wanted to work on her T2DM, with the one oral antidiabetic she was 
already on. The patient was delighted with the outcome of her endpoint HbA1c and stated she will work on this 
further to try and bring this below 6%. She explained she felt this pandemic has really restricted her from going 
to the gym, as this is something, she wished she could have done. The patient explained she had her eye 
checked regularly alongside her feet with doctors at the practice.  

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: No changes in baseline or endpoint for both T2DM and chronic disease 
medications. 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM significantly reduced. 
Depression: Deteriorated by 1%. 
Anxiety: No changes. 
Wellbeing: Remained at 100%. 
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Disease markers: HbA1c improved by 0.4% from baseline and BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved.  
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved and progressed with the reviews. 
COVID-19 impact: Had a major impact on the patient diet and lifestyle. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The COVID-19 virus outbreak was a factor that restricted this patient ability to progress further, this is 
something that the patient discussed during the reviews. The patient overall showed good progress towards 
working on her HbA1c as this was bought down from 6.8% to 6.4% which was a 0.4% improvement from 
baseline. The patient had a positive mind frame to working on her T2DM and getting a better overall reading. 
However, it was seen that the adherence score for her medication had reduced at endpoint in particular the 
unintentional scores, for both T2DM and chronic diseases medications. This showed that her behaviour was in 
the right frame but there was something happening that affected her adherence. The drop was not significant to 
warrant a further appointment. The restriction enforced by the government due to the pandemic was the major 
factor for further progress, nevertheless the patient really benefited on the diet/lifestyle advice given during the 
reviews as this showed a significant impact on the patient T2DM. The patient care was continued, and the 
patient was reviewed in 6-monthly as part of her usual T2DM care. 
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50/BHAM/01/20/B 67-year-old woman 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2013, HTN-2014, constipation-2014, 
hypercholesterolaemia-2007 

Metformin 1000mg m/r OD, lansoprazole 30mg g/r OD, 
pioglitazone 15mg OD, sitagliptin 100mg OD, simvastatin 
20mg ON, ispaghula husk OD, aspirin 75mg OD, 
amlodipine 10mg OD, losartan 100mg OD,  

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 7.1% Baseline: HbA1c 7.7% Endpoint: HbA1c 6.7% 

HTN  Past history: BP 105/85mmHg Baseline: BP 114/85mmHg Endpoint: BP 118/85mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 3/4 
Unintentional = 3.75/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3.75/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 1% Endpoint: 1% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 1% Endpoint: 1% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 5/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

The patient had a very positive attitude and felt motivated to progress further with her T2DM in hope for 
eventually reducing her medication right down. She was counselled further on how to do this. Information on 
lifestyle and diet were discussed with various leaflets/NHS website used to sign post for more advice. 

Future care plan The patient was advised to continue with her progress and to keep on top of her adherence with medication. 
The patient was scheduled for another review in 6 months’ time as part of her routine management. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: T2DM improved significantly (25%) chronic disease medications remained 
the same. 
Unintentional medication adherence: Both significantly increased (6%). 
Depression: Remained the same. 
Anxiety: Remained the same. 
Wellbeing: At high level 100% throughout the study. 
Disease markers: HbA1c improved by 1% and BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
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Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: No impact detected on the patient at all. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The patient showed a significant impact on her overall health in which this can be seen with the HbA1c. The 
results showed she really took on board the advice given to her during the reviews. Even though the pandemic 
was a limitation to the patient i.e., restricting specific activities however her mental behaviour remained positive.  
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04/BHAM/11/19/B 59-year man 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2019, depression-2014, eczema-2000, 
GORD-2014, 

Metformin 100mg m/r BD, atorvastatin 20mg OD, dermol 
PRN, lansoprazole 15mg OD, mirtazapine 45mg ON, 
quetiapine 100mg BD, sitagliptin 100mg OD, venlafaxine 
225mg m/r OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 10% Baseline: HbA1c 12.4% Endpoint: HbA1c 7.8% 

HTN  Past history: BP 130/90mmHg Baseline: BP 134/87mmHg Endpoint: BP 135/87mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3.75/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3.75/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 2% Endpoint: 1% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 13% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 5/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

The patient was counselled on his mental health in which he explained he had good days and bad days. He 
explained he already was under the mental health team and found them very helpful. He explained when his 
feeling down he noticed his snacking levels would increase. The risk factors associated with his T2DM were 
discussed alongside the long-term deteriorating effects with poor control.  The patient was compliant with his 
mental ill-health medications. The GP at baseline was notified about the results in which the patient was safety 
netted if he felt he needed to speak to someone or if symptoms had at any point deteriorated, he was advised 
clearly on what he should do. The patient as baseline showed no physical concerns for referral and denied any 
suicidal thoughts or self-harm. A massive improvement was seen from baseline to endpoint in which the scores 
improved drastically. The patient explained he was up to date with is regular eye checks as received a reminder 
letter from the optician for this. He explained he has been feeling well and has had the help and support from 
his wife with his diet and lifestyle. 

Future care plan The results for the patient CUXOS© were discussed with the GP in which it was decided to expediate his next 
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appointment and his T2DM review had been scheduled as per his usual management plan. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: No different to T2DM nor chronic diseases medications. 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM reduced (6%) chronic diseases medications increased (6%). 
Depression: Improved by 1%. 
Anxiety: Improved by 13%. 
Wellbeing: Remained the same at 100%. 
Disease markers: HbA1c improved by 4.6% and BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: Patient felt the COVID-19 restriction had restricted him from his usual physical activity. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The baseline review really helped this patient mental health even though no true intervention was made. The 
patient was already under secondary care for his mental health. The CUXOS© score dropped from 13% to 0%, 
the CUDOS© score dropped from 2% to 1% showing a positive significant change on his mental health. The 
results showed that the patient at baseline clearly had factors on his mind which had improved at endpoint.  
On the other hand, the patient adherence scores showed that the T2DM unintentional score at baseline 
reduced to 3.75 from a score of 4 at baseline, but the HbA1c had improved. This showed the patient had 
worked on the non-pharmacological advice that was explained in the reviews. 
This patient was also under the management of secondary care for his mental health team, in which he saw his 
consultant on a 3 monthly basis or earlier if needed. 
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43/BHAM/01/20/B 57-year-old woman 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2014, HTN-2003, asthma-2016, 
hypercholesterolaemia-2019 

Metformin 500mg BD, lisinopril 1mg OD, lansoprazole 
30mg OD, beclomethasone (Clenil) 100mcg 1P BD, 
atorvastatin 20mg OD, amlodipine 5mg OD,  

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 6.1% Baseline: HbA1c 6.7% Endpoint: HbA1c 7.4% 

HTN  Past history: BP 122/88mmHg Baseline: BP 132/89mmHg Endpoint: BP 128/80mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 2/4 
Unintentional = 2.75/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 1% Endpoint: 1% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Endpoint:1%  

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 5/5 Endpoint: 4/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

She explained she kept on top of her annual eye checks and got her foot check as per her routine visit. She 
also explained she gets her yearly flu jab and is awaiting one for this year. She was further counselled on her 
adherence as this had reduced at endpoint from baseline with her T2DM adherence score. 

Future care plan A long discussion took place with the patient on the importance of adherence to medication and the 
deteriorating effect if this is not adhered to. The patient was scheduled in for another review in 2 months of time 
in view of her adherence. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: T2DM reduced (50%) from baseline, and chronic disease medications 
remained the same highly adherent. 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM dropped significantly (31%) chronic diseases medications had no 
changes. 
Depression: No change from baseline. 
Anxiety: Deteriorated by 1%. 
Wellbeing: Reduced by 20%. 
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Disease markers: HbA1c deteriorated significantly by 0.7% and BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved but working further on this. 
COVID-19 impact: This had an impact on the patient behaviour and lifestyle. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

This patient overall T2DM had deteriorated from baseline in which a clear link was seen with her adherence as 
this had dropped both in both T2DM adherence intentional and unintentional behaviour in similar ranges. The 
pandemic restrictions were a factor that impacted on the patient’s behaviour change and change in lifestyle. 
The patient clearly mentioned in the consultation that she had a fear of going out and how her routine had 
changed in terms of her diet and taking her medication. 
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18/BHAM/11/19/B 45-year-old man 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2013, HTN-2014, hypercholesterolaemia-
2014 

Empagliflozin12.5mg/metformin 1g BD, amlodipine 5mg 
OD, atorvastatin 40mg OD, ramipril 5mg OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 7.6% Baseline: HbA1c 8.3% Endpoint: HbA1c 7.3% 

HTN  Past history: BP 128/81mmHg Baseline: BP 135/90mmHg Endpoint: BP 140/90mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 2.75/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3.75/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 3.75/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% Endpoint 1%:  

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 3/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

The patient explained how he was up to date with his annual routine eye screening and foot check at the 
surgery and made sure this was carried out at least once a year. He also explained he took his yearly flu 
vaccination every year and made sure of this. 

Future care plan The importance of adherence was discussed, and the patient was signposted to website to help with diet and 
lifestyle advice with T2DM. The patient was scheduled to be reviewed in 6 months’ time post the study review 
as part of his usual management plan. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: No changes in both tests. 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM improved from baseline (25%) chronic diseases medications 
reduced (6%) from baseline. 
Depression: Increased by 1%. 
Anxiety: No changes. 
Wellbeing: Increased by 40%. 
Disease markers: HbA1c improved by 1% and BP was just about in the line of guidelines. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
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Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: No issues concerning the pandemic. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

An improvement was made from baseline to endpoint in adherence scores for his T2DM medication and HbA1c 
control. The reviews helped with improving medication adherence by discussing non-pharmacological options 
although other factor can be considered to have motivated the patient. 
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36/BHAM/01/20/B 50-year woman 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2010, depression- 2016, essential HTN- 
2018 

Metformin 500mg BD, venlafaxine 37.5mg m/r OD, 
losartan 25mg OD, amlodipine 5mg OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 6.7% Baseline: HbA1c 7.1% Endpoint: HbA1c 6.8% 

HTN  Past history: BP 120/80mmHg Baseline: BP 125/90mmHg Endpoint: BP 128/88mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 3.75/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% Endpoint: 0%  

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 5/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

She explained she had booked herself in with the opticians and HCA at the practice for a foot check and that 
she would now keep up with this on an annual basis, especially after knowing and understanding the 
importance of this. 

Future care plan The patient was continued to be routinely reviewed every 6 months. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: No changes for both tests. 
Unintentional medication adherence: No changes in T2DM scores but increased in chronic disease 
medications (19%). 
Depression: No changes remained at 0%. 
Anxiety: No changes remained at 0%. 
Wellbeing: No changes remained at 100%. 
Disease markers: HbA1c improved by 0.3% and BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: No impact detected during the reviews. 
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Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The patient here showed an improvement of HbA1c at a 0.3% from baseline. The CUXOS© and CUDOS© 
scores remained at 0% with no detection of anxiety nor depression considering she was taking venlafaxine for 
depression. The review showed a positive influence on the patient as the overall HbA1c had improved and 
clearly showed the dietary and lifestyle advice helped. However, the improvement was not solely due to the 
study, other factors could have also impacted on the patient behaviour such as family support etc.  
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48/BHAM/01/20/B 66-year male 

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM-2018, constipation-2016, 
hypercholestemia-2020 

Metformin 500mg 2BD, sertraline 100mg OD, laxido PRN, 
atorvastatin 20mg OD, omeprazole 20mg OD, 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 6.9% Baseline: HbA1c 6.6% Endpoint: HbA1c 6.2% 

HTN  Past history: BP 130/80mmHg Baseline: BP 120/90mmHg Endpoint: BP 121/89mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 2/4 
Unintentional = 2.75/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = ¾ 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3.75/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 4/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 0% Endpoint: 1% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 0% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 5/5 Endpoint: 5/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

The record showed the patient had good foot care with annual reviews at the practice; it also showed the 
patient had his yearly eye checks completed every year. The patient was advised to continue with this and was 
reminded also on the non-pharmacological changes they could carry out. 

Future care plan The patient was put in for another review in 6-12 months to assess the continuation of his medication or to 
wean down appropriately. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: T2DM significantly improved (50%) chronic diseases medications had no 
changes. 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM significantly improved (6%) chronic diseases medications improved 
from baseline (6%). 
Depression: Reduced by 1%.  
Anxiety: No changes. 
Wellbeing: No changes remained at 100%. 
Disease markers: HbA1c improved by 0.4% and BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
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Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: No impact detected. 

Study impact 
conclusion 
statement 

The patient showed a good progress from the study and this was seen in the results both in adherence scores 
and HbA1c. His HbA1c had improved from baseline 6.6% to 6.2% (HbA1c: 0.4% improved from baseline). The 
adherence issues showed to have improvement at endpoint as this was clearly a major factor as seen in the 
adherence results baseline 2 intentional; 2.75 unintentional for T2DM. 
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17/BHAM/11/19/B 52-year-old woman  

Diagnosis and 
medication history  

T2DM- 2015, fibromyalgia-2014, fatty changes of 
liver-2019 

Metformin 500mg BD, duloxetine 30mg g/r OD 

T2DM disease 
markers  

Past history: HbA1c 12.2% Baseline: HbA1c 8.3% Endpoint: HbA1c 6.4% 

HTN  Past history: BP 131/82mmHg Baseline: BP 128/93mmHg Endpoint: BP 127/80mmHg 

T2DM medication 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 3.75/4 

Chronic diseases 
medications 
adherence 

Baseline:  
Intentional = 4/4 
Unintentional = 4/4 

Endpoint:  
Intentional = 4/4  
Unintentional = 3.75/4  

CUDOS© Baseline: 5% Endpoint: 0% 

CUXOS© Baseline: 3% Endpoint: 0% 

Wellbeing score  Baseline: 4/5 Endpoint: 4/5 

Educations and 
lifestyle 

Due to reduction in HbA1c it was seen that the patient took on board the advice given at baseline. The patient 
was further counselled on her physical activity and non-pharmacological management to help bring the HbA1c 
further down. 

Future care plan The patient was scheduled to be reviewed in 6 months as per their usual management plan. 

Measurable 
outcomes and 
themes 

Intentional medications adherence: No changes for both tests. 
Unintentional medication adherence: T2DM and chronic diseases medications dropped (6%). 
Depression: Reduced by 5%. 
Anxiety: Reduced by 3%. 
Wellbeing: Remained at 80%. 
Disease markers: HbA1c improved by 1.9% and BP remained under 140/90 mmHg. 
Knowledge about medications and conditions: Improved. 
Self-care (lifestyle) efficacy: Improved. 
COVID-19 impact: No issues or concern raised with COVID-19 or the pandemic. 

Study impact The result from the patient were very interesting as a drop in the adherence score was seen but luckily this did 
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conclusion 
statement 

not impact on the patient HbA1c, if anything an improvement was seen. The drop in medication adherence 
showed that the non-pharmacological intervention advice was taken on board, due to the improvement in 
HbA1c.  
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Part 2: Thematic analysis 

Using the principles of Braun & Clarke (2006) for manual thematic analysis, the 

researcher and the two supervisors individually identified the possible domains, 

codes and themes, based on the cases presented in part one of this chapter. 

This was to identify possible phenomena or identify a trend that might be used 

to identify characteristics for both patients with good diabetes control and those 

with poor diabetes control. The main codes were trends in adherence, presence 

or absence of mental illness comorbidity. The intention was to create simple 

prediction criteria that could be used in practice and future studies as a guide to 

identify patients who needs further support, and pathways to improve patients’ 

outcomes. The phenomena were developed based of clinical outcomes and 

patient scores rather than the free text comments (Table 23). The team met and 

agreed on the wording of the domains and themes and created the phenomena 

presented in Table 24. Another meeting was then conducted to agree on which 

phenomena are most likely to be useful and which are likely a chance result. 

The agreed phenomena were then discussed.  
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Table 23: Themes identified from the 64 cases at the endpoint 

Domain Themes Baseline results Cases Endpoint results Cases 

Knowledge  Awareness of condition prognosis. n=31 n=51 

Awareness of how medications work. n=15 n=58 

Awareness of the impact of lifestyle. n=8 n=51 

Awareness of treatment step-up pathways.  n=7 n=48 

Self-care and 
disease 
prognosis  

Category 1: High self-care efficacy and favourable disease prognosis (disease 
markers are within the patient target range, good adherence to medications and 
lifestyle advice, no mental health issues). 

n=11 n= 47 

Category 2: High self-care efficacy and poor disease prognosis (disease markers 
are out of the patient target range, good adherence to medications and lifestyle 
advice, no mental health issues). 

n=27 n=12 

Category 3: Poor self-care efficacy and favourable disease prognosis (disease 
markers are within the patient target range, low adherence to medications and 
lifestyle advice, mental health issues). 

n=4 n= 0 

Category 4: Poor self-care efficacy and poor disease prognosis (disease markers 
are out of patient target range, low adherence to medications and lifestyle advices, 
mental health issues). 

n=23 n=5 

Future needs Ongoing monitoring required - patient at risk of non-adherence to therapy and 
lifestyle 

n=28 n= 5 

Ongoing monitoring required – patient at risk of mental health problems or 
illnesses 

n=11 n= 0 

Ongoing monitoring required – patient require frequent health checks. n=48 n=26 

Study impact  Benefit from participating in the study (self-reported wellbeing score). n=45 n=62 
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Knowledge evaluation 

Awareness of condition prognosis 

Fifty one patients (80%) became more aware of their prognosis, which shows a 

32% improvement from baseline (n=31, 48%). At baseline, while many patients, 

were aware of the reason for the prescribed therapy, they were not aware of the 

actual role each medication played in the management of their diseases’ 

prognosis including T2DM. They had relayed comments such as “my doctor has 

advised me to take these tablets” (Patient [P]16, 55, 07, 35 and 18). Being 

aware of what drives a good and poor chronic condition prognosis has great 

impact on individual’s self-care activation following diagnosis. It allows the 

individual both to understand the impact the condition has on their total health 

when it is well controlled, and vice versa. Also, what good and poor condition 

prognosis means, especially when there is no specific symptoms to be 

experienced as warning signs. Patients’ participation in this study offered them 

more time to have a two-ways conversation and be engaged. They were able to 

ask questions and seek more knowledge, or just refresh and confirm the 

information they already knew which is similar to Rachmani et al. (2005) 

showed that patient’s ability and motivation to perform effective self-

management is a key factor in achieving successful T2DM good control. 

Comparing a study by Rachmani et al. (2005) to the current study, both showed 

how the simple intervention such as empowering patients with information and 

encouraging behaviour change can actually lead to behaviour change in some 

patients, as it was indicated by four patients in this study “since I started to 

taking my medication regularly, I can see the difference and improvement in my 

diabetes” (P18, 48, 27 & 64).  
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Feng et al. (2016) assessed awareness about medical conditions versus 

diseases outcomes in the Chinese population and concluded that men had 

lower awareness of their diabetes status and management than women (54.7% 

vs. 69% for condition awareness, 44.3% vs. 61% for management awareness 

and 18.6% vs. 27.6% for diabetes control respectively). The same pattern was 

seen in this study, even when complete diabetes control was not achieved, 

some improvement (between 0.1-4.6%) was seen. In this study, male 

participants showed improvement in their mean adherence scores whether 

intentional or unintentional, at midterm and endpoint. Both values had risen 

from a scores mean of 3 to 4 showing an overall increase (25%). On the other 

hand, from the female population, the adherence scores had a slightly different 

outcome in comparison to the males. The scores mean for the intentional 

values had decreased from 4 to 3 from baseline to endpoint but the 

unintentional values showed a reverse pattern and increased from 3 to 4 

baseline to endpoint (Chapter 6). 

This is similar to the findings of Feng et al. (2016); once participants became 

more aware of their prognosis, and how to manage their condition, their scores 

mean improved. This suggests that participants became more aware of the 

importance of adherence to their medication. In this study, based on the data in 

table 23, comparing baseline to endpoint irrespective of study groups; 

awareness of condition prognosis improved by 83%, awareness of ‘how 

medications works’ improved by 68%, awareness of the impact of lifestyle 

improved by 67% and awareness of treatment step-up pathways improved by 

64%. The authors also reported on the association between T2DM control and 

being female, older age and those completed secondary school education 

(p<0.05). The participants reported to have been surprised about the impact of 
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poor diabetes prognosis and consequences of complications that can affect 

their total health and other organs. They became more involved in their care 

during the study period, creating consistency and continuity of a two-way 

conversation with the same clinician rather than just the clinician speaking at 

them. This also enabled a good rapport between the two parties, the practitioner 

and the patient, allowing the patients to become more at ease and more 

receptive to agree, disagree and follow the care plan. Mogre et al. (2020) 

identified that some patients had demonstrated a lack of knowledge on how to 

use a glucometer (59.8%, n=150). This should be taken into consideration 

especially in patients using insulin. Within our study, 20% (n=13) participants 

used insulin, however they did not show any difficulties in using the glucometers 

with which they were provided by the practice, after they had been trained on its 

use by the practice nurse. 

Awareness of how medications work 

Fifty eight participants (91%) in the study developed awareness about their 

medications’ mechanism of action and how they work inside their body, to treat 

their conditions, and also how they are used to allow maximum health benefits. 

The conversation about medications sparked many complex questions related 

to the medications’ pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics, and the 

consequences of taking or not taking them as prescribed. Many (n=15) did not 

understand why blood tests were carried out for monitoring their diabetes 

control and just attended the clinic because they were asked to do so.  

It was clear that for many of the patients, when their understanding about their 

medications improved, their intentional medication adherence (omission by 

informed decision) also improved. Baseline results showed 23% (n=15) of the 

cohort were aware on how their medication worked in the management of their 
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condition, this figure increased to 68% (n=43) at endpoint. It was hypothesised 

in this study, that improving patients’ awareness about their medications would 

allow them to understand their medication better, and how they are required to 

prevent complications; even if they did not perceive physical changes of 

outcome or symptoms, it would lead to improving their adherence to therapy. A 

systematic review by Cramer (2004) also showed similar findings concluding 

the importance of patient education and its positive impact on adherence to 

medication. The study showed how individual adherence improved (61–

79%; p < 0.05) after they participated in an educational intervention. 

Additionally, confusion on matching medications to conditions was a common 

theme, especially in those patients taking more than four prescribed 

medications for various clinical conditions. Only 23% (n=15) of the study 

population understood the purpose for each medication. These patients showed 

better outcomes in adherence to their medication at baseline. Understanding 

the common side effects of prescribed medications was one of the main missing 

aspects of their knowledge about medications. This suggests that those patients 

did not receive appropriate counselling, or they had a level of cognitive 

impairment that prevented them from recalling this information. For example, 

common counselling points for SGLT2 medications was making patient aware 

of the importance of fluid intake to allow the output of glucose through the urine, 

and prevent diabetic ketoacidosis, alongside the importance of hygiene to 

prevent UTIs. When this was explained, a common dialogue from patient was “I 

did not know that I had to increase my water intake” (P16, 14, 08, 19, 37, 45, 

54, 58, 18, 39, 29, 32, 60, 11, 47, 53 & 12) or“ this explains my urinary tract 

infection” (P16, 14, 08, 29, 53 & 12) which was seen in 35% (n=6) of patients 

treated with a SGLT2. No patients on SGLT2 medications (26%, n=17) were 
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aware of the required safety and side effects counselling points. This might be 

due to an assumption by pharmacists that the prescriber had discussed those 

points with the patient or the assumption by the prescriber that all drug related 

points will be relayed to the patient by the pharmacist or the diabetes education 

nurse. There is no harm from repeating the same message by more than one 

practitioner in the patient healthcare team and no healthcare professional 

should assume or expect that the next healthcare professional will cover the 

points they omitted. The patient will not know what information they should 

have, or which questions to ask for this one new drug.  

In a systematic review by Singh and Varshney (2019), the authors concluded 

that awareness about medications can lead to positive effect on medications 

adherence and trigger patient engagement in communication with the treating 

clinicians. The authors concluded that the effectiveness of reminding patients 

about adherence was important. This was clearly seen in 18 out of 29 studies 

that were reviewed with in the systematic review (62%). The authors indicated 

that strategies with reminders or encounters with patient showed adherence 

had improved in 40%, whereas on the other hand 77% of the studies revealed 

improvement in either adherence or outcome (Singh and Varshney 2019). This 

emphasizes the importance of patient interaction and the importance of helping 

patients to understand their medication. 

Liu et al. (2016) demonstrated the impact of raising awareness of the treatment 

of T2DM in the elderly population in China and concluded that urgent correction 

of the missing knowledge should be considered. The authors concluded that in 

their 2001 study, there were 74% patients, out of the entire sample, aware of 

their condition, 51% were treated, but only 20% had their diabetes under well 

control. In their 2010 study, there were 78.5% aware of their diabetes, 69% 
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were treated and only 15.9% had good diabetes control. The authors also 

clarified how participants with a background of higher education were seen to 

have better control in their diabetes, as they had better awareness on how to 

access resources available. They were also more aware of the risk factors 

associated with the disease and understood how their medication worked (Liu 

et al., 2016). Singh and Varshney (2019) and Liu et al., (2016) agreed with the 

importance of the ‘medication awareness’ theme identified in this study as being 

a key factor to enable better disease progression health outcomes.  

Awareness of the impact of lifestyle 

Lifestyle changes are essential to promote the effects of the pharmacological 

therapy for chronic diseases, especially diabetes where diet and exercise can 

transform the patient’s health outcomes. Lifestyle changes can be classed as 

modifiable risk factors that will allow better control of the chronic condition or 

prevent the condition from occurring in people with high non-modifiable risks. A 

total of 51 participants (80%) demonstrated better awareness of the lifestyle 

changes on their T2DM control at the end of their participation in the study. The 

NICE NG28 (2020), T2DM management guidelines including clinical knowledge 

summaries and pathways, list lifestyle interventions as the first line approach for 

T2DM management. NICE NG28. (2020), recommends newly diagnosed 

patients to be referred for diabetes education sessions (Diabetes Education for 

Self-Management for Ongoing and Newly Diagnosed patients - DESMOND). 

The DESMOND programme provides patients with tailored advice and guidance 

on diet and lifestyle changes that can be adapted by that individual patient, 

rather than ‘one size fits all’ advice. Many patients during this study indicated 

that the advice, provided only once, was a long time ago and that they had 

either forgotten, or they had never been referred to receive the DESMOND 
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education at all. Only newly diagnosed patients with T2DM are eligible for 

referral to the DESMOND programme, however this is usually a one off referral 

and not repeated, as their usual care then becomes the responsibility of the 

practice with which they are registered. Some patients choose not to take part 

and others do. This cannot be audited as the only records in the practice is the 

referral letter, not their attendance. The majority of patients thought that the 

most important aspect of their diabetes favourable prognosis is their HbA1c 

score, and that it is related to the effectiveness of their pharmacological therapy 

alone. After the baseline education, patients were in disbelief that acting on 

simple lifestyle changes could have a big impact on their HbA1c score, 

improving the outcome from their pharmacological therapy. Some patients were 

not familiar with the Diabetes UK website, as a trusted resource on weight loss 

and balanced diet such as healthy eating initiatives. This theme highlighted a 

controversial topic which various clinicians deemed to be the key for 

progression if implemented by the patient. However, this was the topic most 

patients found to be the most challenging and difficult to adhere to advice. 

Dave, Davis and Davies (2019) looked at the importance of multiple lifestyle 

interventions in T2DM patients and concluded that simple weight management 

intervention led to remission of T2DM at one year in 77.8% of the study 

population (n=35), which was sustainable for up to five years in 51.2% (n=21). 

In this study the impact of patients’ weight reduction through diet and exercise 

was statistically analysed in chapter 5 of this thesis. Their study showed the 

cost savings over one year = $189/patient/year and $145/patient/year during 

years one to five, with an average saving of $765/patient over 5 years. (Dave, 

Davis and Davies, 2019). Whilst the reported cost benefit in this study was to 

the patients, the cost benefit in the UK would be more applicable to local CCGs 
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and the NHS. Koenigsberg, Bartlett and Cramer (2004) explored possible 

factors that are perceived to have an effect on the implementation of lifestyle 

measures and T2DM. The authors suggested that healthy eating and physical 

activity should remain at the centre and be pivotal in the management in T2DM. 

The authors discussed that the lifestyle change cycle is challenging for many 

patients. They noted that obesity increased from 1978-1980 to 1999-2000 

(6.5% to 15.3%) in children as young as six years of age which led to T2DM 

before the age of eight (Koenigsberg, Bartlett & Cramer, 2004). The authors 

also discussed the impact of diet and lifestyle measures on potentially 

preventing or delaying T2DM and its associated complications by an average of 

32%-58%. Additionally, the authors found that in an average review of patients’ 

lifestyles over up to 2.8 years, there were 58% of participants who met their 

physical activity goal of at least 150 minutes per week; 38% met their weight 

loss goal of a least 7% of initial body weight (Koenigsberg, Bartlett & Cramer, 

2004). In this study, all participants who adhered to their lifestyle plan exhibited 

improved control in their T2DM. During the COVID-19 pandemic lockdowns and 

restrictions, gymnasiums were closed, and a number of outdoor activities were 

limited. Patients participating in this study were supported by education on 

alternative activities that they could do indoors using household groceries as 

weights, or housework and furniture moving such as gardening, decluttering, sit-

ups, stepping-up using stairs or foot stools, bench presses on kitchen benches 

and dancing as physical activities. This was also the experience in this study, 

which led to employing different strategies to achieve the same lifestyle change 

goal. For example, giving the patient the choice to get involved in gardening, 

walking, one minute activity every hour (e.g., standing) or dancing, to achieve 

an increase in the activity level, leading to weight loss. However, it was noted 
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that when patients had seen the impact of lifestyle changes on their HbA1c, 

even if it was small, they were more motivated to continue and to adhere to the 

trial lifestyle change and to try additional ones. The common pitfall that occurred 

within this theme was the fear from becoming infected with COVID-19 and the 

shielding policy enforced by the government, which made many patients 

reluctant to go out for physical activities.  

Our study results showed that at baseline, eight (13%) participants had some 

thought, or inclination, of the importance of physical activity and the valuable 

effect it had on the T2DM management, as they kept a balanced daily routine. 

However, the remaining 56 (92%) had no idea how the effect of simple dietary 

and lifestyle changes can impact on their management, control and outcome. At 

the endpoint, there were 80% (n=51) who had developed an understanding of 

this crucial aspects of management of T2DM. All the participants who were 

engaged in and understood the impact of diet and lifestyle on their T2DM 

prognosis, showed an improvement in HbA1c from a baseline mean value for 

HbA1c of 8.3% to an endpoint mean value of 7.4%, with a mean improvement 

from baseline by 0.9%. This can be considered a clinically significant reduction 

as per the NG28, 2020 guidelines.   

Awareness of treatment step-up pathways 

The NICE NG28 (2020) step-up pathway, especially the addition of injectables, 

used in management of T2DM. It is simple for clinicians to follow, but can be 

perceived by patients as complex, or even a threat, or punishment, for not 

responding to the initial oral monotherapy. This was reported to the researcher 

by a number of the patients who had required therapy intensifications, during 

their consultations. In particular, when injectable therapies such as insulin are 

offered, this is seen as being at the ‘end of the tunnel’ as the only option 
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remained for them. If this is not carried out in a safe manner, it can lead to poorly 

managed diabetes and cause a decline in the functions of other body systems and 

organs, such as the eyes, the kidneys, the feet and create further co-morbidities. 

Seven (11%) of participant knew and understood their management plan and 

the steps moving up and down, regarding their T2DM plan at baseline with 89% 

(n=57), not knowing which step of the pathway they were on, and that another 

agent had been added to their therapy because the first one did not work. 

Additionally, their knowledge about the reasons for ongoing monitoring was very 

poor. A commonly derived dialogue from patients was “I take these because my 

doctor told me too” (P16, 55, 07, 35 & 18). Some patients who were on triple 

therapy for their diabetes, assumed that they had severe diabetes that could not 

be controlled by one or two agents. Throughout the study, patient’s self-care 

behaviour and motivation, improved from baseline to midterm (group A) and 

endpoint (groups A and B). This was self-reported by patients as being a result 

of them being able to understand better, what the clinicians are asking of them 

and being able to ask questions during the study consultations. The review 

showed that patient awareness about their treatment pathway impacted not only 

on diabetes control, but also, adherence to lifestyle, better BP control and 

adherence to other chronic diseases therapies. Peimani et al. (2021) showed 

the importance of the reasons for diabetes treatment intensification and 

consequences of the changes being relayed back to the patient. They explained 

the importance of effective communication to empower patients to improve their 

self-care attitudes and behaviours as they led to reducing stress and improving 

HbA1c in the study sample. This was also seen in this study, as patients 

became more aware of their management plan, compared from baseline to 

midterm (group A) and endpoint (groups A and B), improvement in HbA1c (by 
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mean of 0.9% from baseline) was in addition to understanding of their condition 

and step-up management plan (baseline n=7 [11%]; endpoint n=48 [75%]). 

Zheng et al. (2020) explained the importance of shared decision-making 

processes, where patient awareness and understanding of therapy are 

essential parts for their autonomy to agree or disagree with the care plan. The 

authors suggested that a patient-centred approach to consultations, promotes 

patient engagement, and most importantly, provides better insight into their 

condition and aspects of self-care and monitoring. They concluded that most 

patients in their study wished to be more engaged in decision- making related to 

their health. The study concluded that effective communication regarding the 

reasons for adding new medications, improved patient - practitioner trust in 43% 

of patients in their study population (Zheng et al., 2020). This demonstrates that 

gaining trust is an important strategy that can affect disease control either way 

whether this is with the clinician reviewing the patient or the patient taking their 

medication. If a patient is not able to trust their clinician this can have a negative 

impact on adherence, to the management plan as well as the self-behaviours of 

the patient. The improvement in the two-way clinician-patient “trust” relationship 

was demonstrated in this study indicated by patients’ feedback: 

“I feel more comfortable with my medication now” (P08, 45, 38, 11, 59 & 29). 

I know I am in good hands with clinicians here” (P04, 43, 48, 39 & 42). 

“I know if I have any problems, I can contact the surgery” (P10, 39, 42, 30, 04, 

35 & 54). 

Self-care and disease prognosis evaluation 

Category 1: High self-care efficacy and favourable disease prognosis  

The results from Peimani et al. (2021) showed that effective medication taking 

was associated with a 0.68% decrease in HbA1c results. In this study, good 
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disease control was measured by HbA1c within range, BP within range, good 

adherence to therapy and lifestyle advice, and good mental health. At baseline 

in this study 17% (n=11) of participants were categorised as having high self-

care efficacy and favourable disease prognosis in which at endpoint this 

increased to 73% (n=47) by patients staying in this category and others moving 

from other lower categories to category 1.  

Dessie et al. (2020) and Krishnakumar et al. (2020) showed how knowledge, 

attitude, practicing good adherence (KAP) is an important factor in patient 

diabetes control 3-months from baseline (P < 0.0001) and stated that this 

improvement was due to the improvement in patient education which led to 

good patient self-care and attitude. In this study, good diabetes control was 

measured by HbA1c and BP within the individual patient target as indicated by 

their treating doctor. This study showed 57% improvement by moving patients 

from a lower level to the highest category of self-care and disease control from 

n=11 to n=47 over a 6-month period, between the baseline to endpoint sample. 

Comparative statistical analysis between the groups is discussed in chapter 6. 

Abdulrahman et al. (2020) reviewed adherence using MMAS-8© scale and 

HbA1c results. The authors found that 544 (76%) patients had good knowledge 

about their condition, 570 (76%) had good attitude toward their diabetes, 437 

(57%) demonstrated good adherence to the diabetic self-care advice, 527 

(70%) had good level of medication adherence and 475 (63%) went to eye care 

routine checks. However, they had poor adherence to monitoring their BP (330, 

44%) and foot care (336, 45%) which was the opposite outcome to the current 

study findings (Abdulrahman et al., 2020). In this study all participants had their 

regular BP checks and were up to date with their foot care monitoring with the 

nurse at the practice, however those aspects were managed by the practice not 
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fully reliant of the patient ability to self-care. 

Category 2: High self-care efficacy and poor disease prognosis 

This theme was measured, based on the combination of good adherence to 

medications and lifestyle advice, no mental health issues and disease markers 

outside the target range for the individual patient. Adherence was detected via 

the MMAS-8© questionnaire scores, lifestyle was reviewed based on patient 

self-reporting during the consultation, diseases markers were assessed by no 

improvement or deterioration of the HbA1c and BP. HbA1c was reviewed from 

patient records (the recent from test conducted within 4-weeks before the 

appointment) or ordering a new test the same day, and BP was measured 

during the consultation.  

The current study showed that 42% (n=27) of participants at baseline fell into 

this category, which was reduced to 19% (n=12) at end point with 23% 

improvement and patient moving to category 1. The improvement was 

measured when HbA1c and BP remained withing range and adherence to 

medications and lifestyle advice remained at high or improved to high (or 1% in 

both intentional and unintentional to reach the maximum score of 4) and mental 

health scores remained under 15%. The intensification is defined as moving to 

the next step in the NICE treatment pathways. For T2DM this is moving from 

mono-therapy to dual-therapy and from dual-therapy to triple therapy, quadruple 

therapy then the addition of injectables such as insulin. This was a challenging 

conversation with majority of the participants, where many disliked the idea of 

injectables, especially those who were on triple therapy, where the next 

treatment optimisation is replacing one class of medication with another from 

different class or as per the NICE NG28 (2020) guidelines, or to an injectable 

therapy such as exenatide or insulin. Some patients 23% (n=14) simply refused 
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to accept the addition of another antidiabetic agent. The majority of the patients, 

20% (n= 13) agreed to modifying their lifestyle and diet plans. Some patients 

admitted to answering incorrectly on the MMAS-8© questionnaire because they 

were embarrassed to tell the truth, to avoid being judged or get themselves into 

trouble, and that they were now aware of the importance of their role in 

improving their health outcomes. 

Mogre et al. (2020) looked at the behaviours of poor adherence to self-care 

responsibilities in patient with T2DM in Ghana. Their cross-sectional study 

showed that there was not a common specific barrier, but rather, multiple 

factors such as activity, dietary changes, weight management, foot check, 

appropriate footwear, eye care and other modifiable risk factors, or, improving 

other medical conditions outcomes, of which all or some of them may have 

impacted patient glycaemic control. For example, patients who have 

successfully achieved their physical activities goals (58.7%) but failed their diet 

goal, but they learned that change is possible, i.e., learned the process of 

behaviour change and be able to experience the outcome which encouraged 

them to try again (Mogre et al., 2020). A review that assessed poor glycaemic 

control from the patients’ perspective, showed that despite good adherence, 

that other potential aspects can influence poor diabetes control such as MIH 

(Bytzer et al., 2002). This study showed that COVID-19 had impacted patients’ 

mental health, especially during the lockdown, when outdoor interactions and 

socialising were not allowed. This particularly impacted this Asian population who 

are strongly culturally connected to their wider family and community. Statistical 

analysis for the impact of MIH on adherence and T2DM control is discussed in 

chapter 6. Sharma et al. (2014) stated that patients need to be empowered with 

ongoing motivation skills such as short-term small goal setting, to empower 
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them to improve their disease control. 

Category 3: Poor self-care efficacy and favourable disease prognosis 

This theme was based on a combination of; disease markers within the patient 

target range, low adherence to medications and lifestyle advice and mental 

health issues that were present. At baseline, there were four participants (6%) 

in this category of which all were moved to category 1 at the endpoint. At 

baseline, there were adherence issues and mental health issues were detected. 

These were addressed via non-pharmacological interventions as a first step, 

and referral for mental health practitioners or their GP if mental health issues 

were at stage where specialist management (psychological therapy or 

pharmacological therapy) was required. This was initially determined via the 

CUDOS© and CUXOS© scores, as well as through the consultation itself. The 

researcher is a qualified independent prescriber and is able to authorise, 

diagnose and treat. However, within this study, and to prevent research bias, 

the patient was referred to GP for confirmation of the diagnosis. Two individuals 

required referral to the GP, of whom, one was commenced on pharmacological 

therapy and the other was referred for CBT.   

It was interesting to note that the poor adherence did not impact on the disease 

markers for this category, which may be related to the way participants 

answered the MMAS-8© rather than their actual behaviour. Alternatively, their 

lifestyle management compensated for the missing medication doses. Further 

investigations will be required to confirm this, such as repeating the screening 

and a follow-up consultation with the patient to discuss the findings.  However 

this was not allowed under the research as part of this study as per the HRA 

approval (patients are enrolled for duration of 6 months only) and the patient 

was booked for further follow-up as part of their usual care plan. This group of 
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patients self-reported to be highly concerned about the COVID-19 pandemic 

and the lockdown. Patients were concerned about the restrictions enforced 

affecting their lifestyle such as physical activity and daily routine. When these 

issues were discussed and a plan was put into place, agreed to by the patients, 

they were able to manage their activities and moved to category 1 by the end of 

the study.  

 A review by Dessie et al. (2020) explored the connection between good 

medication adherence, diabetes control and overall care. Diabetes medication 

adherence was found to be 68.59% in a total of sample of 7756 participants. 

This was a systematic review of 19 studies conducted in Ethiopia. 

Jankowska-Polanska et al. (2021) showed that factors such as comorbidities 

can affect adherence due to complex therapy and multiple medications or the 

impact of those comorbidity on the ability to self-care (e.g., cognition or mobility) 

or motivation to self-care (e.g., mental disorders). The COVID-19 pandemic was 

put forward by a number of patients, as their main reason for low adherence 

due to the changes in their daily routine, e.g., “my routine had changed 

therefore I seem to forget my evening dose” (P33, 64, 40, 30 & 59). Patients 

who had more than one chronic illness were more worried about contracting the 

COVID-19. This was seen in 28 out of the 36 patients, who were concerned 

about the virus (77.8%). Participants were reminded about the government 

guidelines on keeping safe, and the measures required when they decide to go 

out. Once these issues were raised and established, participants became more 

comfortable and re-commenced their physical activities. Simplifying patients’ 

treatment regimens through using extended release medications and 

deprescribing of legacy medications, may also improve patients’ adherence 

(NICE, 2020), however this was not assessed in this study. 
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Category 4: Poor self-care efficacy and poor disease prognosis  

This theme was measured, based upon a combination of disease markers out 

of the patient’s target range, low adherence to medications and lifestyle advice, 

mental health issues were detected. At endpoint there were only five 

participants (8%) in this category which can be attributed, at least partially, to 

their participation in the study as their awareness of their diseases, their 

medications and essential lifestyle adjustment improved.  

This also demonstrated that the frequency of communication with patients, who 

are at risk of poor disease prognosis, may contribute to a level of improvement 

in self-caring and reduction in complications. Whilst the patients in this category 

did not present CUDOS© and CUXOS© scores over 15% (no or very low 

depression and anxiety) their score increased by 2% from baseline, and 

coexisted with poor adherence, poor diseases markers and poor life style 

awareness, which put them at risk of progressing further above the 15%. 

Patients in this category expressed the impact their T2DM has on their social 

and cultural participation and the impact of their culture (food and lifestyle) on 

their diabetes and the stress of this situation impacting their ability to manage 

their diabetes. This may be an important finding, as it demonstrates the impact 

of social and cultural determinates on health, two elements rarely studied or 

considered by health professionals, when poor prognosis of a chronic condition 

is identified. 

Katon et al. (2009) explored the association between diabetes and depression 

comorbidity, associated with poor medication adherence or poor diabetes 

control and concluded that poor disease control was associated with depression 

comorbidity (OR = 1.98; 95% CI 1.31, 2.98). An unhealthy diet is recognised by 

NICE as one of the main factors that have a direct impact on T2DM prognosis 
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(NICE NG28, 2020). A recent multicentre, cross-sectional study by Sanchez-

Hernandez et al. (2020) looked at the impact of adherence to a Mediterranean 

diet alone or with pharmacological therapy on glycaemic control in patients 

diagnosed with T2DM. They analysed 3536 participants in which a total of 

33.8% showed non-adherence to their pharmacological treatment, who also had 

HbA1c >7.5%, and had lower educational level (p < 0.001) and sedentarism (p 

< 0.001). 

In this study, the majority of participants were educated overseas (68.8%, n=44) 

compared to those who were educated in the UK (14.1%, n=9). Some 

participants (17.2% n=11) refused to comment or provide the location of their 

initial education. The majority of participants had gained some form of 

qualification at primary school (65.5%, n=42), whereas 32.8% (n=21) had 

achieved one or more qualifications from secondary school, thus leaving only 

1.6% (n=1) obtaining a higher education qualification. The results suggest that 

educational levels can have impact on patient ability to fulfil their self-care 

responsibilities. All patients in this category had some issues with their diet as a 

result of their own habits, ability to afford healthy food, or their culture. Various 

issues found during baseline were included in a care plan, which were agreed 

upon by the patient and included various components of non-pharmacological 

support such as dose administration aids and reminders, access to diabetes 

diets through NHS or access to the ‘Every Mind Matters’, NHS website, 

pharmacological intervention or referral to another healthcare professional for 

further investigations. This approach contributed to reduction by 28%(n=18) 

who moved to category 1 theme.  

Patients’ future needs evaluation 

All the patients who participated in the study were reviewed as per the QoF 
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requirement, which varied, based upon their management plan that had been 

pre- agreed with their GP or diabetic specialist nurse. All participants upon 

signing up to the study, received two or three additional review consultations 

based on the study protocol group (Figure 7). 

Patient at risk of non-adherence to therapy and lifestyle 

At the endpoint, five patients (8%) were at or under the good adherence score 

as determined by MMAS-8©, which required additional support for additional 

period of time that exceeded the study protocol of 6-months. Those patients 

were scheduled for additional reviews at 3-months intervals before they are 

returned to their usual ongoing care pattern of annual health checks.  

HTN was seen to be one of the widespread conditions in 88% of the study 

participants. There were 8% of those patients who did not have good adherence 

scores for BP medications at endpoint which similar to Rana et al. (2021) and 

Tang et al. (2020) findings, that when participants had more than one chronic 

condition under treatment, they had poor adherence to their treatment plans. 

Many patients disliked the idea of taking more than one medication with a 

common dialogue such as “why am I on so many medications” (p28,12 56, 53, 

52, 47).  

Tang et al. (2020) investigated the factors affecting patient’s adherence to 

metformin and the incidence of discontinuation by the patients. The 

discontinuation rate was seen with both new and ongoing users (35.9% and 

23.1% respectively). In those who continued the metformin treatment, 

adherence rate was 40.5% and 44.3% among new and ongoing users 

respectively. This review was noteworthy as this is a common first line therapy 

used in patients in T2DM as per the NICE NG28 (2020) guideline. This current 

study showed that 44% (n=28) of participants had metformin as part of their 
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management plan for T2DM. The mean intentional and unintentional adherence 

results for these patients showed at baseline was a score of 3, improved at 

endpoint to 4. No patients required metformin discontinuation in this study, nor 

did any patient have any concerns about their metformin. The main concerns 

addressed in regard to adherence, were remembering to take the medications, 

and the awareness of how to control their T2DM as specified by NICE NG28 

and clinical knowledge summaries of diabetes management (2020). At endpoint 

the unintentional adherence to T2DM medications increased from sore of 3 to 

score of 4 and the intentional value remained the same. However also some 

patients had reductions in their score (8%, n=5) due to lifestyle as a result of 

COVID-19 restrictions. 

Polonsky and Henry (2016) concluded that 45% of patients with T2DM failed to 

achieve adequate glycaemic control (HbA1c<7) and showed how up to 93% of 

participants demonstrated poor adherence, depending on the pharmacological 

treatment used. Some medication classes showed a higher discontinuation rate 

than others such as 48.2% sulphonylureas, 51.8% thiazolidinedione 37.6% 

saxagliptin and 41.8% sitagliptin at the end of first year from being prescribed. 

These classes of medication are known for their side effects which many find 

intolerable, and risk of hypoglycaemia. Participants within this study continued with 

their therapy from baseline to endpoint, however they received further education on 

their medications side effects and safety during each consultation based on their 

study group. The authors also added that poor adherence can be potentially due 

to many non-patient factors such as lack of integrated care and poor 

communication between healthcare professionals. In this study, any issues that 

were established based on side effects, efficacy, formulation or tolerance, were 

rectified to suit the patient holistically, for example drinking plenty of fluids with 
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SGLT2 agents or looking for signs of hypoglycaemia with sulfonylureas. 

Medication classes that were commonly prescribed in our study were biguanide 

n=59 (92%), sulphonylureas n=3(5%), SGLT2 n= 15 (23%), thiazolidinedione 

n=9 (14%), GLP1 n=2(3%), DPP4 n= (14%) and insulin n=9 (14%).  

Patient at risk of mental health problems or illness 

This theme was important to capture in the study to ascertain that the process is 

rectified for future studies. Talbot and Nouwen (2000) in a 5-year follow-up 

study, concluded that out of their entire sample, 79% T2DM patients had a 

lifetime history of mood disorders before they were diagnosed with diabetes and 

continued to have those conditions after the diagnosis of T2DM. Additional 10% 

of the participants in their study who did not have history of mood disorders 

prior to their T2DM diagnosis developed a mood disorder during their 

participation in the study. Palizgir, Bakhtiari and Esteghamati (2013) agreed 

with Talbot and Nouwen (2000) findings that depression was one of the most 

common MIH disorders (70.7%) followed by anxiety (69.9%) that was 

associated with T2DM. Various studies have analysed the link between MIH 

and T2DM.  

A study by Ciechanowski, Katon and Russo (2000) explained how depression 

could cause a decline in a patient’s diabetes due to an unhealthy diet, decline in 

medication adherence behaviour and functional impairment. This was one of 

the factors identified in this study where all patients (100%) self-reported a high 

level of stress caused by the pandemic whether or not this was an impact on 

their lifestyle, their jobs and the instruction they received from the NHS 

concerning shielding. Adherence was mainly affected due to a change in their 

normal life routine, whether this was a change in work (working from home) or 

no longer collecting children due to closures of schools or even due to the fact 
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that other family members were always at home, which led to them being 

occupied by other household chores. In those who reported this stress, their 

HbA1c levels did not improve or increased. Additionally, due to the rise of their 

HbA1c, intensification of antidiabetic therapy was considered in accordance 

with NICE NG28 (2020) guideline step-up plan to prevent micro and macro-

vascular complications. 

At the time of this study, the COVID-19 pandemic started. The West Midlands 

was severely affected, and it quickly emerged that the Asian descended 

population were some of the people most affected by COVID-19 (100 % of the 

study population was from Asian background). Various emotions were raised 

amongst different patients at the time of the study.  

At baseline screening 17% (n=11) of participants were identified as at risk for 

MIH and required referral for further investigation. Patients categorised with 

moderate to high scores (risk) were referred to their usual GP for further 

investigation and management. Those who were classified as at low to mild risk 

were directed to self-help online sites such as NHS, Every Mind Matters and 

Minds for self-help and self-referral (Every Mind Matters, 2021). While all 

patients showed improvement at the endpoint, further follow up remained 

essential as indicated by NICE step-up pathways for depression and anxiety 

(NICE, 2021).  

At endpoint, a significant reduction was seen where, no patients had scores of 

15% or above in both CUDOS© and CUXOS© tests. However, one patient 

required a psychotherapy referral and one required pharmacological 

intervention (based on the MMAS-8©, CUDOS© and CUXOS© score) to be 

issued by the GP at baseline and commenced the applicable therapy at that 

point. 
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Patients require frequent health checks  

This theme looked at the study population holistically. As the researcher is an 

independent pharmacist prescriber and has an obligation to record and act on 

patients’ acute or ongoing health complaints as soon as they are disclosed, 

other health issues were identified which required referring the patient to the 

general practice for ongoing care.  

Due to the known CVD impact of T2DM, patients’ BP was also monitored, as 

part of this study protocol and managed according to NICE NG28 (2020) 

guidelines with accepted target of 130/85 mmHg. In this study, at baseline 75% 

(n=48) of participants had outstanding or were eligible for more frequent (than 

annual) health checks for one or more identified reasons e.g., HTN, T2DM, 

mental disorders, asthma, COPD, arthritis etc., specifically when recent checks 

were not recorded in the patient record.  

At endpoint 41% (n=26) participants remained in this category of requiring more 

frequent health checks.  

Benefit from participating in the study (self-reported wellbeing 

score) 

At baseline, 70% of patients (n=45, selected score 4-5 on the wellbeing scale) 

expressed their views about the benefits they would gain from the study as they 

liked the idea of additional consultations tailored to them as they really wanted 

to make a difference and improve their own health. Twenty eight percent (n=18) 

of participants selected score of 3 (moderate wellbeing) and only one participant 

had a score of 2 (low wellbeing).  

Participants shared the following comments: 

- “I’m looking forward to working on my diabetes”. (P62, 16, 19 & 34) 

- “This study sounds like a brilliant idea”. (P19, 58, 44, 20, 55, 50, 34 & 05) 
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- “I like that we are going to be monitored and reviewed”. (P23, 31, 44, 16, 

48, 38, 27, 24 & 34) 

At endpoint 97% (n=62) scores were between 4-5 (high level of wellbeing) and 

only six patients (9%) remained at moderate level of wellbeing (score of 3) 

which was the lowest score.  

Participants shared the following comments:  

- “I would want to be continued to be reviewed like this”. (P55, 51, 44, 54, 

04, 59, 27 & 05) 

- “I’ve really learnt a lot about my conditions and feel in control”. (P61, 01, 

07, 21, 50 & 24) 

- “I’m really pleased with diabetes control”. (P44, 25, 21, 37, 38 & 05) 

Prediction model  

Based on the thematic analysis, coupled with case characteristics and grouping, 

it was possible to identify four possible prediction phenomena. Table 24 

provides an overview of the characteristics of patients who displayed similar 

phenomena.  
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Table 24: Patients shared characteristics at baseline 

Phenomenon High self-care 
efficacy and 
favourable 
disease 
prognosis  

High self-care 
efficacy and 
poor disease 
prognosis 

Poor self-care 
efficacy and 
favourable 
disease 
prognosis 

Poor self-care 
efficacy and 
poor disease 
prognosis 

Age (years) Median: 53 
Mean: 54 
Mode: 48 

Median: 56 
Mean: 55 
Mode: 66 

Median: 59 
Mean: 59 
Mode: 59 

Median: 60 
Mean: 59 
Mode: 65 

Gender (M/F) F= 7 
M=4 

F= 15 
M=11 

F= 1 
M=3 

F= 12 
M=11 

Intentional 
medications 
adherence ranges 

Median: 4 
Mean: 4 
Mode 4 

Median: 3 
Mean: 3 
Mode: 4 

Median: 4 
Mean:4  
Mode: 4 

Median: 4 
Mean: 3.75 
Mode: 4 

Unintentional 
medication 
adherence 

Median:4 
Mean: 4 
Mode: 4 

Median:3 
Mean:3 
Mode: 3 

Median: 4 
Mean: 3.75 
Mode: 4 

Median: 3.75 
Mean: 3 
Mode: 4 

Depression 0%-10% 11%-20% 0-10% 11-20% 

Anxiety 0%-10% 11%-20% 0%-10% 11%-20% 

Wellbeing Median: 4 
Mean: 4 
Mode: 4 

Median: 4 
Mean:  4 
Mode: 4 

Median: 4 
Mean: 4 
Mode: 4 

Median:4 
Mean:4 
Mode; 4 

Number of conditions <3 4-5 4-5 <6 

Number of 
medications 

2-10 2-10 2-10 4-14 

HbA1c (%) Median: 6.7 
Mean: 6.8 
Mode: 6.5 

Median: 7.6 
Mean: 7.9 
Mode: 7.7 

Median: 7.6 
Mean:7.6 
Mode: 7.1 

Median:7.7 
Mean: 8.8 
Mode: 7.7 

BP (mmHg) Median: 126/80 
Mean: 123/85 
Mode: N/A 

Median: 126/80 
Mean: 124/80 
Mode128/80 

Median: 127/85 
Mean: 128/85 
Mode: N/A 

Median: 128/77 
Mean: 124/77 
Mode: 137/78 

COVID-19 impact Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Phenomenon 
probability 

Possible Possible  Impossible Possible 

 

The phenomena were in the green when shared by 90% or more of the 

participants’ characteristics.  

High self-care efficacy and favourable disease prognosis 

This domain showed that the average age of participants was 54yrs (median 

age 53 years). They were, on average, prescribed 2-10 medications, with <3 

potential diagnosed conditions. The ratio of gender showed a 7:4 ratio female to 

males. The age and gender characteristics of this group means that the results 

may not be applicable to men or to a younger patients’ cohort.  

High self-care efficacy and poor disease prognosis 

This domain consisted of n=26 (41%) participants representing a 15:11 ratio of 

female to the male and aged on average 55yrs (median 56years). The average 
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score given for the intentional and unintentional adherence score was 3, range 

of 11-20% depression and anxiety, 4-5 various diagnoses and 2-10 

medications. Participants had their HbA1c ranging at 7.9% (median 7.6%) with 

an average BP of 124/80mmHg (median 126/80mmHg). These average 

markers suggested values within the therapeutic range for BP with a slight 

increase in the median HbA1c (7.9%). All participants expressed concern in 

regard to the virus which had impacted on their lifestyle. Patients self-reported 

reduced physical activity, due to fear of going out and contracting the virus and 

because of the daily mortality rate reported in the media. This explained the 

slight increase in the CUDOS© and CUXOS© scores discussed in chapter 6. 

This was the self-reported reason for some participants in this domain to having 

poor prognosis. All participants’ scores were within the high range describing 

the study as beneficial towards their health. These results also represent a 

possible phenomenon. 

Poor self-care efficacy and favourable disease prognosis 

This domain showed that the majority of patient ranged at the age of 59 years 

old (median 59 years) fell into the category of this group 6% (n=4) with a ratio of 

1:3 female to male population. This domain showed that more males resided 

within this domain, reflecting poor efficacy with a favourable disease prognosis.  

The average adherence scores for intentional ranged at 4 (median: 4) 

representing very good adherence and the average unintentional value showed 

3.75 (median 4). Both values depict good adherence to medication and with 

favourable outcomes on disease prognosis. The values for participants within 

this category did not illustrate any concern in term of their MIH as both 

depression and anxiety scores remained within the first tier of 0-10%. This 

domain had participants with a similar average to the previous domain with 
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participants prescribed 2-10 medication with 4-5 diagnoses. Patient within this 

domain for disease markers had an average HbA1c of 7.6% (median 7.6%), 

with a mean of 127/85mmHg (median 128/85mmHg). All participants within this 

domain had been affected by COVID-19, as such it is not a normal disease 

behaviour and can be seen as invalid phenomenon.  

Poor self-care efficacy and poor disease prognosis 

Patients within this category had an average age of 59 years (median: 60years) 

of 36% (n=23) with a ratio of 12:11 ratio of female and males. The average 

adherence score for this group showed mean of 3.75 (median 4) for intentional 

adherence and mean of 3 (median 3.75) for unintentional. In these participants 

some showed low ranges in between 11-20% for both depression or anxiety. 

Participants within this groups showed a significant comparison to the other 

domain as patients had <6 with 4-14 medications prescribed. The HbA1c 

averaged at mean 8.8% (Median: 7.7%), with BP averaged at 124/77mmHg 

(median 128/77mmHg). All participants had been affected by COVID-19 in this 

group having a possible probability as a phenomenon. The participants within 

this domain gave an average rate of 3 (median 3) which falls into the moderate 

category of their view towards the benefits towards the study. 

Chapter Summary 

Based on the manual thematic coding, there were three possible phenomenon: 

high self-care efficacy and favourable disease prognosis [F= 7 & M=4], high 

self-care efficacy and poor disease prognosis [F= 15 & M=11] and poor self-

care efficacy and poor disease prognosis [F= 12 & M=11] and one phenomenon 

was not proven due to the small sample size and possible patients self-

reporting bias (poor self-care efficacy and favourable disease prognosis [F= 1 & 

M=3]).   
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Chapter VI: Statistical Analysis and Discussion 

Of those registered in the study site as diagnosed with T2DM (n=71), a total 

population of 64 (90%) patients signed the informed consent to voluntarily enrol 

in the study. The 64 patients were then randomly divided into two equal cohorts 

of 32 patients using online software to prevent selection bias. The first cohort ‘A’ 

received three scheduled study consultations at the initial enrolment (baseline),  

3-months (midterm) and a further consultation at 6-months (endpoint), whereas 

the second cohort ‘B’ received two scheduled study consultations at enrolment 

(baseline), and 6-months (endpoint).  

Part 1: Population characteristics  

Table 23 displays the personal and social characteristics for all participants. The 

table is further sub-divided into categories of employment, location of education, 

qualifications obtained, noted access to the world wide web, ethnicity, current 

smoking status, awareness of mental health condition and awareness of 

physical activities being exercised (if any). Each of these of these observations 

were scrutinised to explore any relationship between the chronic diseases and 

adherence by each of the demographics’ variables. 

The sample was well distributed by gender, 52% females (n=33) and 48% 

males (n=31). The male population was well distributed to all age groups with 

the majority (39%, n=12) were in the 61-70 years old group followed by 30% in 

41-50 years old group, 26% in the 51-60 years old group and only 5% (n=2) 

above the age of 70 years. For females, the majority (48%, n=16) were in the 

51-60 years old group, followed by 25% (n=8) in 61-70 years old group, 18% 

(n=6) in 41-50 years old group, 6% (n=2) under 41 years and 3% (n=1) above 

the age of 70 years. In total the majority of participants (92%, n=59) were 

between the 41-70 years of age window which make the study outcomes 
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possible to compare to the current literatures and the national statistics. 

Due to the geographical location of the study site, only two ethnicities were 

presented in this study sample: 19% (n=12) from Bangladeshi heritage and 

81% (n=52) from Pakistani heritage (Table 25). This might be a limitation to 

generalising the findings from this study, however this sample is representative 

of the area of the West Midlands (Birmingham) where the study took place.  

Table 25: Personal and social characteristics 

 Ethnicity Participants Number and percentage 

Bangladeshi 12(19%) 

Pakistani 52(81%) 

 

There were 88% (n=56) of patients taking part in some form of physical 

activities which consisted of 45% (n=25) males and 55% (n=31) females. The 

age of male participants was divided as; 32% (n=8) 41-50year old, 28% (n=7) 

51-60 year old, 32% (n=8) 61-70 year old and 8% (n=2) 71-80 year olds. For 

females 3% (n=1) 31-40 year old, 19% (n=6) 41-50 year old, 48% (n=15) 51-60 

year old, 26% (n=8) 61-70year old and 3% (n=1) 71-80 year old. The type of 

physical activity consisted of any activity above the normal activities of daily 

living;(showering, cooking, cleaning the house) such as long walks, jogging in the 

park, going to the gymnasium and using the treadmill at home. Comparing these 

figures to those that were physically inactive 9% (n=6). The inactive male 

participants consisted of 25% (n=1) 31-40 year old, 25% (n=1) 51-60 year old 

and 50% (n=2) 61-70 year old. The females’ population consisted of 50% (n=1) 

31-40 year old and 50% (n=1) 41-50 year olds. Out of those who answered yes 

for being engaged in physical activities, 60.9% (n=39) had conducted 

independent physical activities, whilst 29.7% (n=19) had a companion (Table 

26).  
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Table 26: Physical Activity frequency 

  Participants Number and percentage 

Physical activity  

Yes 56(88%) 

No 6(9%) 

Prefer not to say 2(3%) 

Activity Performed  

Alone 39(61%) 

Companion 19(30%) 

Prefer not to say   6(9%) 

 

The majority of participants were educated overseas (68.8%, n=44) amongst 

these were 52% (n=23) male population and 48% (n=21) female. Regarding 

age 26% (n=6) of all males were in the 41-50 year old group followed by 35% 

(n=8) 51-60 year old, 35% (n=8) in 61-70 year old and 4% (n-=1) 71-80. For 

females 19% (n=4) were 41-50 year old group followed by 52% (n=11) 51-60 

year old, 24% (n=5) in 61-70 years old and 5% (n=1) in the 71-80 year old 

group. Comparing this data to those who had their full education in the UK 

(14.1%, n=9) in which consisted of 44% (n=4) male population and 56% (n=5) 

female population. As for age, 75% (n=3) of all males were 41-50 year old and 

25% (n=1) 61-70 year old. For females 20%(n=1) 31-40 year old, followed by 

20% (n=1) 41-50 year old and 60% (n=3) 51-60 year olds.  

On the other hand, 17.2% (n=11) did not comment or provide the location of 

their initial education. The majority of participants had gained a qualification at 

primary school (65.5%, n=42), in which consisted of 48% (n=20) males and 

52% (n=22) females in this category. Regarding age 15%(n=3) of all males 41-

50 years old, 35%(n=7) 51-60 year old, 35%(n=7) 61-70 year old and 15%(n=3) 

71-80 year old. For females 14% (n=3) 41-50 year old consisted in this 

qualification followed by 50% (n=11) 51-60 year olds, 32%(n=7) 61-70 year olds 

and 5%(n=1) 71-80 year olds. On the other hand 32.8% (n=21) had achieved 

one or more qualifications from secondary school which consisted of 52% 

(n=11) males and 48% (n=10) females.  
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As for age of all males 55%(n=6) 41-50year olds, 9% (n=1) 51-60 year olds and 

36% (n=4) 61-70 year old had secondary qualifications. As for females 

20%(n=2) 31-40 year old, 20% (n=2) 41-50 year old, 50% (n=5) 51-60 year old 

and 10%(n=1) 61-70 year old with only one person (1.6%) had a higher 

education qualification from University (Table 27).  

Table 27: Education by frequency 

  Participants Number and percentage 

Location of Initial Education  

Prefer not to say 11(17%) 

Overseas 44(69%) 

UK 9(14%) 

Highest Qualification  

Primary 42(66%) 

Secondary 21(33%) 

University 1(2%) 

 

There were 40.6% (n=26) of participants in current employment that consisted 

of 31% (n=8) female with participants aged ranged 13% (n=1) 31-40 year old, 

38% (n=3) 41-50 year old, 38% (n=3) 51-60year old and 13% (n=1) 61-70 year 

old.  

Compared to the males 69% (n=18) with participants 44% (n=8) aged 41-50 

year old, 17% (n=3) aged 51-60 year old, 33% (n=6) aged 61-70 year old and 

6% (n=1) 71-80 year old. Comparing these to 23.4% (n=15) unemployed, 87% 

(n=13) female8% (n=1) aged 31-40 years old, 15% (n=2) 41-50 years old, 46% 

(n=6) 51-60 years old, 23% (n=3) 61-70 years old and 8% (n=1) 71-80 years 

old. Only 13% (n=2) males all into this cohort that ranged in the category of 61-

70 years of age.  

Adding to these figures 35.9% (n=23) preferred not to comment or provide 

details of employment status (Table 28).  

Table 28: Employment by frequency 

 Employment  Participants Number and percentage 

Preferred Not to say 23(36%) 

Employed 26(41%) 

Unemployed 15(23%) 
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Approximately 63% (n=40) had current access to the internet in which consisted 

of 48% (n=19) female ranging from ages of 5% (n=1) 31-40 year old, 21% (n=4) 

41-50 year old 47% (n=9) 51-60year old and 26% (n=5) 61-70 year old. 

Compared to 53% (n=21) males varying from ages of 29% (n=6) 41-50 years 

old, 19% (n=4) 51-60 years old, 48% (n=10) 61-70 years old and 5% (n=1) 71-

80 years old. On the other hand, 33% (n=21) did not have access to the internet 

in which 57% (n=12) were female from various age categories 17% (n=2) 41-50 

years old, 50% (n=6) 51-60 years old, 25% (n=3) 61-70years old and 8% (n=1) 

71=80 year old. The males 43% (n=9) ranged from 22% (n=2) 41-50 years old, 

44% (n=4) 51-60 years old,22% (n=2) 61-70 years old and 11% (n=1) 71-80 

years old (Table 29). 

Table 29: internet access by frequency 

 Internet Access Participants Number and percentage 

Yes 40 (63%) 

No 21(33%) 

 

Only 15.6% (n=10) reported having a diagnosis of mental health 70% (n=7) 

being female from various ranges 14% (n=1) 41-50 years old, 43% (n=3) 51-60 

years old, and 43% (n=3) 61-70 years old. On the hand with 30% (n=3) being 

male from various ages ranges of 67% (n=2) 41-50 years old and 33% (n=1) 

51-60 years old. However, most of the cohort (84.4%, n=54) selected the ‘prefer 

not to say’ option which might be a conscious decision not to share such 

information due to cultural mental health stigma but in reality, they do 

experience some MIH problems.   

Of these, 48% (n=26) were female 8% (n=2) were 31-40 years old, 19% (n=5) 

41-50 years old, 50% (n=13) 51-60 years old, 19% (n=5) 61-70 years old and 

4% (n=1) 71-80 years old. However, 52% (n=28) comprised of male participants 

in which 25% (n=7) were aged 41-50 years old, 25% (n=7) 51-60 years old, 
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43% (n=12) 61-70 years old and 7% (n=2) 71-80 years old (Table 30). 

Table 30: Previous mental health diagnosis or experience by frequency 

 Mental Health Diagnosis Participants Number and percentage 

Prefer not to say 54(84%) 

Good mental Health 10(16%) 

 

When smoking status was explored, there were 13% (n=8) smoked, 75% (n=6) 

of them were males and 25% (n=2) were females. the majority of male smokers 

were between the age of 51 and 70 years (33% (n=2) 51-60 year old and 33% 

(n=2) 61-70 year old) and 17% (n=1) in both 41-71-80 year old.  

Amongst female smokers, one was in the 41-50 year old group and one in the 

51-60 year old group. There was 84.4% (n= 54) of all participants did not smoke 

at all, 44% (n=24) of those were males and 56% (n=30) were females.  

The majority of male non-smokers (38%, n=9) were in the 61-70 year old group, 

followed by 33% (n=8) in the 41-50 year old group, 25% (n=6) 51-60 year old 

and 4% (n=1) 71-80 year old.  

For females, the majority were in the older generation (50% (n=15) 51-60 year 

old, 23% (n=7) 61-70 year old, followed by 17% (n=5) 41-50 year old, 7% (n=2) 

31-40 year old, and 3% (n=1) 71-80 year old (Table 31).  

Table 31: smoking status by frequency 

 Smoker Participants Number and percentage 

Yes 8(13%) 

No 54(84%) 

Prefer not to say  2(3%) 

 

The medication used by participants in T2DM treatment is presented in table 

32. This table shows that monotherapy was used by 29 (45%) participants, dual 

therapy was used by 17 (27%) participants, triple therapy was used by nine 

(14%) participants and therapy combined with insulin was used by nine (14%) 

participants.  

This intensification could be due to undisclosed non-adherence, and also would 
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have further impact on current adherence due to complex, but essential 

polypharmacy. 

Table 32: T2DM prescribed medication by frequency 

Medication Frequency Central nervous symptoms side effects 

Alogliptin 1 Headache 

Saxagliptin 1 Dizziness and headache  

vildagliptin 1 Headache  

Canagliflozin 2 Dizziness  

Linagliptin 2 None 

Gliclazide 3 None  

Sitagliptin 6 Headache, dizziness  

Pioglitazone 9 Insomnia  

Empagliflozin 15 None  

Metformin 59 None  

 

There were (92%) of the study population who had comorbidities. Table 33 lists 

medication prescribed for those conditions. 
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Table 33: Chronic diseases medications prescribed 

Medication Frequency Clinical diagnosis Central nervous symptoms side effects 

Amlodipine 15 

HTN 

Depression, dizziness, headache, insomnia, confusion, mood change, anxiety 

Indapamide 7 None 

Lercanidipine 1 Headache, dizziness, depression 

Doxazosin 3 Agitation, depression, anxiety, insomnia, nervousness, dizziness, headaches, tremor 

Felodipine 1 Headaches, dizziness 

Losartan 12 Dizziness, headaches, sleep disorders, somnolence 

Diltiazem 1 Headaches, dizziness 

Perindopril 
Ramipril 
Lisinopril 

1 
10 
13 

HTN or renal 
protective in T2DM 

Dizziness, Headache, paraesthesia, confusion, vertigo 

Apixaban  1  

Ischemic heart 
diseases 

None 

Aspirin 18 Headache, vertigo, hallucinations dizziness and headaches 

Clopidogrel 2 Dizziness, headaches 

Isosorbide mononitrate 2 Headaches and dizziness 

Ivabradine 1 Headaches and dizziness 

Furosemide 1 Dizziness 

Citalopram 2 

MIH 

Anxiety, agitation, hallucination, mania 

Duloxetine 2 Anxiety, insomnia, sleep disorder, headache, dizziness, nervousness 

Amitriptyline 1 Dizziness, headaches, Anxiety, Mania, insomnia, hallucination, suicidal 

Procyclidine 1 Dizziness, impaired cognition, anxiety, agitation, confusion, hallucination 

Mirtazapine 3 Anxiety, confusion, insomnia, mania, nightmare, hallucination suicidal ideation, suicidal behaviour 

Paliperidone 1 Mania, agitation, depression, anxiety, nervousness, nightmare, sleep disorder, dizziness 

Pregabalin 1 Dizziness, headaches, confusion, hallucination, depression, mood swings, aggression 

Quetiapine 1 Dizziness, suicidal ideation/behaviour 

Sertraline 4 
Insomnia, anxiety, depression, agitation, nervousness, suicidal behaviour, hallucination, aggression, 
euphoric mood, dizziness, headache 

Sodium valproate 1 Tremor 

Venlafaxine 2 Insomnia, agitation, hallucination, headache, dizziness, sedation 

Zolpidem 1 
Hallucination, agitation, nightmare, depression, confusion, irritability, aggression, headache, 
dizziness, increased insomnia 

Zuclopenthixol 1 Insomnia, depression, anxiety, confusion state, dizziness, headache 

Beclomethasone 4 
Respiratory disease 

Sleep disorders, anxiety, depression, aggression, behavioural disorders, headache 

Beclomethasone 4 Sleep disorders, anxiety, depression, aggression, behavioural changes, headache, dizziness 
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Medication Frequency Clinical diagnosis Central nervous symptoms side effects 

/formoterol 

Montelukast 4 
Insomnia, anxiety, agitation including aggressive behaviour or hostility, depression, dizziness, 
drowsiness 

Salbutamol inhaler 2 Sleep disturbances and hallucinations, insomnia, headache, dizziness 

Tiotropium 1 Dizziness, headache, insomnia 

Fluticasone/salmeterol 2 Anxiety, behavioural changes, depression, aggression, headache 

Levodopa with 
carbidopa and 
entacapone 

1 Parkinson disease 
Depression, hallucination,  
Confusion state, anxiety, insomnia  
dizziness, headache, psychosis, agitation 

Atorvastatin 
Rosuvastatin 
simvastatin 

47 
1 
6 

Dyslipidaemia, 
CVD secondary 
prevention 

Depression 
 

Lansoprazole 
Omeprazole 
Pantoprazole 

5 
1 
9 

GORD or gastric 
protection  

Headaches, dizziness 

Atenolol 
Bisoprolol 
propranolol 

2 
6 
1 

Ischemic heart 
disease 

Dizziness headaches hallucinations 
depression  
 

Ispaghula 
Macrogol 
Bisacodyl 

1 
3 
4 

Constipation 
None 

Levothyroxine 3 Hypothyroidism Insomnia 

Mirabegron 
solifenacin 

1 
2 

Urinary 
incontinence 

Headaches, dizziness 

Carbomer eye gel 1 
Eye disorders 

None 

Travoprost 1 Headache, dizziness, anxiety, depression, insomnia 

Tamsulosin 1 
Benign prostatic 
hyperplasia 

Dizziness 

Sildenafil 8 Erectile dysfunction Headache, dizziness 

Dermol 1 Eczema None 

Dihydrocodeine with 
paracetamol 

1 Analgesia 
None 
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Table 34 provides the descriptive statistics summary of the various measurable 

output variables. The standard deviation (SD) (+/-) of all the variables are lower 

in the follow up compared to baseline, except in the HbA1c. This indicates that 

most participants’ individual scores became closer to the cohort means after 

receiving the study intervention, which is a positive impact.  

Table 34: Overall mean values, SD (+/-) with minimum and maximum values at baseline 
and endpoint 

Variables 
Base Line  Follow up 

Mean SD (+/-) Min Max Mean SD (+/-) Min Max 

HbA1c  8.00 1.68 6.40 13.00 7.73 1.70 5.80 12.70 

Morisky score-8© 

Diabetes 
intentional 

3.41 1.09 0.00 4.00 3.33 0.73 2.00 4.00 

Morisky score-

8©Diabetes 

unintentional 

3.45 0.67 0.75 4.00 3.73 0.53 1.75 4.00 

Morisky score 

CUDOS©  
1.03 0.18 1.00 2.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 

Morisky score 

CUXOS©  
1.03 0.18 1.00 2.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 

Morisky score-8© 

Chronic Diseases 
medications 
intentional 

3.59 0.83 1.00 4.00 3.92 0.27 3.00 4.00 

Morisky score-8© 

Chronic Diseases 
Medications 
unintentional 

3.52 0.55 2.00 4.00 3.70 0.44 2.75 4.00 

BP (systolic)  123.91 13.12 98.00 159.00 126.78 14.57 100.00 175.00 

BP(diastolic) 78.19 7.19 59.00 93.00 81.03 6.62 60.00 100.00 

 

Physical activity 

Physical activity is one of the essential modifiable risk factors which can 

contribute to favourable disease prognosis for patients diagnosed with T2DM or 

mental health. Taking part in physical activities was discussed with patients 

throughout their participation in the study at every consultation, based on their 

assigned group. The histograms in figures 8 and 9 demonstrate that the 

residuals are normally distributed and therefore, the regression model is valid 

and fulfils the major assumption of normal distribution for regression residuals. 
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Figure 8: Adherence scores at each encounter for physically active patients 
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Figure 9: Adherence scores at each encounter for physically inactive patient 
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The majority (n=56, 90%) of participants disclosed that they did participate in 

physical activity and that this was either alone or with a companion. NICE NG28 

(2020) guidelines for T2DM emphasise the importance of lifestyle and physical 

activity in the non-pharmacological management of disease progression.  

The data for physical activity was analysed further in both cohorts, the “yes” and 

the “no” to see if there was any statistical difference in disease management for 

diabetes, any detection in MIH or any fluctuation in disease markers (Table 35). 

Participants who did not participate in physical activity were classified as 

inactive. They showed better adherence compared to the active patients for 

MMAS-8© diabetes and chronic diseases medications at baseline (66% and 

83% respectively). Group B (n=31) consisted of 28 participants reported to be 

physically active and 3 participants reported not having any physical activities 

other than daily living activities. Group A (n=31) consisted of 28 participants 

reported to be physically active and 3 participants reported not having any 

physical activities other than daily living activities. There were two participants 

who did not disclose their physical activity level. Mental health was also 

screened used the MMAS-8© widget giving CUDOS© and CUXOS© scores for 

anxiety and depression. Depression was not detected in either cohort, 

irrespective of any form of physical activity. However, there were a few 

detections in anxiety scores. The physical active patients showed at baseline 

2% of the population had scores within the minimal anxiety category whereas 

17% had scores in the inactive population for the same category at baseline. 

This showed that inactive participants displayed slight anxiety, although it did 

not appear to affect their adherence to their medication. The wellbeing scores 

showed that inactive participants showed better wellbeing score compared to 

the active participants. 
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Table 35: A descriptive analysis on physical activity vs. no physical activity  

  Patients n*(%**) 

 Physical activity 
Physically 

Active 
Physically 

Inactive 
Physically 

Active 
Physically 

Inactive 
Physically 

Active 
Physically 

Inactive 

  Baseline Midterm Endpoint  

  56(90%) 6(10%) 28(90%) 3(10%) 56(90%) 6(10%) 

Diabetes medications adherence overall score (n=62) 

Very low  
(0-1.75) 

2 (4%)  0 0 0 0 0 

Low (2-3.75) 1(2%) 0 0 0 0 0 

Moderate  
(4-6.75) 

17(30%) 2(33%) 22(81%) 0 13(23%) 2(33%) 

High (7-8) 36(64%) 4(66%) 5(19%) 3(100%) 43(76%) 4(66%) 

Chronic diseases medications adherence overall score (n=62) 

Very low  
(0-1.75) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Low (2-3.75) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Moderate  
(4-6.75) 

18(32%) 1(17%) 5(19%) 0 3(5%) 1(17%) 

High (7-8) 38(68%) 5(83%) 22(81%) 3(100%) 53(95%) 5(83%) 

CUDOS© (n=62) 

Non-depressed (0-
10%) 

54(96%) 6(100%) 27(100%) 3(100%) 56(100%) 6(100%) 

Minimal depressed 
(11-20%) 

2(4%) 0 0 0 0 0 

Mild depression 
(21-30%) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Moderate 
depression (31-
45%) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Severe depression 
(46% and above) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

CUXOS© (n=62) 

Non-anxious (0-
10%) 

55 (98%) 5(83%) 27(100%) 3(100%) 56(100%) 6(100%) 

Minimal anxiety (11-
20%) 

1(2%) 1(17%) 0 0 0 0 

Mild anxiety (21-
30%) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Moderate anxiety 
(31-40%) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Severe anxiety 
(41% and above) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Wellbeing Score (n=62) 

Low (1-2)  1(2%) 0 0 0 0 0 

Moderate (3) 14(25%) 3(50%) 2(7%) 0 1(2%) 1(17%) 

High (4-5) 41(73%) 3(50%) 25(93%) 3(100%) 55(98%) 5(83%) 

* Number, ** Percentage 

 

Table 36 represents group A, B and total sample participants diabetes 

medication adherence scores by gender and physical activity level. The table 

demonstrates high adherence ranges (score of 6 and above) in all males and 

females except at baseline for the male cohort where it was 5.89. All physically 

active patients in this group showed progressive improvement in their 
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adherence scores mean, except for physically inactive females. Group B both 

physically active and inactive participants’ cohorts showed high adherence 

ranges (score of 6 and above). Only physically active males showed an 

improvement from baseline. All males and females in the study, regardless of 

the level of their physical activity or study group showed improvement in their 

scores mean from baseline to endpoint by 1.18, 0.04 and 0.88 for physically 

active males followed by the physically active and inactive females respectively. 

However, the physically inactive males showed mild deterioration in their scores 

mean. A large change was seen in the SD(+/-) range, the gap between highest 

and lowest score was reduced from baseline to endpoint in the physically active 

males and the physically inactive females. However, the gap increased in the 

physically active females and the physically inactive males. This phenomenon 

cannot be explained and might be independent to physical activity.  

In this analysis, all participants’ adherence to diabetes medications scores were 

compared by group (at two points only, baseline and endpoint) and physical 

activity regardless of gender (Table 37). It is worth noting that in general, the 

scores mean was improved from baseline to endpoint when the entire 

population was combined, which may indicate a sustainable impact of the study 

compared to the current annual check process. This was also reflected in the 

SD (+/-) where the size of variation was largely reduced in group A which can 

be considered as an impact of the three follow-up consultations.  
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Table 36: SD (+/-) and mean for diabetes medications adherence scores by gender in physically active vs. inactive participants 

  Active Inactive 

Group Gender Baseline  Midterm  Endpoint  Baseline  Midterm  Endpoint  

A 

Male 

Mean 5.89 7.25 7.27 8.00 8.00 8.00 

N 14 14 14 1 1 1 

SD+/- 2.31 0.92 0.94 n/a n/a n/a 

Female 

Mean 6.75 7.5 7.54 6.00 7.50 6.88 

N 14 14 14 2 2 2 

SD+/- 1.25 0.8 0.79 2.83 0.71 1.59 

B 

Male 

Mean 6.75  7.68 7.58  6.75 

N 11  11 3  3 

SD (+/-) 1.55  0.63 0.72  1.73 

Female 

Mean 7.4  6.82 n/a  n/a 

N 17  17 n/a  n/a 

SD (+/-) 0.82  1.36 n/a  n/a 

Total 

Male 

Mean 6.27  7.45 7.69  7.06 

N 25  25 4  4 

SD+/- 2.02  0.83 0.63  1.55 

Female 

Mean 7.11  7.15 6.00  6.88 

N 31  31 2  2 

SD+/- 1.07  1.18 2.83  1.59 

 
Table 37: SD (+/-) and mean for diabetes medications adherence scores by physically active vs. inactive participants comparing group A and B 

 Active  Inactive 

Group Baseline  Endpoint  Baseline  Endpoint  

B 

Mean 7.15 7.16 7.58 6.75 

N 28 28 3 3 

SD (+/-) 1.18 1.19 0.72 1.73 

A 

Mean 6.32 7.4 6.67 7.25 

N 28 28 3 3 

SD (+/-) 1.87 0.86 2.31 1.30 

Total 

Mean 6.74 7.28 7.13 7.00 

N 56 56 6 6 

SD (+/-) 1.61 1.04 1.61 1.40 
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Table 38 shows that physically active patients from group A had a gradual 

progressive improvement in their chronic disease medication adherence scores 

mean and a gradual reduction in SD (+/-). The physically inactive patients 

showed a slight decline in their scores mean.  

Data for group B physically active patients regardless of gender had significant 

improvement in the scores mean from baseline with a reduction in the SD (+/-) 

except for physically inactive patients who had a reduction in their scores mean.  

When combined all groups, physically active participants of both genders 

showed improvement in their medications’ adherence scores and a reduction in 

the SD (+/-) variation. The improvement was greater in males (0.89) than 

females (0.34), this may be due to a positive impact of the study or the effects 

of COVID-19 lockdown. The physically inactive male participants presented a 

slight decline in their medications’ adherence scores mean (by 0.31) whereas 

physically inactive females remained stable at a scores mean of 7, while the 

increment of improvement is slightly less than that seen in females, any 

improvement will have some clinical impact on the patients’ health outcomes. 

Table 39 compared group A and group B chronic diseases medications 

adherence scores by physical activity level. While both groups showed 

improvement in the physically active patients, those in group A showed slightly 

greater improvement than those in group B (0.62 vs. 0.56) and the entire study 

population (by 0.59). This showed the importance of an extra encounter as all 

group A participants were seen on three occasions. However, this was the 

opposite for the physically inactive groups where slight mean reductions in 

medication adherence scores were prevalent for the two groups (A and B), and 

the entire study population (0.33, 0.8 and 0.21 respectively). This phenomenon 

cannot be explained and might be independent of physical activity.
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Table 38: SD (+/-) and mean for chronic diseases medications adherence scores by gender in physically active vs. inactive participants 

  Active  Inactive 

Group Gender  Baseline  Midterm  Endpoint  Baseline  Midterm  Endpoint  

A 

Male 

Mean 6.82 7.32 7.54 8.00 8.00 7.00 

N 14 14 14 1 1 1 

SD (+/-) 1.09 0.9 0.49 n/a n/a n/a 

Female 

Mean 7.32 7.57 7.84 7.00 7.50 7.00 

N 14 14 14 2 2 2 

SD (+/-) 1.08 0.69 0.36 n/a n/a n/a 

B 

Male 

Mean 6.47  7.59 7.58  7.50 

N 11  11 3  3 

SD (+/-) 1.44  0.65 0.52  0.66 

Female 

Mean 7.43  7.62 n/a  n/a 

N 17  17 n/a  n/a 

SD (+/-) 1.05  0.61 n/a  n/a 

Total Male Mean 6.67  7.56 7.69  7.38 

N 25  25 4  4 

SD+/- 1.24  0.56 0.47  0.60 

Female Mean 7.38  7.72 7.00  7.00 

N 31  31 2.00  2 

SD+/- 1.05  0.52 n/a  n/a 

 
Table 39: SD (+/-) and mean for chronic diseases medications adherence scores in physically active vs. inactive participants comparing group A and B 

 Active Inactive 

Group Baseline Endpoint Baseline Endpoint 

B Mean 7.05 7.61 7.58 7.50 

N 28 28 3 3 

SD (+/-) 1.28 0.61 0.52 0.66 

A Mean 7.07 7.69 7.33 7.00 

N 28 28 3 3 

SD (+/-) 1.09 0.45 1.15 0.00 

Total Mean 7.06 7.65 7.46 7.25 

N 56 56 6 6 

SD (+/-) 1.18 0.53 0.81 0.50 
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The CUDOS© tool was used to screen participants for depression (Table 40); 

group A physically active males percentage reduction was greater from baseline 

to midterm than females (0.21% vs. 0.14%), where both males and females 

scores mean were reduced by the same decrement between midterm and end 

point (0.14%).  

The female physically inactive cohort had increased in their percentage at 

endpoint, which might be due to the increase in family responsibilities, stress 

and social isolation caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. While all participants in 

group B had a percentage of 10% or under (no depression symptoms) the 

entire group percentages mean improved to 1% or under at the endpoint 

consultation. The entire study sample shown a greater reduction in the 

CUDOS© percentages mean in physically active females (1.2%) and males 

(1%).  

For the entire sample physically inactive cohort, males remained at the same 

means, whereas females showed an increase from 0% at baseline to 0.5% at 

endpoint. Table 41 presents CUDOS© shows that group B participants had 

greater scores mean improvement (1.85%) than group A (0.36%), however 

group A had lower final scores mean (0.18%) than group B (0.39%).  

The entire sample improved by percentages mean of 1.11% indicating a 

possible positive impact for the intervention, with slightly better but not 

significant, by follow-up frequencies (3-monthly vs. than 6-monthly). In the 

physically inactive population, there was no change in the percentages mean 

for group B population from baseline. However, group A alone and the entire 

study sample combined, showed an increase in their percentages mean which 

can be seen as worsening in mental health from baseline.  

This phenomenon cannot be explained and might be independent of physical 
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activity and/or frequency of consultations, but rather a negative impact of social 

isolation imposed on the UK population during the lockdown (Local Government 

Associations UK, 2022). 
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Table 40: SD (+/-) and mean for CUDOS©* percentage by gender in physically active vs. inactive participants 

  Active  Inactive  

Group Gender Baseline  Midterm  Endpoint  Baseline  Midterm  Endpoint  

A Male Mean 0.50 0.29 0.07 0.00 1.00 0.00 

N 14 14 14 1.00 1 1 

SD (+/-) 0.85 0.47 0.27 n/a n/a n/a 

Female Mean 0.57 0.43 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.50 

N 14 14 14 2 2 2 

SD (+/-) 1.09 1.34 0.47 0.00 0.00 0.71 

B Male Mean % 2.00  0.27 1.00  1.00 

N 11  11 3  3 

SD (+/-) 5.35  0.47 1.00  0.00 

Female Mean % 2.35  0.41 n/a  n/a 

N 17  17 n/a  n/a 

SD (+/-) 3.64  0.51 n/a  n/a 

Total Male Mean 1.16  0.16 0.75  0.75 

N 25  25 4  4 

SD (+/-) 3.59  0.37 0.96  0.50 

Female Mean 1.55  0.35 0.00  0.50 

N 31  31 2  2 

SD (+/-) 2.90  0.49 0.00  0.71 

 
Table 41: Standard deviations (SD) and mean based on physical activity in patient from either group A and B compared and CUDOS©* percentage 

 Active Inactive 

Group Baseline Endpoint Baseline Endpoint 

B Mean 2.21 0.36 1.00 1.00 

N 28 28 3 3 

SD (+/-) 4.30 0.49 1.00 0.00 

A Mean 0.54 0.18 0.00 0.33 

N 28 28 3 3 

SD (+/-) 0.96 0.39 0.00 0.58 

Total Mean 1.38 0.27 0.50 0.67 

N 56 56 6 6 

SD (+/-) 3.20 0.45 0.84 0.52 

*CUDOS© scores are measured in percentage (%) 
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The CUXOS© screening tool was used to screen anxiety. All scores remained 

<10% which indicated that no diagnosis of anxiety could be made (Table 42). 

Group A physically active females (0.7%) and physically inactive males (0%) 

remained at the same percentages mean for the duration of the study at all 

three consultation points. Physically active males had unusual presentation, 

where the percentages mean was raised at midterm, then reduced to the same 

percentage, the females reached at 0.07%. This might be caused by the impact 

of COVID-19 on jobs security and social isolation. The physically inactive 

female group showed CUXOS© percentages mean increased at the endpoint 

from 0% to 0.5%. Combining the entire study population, males showed a better 

CUXOS© percentages mean improvement in both the physically active and 

inactive cohorts, (improvement by 0.24% and 3.25% respectively).  

Table 43 highlights a comparison between the groups CUXOS© percentage 

mean, regardless of gender, by physical activity. Group B showed an 

improvement in both the physically active (1.21%) and the physically inactive 

cohorts (4.33%). Group A had different presentation, where only the physically 

active cohort showed an improvement (0.14%) whilst the physically inactive 

group had an increase in their score by 0.33%, which suggests signs of very 

low anxiety. When combining the two groups, improvement in both cohorts, 

physically active (0.67%) and inactive (2%) can be observed. There was a 

reduction in all SD (+/-) except in the physically inactive females’ cohort. Similar 

to that in depression, this phenomenon for anxiety improvement cannot be 

explained and might be independent of physical activity, but rather due to the 

participation in the study or as a negative impact of social isolation imposed on 

the UK population during the lockdown (Local Government Associations UK, 

2022). 
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Table 42: SD (+/-) and mean based on physical activity in patient by gender and CUXOS©* percentage 

 Active Inactive 

Group Gender Baseline Midterm Endpoint Baseline Midterm Endpoint 
A Male Mean 0.36 0.50 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 

N 14 14 14 1 1 1 

SD (+/-) 0.84 0.76 0.27 n/a n/a n/a 

Female Mean 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.50 

N 14 14 14 2 2 2 

SD (+/-) 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.00 0.00 0.71 

B Male Mean 0.36  0.18 4.33  0.00 

N 11  11.00 3  3 

SD (+/-) 0.67  0.40 7.51  0.00 

Female Mean 2.06  0.18 n/a  n/a 

N 17  17 n/a  n/a 

SD (+/-) 4.25  0.39 n/a  n/a 

Total Male Mean 0.36  0.12 3.25  0.00 

N 25  25 4  4 

SD (+/-) 0.76  0.33 6.50  0.00 

Female Mean 1.16  0.13 0.00  0.50 

N 31  31 2  2 

SD (+/-) 3.27  0.34 0.00  0.71 

 
Table 43: SD (+/-) and means based on physical activity in patient from either group A and B compared with CUXOS©* percentage 

 Active Inactive 

Group Baseline  Endpoint Baseline Endpoint 

B Mean 1.39 0.18 4.33 0.00 

N 28 28 3 3 

SD (+/-) 3.40 0.39 7.51 0.00 

A Mean 0.21 0.07 0.00 0.33 

N 28 28 3 3 

SD (+/-) 0.63 0.26 0.00 0.58 

Total Mean 0.80 0.13 2.17 0.17 

N 56 56 6 6 

SD (+/-) 2.50 0.33 5.31 0.41 

*CUXOS© scores are measured in percentage (%) 
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The results for wellbeing score was self-reported and was calculated on scale of 

1-5 where score on 1 is the lowest sense of wellbeing and score of 5 is the 

maximum sense of wellbeing (Table 44). Group A physically active male 

participants showed a progressive improvement through all stages of the study. 

Whilst physically active females showed a decline at midterm in wellbeing 

scores mean, then improvement at endpoint.  

No communication related to the research was allowed after the final 

consultation, as per the HRA approval, and those findings were made at the 

data analysis stage. At this point it was impossible to interview patients again to 

identify the actual causation. However, these results could be due to the 

COVID-19 pandemic having more of an impact on females compared to males 

due to domestic reasons as was identified by the local government association 

(Local Government Associations UK, 2022). 

In physically inactive females, the pattern was the opposite, where greater 

improvement in the wellbeing score was found at midterm, and while it 

remained better than baseline, it was reduced at the endpoint. Only group B 

physically active males reported high wellbeing scores from baseline to 

endpoint, however they improved by the end of the 6-months.  

For physically inactive males and physically active females, they had a 

moderate wellbeing score at baseline but moved to maximum wellbeing at the 

end of the study. All participants wellbeing scores improved, but with a smaller 

margin for males (scores mean at 0.56 at baseline vs. 0.50 at endpoint) 

compared to females (scores mean 0.32 at baseline vs. 0.50 at endpoint).  

Table 45 present a comparison between the two study groups, to highlight the 

significance of consultations frequencies. When comparing the physically active 

participants, group B showed the greatest wellbeing scores mean improvement 
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(group A 0.4, group B 0.5, entire sample 0.54), however the sample was very 

small (n=3 in each group) and as such might not be true reflection of the local or 

general population.  

There was a different pattern seen in the physically inactive cohort where those 

in group B shown better improvement (1.33) than group B (0.33). However, 

when looking at the entire sample level the study intervention improved the 

wellbeing score in general (0.84). 
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Table 44: SD (+/-) and mean for wellbeing scores by gender in physically active vs. inactive patients 

 Active Inactive 

Group Gender  Baseline  Midterm  Endpoint Baseline   Midterm  Endpoint 

A Male Mean 3.71 4.21 4.50 5.00 5.00 5.00 

N 14 14 14 1 1 1 

SD (+/-) 0.91 0.58 0.52 n/a n/a n/a 

Female Mean 4.71 4.43 4.93 3.50 4.50 4.00 

N 14 14 14 2 2 2 

SD (+/-) 0.61 0.65 0.27 0.71 0.71 1.41 

B 

Male 

Mean 4  4.36 3.67  5.00 

N 11  11 3  3 

SD (+/-) 0.63  0.5 1.15  0.00 

Female 

Mean 3.94  4.35 n/a  n/a 

N 17  17 n/a  n/a 

SD (+/-) 0.83  0.7 n/a  n/a 
Total Male Mean 3.84  4.44 4.00  5.00 

N 25  25 4  4 

SD (+/-) 0.80  0.51 1.15  n/a 

Female Mean 4.29  4.61 3.5  4.00 

N 31  31 2  2 

SD (+/-) 0.82  0.62 0.71  1.41 

 
Table 45: SD (+/-) and mean for wellbeing scores by gender in physically active vs. inactive comparing group A and B 

 Active  Inactive  

Group Baseline Endpoint   Baseline   Endpoint   

B Mean 3.96 4.36 3.67 5.00 

N 28 28 3 3 

SD (+/-) 0.74 0.62 1.15 0.00 

A Mean 4.21 4.71 4.00 4.33 

N 28 28 3 3 

SD (+/-) 0.92 0.46 1.00 1.15 

Total Mean 4.09 4.54 3.83 4.67 

N 56 56 6 6 

SD (+/-) 0.84 0.57 0.98 0.82 
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The highest HbA1c mean in physically active patients was in group A midterm 

and the lowest was in group B endpoint. The highest HbA1c mean in physically 

inactive patients was in group B baseline and the lowest was in group A 

baseline. Both physically inactive groups HbA1c at all points were higher than 

those recorded in the physically active patients groups (Table 46). 

Table 46: The means, for HbA1c* in physically active patients 

*HbA1c results are measured in percentage (%) 

 
The data for these participants was further analysed by performing a paired 

sample t- test to assess the statistical differences between HbA1c at different 

stages of the encounters with participants. The degrees of freedom (df) were 

used to help understanding t-values to assess the validity of data alongside the 

confidence intervals (CI) at 95%. A Cohen d (d) was also calculated to assess 

the effect size. An evaluation was made to assess the difference between each 

encounter to identify any progression or decline in HbA1c results.  

Group A pair 1 represents the difference between the midterm and baseline 

visits, this shows t(27)=1.13, p=0.27, d=0.21 which is not significant.  

On average it can said that midterm values were 0.16% higher than baseline 

(95%CI [-0.13, 0.44]) showing no improvement in HbA1c. Group A pair two 

represents the difference between the endpoint and mid-term visits which 

indicates t(27)=2.09, p=0.05 d=0.39, this signifies that the mean difference 

between midterm and endpoint was also not significant. The endpoint values 

were 0.58% lower than the midpoint (95% CI[ 1.14, 2.09]) which shows 

  
Physically active Physically inactive 

Mean N Mean N 

Group A  

HbA1c Baseline 8.45 28 7.53 3 

HbA1c Midterm 8.60 28 7.83 3 

HbA1c Endpoint 8.03 28 8.10 3 

Group B 
HbA1c Baseline 7.50 28 9.83 3 

HbA1c Endpoint 7.34 28 9.10 3 

Total 
HbA1c_Baseline 7.97 56 8.68 6 

HbA1c_Endpoint 7.68 56 8.60 6 
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marginal improvement from the midterm visit.  

Group A, pair three, highlights the difference between endpoint and baseline 

which shows t(27)=1.60, p=0.12, d=0.30. The mean difference between 

baseline and midterm was not significant. The d value shows any effect size is 

small but it appears that endpoint values were 0.42% lower than baseline 

(95%CI[-0.12-0.95]). This indicates that the group A, physically active 

participants have marginally improved from baseline to endpoint. 

Group B participants were seen only on two occasions. The results showed 

t(27)=0.63, p= 0.54, d=0.12 showing the mean difference between endpoint and 

baseline was not significant. The d value also indicates any effect is small. The 

baseline values appear 0.16% higher than endpoint (95%CI[-0.37-0.70]). It is 

possible a marginally better improvement occurred in those seen twice. 

Clearly the overall difference between the total sample showed t(55)=1.59, 

p=0.12, d=0.21, which was not significant. The d value shows the effect size to 

be small. The only positive is that average showed endpoint values were 0.29% 

lower than baseline (95%CI[0.66, 1.59]). 

The same analysis was carried out on the physically inactive patients as seen in 

Table 47. Group A pair 1 showed the correlation between midterm and baseline 

HbA1c values t(2)=1.96, p=0.19, d= 1.13. The results showed that the mean 

difference between midterm and baseline was not significant. On average it can 

be said that midterm values were 0.3% higher than baseline (95%CI[-0.36, 

0.96]) indicating no improvement at midterm. Group A pair 2 shows the data 

relationship between endpoint and midterm t(2)=0.42, p=0.72, d=0.24, which 

was also not significant.  

On average it can be said that endpoint values were 0.27% higher than midterm 

(95%CI[-2.47, 3.00]) with no improvement. Group A Pair 3 describes the 
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difference between baseline and endpoint. The results show t(2)= 1.14, p= 0.37, 

d=0.66 in physically inactive patients. There was no significant difference. The 

data also suggest that endpoint values were 0.57% higher than baseline 

showing a decline in participants results for HbA1c (95%[CI -1.58- 2.71]), 

indicating no progression from baseline to endpoint. 

The group B data showed the difference in the mean data for HbA1c from 

baseline to endpoint. The results showed t(2)=0.32, p=0.78, d=0.18, showing no 

significant difference. The HbA1c results for this group were 0.73% higher at 

baseline than endpoint at (95CI[-0.92-10.69]). This suggests the possibility that 

group B participants demonstrated better T2DM control when compared to 

group A, showing 2-consultations maybe sufficient compared to three. Table 48 

displays the total, which illustrates all participant that were physically inactive 

and the relationship between baseline and midterm t(5)=0.76, p= 0.94, d=0.31. 

This shows that the mean difference between baseline and endpoint was not 

significant with a median value effect size. The result show that baseline values 

were 0.08% higher than endpoint (95%CI[-2.74, 2.90]) showing a slight 

improvement when compared from the beginning of the study. 
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Table 47: Paired sample t- tests with HbA1c at various duration of the study for the physically active patients 

  

Paired Differences 

t df 
Sig. 

(2-tailed) 
p value 

Mean SD(+/-) 
Std. 
Error 
Mean 

95% Confidence Interval of the Difference 

Lower Upper 

Group A Pair-1  HbA1c_Midterm - HbA1c_Baseline 0.16 0.74 0.14 -0.13 0.44 1.13 27 0.27 

Group A Pair 2 HbA1c_Midterm - HbA1c_Endpoint 0.58 1.46 0.28 0.01 1.14 2.09 27 0.05 

Group A Pair 3 HbA1c_Baseline - HbA1c_Endpoint 0.42 1.38 0.26 -0.12 0.95 1.60 27 0.12 

Group B HbA1c_Baseline - HbA1c_Endpoint 0.16 1.38 0.26 -0.37 0.70 0.63 27 0.54 

Total HbA1c_Baseline - HbA1c_Endpoint 0.29 1.37 0.18 -0.08 0.66 1.59 55 0.12 

 

Table 48: Paired sample t- tests with HbA1c at various duration of the study for the physically inactive patient 

  

Paired Differences 

t df 
Sig.  

(2-tailed) 
p value 

Mean 
SD (+/-

) 

Std. 
Error 
Mean 

95% Confidence Interval of the Difference 

Lower Upper 

Group A Pair 1 HbA1c_Midterm - HbA1c_Baseline 0.30 0.26 0.15 -0.36 0.96 1.96 2 0.19 

Group A Pair 2 HbA1c_Endpoint - HbA1c_Midterm 0.27 1.10 0.64 -2.47 3.00 0.42 2 0.72 

Group A Pair 3 HbA1c_Endpoint - HbA1c_Baseline 0.57 0.86 0.50 -1.58 2.71 1.14 2 0.37 

Group B HbA1c_Baseline - HbA1c_Endpoint 0.73 4.01 2.31 -0.92 10.69 0.32 2 0.78 

Total HbA1c_Baseline - HbA1c_Endpoint 0.08 2.69 1.10 -2.74 2.90 0.08 5 0.94 
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BP was the second marker considered to measure the impact of the study on 

participants chronic diseases prognosis. The results were displayed in a 

boxplot. BP as per the NICE NG28 (2020) guideline for T2DM management, 

<80 years old, should maintain BP <140/90mmHg. All participant in the study 

were under the age of 80 years.  

Figure 10 illustrate the BP for the physically active participants by gender for 

group A. Female participants showed fluctuation throughout the encounters, at 

baseline a positive distribution was seen with a median of 127 mmHg, at 

midterm a negative distribution can be seen with a median of 125 mmHg and at 

endpoint a positive distribution with a median rounded at 127 mmHg was 

illustrated.  

On the other hand, the male participants showed a positive, negative and 

negative distribution on box plot with the median at 123 mmHg, 120 mmHg and 

123 mmHg from baseline to endpoint. However, the variations from baseline to 

endpoint are neither statistically nor clinically significant as they are all under 

the guideline reference of 140 mmHg. While the male participants had better 

starting diastolic median at baseline and midterm (71 mmHg) than females (80 

mmHg), both had similar median at endpoint (80mmHg). The diastolic readings 

were well within range showing no significant gender or study intervention 

impact. 

Only female participants were evaluated as there was only one male participant 

therefore a boxplot could not be created. Females median systolic at all 

consultations (reference of <140 mmHg) and diastolic (reference of <90 mmHg) 

showing no significant gender or study intervention impact.   

Figure 11 illustrates the BP for the systolic and diastolic readings in physically 

active participants by group and gender with a difference in gender for group B. 
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Females, at baseline, showed positive distribution (median 125 mmHg) and at 

endpoint a positive distribution (median 127 mmHg). Whereas the males 

showed at baseline a symmetrical distribution (median 128 mmHg) and also at 

endpoint (median 128 mmHg). Females systolic BP was shown to be slightly 

lower than males by 2 mmHg baseline and 1 mmHg endpoint.  

However, the variations from baseline to endpoint are neither statistically nor 

clinically significant as they are all under the guideline reference of 140 mmHg. 

The diastolic readings were well within the range, showing no significant gender 

or study intervention impact. 

There were no females in the physically inactive group. The males median 

systolic in all consultations (reference of <140 mmHg) and diastolic (reference 

of <90 mmHg) showing no significant gender or study intervention impact.   
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Figure 10: BP (mmHg) by physical activity  
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Figure 11: BP (mmHg) by physical activity 
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Employment status 

The type of employment can impact lifestyle positively (social interactions) or 

negatively (occupational hazards) (NHS Every Mind Matters, 2021). Figures 12 

and 13 histograms demonstrated that the residuals are normally distributed and 

therefore, the regression model is valid and fulfils the major assumption of 

normal distribution for regression residuals. Table 49 shows that only 26 (41%) 

participants who answered yes to being employed (group B=14 and group A=12 

participants). There were 15 (23%) who reported to be unemployed (group B=7 

and group A=8 participants). The remainder of participants (23, 36%) did not 

answer. The diabetes medications and chronic diseases medications 

adherence levels showed that more employed patients were in the moderate 

and high adherence ranges, when compared to the unemployed at baseline for 

all groups, midterm for group A and endpoint for all groups. Regardless of their 

employment status, all participants had no or very low level of depression and 

anxiety. This suggests that employment status for the study sample population 

was not a significant factor. Only group A participants self-reported wellbeing 

scores dropping to lower score than at baseline. This may be due to the impact 

of the COVID-19 pandemic, and working from home, or at risk of losing their 

job, however this could not be confirmed as it was not part of the HRA approved 

questionnaire. 
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Figure 12: Adherence scores at each encounter for employed patients 
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Figure 13: Adherence scores at each encounter for unemployed patients 
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Table 49: A descriptive analysis on employed vs. unemployed  

  Patients n*(%**) 

  Employed Unemployed Employed Unemployed Employed Unemployed 

  Baseline Midterm Endpoint  

Patients per 
employment 
category  

26(41%) 15(23%) 12(19%) 8(13%) 26(41%) 15(23%) 

Diabetes medications adherence overall score n=41) 

Very low  
(0-1.75) 

1(4%) 0 0 0 0 0 

Low (2-3.75) 1(4%) 0 0 0 0 0 

Moderate  
(4-6.75) 

10(38%) 5(33%) 2(17%) 2(25%) 9(35%) 3(20%) 

High (7-8) 14(54%) 10(67%) 10(83%) 6(24%) 17(65%) 12(80%) 

Chronic diseases medications adherence overall score (n=41) 

Very low  
(0-1.75) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Low (2-3.75) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Moderate  
(4-6.75) 

11(17%) 3(20%) 0 0 4(15%) 0 

High (7-8) 15(58%) 12(80%) 12(100%) 8(100%) 22(85%) 15(100%) 

CUDOS© (n=41) 

Non-depressed (0-
10%) 

26(100%) 15(100%) 12(100%) 8(100%) 26(100%) 15(100%) 

Minimal depressed 
(11-20%) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Mild depression 
(21-30%) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Moderate 
depression (31-
45%) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Severe depression 
(46% and above 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

CUXOS© (n=41) 

Non-anxious (0-
10%) 

24(92%) 15(100%) 12(100%) 8(100%) 26(100%) 15(100%) 

Minimal anxiety 
(11-20%) 

2(8%) 0 0 0 0 0 

Mild anxiety (21-
30%) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Moderate anxiety 
(31-40%) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Severe anxiety 
(41% and above 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Wellbeing Score (n=41) 

Low (1-2) 0 0 11(92%) 6(75%) 24(92%) 15(100%) 

Moderate (3) 9 (35%) 4 (27%) 1(8%) 2(25%) 2(8%) 0 

High (4-5) 17 (65%) 11 (73%) 0 0 0 0 

* Number, ** Percentage 

 

Table 50 shows that employed female participants, had a significant 

improvement from baseline to midterm, then reduced again at the endpoint, but 

remained higher than the baseline. Employed males and unemployed males 

and females went through steady and progressive improvement in their chronic 
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diseases medication adherence scores mean. All group B participants showed 

moderate to high adherence score. Employed males showed a slight reduction 

in medication adherence from baseline to endpoint. A comparison could not be 

made with the unemployed male participants due to only one participant within 

this category. However, an increase in adherence was observed in this 

particular patient but due to there being only one individual in this category, a 

statistical analysis could not be made. This could not be forecasted for as it is 

fully dependent on the answers participants provided during their participation 

and if used in the selection criteria, might be considered discriminatory. On the 

other hand, the female employed participant showed an increase in the mean 

medication adherence score. However, when compared to the unemployed 

female participants, higher medication adherence score were seen at baseline, 

then reduced at the endpoint. This can be due to the impact of working from 

home and the COVID-19 and its imposed threat on people livelihood. 

Regardless of employment status, both ‘all males’ scores mean improved 

(employed by 0.4 and unemployed by 1) and ‘all females’ improved (employed 

by 0.97 and unemployed by 0.25) indicating slight better overall improvement in 

males (0.7) compared to females (0.61). With the exception of group B 

employed participants, all participants in the unemployed cohorts, and in the 

female, employed, cohort, the adherence to diabetes medications scores mean 

improved (males employed, declined by an insignificant 0.05) but this may be 

clinically significant (Table 51). The SD (+/-) reduced in all employed and 

increased in all unemployed not following the same pattern as the scores mean. 

This is showing a combination of impact on participants due to the participation 

in the study and COVID-19 pandemic. 
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Table 50: SD (+/-) and means for adherence to diabetes medications score by gender 

   Employed Unemployed 

Group Gender Baseline Midterm Endpoint Baseline Midterm Endpoint 

A 

Male 

Mean 6.16 6.91 7.34 7 8 8 

N 8  8  8  1  1  1  
SD (+/-) 2.04 1.34 0.81 n/a n/a n/a 

Female 

Mean 5.44 7.25 6.94 7 7.32 7.54 

N 4 4 4 7 7 7 

SD (+/-) 2.33 0.96 1.23 0.58 0.86 0.87 

B 

Male 

Mean 6.95  6.8 6.75  7.75 

N 10  10 1  1 

SD (+/-) 1.65  1.37 n/a  n/a 

Female 

Mean 5.94  6.13 7.54  7.46 

N 4  4 6  6 

SD (+/-) 1.78  1.36 0.62  0.87 

Total 

Male 

Mean 6.6  7 6.88  7.88 

N 18  18 2  2 

SD (+/-) 1.82  1.36 0.18  0.18 

Female 

Mean 5.69  6.66 7.25  7.5 

N 8  8 13  13 

SD (+/-) 1.94  1.27 0.64  0.84 

 
Table 51: SD (+/-) and means for adherence to diabetes medications score for the entire sample by groups 

 Employed Unemployed 

Group  Baseline  Endpoint  Baseline  Endpoint  

B 

Mean 6.66 6.61 7.43 7.50 

N 14 14 7 7 

SD (+/-) 1.69 1.35 0.64 0.80 

A 

Mean 5.92 7.23 7.00 7.59 

N 12 12 8 8 

SD (+/-) 2.06 1.24 0.53 0.82 

Total 

Mean 6.32 6.89 7.20 7.55 

N 26 26 15 15 

SD (+/-) 1.87 1.31 0.61 0.79 
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Chronic diseases medications adherence was evaluated by gender and 

employment (Table 52). Group A was examined to ascertain any trend in 

participants based on their employment status. Only unemployed females 

showed a progressive improvement in chronic disease medications adherence 

at all points of consultations, where males and females employed participants 

showed improvement at midterm and returned to baseline scores mean they 

had at endpoint for females and at better means scores in males.  

Group B participants, males and females, employed and unemployed showed 

an improvement in their chronic diseases’ medication adherence scores. This 

illustrates a positive impact of the study participation on medications adherence. 

Table 53 illustrates the difference in the chronic diseases’ medications 

adherence scores mean for the entire study population who answered this 

question (n=41) by gender. Irrespective of employment status, all males and 

females showed improvement from baseline to endpoint with a reduction in SD 

(+/-). This can be seen as positive impact of the study intervention on improving 

the participants’ medications adherence scores. Both groups A and B were then 

compared irrespective of gender. All participants adherence to chronic disease 

medications scores means, regardless of their group improved with the SD (+/-) 

reduced, following the same pattern as the scores mean. This can be 

interpreted as 3-month duration did not make greater impact than the 6 months, 

and that the study intervention had better impact than the standard annual 

health checks.   
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Table 52: SD (+/-) and means for adherence to chronic diseases medications by gender 

 Employed Unemployed 

Group Gender Baseline Midterm Endpoint Baseline Midterm Endpoint 

A Male Mean 6.88 7.78 7.56 7.00 7.75 7.00 

N 8 8 8 1 1 1 

SD (+/-) 0.81 0.34 0.48 n/a n/a n/a 

Female Mean 7.25 7.75 7.25 7.00 7.79 7.86 

N 4 4 4 7 7 7 

SD (+/-) 0.96 0.50 0.50 1.41 0.37 0.38 

B 

Male 

Mean 6.35  7.40 5.75  8.00 

N 10  10 1  1 

SD (+/-) 1.56  0.69 n/a  n/a 

Female 

Mean 6.50  7.06 7.88  8.00 

N 4  4 6  6 

SD (+/-) 1.73  0.47 0.14  0.00 

Total Male Mean 6.58  7.47 6.38  7.50 

N 18  18 2  2 

SD (+/-) 1.28  0.59 0.88  0.71 

Female Mean 6.88  7.16 7.40  7.92 

N 8  8 13  13 

SD (+/-) 1.36  0.46 1.10  0.28 

 
Table 53: SD (+/-) and means for adherence to chronic diseases medications for the entire study sample by groups 

 Employed Unemployed 

Group  Baseline Endpoint Baseline Endpoint 

B Mean 6.39 7.30 7.57 8.00 

N 14 14 7 7 

SD (+/-) 1.54 0.64 0.81 0.00 

A Mean 7.00 7.46 7.00 7.75 

N 12 12 8 8 

SD (+/-) 0.84 0.49 1.31 0.46 

Total Mean 6.67 7.38 7.27 7.87 

N 26 26 15 15 

SD (+/-) 1.28 0.57 1.11 0.35 
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CUDOS© and CUXOS© looked at participants level of depression and anxiety. 

All participants had scores under <10 and were therefore classified as non-

depressed and non-anxious, but this does not exclude the presence of some 

level of low mood or above normal sense of being anxious. Group A participants 

showed improvement at midterm from baseline, but all had their scores mean 

slightly increased at endpoint, however they remained lower than or returned to 

baseline scores mean. Group B participants further improved to percentages 

mean under 1%. This may suggest a positive impact of being able to 

communicate with the same health practitioner throughout the study period 

which also coincided with the COVID-19 lockdown. When compared the 

CUDOS© percentages mean by gender for the entire study population who 

answered the employment question, all participants percentages mean 

improved at endpoint and reached under 1% (Table 54). Similarly, table 55 

shows that for all participants the CUDOS© percentages mean improved 

regardless of group, except for the unemployed group A population, where the 

scores mean was slightly increased (from 0.25% to 0.5%) which was 

statistically insignificant as seen in chapter 6. The SD (+/-) followed the exact 

pattern. These results suggest that the availability of scheduled appointments 

with the same healthcare provider over a difficult period of the pandemic 

allowed participants a safe space to improve their mental health. 

Table 56 shows that there were slight changes (by increase or decrease) in the 

CUXOS© percentage, however these variations were insignificant as all scores 

remained under 1%. Table 57 shows that regardless of employment status or 

gender all CUXOS© percentages mean for all study participants improved 

suggesting the possible positive impact of the study intervention.  
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Table 54: SD (+/-) and means for CUDOS©* percentages by gender 

 Employed Unemployed 

Group Gender Baseline Midterm Endpoint Baseline Midterm Endpoint 

A Male Mean 0.38 0.13 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 

N 8 8 8 1 1 1 

SD (+/-) 0.52 0.35 0.00 n/a n/a n/a 

Female Mean 0.75 0.00 0.50 0.14 0.86 0.43 

N 4 4 4 7 7 7 

SD (+/-) 1.50 0.00 0.58 0.38 1.86 0.53 

B Male Mean 2.20  0.30 1.00  0.00 

N 10  10 1  1 

SD (+/-) 5.59  0.48 n/a  n/a 

Female Mean 3.75  0.75 1.00  0.17 

N 4  4 6  6 

SD (+/-) 6.24  0.50 1.26  0.41 

Total Male Mean 1.39  0.17 1.00  0.50 

N 18  18 2  2 

SD (+/-) 4.19  0.38 0.00  0.71 

Female Mean 2.25  0.63 0.54  0.31 

N 8  8 13  13 

SD (+/-) 4.50  0.52 0.97  0.48 

 
Table 55: SD (+/-) and means for CUDOS©* percentages for the entire study population by groups 

 Employed Unemployed 

Group Baseline Endpoint Baseline Endpoint 

B Mean 2.64 0.43 1.00 0.14 

N 14 14 7 7 

SD (+/-) 5.58 0.51 1.15 0.38 

A Mean 0.50 0.17 0.25 0.50 

N 12 12 8 8 

SD (+/-) 0.90 0.39 0.46 0.53 

Total Mean 1.65 0.31 0.60 0.33 

N 26 26 15 15 

SD (+/-) 4.21 0.47 0.91 0.49 

*CUDOS© scores are measured in percentage (%) 
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Table 56: SD (+/-) and means for CUXOS©* percentages A by gender 

 Employed Unemployed 

Group Gender Baseline Midterm Endpoint Baseline Midterm Endpoint 

A Male Mean 0.50 0.50 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 

N 8 8 8 1 1 1 

SD (+/-) 1.07 0.76 0.35 n/a n/a n/a 

Female Mean 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.14 0.00 0.14 

N 4 4 4 7 7 7 

SD (+/-) 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.38 0.00 0.38 

B Male Mean 0.20  0.10 2.00  0.00 

N 10  10 1  1 

SD (+/-) 0.42  0.32 n/a  n/a 

Female Mean 5.00  0.25 0.50  0.00 

N 4  4 6  6 

SD (+/-) 7.44  0.50 0.84  0.00 

Total Male Mean 0.33  0.11 1.00  0.00 

N 18  18 2  2 

SD (+/_) 0.77  0.32 1.41  0.00 

Female Mean 2.50  0.25 0.31  0.08 

N 8  8 13  13 

SD (+/-) 5.55  0.46 0.63  0.28 

 
Table 57: SD (+/-) and means for CUXOS©* percentages for the entire study population by group 

 Employed Unemployed 

Group Baseline Endpoint Baseline Endpoint 

B Mean 1.57 0.14 0.71 0.00 

N 14 14 7 7 

SD (+/-) 4.24 0.36 0.95 0.00 

A Mean 0.33 0.17 0.13 0.13 

N 12 12 8 8 

SD (+/-) 0.89 0.39 0.35 0.35 

Total Mean 1.00 0.15 0.40 0.07 

N 26 26 15 15 

SD (+/-) 3.17 0.37 0.74 0.26 

*CUXOS© scores are measured in percentage (%) 
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The self-reported wellbeing score were presented in tables 58 and 59. All 

participants regardless of employment status, gender or group showed slight 

improvement or remained (one unemployed male and all employed females) as 

they were at baseline in their wellbeing scores mean.  

SD (+/-) showed a reduction for all participants, regardless of the different 

scores mean progression, ended at very narrow ranges from the scores mean, 

however, SD (+/-) could not be calculated for the groups with one participant.  

When combined all groups, all participants reported moderate to high at the 

baseline but at endpoint they were all at the high wellbeing range.  

By merging all groups, the improvement in the wellbeing scores mean were 

more evident in most of the study population regardless of employment status, 

gender or group. The SD (+/-) also showed reduction for all groups.  

This can be interpreted as a positive impact of the participation in the study and 

being able to communicate with healthcare professional in scheduled 

consultations during the lockdown imposed by COVID-19.   
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Table 58: SD (+/-) and means for wellbeing scores by gender 
 Employment Unemployment 

Group Gender Baseline  Midterm  Endpoint  Baseline  Midterm   Endpoint  

A Male Mean 3.75 4.25 4.50 3.00 3.00 4.00 

N 8 8 8 1 1 1 

SD (+/-) 0.89 0.71 0.53 n/a n/a n/a 

Female Mean 4.25 4.50 4.50 4.43 4.14 4.86 

N 4 4 4 7 7 7 

SD (+/-) 0.96 0.58 1.00 0.79 0.69 0.38 

B Male Mean 4.00  4.50 4.00  4.00 

N 10  10 1  1 

SD (+/-) 0.67  0.53 n/a  n/a 

Female Mean 3.75  4.00 3.83  4.83 

N 4  4 6  6 

SD (+/-) 0.96  0.82 0.75  0.41 

Total Male Mean 3.89  4.50 3.50  4.00 

N 18  18 2  2 

SD (+/-) 0.76  0.51 0.71  0.00 

Femal
e 

Mean 4.00  4.25 4.15  4.85 

N 8  8 13  13 

SD (+/-) 0.93  0.89 0.80  0.38 

 
Table 59: SD (+/-) and means for wellbeing scores for entire study population by groups 

 Employed Unemployed 

Group  Baseline   Endpoint  Baseline  Endpoint  

B 

Mean 3.93 4.36 3.86 4.71 

N 14 14 7 7 

SD (+/-) 0.73 0.63 0.69 0.49 

A 

Mean 3.92 4.50 4.25 4.75 

N 12 12 8 8 

SD (+/-) 0.90 0.67 0.89 0.46 

Total 

Mean 3.92 4.42 4.07 4.73 

N 26 26 15 15 

SD (+/-) 0.80 0.64 0.80 0.46 
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The highest HbA1c mean in employed patients was in group A midterm and the 

lowest was in group B baseline. The highest HbA1c mean in the unemployed 

patients was in group A midpoint and the lowest was in group B endpoint. 

Those unemployed from group B had lower HbA1c (Table 60). 

Table 60: The means for HbA1c* in employed patients 

 
Employed unemployed 

Mean N Mean N 

Group A  

HbA1c Baseline 8.26 12 8.76 8 

HbA1c Midterm 8.49 12 9.05 8 

HbA1c Endpoint 8.03 12 8.35 8 

Group B 
HbA1c Baseline 7.68 14 7.54 7 

HbA1c Endpoint 7.93 14 7.13 7 

Total 
HbA1c Endpoint 7.98 26 8.2 15 

HbA1c Baseline 7.95 26 7.78 15 

*HbA1c scores are measured in percentage (%) 

 

A comparison was carried out using a paired sample t-test, with HbA1c data 

and employment status, to identify any trends. Tables 61 show that in the 

employed participants, variations were seen; group A, pair one, shows the 

relationship between midterm and baseline t(11)=0.96, p=0.36, d=0.27. This 

indicates that between midterm and baseline the difference was not statistically 

or clinically significant, with the d value indicating a medium effect size.  

The midterm values were 0.23% higher than baseline (95% CI[ -0.30, 0.77]). 

Group A, pair two, shows the relationship between midterm and endpoint 

t(11)=0.93, p=0.37, d= 0.27. There was no significant difference. The d value 

indicates a small effect size. The average mean shows that midterm has values 

0.46% higher than endpoint (95%CI[-0.62, 1.54]). Group A, pair 3, showed the 

comparison between baseline and endpoint t(11)=0.52, p=0.61, d=0.15. The 

values for HbA1c were 0.23% higher at baseline when compared to endpoint 

(95%CI[-0.73,1.18]). This may suggest an effect in the desired direction. The 

group B participants who were reviewed only at baseline and endpoint were 

also examined. The results showed that t(13)=0.46, p=0.65, d=0.12. No 

significant difference was found. The data showed that values for HbA1c were 
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0.25% higher at baseline when compared to endpoint (95%CI[-0.91, 1.41]).  

Similarly to group A, this might suggest a trend in the intended direction. A total 

comparison was made which showed the relationship between endpoint and 

baseline t(25)=0.09, p=0.93, d=0.02. The average mean difference was not 

statistically or clinically significant.  

Tables 62 present the results for unemployed participants analysed using the 

same procedure as above. Some results were statistically, (but unlikely to be 

clinically) significant.  

Group A, pair two, defined the results for the difference in midterm and endpoint 

in which t(7)=2.371, p=0.05, d=0.83. There was a significant, but small, rise in 

mean HbA1c which is counter to the expected trend. This is a novel and 

important finding, which is showing the importance of frequent communication 

between a patient and their treating practitioners to improve their HbA1c levels, 

reducing T2DM complications. Group A unemployed participants showed a 

higher progression from baseline to endpoint than group B unemployed 

participants. 

The total results were reviewed from baseline to endpoint irrespective of the 

group allocation. This showed the relationship between baseline and endpoint 

t(14)=2.59, p=0.02, d=0.6. There was a significant difference between baseline 

and endpoint.  

On average it was seen that baseline values were 0.42% higher than endpoint 

(95%CI[0.07, 0.77]), suggesting no clinical improvement. 
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Table 61: Paired sample t- tests with HbA1c at various duration of the study for the employed patient 

  

Paired Differences 

t df 
Sig.  

(2-tailed) 
p value 

Mean 
SD 
(+/-) 

Std. 
Error 
Mean 

95% Confidence Interval of the Difference 

Lower Upper 

Group A Pair 1 HbA1c Midterm - HbA1c Baseline 0.23 0.84 0.24 -0.30 0.77 0.96 11 0.36 

Group A Pair 2 HbA1c Midterm - HbA1c Endpoint 0.46 1.70 0.49 -0.62 1.54 0.93 11 0.37 

Group A Pair 3 HbA1c Baseline - HbA1c Endpoint 0.23 1.50 0.43 -0.73 1.18 0.52 11 0.61 

Group B HbA1c Baseline - HbA1c Endpoint 0.25 2.01 0.54 -0.91 1.41 0.46 13 0.65 

Total  HbA1c Endpoint - HbA1c Baseline 0.03 1.78 0.35 -0.69 0.75 0.09 25 0.93 

 
Table 62: Paired sample t- tests with HbA1c at various duration of the study for the unemployed patient 

  

Paired Differences 

t df 
Sig. 

(2-tailed) 
p value 

Mean 
SD 
(+/-) 

Std. 
Error 
Mean 

95% Confidence Interval of the Difference 

Lower Upper 

Group A pair 1 HbA1c Midterm - HbA1c Baseline 0.28 0.82 0.29 -0.41 0.96 0.95 7 0.37 

Group A pair 2 HbA1c Midterm - HbA1c Endpoint 0.7 0.83 0.3 0 1.4 2.37 7 0.05 

Group A pair 3 HbA1c Baseline - HbA1c Endpoint 0.43 0.77 0.27 -0.22 1.07 1.56 7 0.16 

Group B HbA1c Baseline - HbA1c Endpoint 0.41 0.48 0.18 -0.03 0.86 2.26 6 0.06 

Total   HbA1c Baseline - HbA1c Endpoint 0.42 0.62 0.16 0.07 0.77 2.59 14 0.02 
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All participants were aged below the age of 80 years old. Box plots were used 

to illustrate the distribution between employed and unemployed participants. 

Figure 14 shows that group A employed participants BP readings for males and 

females were within the recommended NICE, 2020 NG28 guideline range 

(<140/90 mmHg). The female participants systolic BP readings remained under 

those for males by 2-3 mmHg, this small difference is not clinically significant. 

Both males and females had similar diastolic pattern of 79-80 mmHg. It is also 

clinically accepted that it is better to keep the patient within a range rather than 

have tight control to prevent the impact of sudden increases and reductions. 

Group A unemployed participants BP readings for males and females were 

within the recommended NICE 2020 NG28 guideline range (<140/90 mmHg). 

This cohort BP reading means remained higher by 1-2 mmHg compared to 

employed group A cohort, but this is not clinically significant.  

Group B employed participants showed the same pattern as group A and 

remained under the NICE BP recommendations, their systolic BP followed the 

same pattern for group A employed and unemployed; males and females 

(Figure 15). However, diastolic was higher by 1-2 mmHg compared to employed 

and unemployed group A cohort. While clinically insignificant (less than 10 or 20 

mmHg) it may be suggestive of a positive impact of the 3-monthly review for 

group A (3-consultations) vs. the 6-monthly review for group B (2-consultations). 
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Figure 14: BP (mmHg) by employment status 
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Figure 15: BP (mmHg) by employment status 
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Educational background 

This data was collated to assess the link between education and the ability to 

adhere to therapy.  

The majority of the population (n=42, 66%) had a maximum of primary school 

education (up to the age of 12). This was followed by secondary 

education/college (n=21, 33%), only one person (2%) completed a university 

degree. The only difference seen between participants was the level of 

understanding of healthcare advice, such as how medication works in the body 

and how the disease progresses, where counselling was tailored in simple plain 

English (readability age of 8 years) to help the participant to understand via 

visual diagrams, leaflets or videos as required. 

The histograms in figures 16 and 17 demonstrate that the residuals are normally 

distributed and therefore, the regression model is valid and fulfils the major 

assumption of normal distribution for regression residuals. 

Table 63 shows a descriptive analysis based on patients’ educational 

background. All participants moved to moderate or high medication adherence 

level, nil or very low depression and anxiety symptoms, and moderate to high 

wellbeing scores at the end of the study, regardless of their level of education.  
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Figure 16: Adherence scores at each encounter for primary education background patients 
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Figure 17: Adherence scores at each encounter for secondary education background patients 
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Table 63: A descriptive analysis on education level  

Patients n*(%**) 

 Education Category 1ry* 2ry** HE*** 1ry* 2ry** HE*** 1ry* 2ry** HE*** 

  Baseline Midterm Endpoint 

na (%b) 42(66%) 21(33%) 1(2%) 19(59%) 12(38%) 1(3%) 42(66%) 21(33%) 1(2%) 

Diabetes medications adherence overall score (n=64) 

Very low (1.75-0) 1(2%) 1(5%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Low (3.75-2) 0 0 1(100%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Moderate (6.75-4) 14(33%) 5(24%) 0 2(11%) 2(17%) 1(100%) 12(29%) 4(19%) 0 

High (8-7) 27(64%) 15(71%) 0 17(89%) 10(83%) 0 30(71%) 17(81%) 1(100%) 

Chronic disease medications adherence overall score (n=64) 

Very low(1.75-0) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Low (3.75-2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Moderate (6.75-4) 11(26%) 8(38%) 0 4(21%) 1(8%) 0 3(7%) 1(5%) 0 

High (7-8) 3 (74%) 13(62%) 1(100%) 15(79%) 11(92%) 1(100%) 39(93%) 20(95%) 1(100%) 

CUDOS© (n=64) 

Non-depressed (0-10%) 41(98%) 20(95%) 1(100%) 19(100%) 12(100%) 1(100%) 42(100%) 21(100%) 1(100%) 

Minimal depressed (11-20%) 1(2%) 1(5%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Mild depression (21-30%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Moderate depression (31-40%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Severe depression (46% and above) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

CUXOS© (n=64) 

Non-anxious (0-10%) 41(98%) 21(95%) 1(100%) 19(100%) 12(100%) 1(100%) 42(100%) 21(100%) 1(100%) 

Minimal anxiety (11-20%) 1(2%) 1(5%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Mild anxiety (21-30%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Moderate anxiety (31-40%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Severe anxiety (41% and above) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Wellbeing Score (n=64) 

Low (1-2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Moderate (3) 12(28%) 6(27%) 0 2(11%) 1(8%) 0 2(5%) 1(5%) 0 

High (4-5) 30(71%) 16(72%) 1(100%) 17(89%) 11(92%) 1(100%) 40(95%) 20(95%) 1(100%) 

*Primary school level, **Secondary school level, *** higher education (University), aNumber, bPercentage 
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The data was analysed to assess if any trends can be identified between the 

level of participants education and the level of their adherence to medications, 

good mental health and wellbeing. Table 64 present data on diabetes 

medications adherence.  

All male participants’ scores mean for diabetes medications adherence, 

improved regardless of their level of their education. Group A females with 

secondary school education showed larger improvement from baseline to 

endpoint than those with primary school education, however all females 

achieved some improvement from baseline to end point.  

All females in group B, shown reduction in their diabetes medications scores 

mean regardless of their level of education. Males from all groups regardless of 

their level of education shown significant improvement in diabetes medications 

scores mean, with males from group B shown the least margin of improvement 

(those with primary school education cohort) and the vaster improvement (those 

with secondary school education).  

Combining education and employment, where most men were employed, this 

might increase their level of knowledge and social maturity, leading to their 

better response, however, this assumption cannot be made regarding women 

as only 8 women were employed (4 per groups). The scores mean for both 

genders regardless of education level were in the high adherence level range, 

which can be a result of their participation in the study.  

Group A shown better improvement compared to group B, however the 

difference was very small and not significant (primary school educated group A 

scores mean 7.34 vs. 7.04 and secondary school educated group A 7.46 vs. 

7.28). For the entire sample, there was a significant improvement in those with 

secondary school education compared to those with primary education 
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independent of gender (Table 65). The improvement can be interpreted as a 

positive impact of the study intervention and the frequency of consultation. 

However, during the COVID-19 lockdown, many females were occupied with 

children home schooling in addition to working from home, and this might have 

impacted female participants results whereas the males focused on their work 

rather than schooling of the children or cooking even if they were working from 

home, considering the culture norms for this study population.
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Table 64: SD (+/-) and means for adherence to diabetes medications score for by gender 

 Primary Secondary 

Group Gender Baseline  Midterm  Endpoint  Baseline  Midterm   Endpoint  

A Male Mean 6.41 7.25 7.25 6.28 7.44 7.47 

N 8 8 8 8 8 8 

SD (+/-) 2.42 1.09 1.04 2.12 0.72 0.83 

Female Mean 7.14 7.75 7.41 6.25 7.19 7.44 

N 11 11 11 4 4 4 

SD (+/-) 0.77 0.45 0.85 1.50 1.07 1.13 

B Male Mean 7.25  7.38 5.92  7.67 

N 12  12 3  3 

SD (+/-) 1.22  1.03 1.81  0.58 

Female Mean 7.09  6.68 8.00  7.08 

N 11  11 6  6 

SD (+/-) 0.88  1.39 0.00  1.38 

Total Male Mean 6.91  7.33 6.18  7.52 

N 20  20 11  11 

SD (+/-) 1.79  1.01 1.96  0.75 

Female Mean 7.11  7.05 7.30  7.23 

N 22  22 10  10 

SD (+/-) 0.80  1.18 1.25  1.23 

 
Table 65: SD (+/-) and means for adherence to diabetes medications score for the entire sample by groups 

 Primary Secondary 

Group Gender Baseline  Endpoint  Baseline  Endpoint  

B Mean 7.17 7.04 7.31 7.28 

N 23 23 9 9 

SD (+/-) 1.05 1.24 1.38 1.17 

A Mean 6.83 7.34 6.27 7.46 

N 19 19 12 12 

SD (+/-) 1.65 0.91 1.87 0.88 

Total Mean 7.02 7.18 6.71 7.38 

N 42 42 21 21 

SD (+/-) 1.35 1.10 1.72 0.99 
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Chronic diseases medications were reviewed and evaluated in the same 

manner as diabetes medications alone, to ascertain any trends between the 

data. Group A participants with primary school education level showed 

sustainable scores mean improvement. However, for participants with 

secondary school education, the males scores mean for adherence to chronic 

diseases medications improved at midterm then reduced at endpoint, whereas 

females continued to improve from baseline to midterm then reduced at end 

point. Both males and females reached a high adherence level above scores 

mean of 7 at the endpoint, which remained as a positive impact of the study. 

This finding demonstrates the importance of frequently screening patients 

diagnosed with long-term conditions for adherence to therapy. For all group B 

participants with primary school education, scores mean for adherence to 

chronic diseases medications, regardless of gender, showed slight 

improvement (0.4) toward a higher level of adherence. For participants with 

secondary school education, males showed significant improvement in their 

scores mean from low moderate to higher adherence while females showed a 

slight, but insignificant, reduction in their scores mean (Table 66 and 67). It was 

evident that regardless of gender, groups or level of educations, all scores 

mean improved from baseline to endpoint, and the SD (+/-) followed the same 

pattern and were significantly reduced. For groups, while all participants shown 

improvement, it was clear that all participants with secondary school education, 

made greater improvement in comparison with those with primary school 

education. This shows that the level of education can impact the adherence to 

therapy (intentional) and that the frequency of review, may produce small 

incremental of improvement, but more sustainable in the long-term. 
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Table 66: SD (+/-) and means for adherence to chronic diseases medications by gender 

 Primary Secondary 

Group Gender Baseline Midterm Endpoint Baseline Midterm Endpoint 

A Male Mean 6.69 6.97 7.50 7.13 7.81 7.44 

N 8 8 8 8 8 8 

SD (+/-) 1.27 1.02 0.53 0.81 0.35 0.48 

Female Mean 7.41 7.57 7.70 6.75 7.44 7.75 

N 11 11 11 4 4 4 

SD (+/-) 0.94 0.51 0.46 1.50 1.13 0.50 

B Male Mean 7.10  7.50 5.58  8.00 

N 12  12 3  3 

SD (+/-) 1.07  0.66 1.94  0.00 

Female Mean 7.20  7.64 7.83  7.75 

N 11  11 6  6 

SD (+/-) 1.23  0.48 0.41  0.50 

Total Male Mean 6.94  7.50 6.70  7.59 

N 20  20 11  11 

SD (+/-) 1.14  0.60 1.32  0.48 

Female Mean 7.31  7.67 7.40  7.75 

N 22  22 10  10 

SD (+/-) 1.07  0.46 1.07  0.47 

 
Table 67: SD (+/-) and means for adherence to chronic diseases medications for the entire study sample by groups 

Group Primary Secondary 

Baseline  Endpoint  Baseline Endpoint  

B Mean 7.15 7.57 7.08 7.83 

N 23 23 9 9 

SD (+/-) 1.12 0.57 1.52 0.41 

A Mean 7.11 7.62 7.00 7.54 

N 19 19 12 12 

SD (+/-) 1.12 0.49 1.03 0.49 

Total Mean 7.13 7.59 7.04 7.67 

N 42 42 21 21 

SD (+/-) 1.11 0.53 1.23 0.47 
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All participants had <10% scores at baseline which indicated no, or very low, 

symptoms of depression on CUDOS© scale. All group A participants with 

primary school education showed the same pattern of progressive percentages 

mean improvement from baseline to midterm to endpoint, regardless of gender 

(Table 68). Male participants with secondary school education showed no 

improvement between baseline and midterm, and then reduced at endpoint 

(0%). For females, it was the opposite where they started at 0% and finished at 

0.5%. However, for both males and females with secondary school education 

the changes are not statistically or clinically significant (percentages mean of 

1.8 vs. 1.5 respectively). When combined the two groups, all participants’ 

percentages mean improved, regardless of their level of education except 

males with secondary school education cohort who remained at the same level. 

Table 69 show the results for the entire study population by group. There was a 

greater incremental improvement from baseline to endpoint in group B than 

group A, however they had similar endpoint and the difference was insignificant. 

All participant had scores <10% and therefore remained in the non-anxious 

range on CUXOS© scale. Only male participants with primary school education 

had a worse score at midterm but improved at endpoint. All participants 

regardless of gender or education reached scores mean under 0.25% at the 

endpoint. All group B participants regardless of gender or level of education 

showed improvement and reached 0.18% or under at the endpoint (Table 70). 

Table 71 show that group A participants reached slight lower percentages mean 

than those from group B, however there was no impact by the level of 

education. 
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Table 68: SD (+/-) and means for CUDOS©* scores by gender 
 Primary Secondary 

Group Gender Baseline   Midterm  Endpoint  Baseline   Midterm  Endpoint  

A Male Mean 0.75 0.38 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.00 

N 8 8 8 8. 8 8 

SD (+/-) 1.04 0.52 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.00 

Female Mean 0.73 0.45 0.18 0.00 0.25 0.50 

N 11 11 11 4 4 4 

SD (+/-) 1.19 1.51 0.40 0.00 0.50 0.58 

B Male Mean 2.42  0.42 0.33  0.33 

N 12  12 3  3 

SD (+/-) 5.12  0.51 0.58  0.58 

Female Mean 2.00  0.55 3.00  0.17 

N 11  11 6  6 

SD (+/-) 2.61  0.52 5.29  0.41 

Total Male Mean 1.75  0.35 0.27  0.09 

N 20  20 11  11 

SD (+/-) 4.04  0.49 0.47  0.30 

Female Mean 1.36  0.36 1.80  0.30 

N 22  22 10  10 

SD (+/-) 2.08  0.49 4.24  0.48 

 
Table 69: SD (+/-) and means for CUDOS©* scores for the entire study population by groups 

 Primary Secondary 

Group Baseline Endpoint  Baseline  Endpoint  

B Mean 2.22 0.48 2.11 0.22 

N 23 23 9 9 

SD (+/-) 4.03 0.51 4.40 0.44 

A Mean 0.74 0.21 0.17 0.17 

N 19 19 12 12 

SD (+/-) 1.10 0.42 0.39 0.39 

Total Mean 1.55 0.36 1.00 0.19 

N 42 42 21 21 

SD (+/-) 3.13 0.48 2.97 0.40 

*CUDOS© scores are measured in percentage (%) 
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Table 70: SD (+/-) and means for CUXOS©* scores by gender 

 Primary Secondary 

Group Gender Baseline Midterm Endpoint Baseline Midterm Endpoint 

A Male Mean 0.13 0.63 0.00 0.50 0.25 0.13 

N 8 8 8 8 8 8 

SD (+/-) 0.35 0.92 0.00 1.07 0.46 0.35 

Female Mean 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.25 

N 11 11 11 4 4 4 

SD (+/-) 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.50 

B Male Mean 1.42  0.17 0.33  0.00 

N 12  12 3  3 

SD (+/-) 3.70  0.39 0.58  0.00 

Female Mean 1.45  0.18 3.17  0.17 

N 11  11 6  6 

SD (+/-) 2.70  0.40 6.40  0.41 

Total Male Mean 0.90  0.10 0.45  0.09 

N 20  20 11  11 

SD (+/-) 2.90  0.31 0.93  0.30 

Female Mean 0.77  0.14 1.90  0.20 

N 22  22 10  10 

SD (+/-) 2.00  0.35 5.04  0.42 

 
Table 71: SD (+/-) and means for CUXOS©* scores for the entire study population by group 

 Primary Secondary 

Group  Baseline  Endpoint   Baseline   Endpoint  

B Mean 1.43 0.17 2.22 0.11 

N 23 23 9 9 

SD (+/-) 3.19 0.39 5.26 0.33 

A Mean 0.11 0.05 0.33 0.17 

N 19 19 12 12 

SD (+/-) 0.32 0.23 0.89 0.39 

Total Mean 0.83 0.12 1.14 0.14 

N 42 42 21 21 

SD (+/-) 2.44 0.33 3.53 0.36 

*CUXOS© scores are measured in percentage (%) 
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All participants in group A showed a progressive improvement in their mean 

wellbeing scores with a small but steady increment of improvement, and all 

ended with a high level of self-reported wellbeing (Table 72). The SD (+/-) 

results were also reducing, indicating that most participants were becoming 

closer to the cohort means.  

The wellbeing scores mean for all group B participants improved and moved 

from moderate to high wellbeing scores mean regardless of gender. The SD 

(+/-) results were also reduced, indicating that most individuals scores were 

improved, except for secondary school education level female participants. 

There endpoint results were greater than baseline, indicating that not all 

participants improved due to an increased gap away from the scores mean. 

Table 73 show that all participants regardless of gender, group or level of 

education, reported high wellbeing score at the end of the study, this is 

indicative that the participation in the study was the only influential factor. 
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Table 72: SD (+/-) and means for wellbeing scores by gender 

 Primary Secondary 

Group Gender Baseline Midterm Endpoint Baseline Midterm Endpoint 

A Male Mean 3.50 4.00 4.50 4.00 4.38 4.50 

N 8 8 8 8 8 8 

SD (+/-) 0.93 0.53 0.53 0.93 0.74 0.53 

Female Mean 4.64 4.36 4.82 4.25 4.50 4.75 

N 11 11 11 4 4 4 

SD (+/-) 0.67 0.67 0.60 0.96 0.58 0.50 

B Male Mean 3.75  4.33 4.67  5.00 

N 12  12 3  3 

SD (+/-) 0.62  0.49 0.58  0.00 

Female Mean 4.09  4.45 3.67  4.17 

N 11  11 6  6 

SD (+/-) 0.94  0.69 0.52  0.75 

Total Male Mean 3.65  4.40 4.18  4.64 

N 20  20 11  11 

SD (+/-) 0.75  0.50 0.87  0.50 

Female Mean 4.36  4.64 3.90  4.40 

N 22  22 10  10 

SD (+/-) 0.85  0.66 0.74  0.70 

 
Table 73: SD (+/-) and means for wellbeing scores for entire study population by groups 

 Primary Secondary 

Group Baseline  Endpoint Baseline Endpoint  

B 

Mean 3.91 4.39 4.00 4.44 

N 23 23 9 9 

SD (+/-) 0.79 0.58 0.71 0.73 

A 

Mean 4.16 4.68 4.08 4.58 

N 19 19 12 12 

SD (+/-) 0.96 0.58 0.90 0.51 

Total 

Mean 4.02 4.52 4.05 4.52 

N 42 42 21 21 

SD (+/-) 0.87 0.59 0.80 0.60 
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The variation in the mean HbA1c between the two groups and by education 

level was insignificant (Table 74).   

Table 74: The means for HbA1c* by education background patients 

  
Primary school education Secondary school education 

Mean N Mean N 

Group A 

HbA1c Baseline 8.16 19 8.63 12 

HbA1c Midterm 8.33 19 8.90 12 

HbA1c Endpoint 7.76 19 8.43 12 

Group B 
HbA1c Baseline 7.70 23 7.67 9 

HbA1c Endpoint 7.49 23 7.44 9 

Total  
HbA1c Baseline 7.90 42 8.22 21 

HbA1c Endpoint 7.61 42 8.01 21 

*HbA1c scores are measured in percentage (%) 

 
Tables 75 and 76 below show data for participants by education level and 

groups. Comparing midterm and baseline HbA1c for group A pair one (t(18)= 

1.68, p= 0.11 and d= 0.39), pair two (t(18)= 1.82, p= 0.09 and d= 0.42) and pair 

three (t(18)=1.30, p=0.21 and d=0.30) show that the differences were neither 

clinically nor statistically significant. The midterm values for HbA1 was 0.57% 

higher than endpoint (95% CI[-0.09, 1.23]) and from baseline and endpoint 

indicates baseline values are 0.39% higher than at the  endpoint (95%CI[-0.24, 

1.03]), this suggests a possible trend toward improvement from midterm to 

endpoint. Additionally, the average mean difference in group B showed the 

participants who were reviewed on two occasion from baseline to endpoint, the 

data shows t(22)=0.61, p= 0.55 and d = 0.13. The d value displays a small 

effect size with the results showing no significance between the two encounters. 

However, the average mean difference suggests that participant showed hbA1c 

to be 0.21% higher at baseline when compared to endpoint (95%CI[[-0.50, 

0.92]) suggesting slight improvement between the two encounters. Finally, total 

participants the relationship between baseline and endpoint HbA1c with the 

following values; t(41)= 1.27, p= 0.21 and d= 0.20, which was insignificant.  
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Table 75: Paired sample t- tests with HbA1c at various duration of the study for primary school educational background patients 

  

Paired Differences 

t df 
Sig.  

(2-tailed)  
p value 

Mean 
SD 
(+/-) 

Std. Error 
Mean 

95% Confidence Interval of the Difference 

Lower Upper 

Group A Pair 1 HbA1c Midterm – HbA1c Baseline 0.17 0.45 0.10 -0.04 0.39 1.68 18 0.11 

Group A Pair 2 HbA1c Midterm – HbA1c Endpoint 0.57 1.36 0.31 -0.09 1.23 1.82 18 0.09 

Group A Pair 3 HbA1c Baseline – HbA1c Endpoint 0.39 1.32 0.30 -0.24 1.03 1.30 18 0.21 

Group B HbA1c Baseline – HbA1c Endpoint 0.21 1.65 0.34 -0.50 0.92 0.61 22 0.55 

Total   HbA1c Baseline – HbA1c Endpoint 0.29 1.50 0.23 -0.17 0.76 1.27 41 0.21 
 

 
Table 76: Paired sample t- tests with HbA1c at various duration of the study for the secondary school education background patients 

  

Paired Differences 

t df 
Sig.  

(2-tailed)  
p value 

Mean 
SD 
(+/-) 

Std. Error 
Mean 

95% Confidence Interval of the Difference 

Lower Upper 

Group A Pair 1 HbA1c Midterm – HbA1c Baseline 0.27 1.00 0.29 -0.37 0.90 0.93 11 0.38 

Group A Pair 2 HbA1c Midterm – HbA1c Endpoint 0.47 1.60 0.46 -0.55 1.49 1.01 11 0.34 

Group A pair 3 HbA1c Baseline – HbA1c Endpoint 0.20 1.47 0.42 -0.73 1.13 0.47 11 0.65 

Group B HbA1c Baseline – HbA1c Endpoint 0.22 1.76 0.59 -1.13 1.57 0.38 8 0.71 

Total   HbA1c Baseline – HbA1c Endpoint 0.21 1.56 0.34 -0.50 0.92 0.62 20 0.54 
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Figures 18 and 19 represent the systolic and diastolic blood pressures of all the 

individuals with primary school education in group A. The results show all the 

participants had BP well within the range as per the NICE NG28 guidelines. A 

reduction was seen in females systolic and diastolic BP; however, all males 

already had a good reading of 120/80 mmHg. 

Group B participants displayed the opposite of group A, where females 

achieved better control of 128/80 mmHg and males were slightly higher (129/81 

mmHg), however, the difference was clinically insignificant. Group B results for 

participants with primary education was higher than those for group A at the 

endpoint, but the difference was clinically insignificant.  

Secondary educated participants’ BP was reviewed in the same manner where 

group A females showed better control than males (endpoint means 116/80 

mmHg and 135/81 mmHg respectively). However, this shows that all 

participants remained under the NICE 2020 NG28 recommendations of 140/90 

mmHg. 

Group B females showed better control than males (endpoint means 122/80 

mmHg and 135/89 mmHg respectively). However, this shows that all 

participants remained under the NICE 2020, NG28 recommendations of 140/90 

mmHg. This shows that group A participants had better control than group B, 

which might be as a result of the more frequent reviews of every 3-months 

compared to every 6-months for group B. 
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Figure 18: BP (mmHg) by primary school education status 
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Figure 19: BP (mmHg) by secondary school education status 
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Access to resources through the internet 

This was a crucial question that was asked to all participants to enable a 

structured counselling session during the consultations.  

Only n=40 (63%) participants had access to the main widely used resource 

such as the internet. This was very surprising as the internet is widely used to 

access the resources, favoured by most clinicians. Through internet access, 

patients and clinicians can access available guidelines, policies foundations 

resources e.g., cancer UK, diabetes UK, the British heart foundation and many 

others. It was found that those who had access to the internet were not actually 

using reliable resources to understand their condition/medications. 

The histograms in figures 20 and 21 demonstrate that the residuals are normally 

distributed and therefore, the regression model is valid and fulfils the major 

assumption of normal distribution for regression residuals. Table 77 shows a 

descriptive analysis of data on patients who had access to the internet vs. those 

who did not.  
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Figure 20: Adherence scores at each encounter for participants with internet access 
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Figure 21: Adherence scores at each encounter for participants with no internet access 
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Table 77: A descriptive analysis on access to the internet  vs. no access to the internet 

Patients n* (%**) 

  
Internet 
access 

No internet access Internet access 
No internet 

access 
Internet access 

No internet 
access 

  Baseline Midterm Endpoint 

Patients per category  40(63%) 21(33%) 19(30%) 11(34%) 40(63%) 21(33%) 

Diabetes medications adherence overall score (n=61) 

Very low (0-1.75) 0 2(10%) 0 0 0 0 

Low (2-3.75) 1(3%) 0 0 0 0 0 

Moderate (4-6.75) 12(30%) 5(24%) 3(16%) 2(18%) 13(33%) 3(14%) 

High (7-8) 27(68%) 14(67%) 16(84%) 9(81%) 27(68%) 18(86%) 

Chronic diseases medications adherence overall score (n=61) 

Very low (0-1.75) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Low (2-3.75) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Moderate (4-6.75) 13(33%) 4(19%) 4(21%) 0 4(10%) 0 

High (7-8) 27(68%) 17(81%) 15(79%) 11(100%) 36(90%) 21(100%) 

CUDOS© (n=61) 

Non-depressed (0-10%) 38(95%) 21(100%) 19(100%) 11(100%) 40(100%) 21(100%) 

Minimal depressed (11-20%) 2(5%) 0 0 0 0 0 

Mild depression (21-30%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Moderate depression (31-40%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Severe depression (>46%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

CUXOS© (n=61) 

Non-anxious (0-10%) 39(98%) 20(95%) 19(100%) 11(100%) 40(100%) 21(100%) 

Minimal anxiety (11-20%) 1(3%) 1(5%) 0 0 0 0 

Mild anxiety (21-30%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Moderate anxiety (31-40%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Severe anxiety (>41%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Wellbeing Score (n=61) 

Low (1-2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Moderate (3) 11(28%) 6(29) 3(16%) 0 1(2%) 2(10%) 

High (4-5) 29(73%) 15(71%) 16(82%) 11(100%) 39(98%) 19(90%) 

* Number, ** Percentage 
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Table 78 shows that all participants cohorts showed very small (insignificant) 

improvement in diabetes medications adherence scores mean from baseline to 

endpoint, regardless of gender, group or access to resources through the 

internet, which can be seen as an improvement independent of internet access 

or gender. However, participants without internet access were the most 

improved from baseline to endpoint indicating that their participation in the study 

was the main element that improved their diabetes medications adherence. 

Table 79 highlights group B participants’ scores mean for adherence to chronic 

diseases medications by gender and access to the internet. Participants in all 

cohorts displayed improvement in their medication adherence scores mean, 

regardless of gender or availability of internet access, and had significant 

reduction in the SD (+/-) value.  

All participants regardless of access, gender or group were improved in their 

adherence to chronic diseases medications scores mean. This indicates that 

the only dependant factor they share is their participation in the study and being 

subject to having additional conversations with healthcare professionals. 

Additionally, the SD (+/-) ranges were also reduced closer to the means for 

each cohort (Tables 80 and 81). 
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Table 78: SD (+/-) and means for adherence to diabetes medications score by gender 

 Access No access 

Group Gender Baseline  Midterm  Endpoint  Baseline   Midterm  Endpoint  

A Male Mean 7.00 7.50 7.37 3.50 6.67 7.33 

N 13 13 13 3 3 3 

SD (+/-) 0.99 0.90 0.99 3.93 0.58 0.58 

Female Mean 6.46 7.29 7.79 7.22 7.56 7.34 

N 6 6 6 8 8 8 

SD (+/-) 1.75 1.10 0.40 0.73 0.55 0.97 

B Male Mean 6.53  7.19 6.75  7.67 

N 8  8 6  6 

SD (+/-) 1.69  1.22 1.57  0.47 

Female Mean 7.33  6.46 7.94  8.00 

N 13  13 4  4 

SD (+/-) 0.88  1.36 0.13  0.00 

Total Male Mean 6.82  7.30 5.67  7.56 

N 21  21 9  9 

SD (+/-) 1.28  1.06 2.83  0.50 

Female Mean 7.05  6.88 7.46  7.56 

N 19  19 12  12 

SD (+/-) 1.24  1.30 0.68  0.84 

 
Table 79: SD (+/-) and means for adherence to diabetes medications score for the entire sample by groups 

 Access No access 

Group Baseline  Endpoint  Baseline  Endpoint  

B Mean 7.02 6.74 7.23 7.80 

N 21 21 10 10 

SD (+/-) 1.27 1.33 1.32 0.39 

A Mean 6.83 7.50 6.20 7.34 

N 19 19 11 11 

SD (+/-) 1.25 0.86 2.54 0.85 

Total Mean 6.93 7.10 6.69 7.56 

N 40 40 21 21 

SD (+/-) 1.25 1.18 2.07 0.70 
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Table 80: SD (+/-) and means for adherence to chronic diseases medications by gender 

  Access No access 

Group Gender Baseline Midterm Endpoint Baseline Midterm Endpoint 

A Male Mean 7.13 7.42 7.37 5.92 7.25 7.92 

N 13 13 13 3 3 3 

SD (+/-) 0.79 0.94 0.49 1.66 0.43 0.14 

Female Mean 7.46 7.42 7.96 7.38 7.72 7.63 

N 6 6 6 8 8 8 

SD (+/-) 1.21 0.90 0.10 1.06 0.45 0.52 

B Male Mean 6.19  7.44 7.58  7.92 

N 8  8 6  6 

SD (+/-) 1.46  0.76 0.90  0.13 

Female Mean 7.27  7.58 7.94  8.00 

N 13  13 4  4 

SD (+/-) 1.16  0.50 0.13  0.00 

Total Male Mean 6.77  7.39 7.03  7.92 

N 21  21 9  9 

SD (+/-) 1.16  0.59 1.38  0.13 

Female Mean 7.33  7.70 7.56  7.75 

N 19  19 12  12 

SD (+/-) 1.15  0.45 0.89  0.45 

 
Table 81: SD (+/-) and means for adherence to chronic diseases medications for the entire study sample by groups 

 Access No access 

Group Baseline  Endpoint  Baseline  Endpoint  

B Mean 6.86 7.52 7.73 7.95 

N 21 21 10 10 

SD (+/-) 1.36 0.60 0.70 0.11 

A Mean 7.24 7.55 6.98 7.70 

N 19 19 11 11 

SD (+/-) 0.92 0.49 1.34 0.46 

Total Mean 7.04 7.54 7.33 7.82 

N 40 40 21 21 

SD (+/-) 1.17 0.54 1.13 0.35 
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CUDOS© percentages mean were evaluated by group and gender. All 

participants had scores <10%, therefore, falling into the non-depressed range 

(Tables 82 and 83).  

For group A, all those with access to internet regardless of gender showed 

slight reduction or remained at the same scores mean at midterm, then slightly 

increased at endpoint. However, all reductions and increases were in a very 

small and insignificant margin, were at the end they were all under 0.4%. 

Participants without access showed an opposite picture with slight increase 

midterm and greater reduction at endpoint, however the reductions or increases 

were insignificant, and all ended under 0.03%. SD (+/-) values were also 

reduced, indicating that the majority of participants moved closer to their cohorts 

means. Therefore, representing an improvement in their CUDOS© scores. 

For group B participants CUDOS© percentages mean was further reduced to 

under 0.5%, with a reduced SD (+/-) values regardless of their access to 

internet. There was a large range of improvement in all participants, regardless 

of gender or group with internet access when compared to those without access 

(percentages mean of 1.4 vs 0.43 respectively). However, the final percentages 

mean for all participants regardless of gender or access to internet was under 

0.5% which indicates no symptoms of depression or low mood experienced by 

the entire study population. This is a clinically significant improvement.  
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Table 82: SD (+/-) and means for CUDOS©* percentages by gender 

 Access No access 

Group Gender Baseline  Midterm Endpoint  Baseline  Midterm Endpoint  

A Male Mean 0.62 0.13 0.15 0.00 0.33 0.00 

N 13 13 13 3 3 3 

SD (+/-) 0.87 0.48 0.38 0.00 0.58 0.00 

Female Mean 0.17 0.17 0.33 0.50 0.63 0.25 

N 6 6 6 8 8 8 

SD (+/-) 0.41 0.41 0.52 1.07 1.77 0.46 

B Male Mean 2.75  0.38 1.33  0.33 

N 8  8 6  6 

SD (+/-) 6.20  0.52 1.97  0.52 

Female Mean 2.92  0.46 0.50  0.25 

N 13  13.00 4  4 

SD (+/-) 3.99  0.52 1.00  0.50 

Total Male Mean 1.43  0.24 0.89  0.22 

N 21  21 9  9 

SD (+/-) 3.88  0.44 1.69  0.44 

Female Mean 2.05  0.42 0.50  0.25 

N 19  19 12  12 

SD (+/-) 3.52  0.51 1.00  0.45 

 
Table 83: SD (+/-) and means for CUDOS©* scores for the entire study population by groups 

 Access No access 

Group Gender Baseline  Endpoint   Baseline  Endpoint  

B Mean 2.86 0.43 1.00 0.30 

N 21 21 10 10 

SD (+/-) 4.80 0.51 1.63 0.48 

A Mean 0.47 0.21 0.36 0.18 

N 19 19 11 11 

SD (+/-) 0.77 0.42 0.92 0.40 

Total Mean 1.73 0.33 0.67 0.24 

N 40 40 21 21 

SD(+/-) 3.68 0.47 1.32 0.44 

*CUDOS© scores are measured in percentage (%) 
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The CUXOS© tool was used to detect anxiety in participants. All participants 

had scores <10% therefore ranging in the non- anxious range (Tables 84 and 

85). Similar to group B, group A participants showed no significant pattern, that 

suggested a gender or internet access impact. All participants showed slight 

change by reduction or increase during the three consultations, however all 

showed improvement at the endpoint, and reached percentages mean under 

0.2%, with a significant reduction in scores variability as demonstrated by the 

SD (+/-) values. Comparing group B males and females, there was no pattern 

that suggests gender or internet access impact, where all participants showed 

improvement from baseline to endpoint and reached scores mean under 0.25%, 

with a significant reduction in scores variability as demonstrated by the small 

SD (+/-) values. There were no significant patterns that suggest gender or 

internet access impact. All participants showed an improvement from baseline 

to endpoint, regardless of gender, group or access to internet, with a significant 

reduction in scores variability as demonstrated by the small SD (+/-) values. The 

only shared factor which might have impacted the improvement was disclosed 

at the end of the study (participants end-of-study feedback, table 163). 

Wellbeing means score (Tables 86 and 87) show separate comparison between 

groups by gender and access to internet. Whilst both groups showed an 

improvement and reached higher scores mean at the endpoint, group A 

participants showed gradual and higher wellbeing scores mean at the endpoint 

than group B. All participants scores mean for wellbeing exceeded 4.5, the 

improvement was seen regardless of gender, groups or internet access.  
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Table 84: SD (+/-) and means for CUXOS©* scores by gender 

 Access No access 

Group Gender Baseline  Midterm  Endpoint  Baseline  Midterm  Endpoint  

A Male Mean 0.38 0.46 0.08 0.00 0.33 0.00 

N 13 13 13 3 3 3 

SD (+/-) 0.87 0.78 0.28 0.00 0.58 0.00 

Female Mean 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.13 0.00 0.13 

N 6 6 6 8 8 8 

SD (+/-) 0.00 0.00 0.41 0.35 0.00 0.35 

B Male Mean 0.25  0.13 2.67  0.17 

N 8  8 6  6 

SD (+/-) 0.46  0.35 5.13  0.41 

Female Mean 2.62  0.23 0.25  0.00 

N 13  13 4  4 

SD (+/-) 4.75  0.44 0.50  0.00 

Total Male Mean 0.33  0.10 1.78  0.11 

N 21  21 9  9 

SD (+/-) 0.73  0.30 4.27  0.33 

Female Mean 1.79  0.21 0.17  0.08 

N 19  19 12  12 

SD (+/-) 4.08  0.42 0.39  0.29 

 
Table 85: SD (+/-) and means for CUXOS©* scores for the entire study population by group 

 Access No access 

Group Gender Baseline Endpoint Baseline Endpoint 

B Mean 1.71 0.19 1.70 0.10 

N 21 21 10 10 

SD (+/-) 3.87 0.40 4.03 0.32 

A Mean 0.26 0.11 0.09 0.09 

N 19 19 11 11 

SD (+/-) 0.73 0.32 0.30 0.30 

Total Mean 1.03 0.15 0.86 0.10 

N 40 40 21.00 21 

SD (+/-) 2.91 0.36 2.83 0.30 

*CUXOS© scores are measured in percentage (%) 
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Table 86: SD (+/-) and means for wellbeing scores by gender 
 Access No access 

Group Gender Baseline  Midterm  Endpoint   Baseline Midterm  Endpoint  

A Male Mean 3.77 4.08 4.46 3.67 4.67 4.67 

N 13 13 13 3 3 3 

SD (+/-) 0.93 0.64 0.52 1.15 0.58 0.58 

Female Mean 5.00 4.50 5.00 4.38 4.38 4.63 

N 6 6 6 8 8 8 

SD (+/-) 0.00 0.84 0.00 0.74 0.52 0.74 

B Male Mean 3.88  4.63 4.00  4.33 

N 8  8 6  6 

SD (+/-) 0.83  0.52 0.63  0.52 

Female Mean 4.08  4.31 3.50  4.50 

N 13  13 4  4 

SD (+/-) 0.86  0.63 0.58  1.00 

Total Male Mean 3.81  4.52 3.89  4.44 

N 21  21 9  9 

SD (+/-) 0.87  0.51 0.78  0.53 

Female Mean 4.37  4.53 4.08  4.58 

N 19  19 12  12 

SD (+/-) 0.83  0.61 0.79  0.79 

 
Table 87: SD (+/-) and means for wellbeing scores for entire study population by groups 

 Access No access 

Group  Baseline  Endpoint  Baseline  Endpoint  

B Mean 4.00 4.43 3.80 4.40 

N 21 21 10 10 

SD (+/-) 0.84 0.60 0.63 0.70 

A Mean 4.16 4.63 4.18 4.64 

N 19 19 11 11 

SD (+/-) 0.96 0.50 0.87 0.67 

Total Mean 4.08 4.53 4.00 4.52 

N 40 40 21 21 

SD (+/-) 0.89 0.55 0.77 0.68 
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Table 88 shows that HbA1c means were higher in those without internet access 

than those with access.  

Table 88: The means for HbA1c* in patients with access to the internet 

*HbA1c scores are measured in percentage (%) 
 
 

Group A pair one shows the relationship between midterm and baseline; 

t(10)=1.11, p=0.29, d=0.33, which was statistically insignificant with a small 

effect size (Tables 89 and 90). The overall midterm HbA1c results were raised 

by 0.32% (95%CI[-0.32, 0.96]). Group A pair two shows the difference between 

midterm and endpoint; t(10)=3.16, p=0.01, d=0.95. There was a statistical 

difference between midterm and endpoint as p<0.05 with large effect size. The 

overall difference suggest that midterm values are 0.63% higher than endpoint 

(95%CI[0.18, 1.07]). Both groups in pair 3 showed no statistical significance 

(group A pair 3 p=0.36 vs. group B p=0.10). When comparing the mean 

average it was seen that in group A pair 3 HbA1c values were 0.31% greater at 

baseline from endpoint (95%CI[-0.40, 1.02]) vs. group B which showed values 

1% higher at baseline when compared to endpoint (95%CI[-0.24,2.24]). Group 

B participants who had no access to the internet showed better overall outcome 

when compared to group A participants. The total between the participants was 

reviewed which showed the relationship between baseline and endpoint t(20)= 

2.05, p=0.05, d=0.45. The data suggests it is not statistically significant with a 

small effect size. The overall baseline results were 0.64% higher than endpoint 

(95%CI[-0.01, 1.29]), showing an improvement in glycaemic control which might 

suggest that it is a result of the participation in the study. 

  
Internet access No internet access 

Mean N Mean N 

Group A  

HbA1c Baseline 8.14 19 8.83 11 

HbA1c Midterm 8.27 19 9.15 11 

HbA1c Endpoint 7.81 19 8.52 11 

Group B 
HbA1c Baseline 7.56 21 8.08 10 

HbA1c Endpoint 7.71 21 7.08 10 

Total 
HbA1c Baseline 7.84 40 8.47 21 

HbA1c Endpoint 7.76 40 7.83 21 
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Table 89:  Paired sample t- tests with HbA1c at various duration of the study for patients with access to the internet 

 

Paired Differences 

t df 

Sig.  
(2-tailed)  
p value Mean 

SD 
(+/-) 

Std. 
Error 
Mean 

95% Confidence Interval of the Difference 

Lower Upper 

Group A Pair 1 HbA1c Midterm - HbA1c Baseline 0.13 0.57 0.13 -0.15 0.40 0.97 18 0.34 

Group A Pair 2 HbA1c Midterm - HbA1c Endpoint 0.46 1.78 0.41 -0.40 1.31 1.12 18 0.28 

Group A Pair 3 HbA1c Baseline - HbA1c Endpoint 0.33 1.55 0.36 -0.42 1.08 0.93 18 0.36 

Group B HbA1c Endpoint - HbA1c Baseline 0.15 1.56 0.34 -0.56 0.86 0.45 20 0.66 

 Total HbA1c Baseline - HbA1c Endpoint .078 1.55 0.25 -0.42 0.57 0.32 39 0.75 

  
Table 90: Paired sample t- tests with HbA1c at various duration of the study for patients with no access to the internet 

  

Paired Differences 

t Df 
Sig.  

(2-tailed)  
p value 

Mea
n 

SD 
(+/-) 

Std. 
Error 
Mean 

95% Confidence Interval of the 
Difference 

Lower Upper 

Group A Pair 1 HbA1c Midterm - HbA1c Baseline 0.32 0.95 0.29 -0.32 0.96 1.11 10 0.29 

Group A Pair 2 HbA1c Midterm - HbA1c Endpoint 0.63 0.66 0.20 0.18 1.07 3.16 10 0.01 

Group A Pair 3 HbA1c Baseline - HbA1c Endpoint 0.31 1.06 0.32 -0.40 1.02 0.97 10 0.36 

Group B HbA1c Baseline - HbA1c Endpoint 1.00 1.74 0.55 -0.24 2.24 1.82 9 0.10 

Total HbA1c Baseline - HbA1c Endpoint 0.64 1.43 0.31 -0.01 1.29 2.05 20.00 0.05 
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All participants’ BP was illustrated and defined in box plots displaying the 

distribution by encounters, genders, and groups (Figure 22). Group A females 

mean BP were seen to be slightly higher (from 131.5 to 132.5/ from 82.5 to 80 

mmHg) compared to males (from 118 to 120/ from 78 to 80 mmHg) at all 

encounters, however they all remained under NICE recommendations of 

<140/90 mmHg). It is worth noting that being within acceptable range is 

preferable than having a tight control and safer for the patient than being at risk 

of hypotension. Group B males mean BP were seen to be slightly higher (from 

132.5 to 131.5/ from 80 to 84.5 mmHg) compared to females (from 125 to 128 

/80 mmHg) at all encounters, however they all remained under NICE 2020, 

NG28 recommendations of <140/90 mmHg). 

At all encounters, group A participants without access to the internet (Figure 23) 

showed that the males mean BP were seen to be much higher (from 137 to 

135/ from 81 to 85 mmHg) compared to the females (from 116 to 115/ from 75 

to 80 mmHg). However, they all remained under the NICE 2020, NG28 

recommendations. Males mean BP were seen to be slightly higher (from 126 to 

128.5/ from 74 to 81 mmHg) compared to females (from 127 to 125.5/ from 74 

to 70.5 mmHg) at all encounters, however they all remained under the NICE 

2020, NG28 recommendations. The results show that in the study sample, the 

mean of the males BP was slightly higher in comparison to females. However, 

this might be a natural occurrence where healthy females are known to have 

lower BP than men. Group A in general had better endpoint means than group 

B. Those with internet access also had better BP means at endpoint compared 

to those without access. However, based on these results, no significant 

conclusion can be made as the differences are very small and clinically 

insignificant. 
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Figure 22: BP (mmHg) by available internet access to resources 
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Figure 23: BP (mmHg) by absence of internet access to resources 
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Smoking status  

This data was collected to ensure counselling advice on smoking cessation is 

given and that the patients’ health was considered holistically. There were 13% 

(n=8) of the study sample that reported to be current smokers due to habit 

rather that for stress, however, the rest of the participants reported to have 

never smoked. Those who smoked did not fully understand the risk of smoking, 

however when it was discussed in the first consultation, they still chose to 

continue to smoke for the duration of the study, regardless of being offered a 

smoking cessation programme available at the practice. 

The histograms in figures 25 and 26 demonstrate that the residuals are 

normally distributed and therefore, the regression model is valid and fulfils the 

major assumption of normal distribution for regression residuals. Table 91 

shows a descriptive analysis of participants by smoking status.  
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Figure 24: Adherence scores at each encounter for participants that smoked 
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Figure 25: Adherence scores at each encounter for participants who did not smoke 
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Table 91: A descriptive analysis on smoking vs. non-smoking 

Patients n*(%**) 

Smoking status Smoker 
non 

smoker 
Smoker 

non 
smoker 

Smoker non smoker 

  Baseline Midterm Endpoint  
 8(13%) 54(84%) 3(9%) 28(88%) 8(13%) 54(84%) 

Diabetes medications adherence overall score (n=62) 
Very low (0-1.75) 0 2(4%) 0 0 0 0 

Low (2-3.75) 0 1(2%) 0 0 0 0 

Moderate (4-6.75) 2(25%) 16(30%) 0 5 (100%) 2(25%) 12(22%) 

High (7-8) 6(75%) 35(65%) 3(100%) 23(82%) 6(75%) 42(78%) 

Chronic diseases medications adherence overall score (n=62) 
Very low (0-1.75) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Low (2-3.75) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Moderate (4-6.75) 1(12%) 18(33%) 1(33%) 4(14%) 1(12%) 2(4%) 

High (7-8) 7(88%) 36(66%) 2(66%) 24(85%) 7(88%) 52(96%) 

CUDOS© (n62) 
Non-depressed (0-10%) 7 (88%) 53(98%) 3(100%) 28(100%) 8(100%) 54(100%) 

Minimal depressed (11-
20%) 

1(12%) 1(2%) 0 0 0 0 

Mild depression (21-
30%) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Moderate depression 
(31-40%) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Severe depression (46% 
and above) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

CUXOS© (n=62) 
Non-anxious (0-10%) 7(88%) 53(98%) 3(100%) 28(100%) 8(100%) 54(100%) 

Minimal anxiety (11-
20%) 

1(12%) 1(2%) 0 0 0 0 

Mild anxiety (21-30%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Moderate anxiety (31-
40%) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Severe anxiety (41% and 
above) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Wellbeing Score (n=62) 
Low (1-2) 1(13%) 0 0 0 0 0 

Moderate (3) 4(50%) 13(24%) 1(33%) 2(7%) 0 3(6%) 

High (4-5) 3(38%) 41(76%) 2(66%) 26(93%) 8(100%) 51(94%) 

* Number, ** Percentage 
 
 

Tables 92 and 93 are showing results for adherence to diabetes medications by 

groups and cohorts by smoking status. There were no females in the smoker 

cohort for group A. The scores mean for adherence and the SD (+/-) values 

improved in all participants, regardless of smoking status or gender in this 

group, however improvements varied from small to large increments. There 

were slight variation at the midterm review by increase or decrease from 

baseline, but these were insignificant to be reported as a trend. All male 

patients, regardless of their smoking status, showed improvement in their 

scores mean for adherence to diabetes medications. However, all females in 

group B regardless of their smoking status scores mean for adherence were 
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reduced. Only female smokers showed a reduction in their adherence scores 

mean by 1.12 points at endpoint and moved from high to moderate adherence 

level. However, there were only two females (3%) in this cohort so this cannot 

be seen as a trend. All other participants regardless of gender or group showed 

slight improvement or reduction but remained above the scores mean of 7. 

These results may indicate that smoking had no impact on adherence and that 

education received during the study at baseline is the only shared change. 

Tables 94 and 95 are showing results for adherence to chronic diseases 

medications by groups and cohorts by smoking status. In group A, non-smokers 

participants showed a progressive improvement in their adherence scores 

mean for chronic diseases medications throughout the three consultations. Male 

smokers had a slight improvement at midterm, but then had a slight reduction at 

endpoint, however those changes are very small and cannot be deemed as 

significant. All participants in group B showed improvement in their chronic 

diseases’ medications adherence scores mean, regardless of gender or 

smoking status. All scores mean for adherence to chronic diseases medications 

improved for all cohorts regardless of smoking status, gender or study group, 

except for smokers from group A who showed slight, but insignificant, reduction. 

These results indicate that the participation in the study is the only factor that 

impacted participants adherence to therapy behaviour.  
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Table 92: SD (+/-) and mean for diabetes medications adherence scores by gender and smoking status 

 Smoking Non smoking 

Group Gender Baseline Midterm Endpoint Baseline Midterm Endpoint 

A Male Mean 7.67 7.00 7.33 6.04 7.42 7.37 

N 3 3 3 13 13 13 

SD (+/-) 0.58 0.00 0.58 2.33 0.98 0.99 

Female Mean n/a n/a n/a 6.65 7.47 7.55 

N n/a n/a n/a 15 15 15 

SD (+/-) n/a n/a n/a 1.44 0.78 0.81 

B Male Mean 6.00  7.92 7.16  7.55 

N 3  3 11  11 

SD (+/-) 2.00  0.14 1.23  0.67 

Female Mean 7.50  6.38 7.40  6.88 

N 2  2 15  15 

SD (+/-) 0.71  0.53 0.86  1.43 

Total Male Mean 6.83  7.63 6.55  7.45 

N 6  6 24  24 

SD (+/-) 1.60  0.49 1.95  0.85 

Female Mean 7.50  6.38 7.03  7.22 

N 2  2 30  30 

SD (+/-) 0.71  0.53 1.23  1.19 

 
Table 93: SD (+/-) and mean for diabetes medications adherence scores by gender and smoking status comparing group A and B 

 Smoking Non smoking 

Group Gender Baseline  Endpoint  Baseline  Endpoint 

B Mean 6.60 7.30 7.30 7.16 

N 5 5 26 26 

SD (+/-) 1.67 0.89 1.01 1.20 

A Mean 7.67 7.33 6.37 7.46 

N 3 3 28 28 

SD (+/-) 0.58 0.58 1.90 0.89 

Total Mean 7.00 7.31 6.81 7.32 

N 8 8 54 54 

SD (+/-) 1.41 0.74 1.59 1.05 
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Table 94: SD (+/-) and means for adherence to chronic diseases medications by gender 

 Smoking Non-Smoking 

Group Gender Baseline Midterm Endpoint Baseline Midterm Endpoint 

A Male Mean 7.33 7.42 7.25 6.81 7.38 7.52 

N 3 3 3 13 13 13 

SD (+/-) 0.58 0.58 0.43 1.13 0.93 0.50 

Female Mean n/a n/a n/a 7.30 7.53 7.78 

N n/a n/a n/a 15 15 15 

SD (+/-) n/a n/a n/a 1.11 0.68 0.41 

B Male Mean 6.92  7.33 6.75  7.75 

N 3  3 11  11 

SD (+/-) 1.66  1.15 1.41  0.39 

Female Mean 7.50  7.88 7.42  7.65 

N 2  2 15  15 

SD (+/-) 0.71  0.18 1.10  0.50 

Total Male Mean 7.13  7.29 6.78  7.63 

N 6  6 24  24 

SD (+/-) 1.14  0.78 1.24  0.46 

Female Mean 7.50  7.88 7.36  7.72 

N 2  2 30  30 

SD (+/-) 0.71  0.18 1.09  0.45 

 
Table 95: SD (+/-) and means for adherence to chronic diseases medications for the entire study sample by groups 

 Smoking Non smoking 

Group   Baseline  Endpoint  Baseline  Endpoint  

B Mean 7.15 7.55 7.13 7.69 

N 5 5 26 26 

SD (+/-) 1.27 0.87 1.26 0.45 

A Mean 7.33 7.25 7.07 7.66 

N 3 3 28 28 

SD (+/-) 0.58 0.43 1.13 0.47 

Total Mean 7.22 7.44 7.10 7.68 

N 8 8 54 54 

SD (+/-) 1.01 0.72 1.18 0.45 
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Tables 96 and 97 presenting CUDOS© results by smoking status. Group A 

participants showed greater improvement with CUDOS© percentages mean 

and reached under 0.4%. However, the smokers and non-smokers could not be 

compared due to the small cohort of smokers (n=3) compared to non-smokers 

(n=28).  

The male non-smokers showed a slightly better improvement (n=13 mean 

reduction of 0.9) than the females (n=15, mean reduction of 0.49). Participants 

CUDOS© scores were evaluated based on their smoking status.  

All group B participants showed a significant improvement in their percentages 

mean to under 1%, regardless of smoking status or gender. The percentages 

mean for all cohorts were improved to under 0.4%, with a slight, but insignificant 

improvement in group A compared to group B. This finding indicates that 

patients’ participation in the study is the possible factor which influenced the 

improvement. 

Tables 98 and 99 presenting CUXOS© results by smoking status. The 

participants percentages mean for anxiety changed by increase or reductions 

within a range of 0.5%. However, as they were all under 10%, those small 

changes are insignificant.  

The male non-smokers from group B achieved lower percentages mean when 

compared to male smokers, however as the starting baseline means were 

vastly different, it is not possible to determine that one cohort improved over the 

other.  

In females the smokers’ cohort was very small and both participants remained 

at 0% during the duration of the study. The female non-smokers showed the 

greatest improvement compared to all other participants. When the entire 

population result was analysed by gender, group and smoking status, all 
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cohorts’ percentages mean were reduced towards lower anxiety symptoms 

levels and a reduced SD (+/-) values, regardless of the three variants. However, 

the non-smokers percentages mean at endpoint were at slightly lower level, but 

this was insignificant.  

The wellbeing scores were analysed by gender and groups based on the 

participants smoking status (Tables 100 and 101). All wellbeing scores mean 

were higher at the endpoint when compared to baseline, regardless of gender, 

where male smokers showed the highest range of improvement by 2, however 

a significant comparison cannot be derived in view of the small number of 

participants in this category. There were slight reductions in the SD(+/-) values.  

All wellbeing scores mean for non-smokers were higher at endpoint when 

compared to baseline, regardless of gender, with slight reductions in the SD(+/-) 

values.  

There was no significant evidence that smoking status, gender or group 

allocation had impact on the wellbeing scores mean improvement. It is more 

likely that the participation in the study, allowed participants to communicate 

their health concerns with the same healthcare practitioner, which had a 

positive impact on the patient sense of wellbeing. 
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Table 96: SD (+/-) and means for CUDOS©* percentage by gender 

 Smoking Non smoking 

Group Gender Baseline  Midterm  Endpoint  Baseline  Midterm  Endpoint  

A Male Mean 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.62 0.31 0.15 

N 3 3 3 13 13 13 

SD (+/-) 0.00 0.58 0.00 0.87 0.48 0.38 

Female Mean n/a n/a n/a 0.33 0.40 0.33 

N n/a n/a n/a 15 15 15 

SD (+/-) n/a n/a n/a 0.82 1.30 0.49 

B Male Mean 6.67  0.67 0.82  0.27 

N 3  3 11  11 

SD (+/-) 9.87  0.58 1.54  0.47 

Female Mean 0.00  0.00 2.67  0.47 

N 2  2 15  15 

SD (+/-) 0.00  0.00 3.77  0.52 

Total Male Mean 3.33  0.33 0.71  0.21 

N 6  6 24  24 

SD (+/-) 7.23  0.52 1.20  0.41 

Female Mean 0.00  0.00 1.50  0.40 

N 2  2 30  30 

SD (+/-) 0.00  0.00 2.93  0.50 

 
Table 97: SD (+/-) and means for CUDOS©* scores for the entire study population by groups 

 Smoking Non smoking 

Group Gender Baseline  Endpoint  Baseline   Endpoint  

B Mean 4.00 0.40 1.88 0.38 

N 5 5 26 26 

SD (+/-) 7.87 0.55 3.13 0.50 

A Mean 0.00 0.00 0.46 0.25 

N 3 3 28 28 

SD (+/-) 0.00 0.00 0.84 0.44 

Total Mean 2.50 0.25 1.15 0.31 

N 8 8 54 54 

SD (+/-) 6.30 0.46 2.34 0.47 

*CUDOS© scores are measured in percentage (%) 
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Table 98: SD (+/-) and means for CUXOS©* percentage by gender 

 Smoking Non-smoking 

Group Gender Baseline  Midterm  Endpoint  Baseline   Midterm   Endpoint  

A Male Mean 0.00 0.33 0.33 0.38 0.46 0.00 

N 3 3 3 13 13 13 

SD (+/-) 0.00 0.58 0.58 0.87 0.78 0.00 

Female Mean n/a n/a n/a 0.07 0.07 0.13 

N n/a n/a n/a 15 15 15 

SD (+/-) n/a n/a n/a 0.26 0.26 0.35 

B Male Mean 4.33  0.67 0.45  0.00 

N 3  3 11  11 

SD (+/-) 7.51  0.58 0.69  0.00 

Female Mean 0.00  0.00 2.33  0.20 

N 2  2 15  15 

SD (+/-) 0.00  0.00 4.47  0.41 

Total Male Mean 2.17  0.50 0.42  0.00 

N 6  6 24  24 

SD (+/-) 5.31  0.55 0.78  0.00 

Female Mean 0.00  0.00 1.20  0.17 

N 2  2 30  30 

SD (+/-) 0.00  0.00 3.32  0.38 

 
Table 99: SD (+/-) and means for CUXOS©* scores for the entire study population by group 

 Smoking Non smoking 

Group  Baseline Endpoint Baseline Endpoint 

B Mean 2.60 0.40 1.54 0.12 

N 5 5 26 26 

SD (+/-) 5.81 0.55 3.50 0.33 

A Mean 0.00 0.33 0.21 0.07 

N 3 3 28 28 

SD (+/-) 0.00 0.58 0.63 0.26 

Total Mean 1.63 0.38 0.85 0.09 

N 8 8 54 54 

SD (+/-) 4.60 0.52 2.54 0.29 

*CUXOS© scores are measured in percentage (%) 
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Table 100: SD (+/-) and means for wellbeing scores by gender 

 Smoking Non smoking 

Group Gender Baseline  Midterm  Endpoint  Baseline  Midterm  Endpoint  

A Male Mean 2.67 4.00 4.67 4.00 4.23 4.46 

N 3 3 3 13 13 13 

SD (+/-) 0.58 1.00 0.58 0.82 0.60 0.52 

Female Mean n/a n/a n/a 4.53 4.47 4.80 

N n/a n/a n/a 15 15 15 

SD (+/-) n/a n/a n/a 0.74 0.64 0.56 

B 

Male 

Mean 4  4.33 4  4.45 

N 3  3 11  11 

SD (+/-) 1  0.58 0.63  0.52 

Female 

Mean 3.5  4 4  4.4 

N 2  2 15  15 

SD (+/-) 0.71  0 0.85  0.74 

Total Male Mean 3.33  4.50 4.00  4.46 

N 6  6 24  24 

SD (+/-) 1.03  0.55 0.72  0.51 

Female Mean 3.50  4.00 4.27  4.60 

N 2  2 30  30 

SD (+/-) 0.71  0.00 0.83  0.67 
 

Table 101: SD (+/-) and means for wellbeing scores for entire study population by groups 
 Smoking Non smoking 

Group  Baseline  Endpoint  Baseline  Endpoint  

B Mean 3.80 4.20 4.00 4.42 

N 5 5 26 26 

SD (+/-) 0.84 0.45 0.75 0.64 

A Mean 2.67 4.67 4.29 4.64 

N 3 3 28 28 

SD (+/-) 0.58 0.58 0.81 0.56 

Total Mean 3.38 4.38 4.15 4.54 

N 8 8 54 54 

SD (+/-) 0.92 0.52 0.79 0.61 
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The variation in the mean HbA1c between the two groups and by smoking 

status was p>0.05 for both groups which was not clinically or statistically 

significant (Table 102-104).   

Table 102: The means for HbA1c* by patients smoking status 

  
Smokers Non-smokers 

Mean N Mean N 

Group A 

HbA1c Baseline 8.00 3 8.17 28 

HbA1c Midterm 7.80 3 8.41 28 

HbA1c Endpoint 7.83 3 7.84 28 

Group B 
HbA1c Baseline 8.06 5 7.57 26 

HbA1c Endpoint 6.86 5 7.41 26 

Total  
HbA1c Baseline 8.04 8 7.88 54 

HbA1c Endpoint 7.23 8 7.63 54 

*HbA1c scores are measured in percentage (%) 

 

As for BP, similar finding was observed (Figures 26 and 27). However, it is 

worth noting that the smokers in the sample was a very small proportion (n=8) 

and considering the sample was of South-East Asian ethnic background, where 

tobacco smoking by females is culturally unacceptable and less common than 

males (Morrow & Barraclough, 2003; Ken, 2009), disclosing smoking status by 

female participants might be not accurate, regardless of telephone or in person 

consultation. All participants BP means remained under the NICE 2020, NG28 

guidelines recommendations. The figures are showing results for males only, as 

there were no females in this category of smokers. Group B participants results 

showed male smoker participants to have BP means higher than the females, 

however the difference is not clinically significant. The non-smoker BPs results 

were then analysed for group A and group B with no significant changes 

detected. Group A in general had better endpoint means than group B. Those 

who did not smoke also had higher BP means at endpoint, compared to those 

who smoked, which might be accidental due to the sample size.  
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Table 103: Paired sample t- tests with HbA1c* at various duration of the study for smokers’ patients 

  

Paired Differences 

t Df 
Sig.  

(2-tailed)  
p value 

Mean 
SD 
(+/-) 

Std. 
Error 
Mean 

95% Confidence Interval of the Difference 

Lower Upper 

Group A Pair 1 HbA1c Baseline - HbA1c Midterm 0.20 0.95 0.55 -2.17 2.57 0.36 2 0.75 

Group A Pair 2 HbA1c Endpoint - HbA1c Midterm 0.03 0.40 0.23 -0.97 1.04 0.14 2 0.90 

Group A Pair 3 HbA1c Baseline - HbA1c Endpoint 0.17 0.67 0.38 -1.49 1.82 0.43 2 0.71 

Group B HbA1c Baseline - HbA1c Endpoint 1.20 1.98 0.88 -1.25 3.65 1.36 4 0.25 

Total HbA1c Baseline - HbA1c Endpoint 0.81 1.63 0.57 -0.55 2.17 1.41 7 0.20 

*HbA1c scores are measured in percentage (%) 
 
 
Table 104: Paired sample t- tests with HbA1c* at various duration of the study for patient that did not smoke 

  

Paired Differences 

t df 
Sig.  

(2-tailed) 
p value 

Mea
n 

SD 
(+/-) 

Std. 
Error 
Mean 

95% Confidence Interval of the Difference 

Lower Upper 

Group A Pair 1 HbA1c Midterm - HbA1c Baseline 0.24 0.69 0.13 -0.03 0.51 1.84 27 0.08 

Group A Pair 2 HbA1c Midterm - HbA1c Endpoint 0.57 1.50 0.28 -0.01 1.15 2.00 27 0.06 

Group A Pair 3 HbA1c Baseline - HbA1c Endpoint 0.33 1.42 0.27 -0.22 0.88 1.23 27 0.23 

Group B HbA1c Baseline - HbA1c Endpoint 0.16 1.43 0.28 -0.42 0.74 0.58 25 0.57 

Total HbA1c Baseline - HbA1c Endpoint 0.25 1.41 0.19 -0.14 0.63 1.29 53 0.20 

*HbA1c scores are measured in percentage (%) 
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Figure 26: BP (mmHg) for smokers participants 
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Figure 27: BP (mmHg) for non-smokers participants 
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Pre-participation mental health diagnosis 

At the start of the study participants were asked about their history of treated 

mental illness, and if they had at any stage experienced MIH problems. Only 

16% (n=10) made a disclosure.  

It was seen during consultation that once a rapport was built, the patients were 

more comfortable to discuss their concerns. MIH such as depression and 

anxiety were screened at all encounters with the participants via the CUDOS© 

and CUXOS© screening tool.  

The histograms in figures 28 and 29 histograms demonstrated that the residuals 

are normally distributed and therefore, the regression model is valid and fulfils the 

major assumption of normal distribution for regression residuals. 

Table 105 shows a descriptive analysis on the participants who were diagnosed 

with mental illness against those who did not have a diagnosis. 
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Figure 28: Adherence scores at each encounter for participants who had MIH diagnosis 
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Figure 29: Adherence scores at each encounter for participants that had no MIH diagnosis  
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Table 105: A descriptive analysis on the mental health status  

Patients n*(%**) 

Mental Health 
status  

MIH*** 
diagnosis 

No MIH 
diagnosi

s 

MIH 
diagnosi

s 

No MIH 
diagnosi

s 

MIH 
diagnosi

s 

No MIH 
diagnos

is 

  Baseline Midterm Endpoint  
 10(16%) 54(84%) 6(19%) 26(81%) 10(16%) 54 (84%) 

Diabetes medications adherence overall score (n=64) 

Very low (0-
1.75) 

1(10%) 1(2%) 0 0 0 0 

Low (2-3.75) 0 1(2%) 0 0 0 0 

Moderate (4-
6.75) 

4(40%) 15(28%) 1(17%) 4(15%) 4(40%) 12 (22%) 

High (7-8) 5(50%) 37(69%) 5(83%) 22(85%) 6(60%) 42 (78%) 

Chronic diseases medications adherence overall score (n=64) 

Very low (0-
1.75) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Low (2-3.76) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Moderate (4-
6.75) 

2(20%) 16(30%) 0 5(19%) 1(10%) 3 (6%) 

High (7-8) 8(80%) 38(70%) 6(100%) 21(81%) 9 (90%) 51 (94%) 

CUDOS© (n=64) 

Non-depressed 
(0-10%) 

10(100%) 52(96%) 6(100%) 26(100%) 10 (100%) 54 (100%) 

Minimal 
depressed (11-
20%) 

0 2(4%) 0 0 0 0 

Mild depression 
(21-30%) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Moderate 
depression (31-
40%) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Severe 
depression 
(46% and 
above) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

CUXOS© (n=64) 

Non-anxious (0-
10%) 

9(90%) 53(98%) 6(100%) 26(100%) 10 (100%) 54 (100%) 

Minimal anxiety 
(11-20%) 

1(10%) 1(2%) 0 0 0 0 

Mild anxiety (21-
30%) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Moderate 
anxiety (31-
40%) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Severe anxiety 
(41% and 
above) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Wellbeing Score (n=64) 

Low (1-2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Moderate (3) 3(30%) 15(27%) 0 3(12%) 1 (10%) 2 (4%) 

High (4-5) 7(70%) 39(72%) 6(100%) 23(88%) 9 (90%) 52 (96%) 

* Number, ** Percentage, ***Mental ill-health 

 
The sample for this analysis was very small (n=10) and cannot be generalised. 

Tables 106 and 107 represent participants diabetes medication adherence 
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scores for groups B and A by gender and mental illness diagnosis status.  

In group B, females with MIH diagnosis showed significant reduction in their 

mean adherence scores (1.33) and moved to moderate adherence level, 

compared to those without MIH diagnosis (0.43) but remained at the high 

adherence level. The males in group B regardless of MIH diagnosis showed 

improvement in their adherence scores mean for diabetes medications.  

Two males from group B were identified as at high risk of depression, and they 

were referred to the GP to confirm diagnosis and commence therapy. One 

received pharmacological therapy and the other received psychotherapy. 

All group A cohorts showed an improvement in their adherence scores mean, 

indicating the positive impact of a frequent encounter with patients. 

The entire sample was then combined and was analysed by gender regardless 

of group. All males regardless of MIH diagnosis scores mean significantly 

improved, however, only females without MIH showed slight improvement. 

Females with MIH diagnosis showed a reduction in their adherence to diabetes 

medications scores mean. When compared groups, it was clear that all group A 

cohorts (significant) and only participants with no MIH diagnoses from group B 

(insignificant) made improvement in their adherence scores mean. Those with 

MIH diagnosis in group B dropped from high adherence to moderate scores 

mean at endpoint. 
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Table 106: SD (+/-) and means for adherence to diabetes medications score by gender 

 MIH Diagnosis No MIH diagnosis 

Group  Baseline  Midterm  Endpoint  Baseline  Midterm  Endpoint  

A Male Mean 4.75 6.88 6.88 6.57 7.41 7.43 

N 2 2 2 14 14 14 

SD (+/-) 4.24 1.24 1.59 1.94 0.87 0.85 

Female Mean 6.63 7.94 7.44 6.67 7.35 7.46 

N 4 4 4 12 12 12 

SD (+/-) 0.43 0.13 0.97 1.61 0.84 0.88 

B Male Mean 8.00  7.75 6.91  7.41 

N 1  1 14  14 

SD (+/-) n/a  n/a 1.42  0.98 

Female Mean 7.25  5.92 7.45  7.02 

N 3  3 14  14 

SD (+/-) 0.66  1.81 0.87  1.24 

Total Male Mean 5.83  7.17 6.74  7.42 

N 3  3 28  28 

SD (+/-) 3.54  1.23 1.67  0.90 

Female Mean 6.89  6.79 7.09  7.22 

N 7  7 26  26 

SD (+/-) 0.59  1.49 1.30  1.09 

 
Table 107: SD (+/-) and means for adherence to diabetes medications score for the entire sample by groups 

 MIH Diagnosis No MIH diagnosis 

Group  Baseline  Endpoint  Baseline  Endpoint  

B Mean 7.44 6.38 7.18 7.21 

N 4 4 28 28 

SD (+/-) 0.66 1.74 1.19 1.11 

A Mean 6.00 7.25 6.62 7.44 

N 6 6 26 26 

SD (+/-) 2.16 1.07 1.76 0.85 

Total Mean 6.58 6.90 6.91 7.32 

N 10 10 54 54 

SD (+/-) 1.81 1.36 1.50 0.99 
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The same type of analysis was undertaken with the data for chronic diseases 

medications adherence (Tables 108 and 109). Group B participants, all showed 

improvement in their adherence scores mean except females with MIH 

diagnosis, who showed reduction in their adherence. However, for group A 

participants, all showed improvement in their adherence scores mean.  

The entire sample was then combined, and an analysis was conducted by 

gender irrespective of their allocated group. All males regardless of MIH 

diagnosis, and females without MIH, the scores mean were significantly 

improved. Females with MIH diagnosis showed a slight reduction in their 

adherence to diabetes medications scores mean.  

When comparing groups, it was clear that all group A cohorts with and without 

MIH diagnosis but only participants without MIH diagnosis from group B made 

improvement in their adherence scores mean (improvement increment by 1.25, 

0.82, 0.03 respectively). Those with MIH diagnosis in group B dropped from 

high adherence to moderate scores mean at endpoint. These results for both 

diabetes and chronic diseases medication adherence, highlight that there were 

number of factors that influenced the changes with the diagnosis of MIH.  

The COVID-19 pandemic isolation imposed negative outcomes; and the 

participants that had no MIH diagnosis, the frequency of consultation and 

participation in the study produced positive outcomes.   
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Table 108: SD (+/-) and means for adherence to chronic diseases medications by gender 

 MIH Diagnosis No MIH diagnosis 

Group Gender Baseline Midterm Endpoint Baseline Midterm Endpoint 

A Male Mean 6.75 7.50 7.50 6.93 7.38 7.46 

N 2 2 2 14 14 14 

SD (+/-) 0.00 0.71 0.71 1.13 0.90 0.49 

Female Mean 7.69 7.69 7.75 7.15 7.52 7.73 

N 4 4 4 12 12 12 

SD (+/-) 0.47 0.47 0.50 1.20 0.73 0.45 

B Male Mean 7.75  8.00 6.73  7.57 

N 1  1 14  14 

SD (+/-) n/a  n/a 1.38  0.63 

Female Mean 7.67  7.17 7.38  7.79 

N 3  3 14  14 

SD (+/-) 0.58  0.52 1.13  0.40 

Total Male Mean 7.08  7.67 6.83  7.52 

N 3  3 28  28 

SD (+/-) 0.58  0.58 1.24  0.56 

Female Mean 7.68  7.50 7.27  7.76 

N 7  7 26  26 

SD (+/-) 0.47  0.56 1.15  0.42 
 

Table 109: SD (+/-) and means for adherence to chronic diseases medications for the entire study sample by groups 
 MIH Diagnosis No MIH diagnosis 

Group  Baseline Endpoint Baseline Endpoint 

B Mean 7.69 7.38 7.05 7.68 

N 4 4 28 28 

SD (+/-) 0.47 0.60 1.28 0.53 

A Mean 7.38 7.67 7.03 7.59 

N 6. 6 26 26 

SD (+/-) 0.61 0.52 1.15 0.48 

Total Mean 7.50 7.55 7.04 7.63 

N 10 10 54 54 

SD (+/-) 0.55 0.54 1.21 0.50 
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The CUDOS© percentages means are presented in tables 110 and 111 

analysed by gender, group and MIH diagnosis status. All participants in group B 

regardless of gender and MIH diagnosis showed slight improvement in their 

percentages mean.  

For group A there were slight (insignificant) change at midterm by increase or 

decrease in the percentages mean but all showed improvement at endpoint. 

The total participants with or without MIH diagnosis were compared by gender 

regardless of their allocated group. The improvement was seen in all 

participants cohorts regardless of gender, however, there were higher 

improvement margins in males compared to females.  

Comparing the two groups showed that all participants regardless of group 

made improvement, however the improvement margin was higher in those 

without MIH diagnosis compared to those with MIH diagnosis. This can indicate 

that the two main factors that had influence on CUDOS© percentages mean 

reduction are MIH diagnosis (negative) and participation in the study (positive).  

Participant CUXOS© results were analysed based on MIH diagnosis status by 

genders and groups (Tables 112 and 113). Group B consisted of only one male 

participant, in whom minimal anxiety was detected. However, from baseline to 

endpoint this had reduced completely from 13% to 0%, with a score suggesting 

no anxiety, whereas females had constant scores mean of 0.33% at both 

encounters.  

For group A, participants percentages mean regardless of MIH diagnosis or 

gender showed improvement by gradual reduction in their percentages mean. 

The total study sample data was then analysed based on MIH diagnosis status 

by gender and groups. All percentages mean were reduced (improvement) 

regardless of gender, groups or MIH diagnosis status. This indication showed 
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that the main factor that influenced the CUXOS© percentages mean reduction 

was the participation in the study (positive). 

The wellbeing scores were analysed based on participant MIH diagnosis status 

by gender and group (Tables 114 and 115).  

Group B participants’ percentages mean remained unchanged throughout the 

study for those with MIH diagnosis (currently treated) compared to those without 

MIH diagnosis, who showed an improvement. Group A on the other hand 

showed improvement in the percentages mean regardless of MIH diagnosis or 

group.  

All scores mean were improved regardless of MIH diagnosis, gender or group. 

This may indicate that the main factor that had an influence on wellbeing scores 

mean improvement, was based on the participation in the study (positive). 
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Table 110: SD (+/-) and means for CUDOS©* percentage by gender 

 MIH Diagnosis No MIH diagnosis 

Group Gender Baseline  Midterm  Endpoint   Baseline  Midterm  Endpoint  

A Male Mean 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.36 0.14 

N 2 2 2 14 14 14 

SD (+/-) 0.71 0.00 0.00 0.85 0.50 0.36 

Female Mean 1.25 0.00 0.25 0.25 0.50 0.33 

N 4 4 4 12 12 12 

SD (+/-) 1.26 0.00 0.50 0.87 1.45 0.49 

B Male Mean 2.00  1.00 2.00  0.36 

N 1  1 14  14 

SD (+/-) n/a  n/a 4.80  0.50 

Female Mean 1.00  0.33 2.64  0.43 

N 3  3 14  14 

SD (+/-) 1.73  0.58 3.91  0.51 

Total Male Mean 1.00  0.33 1.25  0.25 

N 3  3 28  28 

SD (+/-) 1.00  0.58 3.47  0.44 

Female Mean 1.14  0.29 1.54  0.38 

N 7  7 26  26 

SD (+/-) 1.35  0.49 3.13  0.50 

 
Table 111: SD (+/-) and means for CUDOS©* percentage for the entire study population by groups 

 MIH Diagnosis No MIH diagnosis 

Group   Baseline  Endpoint  Baseline   Endpoint  

B Mean 1.25 0.50 2.32 0.39 

N 4 4 28 28 

SD (+/-) 1.50 0.58 4.31 0.50 

A Mean 1.00 0.17 0.38 0.23 

N 6 6 26 26 

SD (+/-) 1.10 0.41 0.85 0.43 

Total Mean 1.10 0.30 1.39 0.31 

N 10 10 54 54 

SD (+/-) 1.20 0.48 3.28 0.47 

*CUDOS© scores are measured in percentage (%) 
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Table 112: SD (+/-) and means for CUXOS©* percentages by gender 

 MIH Diagnosis No MIH diagnosis 

Group Gender Baseline  Midterm  Endpoint  Baseline Midterm  Endpoint  

A Male Mean 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.29 0.50 0.07 

N 2 2 2 14 14 14 

SD (+/-) 0.71 0.00 0.00 0.83 0.76 0.27 

Female Mean 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.17 

N 4 4 4 12 12 12 

SD (+/-) 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.29 0.39 

B Male Mean 13  0.00 0.36  0.14 

N 1  1 14  14 

SD (+/-) n/a  n/a 0.63  0.36 

Female Mean 0.33  0.33 2.43  0.14 

N 3  3 14  14 

SD (+/-) 0.58  0.58 4.62  0.36 

Total Male Mean 4.67  0.00 0.32  0.11 

N 3  3 28  28 

SD (+/-) 7.23  0.00 0.72  0.31 

Female Mean 0.29  0.14 1.31  0.15 

N 7  7 26  26 

SD (+/-) 0.49  0.38 3.55  0.37 

 
Table 113: SD (+/-) and means for CUXOS©* percentages for the entire study population by group 

 MIH Diagnosis No MIH diagnosis 

Group  Baseline   Endpoint  Baseline  Endpoint  

B Mean 3.50 0.25 1.39 0.14 

N 4 4 28 28 

SD (+/-) 6.35 0.50 3.40 0.36 

A Mean 0.33 0.00 0.15 0.12 

N 6 6 26 26 

SD (+/-) 0.52 0.00 0.61 0.33 

Total Mean 1.60 0.10 0.80 0.13 

N 10 10 54 54 

SD (+/-) 4.03 0.32 2.54 0.34 

*CUXOS© scores are measured in percentage (%) 
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Table 114: SD (+/-) and means for wellbeing scores by gender 

 MIH Diagnosis No MIH diagnosis 

Group Gender Baseline  Midterm  Endpoint  Baseline  Midterm  Endpoint 

A Male Mean 4.00 4.50 4.50 3.71 4.14 4.50 

N 2 2 2 14 14 14 

SD (+/-) 1.41 0.71 0.71 0.91 0.66 0.52 

Female Mean 4.50 4.50 5.00 4.58 4.42 4.75 

N 4 4 4 12 12 12 

SD (+/-) 1.00 0.58 0.00 0.67 0.67 0.62 

B Male Mean 5.00  5.00 3.86  4.43 

N 1  1 14  14 

SD (+/-) n/a  n/a 0.66  0.51 

Female Mean 4.33  4.33 3.86  4.36 

N 3  3 14  14 

SD (+/-) 1.15  1.15 0.77  0.63 

Total Male Mean 4.33  4.67 3.79  4.46 

N 3  3 28  28 

SD (+/-) 1.15  0.58 0.79  0.51 

Female Mean 4.43  4.71 4.19  4.54 

N 7  7 26  26 

SD (+/-) 0.98  0.76 0.80  0.65 

 
Table 115: SD (+/-) and means for wellbeing scores for entire study population by groups 

 MIH Diagnosis No MIH diagnosis 

Group Gender Baseline  Endpoint  Baseline  Endpoint  

B Mean 4.50 4.50 3.86 4.39 

N 4 4 28 28 

SD (+/-) 1.00 1.00 0.71 0.57 

A Mean 4.33 4.83 4.12 4.62 

N 6 6 26 26 

SD (+/-) 1.03 0.41 0.91 0.57 

Total Mean 4.40 4.70 3.98 4.50 

N 10 10 54 54 

SD (+/-) 0.97 0.67 0.81 0.57 
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The variation in the mean HbA1c between the two groups and by pre-study 

diagnosis with MIH (Table 116-118).   

Table 116: The means for HbA1c* by patients mental health status 

  
MIH diagnosis No MIH diagnosis 

Mean N Mean N 

Group A 

HbA1c Baseline 8.48 6 8.26 26 

HbA1c Midterm 8.67 6 8.45 26 

HbA1c Endpoint 8.37 6 7.89 26 

Group B 
HbA1c Baseline 9.00 4 7.50 28 

HbA1c Endpoint 8.73 4 7.30 28 

Total  
HbA1c Baseline 8.69 10 7.87 54 

HbA1c Endpoint 8.51 10 7.58 54 

*HbA1c scores are measured in percentage (%) 

 
A paired sample t- test was carried on the patients HbA1c levels, in which these 

were compared for each encounter in each subgroup, to see if there was any 

statistically significant difference between the data points.  

In patients who had been diagnosed with MIH, group A pair one, shows the 

relationship between midterm and baseline HbA1c with the following values; 

t(5)= 0.48, p= 0.64 and d= 0.20. The difference was not statistically significant 

for the mean difference from midterm to baseline with a small effect size. 

Midterm HbA1c values were 0.18% higher than baseline (95% CI[-0.80, 1.17]). 

Group A pair two, shows the relationship between midterm and endpoint HbA1c 

with the following values; t(5)= 0.96, p= 0.38 and d= 0.39. The difference for this 

set was also not significant for the mean difference from midterm to endpoint 

with the effect size being small to medium. However the midterm HbA1c values 

were 0.30% higher than endpoint (95% CI[-0.50, 1.10]) possibly suggesting 

there may be some progression and improvement in the patients T2DM.  

Group A pair 3 and group B paint an overall picture of the comparison between 

the groups, neither showed a significant change. However group B participants 

also suggested a possible trend toward improvement (0.28% vs. 0.12%). 

Overall, the data possibly suggested a relationship between baseline and 
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endpoint HbA1c with the following values; t(9)= 0.28, p= 0.38 and d= 0.09. On 

average baseline was 0.18% higher than endpoint (95% CI[-1.29, 1.65), but this 

will require further investigation. 

In participants without MIH diagnosis, group A pair one showed the relationship 

between midterm and baseline HbA1c with the following values; t(25)= 1.47, p= 

0.16 and d= 0.29, which was not significant with a small effect size. On 

average, midterm was 0.19% higher than baseline (95% CI[-0.08, 1.45]) this 

may suggest a possible decline in HbA1c from the encounter.  

Group A, pair two, shows the relationship between midterm and endpoint 

HbA1c with the following values; t(25)= 1.87, p= 0.07 and d= 0.37. The 

difference was not significant with a small effect size. Midterm values were 

0.56% higher than endpoint (95% CI[-0.06, 1.18]). The data between group A 

and group B can be directly compared in this cohort, as both illustrated the 

same encounter stages. Both group values showed no significant difference in 

which on this occasion participants in group A may have shown a marginally 

bigger change ( 0.37% vs. 0.20%) but further work is required.  

The total comparison showed the relationship between baseline and endpoint 

overall with the following values; t(53)= 1.51, p= 0.14 and d= 0.21. This was not 

significant with a small effect size. On average, baseline values were 0.29% 

higher than endpoint (95% CI[-0.09, 0.66]). 
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Table 117: Paired sample t- tests with HbA1c at various duration of the study for patient with diagnosed MIH 

  

Paired Differences 

t df 
Sig.  

(2-tailed) 
p value 

Mean 
SD 
(+/-) 

Std. 
Error 
Mean 

95% Confidence Interval of the 
Difference 

Lower Upper 

Group A Pair 1 HbA1c Midterm - HbA1c Baseline 0.18 0.94 0.38 -0.80 1.17 0.48 5 0.65 

Group A Pair 2 HbA1c Midterm - HbA1c Endpoint 0.30 0.76 0.31 -0.50 1.10 0.96 5 0.38 

Group A Pair 3 HbA1c Baseline - HbA1c Endpoint 0.12 1.34 0.55 -1.29 1.52 0.21 5 0.84 

Group B HbA1c Baseline - HbA1c Endpoint 0.28 3.12 1.56 -4.68 5.23 0.18 3 0.87 

Total HbA1c Baseline - HbA1c Endpoint 0.18 2.06 0.65 -1.29 1.65 0.28 9 0.79 
 

 
Table 118: Paired sample t- tests with HbA1c at various duration of the study for patient with no MIH 

  

Paired Differences 

t df 
Sig.  

(2-tailed)  
p value Mean 

SD 
(+/-) 

Std. 
Error 
Mean 

95% Confidence Interval of the 
Difference 

Lower Upper 

Group A Pair 1 HbA1c Midterm - HbA1c Baseline 0.19 0.66 0.13 -0.08 0.45 1.47 25 0.16 

Group A Pair 2 HbA1c Midterm - HbA1c Endpoint 0.56 1.53 0.30 -0.06 1.18 1.87 25 0.07 

Group A Pair 3 HbA1c Baseline - HbA1c Endpoint 0.37 1.36 0.27 -1.76 0.92 1.40 25 0.17 

Group B HbA1c Baseline - HbA1c Endpoint 0.20 1.43 0.27 -0.35 0.76 0.75 27 0.46 

Total HbA1c Baseline - HbA1c Endpoint 0.29 1.39 0.19 -0.09 0.66 1.51 53 0.14 
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Figures 30 and 31 represent the blood pressures for participants from group A 

who were diagnosed with MIH. Females showed better BP control than males, 

however both the genders BP medians remained under the NICE 2020, NG28 

guidelines recommendations and the differences were insignificant. 

There were significant differences by group and gender between participants 

without MIH diagnosis and those who were diagnosed with MIH, by an average 

of 5 mmHg in both systolic and diastolic BP.  

Group B male participants had higher BPs compared to the females 

128/81mmHg vs. 126/80mmHg. In terms of the current guideline NG28 both 

genders were said to be well within range.  

Based on these results, it can be suggested that MIH diagnosis had a negative 

impact, whilst participation in the study showed a positive impact on the study 

participants BP. 
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Figure 30: BP (mmHg) for participants with MIH diagnosis 
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Figure 31: BP (mmHg) for participants without MIH diagnosis 
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Ethnic heritage  

This was an essential question because of the study focus on T2DM and the 

selected study site as Birmingham. In Birmingham, there are 144, 627 (13.48%) 

Pakistani and 32, 537 (3.03%) Bangladeshi people, which explains the study 

sample composition (Census, 2011). The study sample population consists of 

two ethnicities; Pakistani (n=52, 81%) and Bangladeshi (n=12, 19%) origins 

where T2DM incidences of T2DM diagnosis are known to be 6 times more likely 

compared to the general population (Diabetes UK, 2020). This gained further 

importance due to the COVID-19 pandemic and its high prevalence in the 

South-East Asian population. In this study, the entire population was classified 

as Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic (BAME) (or increasingly as underserved 

populations (USP), which made the entire study participants classified at high 

risk for COVID-19 (Bhatia, 2020). 

The histograms in figures 32 and 33 histograms demonstrate that the residuals 

are normally distributed and therefore, the regression model is valid and fulfils 

the major assumption of normal distribution for regression residuals. Table 119 

shows a descriptive analysis by ethnicity.  
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Figure 32: Adherence scores at each encounter for participants that came from a Pakistani ethnicity background 
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Figure 33: Adherence scores at each encounter for participants that came from a Bangladeshi 
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Table 119: A descriptive analysis on the ethnicity status 

Patients n*(%**) 

Ethnicity  Pakistani Bangladeshi Pakistani Bangladeshi Pakistani Bangladeshi 

  Baseline Midterm Endpoint  
 52(81%) 12(19%) 26(81%) 6(19%) 52(81%) 12(19%) 

Diabetes medications adherence overall score (n=64) 

Very low (0-1.75) 1(2%) 0 0 0 0 0 

Low (2-3.75) 0 1(8%) 0 0 0 0 

Moderate (4-6.75) 17(33%) 2(17%) 5(19%) 0 14(27%) 2(17%) 

High (7-8) 34(65%) 9(75%) 21(81%) 6(100%) 38(73%) 10(83%) 

Chronic diseases medications adherence overall score (n=64) 

Very low (0-1.75) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Low (2-3.75) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Moderate (4-6.75) 17(33%) 2(17%) 3(12%) 2(33%) 4(8%) 0 

High (7-8) 35(67%) 10(83%) 23(88%) 4(66%) 48(92%) 12(100%) 

CUDOS© (n=64) 

Non-depressed (0-10%) 51(98%) 12(100%) 26(100%) 6(100%) 52(100%) 12(100%) 

Minimal depressed (11-20%) 1(2%) 0 0 0 0 0 

Mild depression (21-30%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Moderate depression (31-40%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Severe depression (46% and above) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

CUXOS© (n=64) 

Non-anxious (0-10%) 51(98%) 11(92%) 26(100%) 6(100%) 52(100%) 12(100%) 

Minimal anxiety (11-20%) 1(2%) 1(8%) 0 0 0 0 

Mild anxiety (21-30%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Moderate anxiety (31-40%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Severe anxiety (41% and above) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Wellbeing Score (n=64) 

Low (1-2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Moderate (3) 15(29%) 3(25%) 2(8%) 1(17%) 2(4%) 1(8%) 

High (4-5) 37(71%) 9(75%) 24(92%) 5(83%) 50(96%) 11(92%) 

* Number, ** Percentage 
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All group A participants, regardless of gender or ethnicity showed an 

improvement in their diabetes medication adherence scores mean (Table 120 

and 121). Only the male Pakistanis had an improvement in their diabetes 

medication adherence scores mean, where all others regardless of gender or 

ethnicity showed a reduction in their adherence scores mean. 

The total cohort data was then analysed based on ethnicity by gender and 

group allocation. All males showed significant improvement whereas females 

either showed slight improvement, in Pakistani patients (less than the 

improvement in the male cohort), or slight reduction, in Bangladeshi patients, in 

their diabetes medications adherence scores mean. This can be interpreted as 

a consequence of the COVID-19 lockdown where females’ domestic 

responsibilities were intensified due to working from home, managing a full 

household, with multi-occupancy (ilivehere.co.uk, 2011) and in some cases also 

home schooling as presented in part 1 of chapter 5. Some men continued to go 

to work or also worked from home, however this was not subdivided in the 

study. When group B and A were compared, it was clear that all Pakistani 

participants, regardless of groups, and Bangladeshi patients from group A 

showed improvement. However, Bangladeshi patients from group B showed a 

reduction in their scores mean. This can be interpreted as a positive impact of 

participation in the study where patients were able to communicate with the 

same practitioner from similar culture and also to the frequency of the review (3-

monthly) for group A.    

Tables 122 and 123 show that participants’ chronic diseases medications 

scores mean were improved regardless of gender or group. This improvement 

can be interpreted as being a result of the patients’ participation in the study.    
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Table 120: SD (+/-) and means for adherence to diabetes medications score by gender 

 Pakistani Bangladeshi 

Group Gender Baseline Midterm Endpoint Baseline Midterm Endpoint 

A 
  

Male Mean 6.48 7.40 7.40 5.94 7.19 7.25 

N 12 12 12 4 4 4 

SD (+/-) 1.79 1.02 1.03 3.49 0.38 0.50 

Female Mean 6.70 7.45 7.39 6.38 7.88 7.88 

N 14 14 14 2 2 2 

SD (+/-) 1.49 0.80 0.92 0.53 0.18 0.18 

B Male Mean 6.83  7.38 8.00  7.75 

N 13  13 2  2 

SD (+/ 1.44  1.01 0.00  0.00 

Female Mean 7.25  6.87 7.94  6.69 

N 13  13 4  4 

SD (+/-) 0.88  1.34 0.13  1.60 

Total Male Mean 6.66  7.39 6.63  7.42 

N 25  25 6  6 

SD (+/-) 1.59  1.00 2.91  0.47 

Female Mean 6.96  7.14 7.42  7.08 

N 27  27 6  6 

SD (+/-) 1.24  1.15 0.85  1.38 

 
Table 121: SD (+/-) and means for adherence to diabetes medications score for the entire sample by groups 

 Pakistani Bangladeshi 

Group Baseline Endpoint Baseline Endpoint 

B Mean 7.04 7.13 7.96 7.04 

N 26 26 6 6 

SD (+/-) 1.19 1.20 0.10 1.35 

A Mean 6.60 7.39 6.08 7.46 

N 26 26 6 6 

SD (+/-) 1.60 0.95 2.72 0.51 

Total Mean 6.82 7.26 7.02 7.25 

N 52 52 12 12 

SD (+/-) 1.42 1.08 2.08 1.00 
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Table 122: SD (+/-) and means for adherence to chronic diseases medications by gender 

 Pakistani Bangladeshi 

Group Gender Baseline Midterm Endpoint Baseline Midterm Endpoint 

A Male Mean 6.96 7.42 7.40 6.75 7.31 7.69 

N 12 12 12 4 4 4 

SD (+/-) 0.73 0.96 0.49 1.89 0.52 0.47 

Female Mean 7.29 7.61 7.70 7.25 7.25 8.00 

N 14 14 14 2 2 2 

SD (+/-) 1.14 0.68 0.46 0.71 0.71 0.00 

B Male Mean 6.63  7.56 7.38  7.88 

N 13  13 2  2 

SD (+/-) 1.38  0.65 0.88  0.18 

Female Mean 7.27  7.58 7.94  8.00 

N 13  13 4  4 

SD (+/-) 1.16  0.50 0.13  0.00 

Total Male Mean 6.79  7.48 6.96  7.75 

N 25  25 6  6 

SD(+/-) 1.11  0.58 1.55  0.39 

Female Mean 7.28  7.64 7.71  8.00 

N 27  27 6  6 

SD(+/-) 1.13  0.48 0.49  0.00 

 
Table 123: SD (+/-) and means for adherence to chronic diseases medications for the entire study sample by groups 

 Pakistani Bangladeshi 

Group Baseline Endpoint Baseline Endpoint 

B Mean 6.95 7.57 7.75 7.96 

N 26 26 6 6 

SD (+/-) 1.29 0.57 0.50 0.10 

A Mean 7.13 7.56 6.92 7.79 

N 26 26 6 6 

SD (+/-) 0.97 0.49 1.52 0.40 

Total Mean 7.04 7.56 7.33 7.88 

N 52 52 12 12 

SD (+/-) 1.13 0.53 1.16 0.29 
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All participants percentages mean for CUDOS© were improved, by reduction, 

from baseline, except of the Pakistani females from group A. However, this was 

a very small change and cannot be seen as significant deterioration in mental 

health (Tables 124 and125). This shows that the improvement was independent 

of ethnicity, gender or groups, with the participation in the study remaining as 

the possible shared influential factor between all participants. 

Similar to CUDOS© results, CUXOS© percentages mean were improved, by 

reduction from baseline except for the Pakistani females from group A. 

However, this was a very small change and cannot be seen as significant 

deterioration in mental health (Tables 126 and 127). This shows that the 

improvement was independent of ethnicity, genders or groups, with the 

participation in the study remained as the obvious shared influential factor 

between all participants. 

Wellbeing scores were analysed, and the results are presented in tables 128 

and 129. Mean wellbeing scores were improved or remained unchanged from 

baseline (seen in group B female Bangladeshi participants).  

This shows that the improvement was independent of ethnicity, gender or 

groups, with the participation in the study remaining as the possible shared 

influential factor between all participants.
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Table 124: SD (+/-) and means for CUDOS©* percentages by gender 

 Pakistani Bangladeshi 

Group Gender Baseline Midterm Endpoint Baseline Midterm Endpoint 

A Male Mean 0.58 0.33 0.17 0.25 0.25 0.00 

N 12 12 12 4 4 4 

SD (+/-) 0.90 0.49 0.39 0.50 0.50 0.00 

Female Mean 0.29 0.43 0.36 2.00 0.00 0.00 

N 14 14 14 2 2 2 

SD (+/-) 0.83 1.34 0.50 1.41 0.00 0.00 

B Male Mean 2.15  0.38 1.00  0.50 

N 13  13 2  2 

SD (+/-) 4.96  0.51 1.41  0.71 

Female Mean 2.77  0.38 1.00  0.50 

N 13  13 4  4 

SD (+/-) 4.07  0.51 1.15  0.58 

Total Male Mean 1.40  0.28 0.50  0.17 

N 25  25 6  6 

SD (+/-) 3.65  0.46 0.84  0.41 

Female Mean 1.48  0.37 1.33  0.33 

N 27  27 6  6 

SD (+/-) 3.09  0.49 1.21  0.52 

 
Table 125: SD (+/-) and means for CUDOS©* percentages for the entire study population by groups 

 Pakistani Bangladeshi 

Group Baseline Endpoint Baseline Endpoint 

B Mean 2.46 0.38 1.00 0.50 

N 26 26 6 6 

SD (+/-) 4.46 0.50 1.10 0.55 

A Mean 0.42 0.27 0.83 0.00 

N 26 26 6 6 

SD (+/-) 0.86 0.45 1.17 0.00 

Total Mean 1.44 0.33 0.92 0.25 

N 52 52 12 12 

SD (+/-) 3.34 0.47 1.08 0.45 

*CUDOS© scores are measured in percentage (%) 
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Table 126: SD (+/-) and means for CUXOS©* percentages by gender 

 Pakistani Bangladeshi 

Group Gender Baseline Midterm Endpoint Baseline Midterm Endpoint 

A Male Mean 0.33 0.42 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.25 

N 12 12 12 4 4 4 

SD (+/-) 0.89 0.79 0.00 0.50 0.58 0.50 

Female Mean 0.07 0.00 0.14 0.00 0.50 0.00 

N 14 14 14 2 2 2 

SD (+/-) 0.27 0.00 0.36 0.00 0.71 0.00 

B Male Mean 0.38  0.15 6.50  0.00 

N 13  13 2  2 

SD (+/-) 0.65  0.38 9.19  0.00 

Female Mean 2.62  0.15 0.25  0.25 

N 13  13 4  4 

SD (+/-) 4.75  0.38 0.50  0.50 

Total Male Mean 0.36  0.08 2.33  0.17 

N 25  25 6  6 

SD (+/-) 0.76  0.28 5.24  0.41 

Female Mean 1.30  0.15 0.17  0.17 

N 27  27 6  6 

SD (+/-) 3.48  0.36 0.41  0.41 

 
Table 127: SD (+/-) and means for CUXOS©* percentages for the entire study population by group 

 Pakistani Bangladeshi 

Group Baseline Endpoint Baseline Endpoint 

B Mean 1.50 0.15 2.33 0.17 

N 26 26 6 6 

SD (+/-) 3.51 0.37 5.24 0.41 

A Mean 0.19 0.08 0.17 0.17 

N 26 26 6 6 

SD (+/-) 0.63 0.27 0.41 0.41 

Total Mean 0.85 0.12 1.25 0.17 

N 52 52 12 12 

SD (+/-) 2.58 0.32 3.72 0.39 

*CUXOS© scores are measured in percentage (%) 
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Table 128: SD (+/-) and means for wellbeing scores by gender 

 Pakistani Bangladeshi 

Group Gender Baseline Midterm Endpoint Baseline Midterm Endpoint 

A Male Mean 3.75 4.17 4.50 3.75 4.25 4.50 

N 12 12 12 4 4 4 

SD (+/-) 0.97 0.58 0.52 0.96 0.96 0.58 

Female Mean 4.50 4.43 4.79 5.00 4.50 5.00 

N 14 14 14 2 2 2 

SD (+/-) 0.76 0.65 0.58 0.00 0.71 0.00 

B Male Mean 3.85  4.38 4.50  5.00 

N 13  13 2  2 

SD (+/-) 0.69  0.51 0.71  0.00 

Female Mean 3.92  4.46 4.00  4.00 

N 13  13 4  4 

SD (+/-) 0.86  0.66 0.82  0.82 

Total Male Mean 3.80  4.44 4.00  4.67 

N 25  25 6  6 

SD (+/-) 0.82  0.51 0.89  0.52 

Female Mean 4.22  4.63 4.33  4.33 

N 27  27 6  6 

SD (+/-) 0.85  0.63 0.82  0.82 
 

Table 129: SD (+/-) and means for wellbeing scores for entire study population by groups 
 Pakistani Bangladeshi 

Group Baseline Endpoint Baseline Endpoint 

B Mean 3.88 4.42 4.17 4.33 

N 26 26 6 6 

SD (+/-) 0.77 0.58 0.75 0.82 

A Mean 4.15 4.65 4.17 4.67 

N 26 26 6 6 

SD (+/-) 0.92 0.56 0.98 0.52 

Total Mean 4.02 4.54 4.17 4.50 

N 52 52 12 12 

SD (+/-) 0.85 0.58 0.83 0.67 
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Disease progression was analysed using HbA1c for all participants in both 

groups (Tables 130-132).  

Table 130: The means for HbA1c* by patients ethnicity  

  
Pakistani Bangladeshi 

Mean N Mean N 

Group A 

HbA1c Baseline 8.45 26 7.68 6 

HbA1c Midterm 8.67 26 7.70 6 

HbA1c Endpoint 8.14 26 7.27 6 

Group B 
HbA1c Baseline 7.47 26 8.63 6 

HbA1c Endpoint 7.57 26 7.01 6 

Total  
HbA1c Baseline 7.96 52 8.16 12 

HbA1c Endpoint 7.86 52 7.17 12 

*HbA1c scores are measured in percentage (%) 

 

This was split between Pakistani and Bangladeshi ethnicity. The paired sample 

t- test was applied. For the Pakistani ethnicity population, group A pair one 

described the relationship between midterm and baseline HbA1c with the 

following values; t(25)= 1.68, p= 0.11 and d= 0.33. The difference was not 

significant with a small effect size.  

On average midterm values were 0.23% higher than baseline (95% CI[-0.05, 

0.50]). On the other hand Group A pair two, showed the relationship between 

midterm and endpoint HbA1c with the following values; t(25)= 1.75, p= 0.09 and 

d= 0.34. This also is not significant and again the effect size is small. The 

results displayed midterm values were 0.53% higher than endpoint (95% CI[-

0.10, 1.16]) suggesting possible slight progression in results.  

Group A, Pair 3, was compared against group B, as both illustrated the same 

encounter baseline and endpoint. Again neither group demonstrated a 

significant difference between the encounters, but again possibly suggests 

marginal favourable progression (0.30% vs. 0.10%).  

The total results showed the relationship between baseline and endpoint HbA1c 

altogether with the values; t(51)= 0.51, p= 0.61 and d= 0.07. The effect size was 

estimated to be between medium and large, but the overall difference was not 

significant. Baseline values for HbA1c were 0.10% higher than endpoint (95% 
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CI[-0.30, 0.50) again suggesting a possible marginal improvement from 

baseline. 

The same analysis was made for the Bangladeshi population where group A 

pair one showed the relationship between midterm and baseline HbA1c with the 

following values; t(5)= 0.052, p= 0.96 and d= 0.21. The difference was not 

significant with a small effect size between the encounters.  

On average midterm was 0.02% higher than baseline (95% CI[-0.81, 0.84]). 

Group A pair two shows the values between midterm and endpoint HbA1c, with 

the following data; t(5)= 1.71, p= 0.15 and d= 0.70. There was no significant 

difference from midterm to endpoint with the effect size between medium and 

large. Midterm values were 0.43% higher than endpoint (95% CI[-0.22, 1.09]) 

possibly again suggesting a possible slight positive effect.  

The two groups were evaluated with the values from group A pair 3, and group 

B. There was no significant difference between the groups, but once again there 

is a possible suggestion of a marginal positive trend (1.57% vs. 0.42%). 

The total was also evaluated between baseline and endpoint HbA1c, 

irrespective of the groups that the patients were assigned to, with the following 

values; t(11)= 2.18, p= 0.05 and d= 0.63. The difference was not significant for 

the mean difference from baseline to endpoint. The d value showed the effect 

size to be in between medium and large. Baseline values were seen 0.99% 

higher than endpoint (95% CI[-0.01, 1.99]) again suggesting a marginal positive 

trend. 

Pakistani ethnicity patient’s BP results analysis (Figure 34) for both groups A 

and B, show that males generally had higher BP results compared to females 

irrespective of their group allocation. However, both genders BP remained 

under the NICE 2020, NG28 guidelines for T2DM recommendations.  
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The Bangladeshi ethnicity participants’ result for BP analysis is presented in 

figure 35. The median BP for females from group A and males from group B 

was higher than males and females from groups A and B. This pattern can be 

as a result of individuals other comorbidities, and within their target BP, as set 

by their consultants. Both groups showed to be under 140/90 mmHg as 

recommended by NICE 2020, NG28. 

Based on these results it can be suggested that the two ethnicities, Pakistani 

and Bangladeshi, had similar BP profile. Additionally, that their participation in 

the study possibly improved their knowledge of the relationship between BP and 

T2DM and encouraged them to remain within range.  
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Table 131: Paired sample t- tests with HbA1c* at various duration of the study for patient from the Pakistani 

  

Paired Differences 

t df 
Sig.  

(2-tailed)  
p value 

Mean 
SD 
(+/-) 

Std. 
Error 
Mean 

95% Confidence Interval of the 
Difference 

Lower Upper 

Group A Pair 1 HbA1c Midterm - HbA1c baseline 0.23 0.69 0.13 -0.05 0.50 1.68 25 0.11 

Group A Pair 2 HbA1c Midterm - HbA1c Endpoint 0.53 1.55 0.30 -0.10 1.16 1.75 25 0.09 

Group A Pair 2 HbA1c baseline - HbA1c Endpoint 0.30 1.47 0.29 -0.29 0.90 1.05 25 0.30 

Group B HbA1c baseline - HbA1c Endpoint 0.10 1.40 0.28 -0.47 0.67 0.36 25 0.72 

Total HbA1c baseline - HbA1c Endpoint 0.10 1.44 0.20 -0.30 0.50 0.51 51 0.61 

*HbA1c are measured in percentage (%) 
Table 132: Paired sample t- tests with HbA1c* at various duration of the study for patient from the Bangladeshi 

  

Paired Differences 

t df 
Sig.  

(2-tailed)  
p value 

Mean 
SD 
(+/-) 

Std. 
Error 
Mean 

95% Confidence Interval of the 
Difference 

Lower Upper 

Group A Pair 1 HbA1c Midterm - HbA1c Baseline 0.02 0.79 0.32 -0.81 0.84 0.05 5 0.96 

Group A Pair 2 HbA1c Midterm - HbA1c Endpoint 0.43 0.62 0.25 -0.22 1.09 1.71 5 0.15 

Group A Pair 3 HbA1c Baseline - HbA1c Endpoint 0.42 0.56 0.23 -0.17 1.00 1.82 5 0.13 

Group B HbA1c Baseline - HbA1c Endpoint 1.57 2.09 0.85 -0.62 3.76 1.84 5 0.13 

Total HbA1c Baseline - HbA1c Endpoint 0.99 1.58 0.45 -0.01 1.99 2.18 11 0.05 

*HbA1c are measured in percentage (%) 
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Figure 34: BP (mmHg) by ethnicity for Pakistani patients 
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Figure 35: BP (mmHg) by ethnicity for Bengali patients 
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Part 2: Regression analysis 

Diabetes medication adherence - intentional score 

The medication adherence scores were split into intentional and unintentional, 

which distinguished participants’ behaviour toward their medication adherence 

(Tables 133-135). There was no significant difference seen between the groups, 

however, figure 36 displays a pattern of improvement in scores for group A 

(11.8%), whereas group B was seen to fall (3.61%). 

 This shows the importance of an extra encounter impacting on patients’ 

intentional behaviour toward their medication adherence. 

Table 133: Parameter Estimates for MMAS-8© Diabetes intentional score by group 

Dependent Variable B 
Std. 

Error t Sig. 

95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

MMAS-8© 

Diabetes 
Baseline 
intentional score 

Intercept 3.22 0.19 16.76 0.00 2.83 3.60 

Group B 0.38 0.27 1.38 0.17 -0.17 0.92 

Group A 0a           

MMAS-8© 

Diabetes 
Endpoint 
intentional score 

Intercept 3.59 0.13 27.58 0.00 3.33 3.85 

Group B -0.13 0.18 -0.68 0.50 -0.49 0.24 

Group A 0a           

a. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant. 

 

Table 134: Tests of Within-Subjects Contrasts for MMAS-8© Diabetes intentional score 
by group 

Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

time Linear 0.50 1.00 0.50 0.53 0.47 

time * 
Group 

Linear 2.00 1.00 2.00 2.12 0.15 

Error(time) Linear 58.50 62.00 0.94 
  

 

Table 135: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects for MMAS-8© Diabetes intentional score by 
group 

 

Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Intercept 1540.13 1.00 1540.13 1973.91 0.00 

Group 0.50 1.00 0.50 0.64 0.43 

Error 48.38 62.00 0.78 
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Figure 36: MMAS-8© Diabetes intentional score by group 
 

Diabetes medications adherence – unintentional score 

Unintentional behaviour during the study was based upon patients not 

intentionally, omitting to take medication which could be possibly due to 

forgetting or potential other matters affecting this. The cause for this behaviour 

is solely based on the individual i.e., causes such as potential cognitive 

impairment e.g., dementia (non-modifiable), or severe mood or psychotic 

disorders (modifiable by treatment) may impose unintentional adherence. The 

result seen was significant (p =0.01); group A was seen to have a greater 

impact in comparison to group B (Tables 136-138). Figure 37 illustrates a 

greater increase in medication adherence scores from baseline to endpoint 

when compared to group B. This showed the impact of the midterm 

intervention. 

Table 136: Parameter Estimates for MMAS-8© Diabetes unintentional score by group 

Dependent Variable B 
Std. 

Error t Sig. 

95% Confidence Interval 

Lower 
Bound Upper Bound 

MMAS-8© 

Diabetes Baseline 
unintentional score 

Intercept 3.28 0.12 28.21 0.00 3.05 3.51 

Group B 0.34 0.16 2.04 0.05 0.01 0.66 

Group A 0a 
     

MMAS-8© 

Diabetes Endpoint 
unintentional score 

Intercept 3.81 0.09 40.75 0.00 3.63 4.00 

Group B -0.17 0.13 -1.30 0.20 -0.44 0.09 

Group A 0a 
     

a. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant. 
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Table 137: Tests of Within-Subjects Contrasts for MMAS-8© Diabetes unintentional score 
by group 

Source 
Type III Sum of 

Squares df 
Mean 

Square F Sig. 

time Linear 2.46 1.00 2.46 9.18 0.00 

time * Group Linear 2.06 1.00 2.06 7.69 0.01 

Error(time) Linear 16.63 62.00 0.27 
  

 

Table 138: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects for MMAS-8© Diabetes unintentional score 
by group 

Source Type III Sum of Squares df 
Mean 

Square F Sig. 

Intercept 1647.74 1.00 1647.74 3704.51 0.00 

Group 0.22 1.00 0.22 0.48 0.49 

Error 27.58 62.00 0.44     

 

 

 
Figure 37: MMAS-8© Diabetes unintentional score by group 

 

Chronic diseases medications adherence - intentional scores 

Chronic diseases medications MMAS-8© scores were also reviewed in the 

same manner as diabetes.  

The intentional scores showed a greater improvement in group B participants 

when compared to group A, but the difference was statistical insignificant 

(Tables 139-141 and Figure 38). 
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Table 139: Parameter Estimates for MMAS-8© Chronic diseases medications intentional 
score by group 

Dependent Variable B 
Std. 

Error t Sig. 

95% Confidence 
Interval 

Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound 

MMAS-8© Chronic 

diseases medications 
Baseline intentional 
score 

Intercept 3.69 0.15 25.08 0.00 3.39 3.98 

Group B -0.19 0.21 -0.90 0.37 -0.60 0.23 

Group A 0a 
     

MMAS-8© Chronic 

diseases medications 
Endpoint intentional 
score 

Intercept 3.91 0.05 81.18 0.00 3.81 4.00 

Group B 0.03 0.07 0.46 0.65 -0.10 0.17 

Group A 0a 
     

a. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant. 

 
Table 140: Tests of Within-Subjects Contrasts for MMAS-8© Chronic diseases 
medications intentional score by group 

Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

time Linear 3.45 1.00 3.45 9.02 0.00 

time * Group Linear 0.38 1.00 0.38 1.00 0.32 

Error(time) Linear 23.67 62.00 0.38 
  

 
Table 141: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects for MMAS-8© Chronic diseases 
medications intentional score by group 

Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Intercept 1807.51 1.00 1807.51 4709.25 0.00 

Group 0.20 1.00 0.20 0.51 0.48 

Error 23.80 62.00 0.38     

 

 
Figure 38: MMAS-8© Chronic diseases medications intentional score by group 

 

Chronic diseases medications adherence - unintentional scores 

The results here display the relationship between participant unintentional 

medication adherence behaviour on their medication. The scores illustrate, a 
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similar outcome between the groups with group B displaying higher medication 

adherence scores to begin with, and a slightly increased score compared to 

group A at endpoint.  

The results show that an extra encounter did not provide additional benefit in 

improving chronic disease medication adherence (Tables 142-144 and Figure 

39). 

Table 142: Parameter Estimates for MMAS-8© Chronic diseases medications 
unintentional score by group 

Dependent Variable B 
Std. 

Error t Sig. 

95% Confidence 
Interval 

Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound 

MMAS-8© Chronic 

diseases medications 
Baseline unintentional 
score 

Intercept 3.41 0.10 35.43 0.00 3.21 3.60 

Group B 0.23 0.14 1.67 0.10 -0.05 0.50 

Group A 0a 
     

MMAS-8© Chronic 

diseases medications 
Endpoint unintentional 
score 

Intercept 3.70 0.08 47.47 0.00 3.54 3.85 

Group B 0.01 0.11 0.07 0.94 -0.21 0.23 

Group A 0a 
     

a. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant. 

 
Table 143: Tests of Within-Subjects Contrasts for MMAS-8© Chronic diseases 
medications unintentional score by group 

Source 
Type III Sum of 

Squares df 
Mean 

Square F Sig. 

time Linear 1.03 1.00 1.03 5.62 0.02 

time * Group Linear 0.38 1.00 0.38 2.08 0.15 

Error(time) Linear 11.40 62.00 0.18 
  

 
Table 144: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects for MMAS-8© Chronic diseases 
medications unintentional score by group 

Source Type III Sum of Squares df 
Mean 

Square F Sig. 

Intercept 1667.53 1.00 1667.53 5450.94 0.00 

Group 0.44 1.00 0.44 1.44 0.24 

Error 18.97 62.00 0.31 
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Figure 39: MMAS-8© Chronic diseases medications unintentional score by group 

 

CUDOS© scale 

The results for CUDOS© on the regression analysis displayed an interesting 

relationship. Figure 40 displays a great impact in group B participants compared 

to group A. Both groups showed reduction but a better outcome in group B. 

Considering the nature of the score being around mental health this highlights 

the importance of the time-intervals, between consultations, as the results show 

a review 3 months apart did not show a great impact compared to a review 6 

months apart.  

Participants displayed a better improvement in CUDOS© score when reviewed 

over a longer period compared to those seen on a 3 month basis (Tables 145-

147). 

Table 145:  Parameter Estimates for CUDOS© scores by group 

Dependent Variable B 
Std. 

Error t Sig. 

95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

CUDOS© 

Baseline 

Intercept 0.50 0.52 0.96 0.34 -0.54 1.54 

Group B 1.69 0.74 2.29 0.03 0.21 3.16 

Group A 0a 
     

CUDOS© 

Endpoint 

Intercept 0.22 0.08 2.68 0.01 0.06 0.38 

Group B 0.19 0.12 1.63 0.11 -0.04 0.42 

Group A 0a 
     

a. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant. 
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Table 146: Tests of Within-Subjects Contrasts for CUDOS© scores by group 

Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

time Linear 34.03 1.00 34.03 7.70 0.01 

time * Group Linear 18.00 1.00 18.00 4.07 0.05 

Error(time) Linear 273.97 62.00 4.42 n/a n/a 

 
Table 147: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects for CUDOS© score by group 

Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Intercept 87.78 1.00 87.78 19.57 <0.01 

Group 28.13 1.00 28.13 6.27 0.01 

Error 278.09 62.00 4.49 n/a n./a 

 
 

 
Figure 40: CUDOS© score by group 

 

CUXOS© scale 

The CUXOS© scores which again was a measure of mental health, but around 

the anxiety of an individual was also reviewed using regression analysis. This 

showed a statistically significant relationship with a better observation seen in 

group B compared to group A.  

The relationship mirrors the same analysis as the results obtained for CUDOS© 

and highlights the importance of the intervals at which participants should be 

reviewed for a positive impact (Tables 148-150 and Figure 41) and displays the 

importance of a longer period for the next review (6 months) compared to a 

shorter duration (3 months). 
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Table 148: Parameter Estimates for CUXOS© scores by group 

Dependent 
Variable Parameter B 

Std. 
Error t Sig. 

95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

CUXOS© 

Baseline 

Intercept 0.19 0.48 0.39 0.70 -0.78 1.15 

Group B 1.47 0.68 2.16 0.04 0.11 2.83 

Group A 0a . . . . . 

CUXOS© 

Endpoint 

Intercept 0.09 0.06 1.59 0.12 -0.02 0.21 

Group B 0.06 0.08 0.75 0.46 -0.11 0.23 

Group A 0a . . . . . 

a. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant. 

 
Table 149: Tests of Within-Subjects Contrasts for CUXOS© scores by group 

Source Type III Sum of Squares df 
Mean 

Square F Sig. 

time Linear 20.32 1.00 20.32 5.57 0.02 

time * Group Linear 15.82 1.00 15.82 4.33 0.04 

Error(time) Linear 226.36 62.00 3.65 
  

 
Table 150: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects for CUXOS© score by group 

Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Intercept 35.07 1.00 35.07 9.03 <0.01 

Group 18.76 1.00 18.76 4.83 0.03 

Error 240.67 62.00 3.88 
  

 

 
Figure 41: CUXOS© score by group 

 

Wellbeing self-reported score 

Wellbeing was reviewed between the groups to assess any statistical difference 

between them (Tables 151-153). There was no statistical difference between 

the groups, however group A as seen in figure 42 displayed better wellbeing 

scores when compared to group B. This showed the impact of an extra 

consultation on an individual’s sense of wellbeing and reassurance. 
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Table 151: Parameter Estimates for Wellbeing scores by group 

Dependent Variable B 
Std. 

Error t Sig. 

95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Wellbeing 
Baseline 

Intercept 4.16 0.15 27.88 0.00 3.86 4.45 

Group B -0.22 0.21 -1.04 0.30 -0.64 0.20 

Group A 0a 
     

Wellbeing 
Endpoint 

Intercept 4.66 0.10 45.33 0.00 4.45 4.86 

Group B -0.25 0.15 -1.72 0.09 -0.54 0.04 

Group A 0a 
     

a. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant. 

 
Table 152: Tests of Within-Subjects Contrasts for Wellbeing scores by group 

Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

time Linear 7.51 1.00 7.51 22.18 <0.01 

time * 
Group 

Linear 0.01 1.00 0.01 0.02 0.88 

Error(time) Linear 20.98 62.00 0.34 
  

 

Table 153: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects for Wellbeing score by group 

Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Intercept 2354.70 1.00 2354.70 3314.45 <0.01 

Group 1.76 1.00 1.76 2.47 0.12 

Error 44.05 62.00 0.71 
  

 

 
Figure 42: Wellbeing score by group 

 

HbA1c Measurement  

The difference between baseline and endpoint for HbA1c showed no statistical 

difference, therefore indicating that the additional encounter after three months 

was not beneficial (Tables 154-156). This shows an important aspect as it 

highlights the reduction of cost of further monitoring and clinician timing for 
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consultation. This shows and allows the reduction on the cost burden based on 

these matters due no statistical difference between groups A and B, illustrated 

in figure 43. 

Table 154:Parameter Estimates for HbA1c scores by group 

Dependent 
Variable B 

Std. 
Error t Sig. 

95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

HbA1c 
baseline 

Intercept 8.30 0.29 28.16 0.00 7.71 8.89 

Group B -0.62 0.42 -1.48 0.14 -1.45 0.22 

Group A 0a       
  

HbA1c 
Endpoint 

Intercept 7.98 0.30 26.67 0.00 7.38 8.58 

Group B -0.50 0.42 -1.19 0.24 -1.35 0.34 

Group A 0a       
  

a. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant. 

 
Table 155:Tests of Within-Subjects Contrasts for HbA1c scores by group 

Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

time Linear 2.31 1.00 2.31 2.05 0.16 

time * Group Linear 0.10 1.00 0.10 0.09 0.77 

Error(time) Linear 70.05 62.00 1.13 n/a n/a 

 
Table 156: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects for HbA1c score by group 

Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Intercept 7909.68 1.00 7909.68 1751.60 0.00 

Group 10.01 1.00 10.01 2.22 0.14 

Error 279.97 62.00 4.52 n/a n/a 

 

 
Figure 42: HbA1c score by group 

 

 

Blood pressure measurement 

BP was a marker that was measured and analysed to see the changes between 
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the groups, using regression analysis (Tables 157-162).  

The analysis showed how BP, both systolic and diastolic, had raised in both 

groups, with group A being slight lower than group B as seen in figures 44 and 

45. The results showed a statistical difference between time, but no difference 

between the groups.  

Table 157: Parameter Estimates for BP systolic readings by group 

Dependent 
Variable 

Parameter B 
Std. 
Error 

t Sig. 
95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

BP Baseline 
Systolic 

Intercept 123.66 2.29 54.06 0.00 119.08 128.23 

Group B 0.88 3.24 0.27 0.79 -5.59 7.34 

Group A 0a . . . . . 

BP Endpoint 
Systolic 

Intercept 126.16 2.59 48.65 0.00 120.97 131.34 

Group B 1.25 3.67 0.34 0.73 -6.08 8.58 

Group A 0a . . . . . 

a. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant. 

 
Table 158: Tests of Within-Subjects Contrasts for BP systolic readings by group 

Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

time Linear 231.13 1.00 231.13 10.94 0.002 

time * Group Linear 1.13 1.00 1.13 0.05 0.818 

Error(time) Linear 1309.75 62.00 21.13     

 
Table 159: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects for BP systolic readings by group 

Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Intercept 2014024.50 1.00 2014024.50 5571.21 <0.01 

Group 36.13 1.00 36.13 0.10 0.75 

Error 22413.38 62.00 361.51 
  

 
Table 160: Parameter Estimates for BP diastolic readings by group 

Dependent Variable B 
Std. 

Error t Sig. 

95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

BP 
Baseline 
Diastolic 

Intercept 78.44 1.28 61.33 0.00 75.88 80.99 

Group B 0.75 1.81 0.41 0.68 -2.87 4.37 

Group A 0a       
  

BP 
Endpoint 
Diastolic 

Intercept 80.09 1.17 68.64 0.00 77.76 82.43 

Group B 1.88 1.65 1.14 0.26 -1.42 5.17 

Group A 0a       
  

a. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant. 

 
Table 161: Tests of Within-Subjects Contrasts for BP diastolic readings by group 

Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

time Linear 157.53 1.00 157.53 7.20 0.01 

time * Group Linear 10.13 1.00 10.13 0.46 0.50 

Error(time) Linear 1357.34 62.00 21.89 
  

 
Table 162: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects for BP diastolic readings by group 

Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Intercept 817600.78 1.00 817600.78 11046.03 <0.01 

Group 55.13 1.00 55.13 0.75 0.39 

Error 4589.09 62.00 74.02   
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Figure 43: BP systolic readings by group 

 

 
Figure 44: BP diastolic readings by group 
 

Other parameters 

A comparison could not be obtained based around participants physical activity 

vs. physical inactivity, smokers vs. non-smokers and access vs. no access to 

internet resources, as participants number in each category remained 

unchanged from baseline to endpoint. 

Participants feedback 

Feedback forms were given to patients at the endpoint consultation. Those 
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were handed over before the COVID-19 pandemic could not be retrieved due to 

measure of infection controls at the time. Additionally, according to the ethical 

clearance, the researcher was not permitted to communicate with patients for 

research purposes after their participation concluded at the end of the 6-

months. Only those that had been sent by email were received and analysed 

(Table 163). For the first question no participants selected disagree or strongly 

disagree. For question three only two new comments under ‘others’ were 

repeated, by respondents being scared to go to the GP practice or scared to go 

out because of the COVID-19 infection risk. 

Table 163: Participants’ feedback (n=47) 

Question 1 Strongly agree Agree 

The programme has helped me set goals that are 
reasonable and within reach 

29 18 

The information and advice given helped me to 
improve my self-care 

41 6 

I feel that I learned to understand my conditions and 
medications better 

47 0 

I thought the programme content was very relevant to 
my situation 

47 0 

I feel it was worth my time and effort to take part 33 14 

Difficult topics and discussions were well-handled by 
the independent prescribing pharmacist 

30 17 

The independent prescribing pharmacist was well 
organised  

38 9 

Question 2 Yes No 

Would you like this service to continue 47 0 

Question 3 Was there anything that made it 
hard to attend the appointments? 

Transport to the clinic 0 

Parking issues 0 

Time taken to complete the two consultations 5 

Others (only two themes stated by respondents) 

− I was scared to come in because of the COVID-19 
infection risk 

− I was scared to go out because of COVID-19 
 

14 
 

29 

 

Practice clinical lead feedback 

The senior clinical lead showed a real interest in the way the study was run, he 

strongly agreed with the statement feedback (Appendix 5): 

− “The program has helped patients to learn more about self-care and 

health goals settings”. 
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− “I thought the program content was very relevant to our patient 

population’s needs”.  

− “I feel that my practice had the opportunity to deliver an intervention 

which may contribute to shaping future clinical pharmacy services”. 

Funding was seen as a clear factor that would have helped with expanding the 

protocol to other chronic diseases, or as ongoing approach for diabetes by 

employing additional two healthcare assistants, and one IP pharmacist 

practitioner. The clinical lead stated how this study can be the future for general 

practice diabetic reviews:  

“Good patient care and excellent monitoring that truly captured adherence’’. 

“Good patient education and signposting process’’. 

“A positive impact on patients as well as their HbA1c marker’’. 

Chapter summary 

Each variant was considered, participants with secondary school education or 

higher, the physically active, the unemployed, the smokers, those who did not 

have access to resources and those without a MIH diagnosis displayed better 

medication adherence compared to those who were physically inactive. 

Pakistani patients had better diabetes medication adherence than Bangladeshi 

patients, who were better in adherence to other chronic diseases medications. 

However, the study population was at ratio of 4:1 Pakistani to Bangladeshi, 

which might not be representative to the Bangladeshi local population. 

Participants with secondary school education or higher, the physically active, 

the unemployed, the smokers, those who did not have access to resources, 

those with no diagnosed MIH and Bangladeshi displayed better CUDOS scores 

compared to all others. Participants with primary school education, the 

physically active, the unemployed, the non-smokers, those who did not have 
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access to resources, those with diagnosed MIH and Pakistani displayed better 

CUXOS scores compared to all others. Participants regardless of education 

level, the physically inactive, the unemployed, the non-smokers, those who did 

have access to resources, those with diagnosed MIH and Pakistani displayed 

better wellbeing scores compared to all others. Participants with primary school 

education, the physically active, the unemployed, the smokers, those who did 

have access to resources, those with no diagnosed MIH and Bangladeshi 

displayed better HbA1c results compared to all others. No major impact was 

seen in BP in all the tests, as they all remained within the guideline range. 

When group A and B were compared, group A showed better adherence, 

wellbeing CUDOS and CUXOS scores in the physically active patients, but 

group B showed better results for the physically inactive patients. Group B 

showed better HbA1c control in physically active patient than group A. 

Group A showed higher medication adherence, wellbeing, CUDOS and CUXOS 

scores in the employed but then group B had better results for the unemployed. 

Group B showed better HbA1c control in physically active patient than group A.  

Group A showed better medication adherence, wellbeing CUDOS, CUXOS 

scores in those with primary school education and group B showed higher 

results in patients with secondary school (or higher) education. Group B showed 

better HbA1c control regardless of education level. Group A showed better 

medication adherence, wellbeing CUDOS and CUXOS for those with access to 

resources. Group B showed better HbA1c control regardless of access to 

resources. Group A showed better medication adherence for diabetes 

medications, wellbeing, CUDOS, CUXOS regardless of smoking status, except 

for chronic diseases medications adherence, group B participants had higher 

scores. Group B showed better HbA1c control regardless of smoking status. 
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Medication adherence, wellbeing, CUDOS, CUXOS was seen higher in group A 

regardless of mental health status. Group A showed better HbA1c results in 

MIH patients, however group B had better results in the non MIH patients. 

Improved medication adherence and CUDOS© results were observed in group 

A participants, however in the chronic diseases medication group B showed 

better results regardless of ethnicity (only two ethnicities were included in this 

study, Bangladeshi and Pakistani). CUXOS© and wellbeing scores improved in 

Pakistani patients but remained unchanged in the Bangladeshi patients from 

group A. Group B showed better HbA1c control regardless of ethnicity. 

Regression analysis showed a significant statistical difference (p<0.05) in the 

unintentional diabetes medication adherence scores and CUXOS between 

groups (favouring group A). BP showed statistical difference between baseline 

and endpoint, but no difference was observed between the groups.
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Chapter VII – General Discussion and Limitations 

Chapter overview 

This chapter discusses the findings from the study and relates them to the study 

question and objectives. By depicting the important findings from the study, this 

will enable us to identify the gaps found with the study design and current 

practice.  

Research concept development 

The reviewed literature evaluated the relationship between T2DM and MIH, 

specifically depression and anxiety, which has been a controversial topic for 

several years. The central argument revolved around the understanding of 

whether any of the two conditions can be the cause of the other. This study 

investigated T2DM patients’ adherence to therapy for both diabetes medications 

and any other medications used for other comorbidities, using the MMAS-8© 

and conducting face-to-face patient review to understand the causes of non-

adherence if identified (intentional or non-intentional). Additionally, patients 

were screened for depression and anxiety using CUDOS©, adopted from 

Zimmerman et al. (2008) and CUXOS© adopted from Zimmerman et al. (2010) 

scales to refer patients for further investigation if they were identified as at risk 

for any level of depression or anxiety. Diabetes control was also checked 

through comprehensive medication reconciliation and HbA1c and BP results 

over 2-3 consultations based on the group to which the patient was randomly 

assigned. 

The results showed that the study population shared various trends that were 

also identified in the reviewed literature. This study showed that the use of the 

MMAS-8© software allows clinicians to rapidly screen patients for adherence 
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and MIH and use the findings to make the required interventions alongside 

other diagnostics results.  

The study enrolment coincided with the COVID-19 pandemic declaration by the 

WHO and subsequently the UK government. This impacted the in-person face-

to-face consultations at 3-months and 6-months (midterm to endpoint), and led 

to these consultations being conducted virtually instead. A total of 64 patients 

were recruited and all consultations concluded over a 12-month period from 

December 2019 – November 2020. At each consultation (baseline, midterm and 

endpoint), medications optimisation and intensification or deprescribing were 

carried out, and both pharmacological and non-pharmacological interventions 

took place (Figure 46). 

 

Figure 45: Intervention timeline 

 

Average time taken in consultation  

All patients had a consultation slot of up to 30 minutes for each encounter, 

based on the patient’s needs and communication ability. This time was purely 

dedicated to physical examination and discussion about patients’ medical 

conditions and medications rather than completing the screening tools. These 

were completed face-to-face separately, once consent forms were completed 

and signed, a separate 20–30 minutes was scheduled for consultations. These 

Recruitment commenced day 0-
6 months

Midterm consultaions 3-9 
months

Endpoint consultations 6-12 months
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consultations allowed time for detailed conversation about the management 

plan, their HbA1c, BP, Lipid profile results, the MMAS-8© results, MIH 

screening results, answering any questions they had, discussing any referral 

required and to ask them to self-score their sense of wellbeing.  

The total time spent on recruitment and the initial consultation for all 64 patients 

was 90 hours over 64 working days (6 months). The midterm consultation was 

for 32 participants only, as participants and the researcher became conversant 

with the protocol, the duration only took 36 hours over 32 working days. Lastly 

the endpoint consultations required 64 hours over 6 months, based on the due 

date for each participant. 

Due to the participant size (n=64) this was practicable, however for future 

studies of a larger cohort, this would require a team of suitable healthcare 

professionals to help make these reviews practical. One possibility can be to 

split the reviews, by not conducting the MMAS-8© test at the review itself, but to 

ask patients to complete these scores and electronically submit this data to their 

record ready for the clinicians to review. Due to the new evolving methods of 

medical consultation amid the pandemic, software such as AccuRx™ has 

allowed patients to send their information for clinicians to review (AccuRx, 

2021). This is currently used predominantly in asthma control tests (ACT score) 

to determine control and in COPD. This style could be adapted to reduce the 

consultation time to a 20–30 minute slots, which represents a more reasonable 

duration in the primary care setting. This approach is not expected to have an 

impact on the patient-clinician relationship as the discussion will take place after the 

completion of the MMAS-8© questionnaire. 
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Patients’ characteristics  

Ethnicity 

Ethnicity has been reported to have a relationship in the management in T2DM, 

where people from a South-East Asian heritage are thought to have higher level 

of modifiable risk factors such as diet and physical activities, that predispose 

them to poor T2DM control compared to Caucasian patients (Mathur et al., 

2020).  

This study population was made up of participants from Pakistani and 

Bangladeshi heritage at a ratio of 4:1. The cumulative effects of being from a 

BAME background, with comorbidities, during the COVID-19 pandemic, and 

with the NHS moving to digital appointments, meant that this cohort was 

deemed to be at high risk to contract COVID-19 (Ahmed, 2020). Some patients 

were required to self-isolate or restrict their movement outside their homes, 

reducing their social interactions, physical activities and virtual face-to-face 

medical consultations for ongoing care only. Consequently, the research follow-

up consultation had to be undertaken at the end of the working day, after clinic 

hours, using the clinic’s virtual access platform. During the time of the study, 

BAME became a major topic of discussion in the media and this caused high 

level of anxiety in the BAME population (Bhatia, 2020). This was seen to be part 

of the reason for the decline in T2DM control, self-care and mental health seen 

in some of the participants in this study who also reported their fear of being 

infected during the follow-up consultations. The descriptive analysis showed 

that the Pakistani population had better adherence scores for their diabetic 

medication, but a poorer overall mean for the HbA1c markers, compared to the 

Bangladeshi population keeping in mind the ratio between the two ethnicities 

was 4:1 respectively. However, the Pakistani population reported a better sense 
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of wellbeing score with a slight difference in mental health between the two 

populations. Those from a Pakistani heritage presented better CUXOS© 

percentages whilst Bangladeshi participants displayed better CUDOS© 

percentages. This demonstrates the differences within the South-East Asian 

sub-cultures with a number of factors driven by religion and culture. However, 

those aspects were observed and reported on by patients as ad hoc reasons of 

not achieving their goals, during religious and culture gatherings where food is 

the heart of those celebrations. Hawthorne (2001) similarly described that 

people from the minority ethnic background, who had lower education levels, 

were found to struggle with self-care based on health education provided, and 

this impacted on their glycaemic control.  

In this study sample population, the ratio of patients with secondary school 

education to those with only primary school education was 2:1. These results 

agree with the findings of Hawthorne (2001); participants with secondary school 

education showed better adherence to medication when compared to those with 

only primary school education (overall adherence scores 7.38 vs. 7.18 for 

diabetes medications and 7.67 vs. 7.59 for chronic disease medications). They 

also had better CUDOS scores (0.19% vs. 0.36%), CUXOS scores (0.12% vs. 

0.14%), but no difference in wellbeing scores (4.52). However, patients in this 

study with primary only education displayed better HbA1c than those with 

secondary school education (7.61 vs. 8.01).  

Physical activity 

Performing activities exceeding daily living are classified as being physically 

active (Shawahna et al., 2021) which is an important T2DM modifiable risk 

factor indicated in NICE 2020, guideline NG28. In this study, 87.5% (n=56) of 

patients were aware of the definition of physical activity. From the population 
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60.9% (n=39) of participants were performing one or more physical activities on 

their own, whilst 29.7% (n=19) were accompanied by a companion. It should be 

noted that due to COVID-19, all (100%) patients reported a change to their 

occupation, or moved to working from home, which further reduced their 

physical activities. A key discussion during the consultation was around 

modifying physical activity at home, or in parks, rather than attending a 

gymnasium or group activities. The Whitehall-II study looked at the association 

between moderate and vigorous physical activity and T2DM with mortality rate 

(Yerramalla et al., 2019). They showed that regardless of the exercise intensity, 

participation lowered an individual’s risk of diagnosis with T2DM during 27-

years of follow-ups. This was echoed in this study as in the physically active 

patients, the percentages mean for HbA1c, CUDOS© and CUXOS© were 

improved irrespective of the frequency of follow-up. Huang et al. (2021) also 

confirmed this finding in patients diagnosed with depression including those 

who also have T2DM comorbidity. 

However, Biswas et al. (2021) described the importance of physical activity that 

comes from an individual, as a low physical activity occupation does not really 

have any significance on improving diabetes. This study displayed similar 

findings to Braver et al. (2021) as they showed walking as a physical activity, 

does not really have much of an impact on glycaemic control or weight 

reduction. In this study population, the majority of individuals reported jogging or 

walking only, but still showed better HbA1c results compared to the physically 

inactive participants. 

Employment status 

Unemployment, the UK government ‘furlough’ scheme where people were paid 

by the government to stay at home from closed businesses, working from home 
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and home schooling, caused many of the participants to change their previous 

work-life balance. The study showed that 40.6% (n=26) of participants were 

employed, 23.4% (n=15) were unemployed, and 35.9% (n=23) did not disclose 

their employment status. Considering that self-care efficacy, medication-taking 

behaviour and physical activities are part of the personal daily activities, mostly 

from their home. The changes imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic in work 

hours and location, dissolved the separations between work and home. These 

changes were shown to have both positive and negative impacts on different 

aspects of self-care as seen in part 1 chapter 6. Seuring et al., (2020) found that 

employment rates declined in women diagnosed with diabetes compared to 

men, which echoed the finding from this study. While the difference was small 

(0.2%), this study showed that unemployed participants had better anxiety 

percentages and higher depression scores compared to those who were 

employed. Additionally, the self-reported sense of wellbeing scores were higher 

in unemployed participants (who were not employed before COVID-19) 

compared to those who were employed. It is worth noting that various 

occupations can play a vital role in increasing the risk of physical inactivity, 

obesity and stress. During the study consultations, participants disclosed that 

the loss of a normal routine for work, schooling and their protected exercise 

time, changed their ability to remember to take their medications. Less 

disturbances was seen in the unemployed participants who maintained higher 

adherence scores compared to the employed participants for both diabetes and 

chronic diseases medications. It was noticed that the unemployed cohort 

showed a significant relationship between midterm and endpoint and baseline 

and endpoint. Group A, pair 2, represented a significant relationship between 

the data from midterm to endpoint (p=0.05). Group A, pair 3 which represented 
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the relationship between baseline to endpoint where the relationship was not 

significant (p=0.16), indicating that the HbA1c increased in midterm and revert 

to close to, but lower than, baseline readings at endpoint. This might indicate 

that the 3-month review had an impact, by re-instating good self-care behaviour. 

The relationship with employment depicted variations in the results in our study 

on mental health; employed participants displayed better CUDOS© scores 

whereas unemployed participant displayed better CUXOS© scores. Research 

shows no association between work-related psychosocial stress and glycaemic 

control (Annor et al., 2015). Another author discussed how the rate of 

antidepressant usage increased when an individual entered retirement, 

therefore indicating participants being unemployed can result in becoming 

depressed (Oksanen et al., 2011), however this differed from the results in this 

study as employed participants did not illustrate better mean CUDOS© scores 

compared to the unemployed. No published studies were found that combined 

the use of CUDOS© and COVID-19 impact on mental health, to be able to 

compare to the findings of this study.  

Education level 

Education level has been investigated by previous researchers to understand 

the relationship between the level of education and health literacy and between 

the level of health literacy and chronic diseases prognosis. Ilhan et al. (2021) 

established the link between the two and concluded that the level of health 

literacy can have a positive impact on T2DM progression. The researchers 

explained how individuals who have a low level of health literacy, also displayed 

a reduced level of self-care in comparison to those classified as having higher 

level of health literacy (Ilhan et al., 2021). This study showed that many 

participants were educated overseas (68.8%, n=44) compared to those who 
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were educated here in the UK (14.1%, n=9), however some participants (17.2% 

n=11) refused to comment or provide the location of their initial education. In 

this study, level of education was explored to investigate a possible link 

between level of education, adherence to medications and T2DM control. As an 

unintended limitation the majority of the study population reported to only having 

some form of education (65.5%) which made the comparison with the rest who 

had secondary (32.8%) or university education (1.7%) invalid. The descriptive 

analysis showed that participants who had a secondary education were more 

adherent to their medication compared to those with primary education only. 

However the HbA1c results were better in primary educated patients, compared 

to secondary educated patients, however the difference was not statistically 

significant, but any reduction is considered clinically significant (p = 0.21 and p 

= 0.54 respectively). The clinical significance agrees with the findings of Ilhan et 

al. (2020).  

Access to resources through the internet 

The world wide web has an enormous amount of information that can be 

accessed by patients. Various clinicians signpost their patients to particular 

resources accessed through internet webpages. Rice et al. (2017) showed in 

their study, how the use of the internet can be helpful in the reduction in disease 

complications and improve the structuring of the disease management plan and 

patient education. In this study, participants were asked about their ability to 

access the internet. It was seen that majority of patients enrolled in the study, 

(75%), had access to the internet and were able to look up the advice they were 

given, to help with their lifestyle and search answers for their questions. While 

participants were initially using any information available on the world-wide web 

to answer their questions, during the study they were signposted to reliable, 
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evidence-based resources to access information on diabetes and their co-

morbidities. Additionally, it was to gather the patients’ preference, from different 

age, gender and education level, about internet searching versus printed 

leaflets or discussion during consultations. In this study patients’ education 

provided was tailored to their individual educational needs. On patient request, 

printouts from web resources were used to ensure equality and to allow them 

access to information from which they could potentially benefit but were not able 

to access. From the results it can be seen that having access to the internet can 

be advantageous to help seek knowledge about a condition or medication, 

based upon clinician identified resources suitable for them. Participants who 

had access to the internet, showed significantly better HbA1c improvement 

compared to those without access (percentages mean of 7.76 vs. 7.83). For 

group B participants the difference was not significant, possibly indicating the 

importance of a more frequent patient follow-up, especially for those who are 

not achieving good T2DM control. Maneze et al. (2019) stated the importance of 

the use of resources to help in improving participant knowledge and the 

importance of those resources being tailored around the patient’s needs. The 

author specified that the information given to participants needed to avoid 

medical jargon, and be consistent with their condition and in a way that is not 

complex to them to prevent confusion and negative impact (Maneze et al., 

2019). 

Alibrahim et al. (2021) explained that in order to get effective glycaemic control, 

participants should be enrolled into educational programmes over a period of 

time rather than being given resources to read. The educational programmes 

for diabetes delivered over a 12-months duration showed better outcomes by 

reducing the complications associated with diabetes (Alibrahim et al., 2021). 
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This is something that was not explored in participants in this study as the ability 

of participants to access resources via the internet was explored. The uniformity 

of education highlighted by Alibrahim et al. (2021) showed that all participants 

would be given the same message and prevent key messages being left out by 

self-learning, so this approach is worth noting for future studies. It was not 

possible to access the DESMOND data to report on in this study, as it only 

entered into the notes of patients who are newly diagnosed, that they were 

provided information about the programme and how to enrol in it. However, no 

entry is made to follow-up, or confirm whether or not they attended or the 

outcome. Under the present clinical guidelines, it is left to the choice of the 

patient whether they attend or not. 

Smoking status 

Information on participant smoking behaviour was collected at baseline and 

reviewed at each encounter. Amongst the participants 13% (n=8) smoked 

cigarettes, the remainder either did not smoke, or did not disclose their smoking 

status.  

Non-smokers displayed better medication adherence and self-reported sense of 

wellbeing scores than those who smoked. However, it should be noted that the 

smokers’ sample was very small (n=8) and conclusions should not be drawn. 

Lower CUDOS© percentage were seen in smokers and lower CUXOS© 

percentages in non-smokers. There was no difference in the level of HbA1c 

reduction between smokers and non-smokers, however the study sample was 

skewed towards non-smokers as only 6 males and 2 females smoked. This 

placed a great limitation on comparing the findings to the literature. Molla et al. 

(2020) concluded that smokers have poorer glycaemic control compared to 

non-smokers and they experience more complications, such as the increased 
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risk of retinopathy. Szwarcbard et al. (2020) compared non-smokers to ex-

smokers and current smokers, and reported that the rate of reduction in HbA1c, 

macro- and microvascular complications were higher in non-smokers, reduced 

in ex-smokers, and higher in smokers (Szwarcbard et al., 2020).  

Mental disorders diagnosis history pre-study 

Participants’ MIH history was reviewed specifically for previous diagnosis or 

experience with depression or anxiety. There were 16% (n=10) who reported a 

previous diagnosis of MIH. All participants with MIH diagnosis were classified in 

their medical records as well controlled. This was important to ascertain at the 

start of the study, as this was one of the factors explored in this study to assess 

its impact on adherence to medications and glycaemic control. The study 

showed that those patients with a diagnosis and treated MIH, displayed better 

medication adherence, wellbeing scores, CUDOS© and CUXOS© percentages 

when compared to the scores mean of all others. However, comparison of 

HbA1c showed generally higher HbA1c results in MIH patients when compared 

to non-MIH patients, with a reduced improvement from baseline. It is worth 

noting here, that the medications used to treat MIH have side-effects of weight 

gain. However, the HRA approval allowed only the review of the previous 6 

months of the patients’ records. Consequently, it was not possible to compare 

their current weight, which was measured at baseline to that before they 

commenced their depression or anxiety medications, if they had been 

prescribed more than 6 months ago. This may have been one of the factors 

which affected the HbA1c as part of metabolic disorder consequences. This 

clearly showed, irrespective of adherence to medication and healthy CUDOS© 

and CUXOS© scores in MIH patients, poor HbA1c results were still observed. 

However, an evaluation between the groups during the regression analysis 
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showed there was a relationship between MIH in both CUDOS© and CUXOS© 

results. It was seen that group B participants displayed better outcome i.e., 

better scores compared to group A. Lu et al. (2021) evaluated the effectiveness 

of intervention programs on the change in glycaemic control in diabetes patients 

with depression. The authors concluded that CBT helped MIH patients to 

control their blood glucose levels. Vogtschmidt et al. (2020) found that there is a 

stronger likelihood of an association between depression and diabetes, than 

between anxiety and diabetes. This was echoed in this study via the regression 

analysis as it was clearly seen when MIH improved (depression and anxiety) 

the HbA1c also improved. 

However, previous studies highlight the interaction T2DM has on worsening 

mental health and vice versa (Beka et al., 2018). It was also argued that when 

T2DM and severe MIH co-exist the primary condition is usually negatively 

impacted (Jayatilleke et al., 2017). However, these results disagreed with this 

concept. 

Pharmacological treatment  

Medication was the focus of the discussion with patients to understand the 

effectiveness of their T2DM management plan. This gave a clear indicator of 

where a patient sits in relation to the NICE 2020, NG28 guidelines. A detailed 

history of the medication that patients were taking was collected from their files 

and confirmed with the patients during their consultation. Patients’ medications 

for the treatment of T2DM included biguanides, SGLT2, thiazolidinediones, 

DPP4, Sulphonylureas, GLP1 and insulin, which are compliant with the 

recommended current guidelines (NG28, 2020) on T2DM management. The 

additional medications that patients were using, indicate the other comorbidities 

present alongside T2DM. Common other co-morbidities were HTN, 
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hypercholesterolaemia, asthma, CVDs, and MIH. This data was collated to 

review the appropriateness of therapy, and whether their medications may 

influence a patient’s mental or cognitive health. This in turn may affect their 

adherence to therapy and ability to self-care, leading to poor diabetes control. 

Most medications showed only mild or no impact on mental, neurological and 

cognitive health. Clinically, any improvement in mood disorders can improve the 

patient’s motivation to self-care. Adherence to medications is closely related to 

motivation and self-care (Morisky et al., 2008). 

Diabetes control using HbA1c as a disease marker 

The disease marker used to measure the level of T2DM control was HbA1c. BP 

was also included, considering the disease impact on the cardiovascular system 

and the renal systems. Most participants displayed BP within the guideline 

recommended range of 140/90 mmHg with no significant changes, however 

there were some patients referred for a GP review due to a borderline raised BP 

(over 130/85 mmHg). The regression analysis demonstrated a significant 

improvement in diabetes medication adherence, the CUXOS© and CUDOS© 

percentages, as well as a reduction in the level of HbA1c. Adherence to 

medication improved the HbA1c, and as this improved the CUDOS© and 

CUXOS© scores for depression and anxiety were also improved. All patients 

stated that they had their annual eye checks, podiatry checks and renal function 

test. The study identified the utility of the online Morisky widget® to screening 

patients for medication adherence, depression and anxiety. The tool has 

allowed standardisation of the findings and it was extremely useful when the 

COVID-19 pandemic brought about the use of virtual consultations. This 

suggests that it can be adopted for some future NHS consultations by GPs and 

NHS online urgent care such as NHS111 and NHS119.   
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Study impact 

Impact on T2DM management in Bangladeshi and Pakistani patients 

Figure 47 displays a pictorial illustration for diabetes care for participants from 

the South-East Asian population of the Muslim faith. All participants in this study 

were Muslims, as is the researcher. Whilst it was not the study primary 

intention, this was a significant and topical secondary finding that was worth 

highlighting. This approach can be tailored to any other religion in future 

studies, as indicated in the recommendations. Various adaptations are required, 

that have been taken from the study that gives an insight into managing T2DM 

with an optimum level of glycaemic control. The personal views and beliefs of 

participants were seen as restricting certain physical activities. This needs to be 

highlighted to the clinician to recognise this and to develop achievable goals as 

per the current guidelines NG28 on diabetes management.  

The study shows the importance of health education in the population group of 

South-East Asians. Participants mainly had a background of primary or 

secondary education in which it was established the difference between the two 

populations, and the difference in approach required to achieve optimum 

diabetes control. As seen in the algorithm, the power of a group session would 

enable better understanding on dietary intake, as well as physical activity 

sessions. This unique population showed individuals with a large number of 

children from multi-occupant households. The idea of a group session can allow 

household members to come and participate as a group, and in essence take 

the same message home together. It needs to be highlighted that group 

sessions to be effective, it needs to be designed based on the participants’ 

cultural and religious background, therefore gender specific groups, and when 

appropriate, age specific groups will be required. Both ethnic groups’ definitions, 
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beliefs and behaviours towards physical illness, mental illness and wellbeing 

are derived from a combination of their own cultures and religion. Accordingly, 

physical activities, dietary plans, screening for adherence and mental illness 

need to be established in ways that work around those identified issues to make 

them practical and achievable. The study shows the importance of 

understanding the patient’s needs and environment in order to establish 

specific, measurable, achievable, realistic and timely (SMART) goals for optimal 

glycaemic control appropriate to that individual. 

 

Figure 46: Prototype algorithm for patients diagnosed with TDM tailored to Muslim 
Pakistani and Bangladeshi patients 
* Physical activity discussion:  
Consider gardening, walking to work or shopping 
Consider activities that can be undertaken at the comfort of an individual’s house using 
alternative gym such as use of house furniture e.g., kitchen benches, food instead of weight etc 
**Diet discussion:  
Consider that Pakistani and Bangladeshi patients differ culturally and consume different food in 
different diary, fat and carbohydrate (complex and simple) proportions.  
Consider portion control advise during cultural and religion events to compensate for type of 

consumed food to avoid upsetting culture trends 
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Impact of practice improvement for T2DM in primary care 

This study showed that three monthly reviews did not allow the progression of 

an impact in glycaemic control or MIH, but showed improvement in physical 

activity, diet and wellbeing. However, this was only observed for the duration of 

6 months which is not sufficient to accomplish behaviour change. A four 

monthly review by independent prescribers (from GP or community based) is 

proposed to complement the usual care described in NICE 2020 NG28 

guidelines, including diet and physical health advice (Figure 48). 

 

 

Figure 48: Prototype algorithm for patients diagnosed with T2DM 

 

Impact on future research 

It will be of national interest to develop further from this pilot study using the 

plan developed in figure 9 as the basis for a randomised controlled trial for a 

longer period of 12-24 months in a larger cohort, from the UK wide supported by 
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a portfolio and funding from the National Institute of Health Research (NIHR) to 

understand its long term impact.  

This study only tested the feasibility of the concept in T2DM. It would be of a 

great interest to also test the concept in T1DM patients, to be able to generalise 

the findings on all diabetics’ patients. This could be incorporated into a national 

study for all types of diabetes, or as separate study. 

The study should be replicated into other under-serviced populations and treat 

each culture and religions as a possible complex determinant to good health. 

The education session for future research should be culturally and religiously 

informed, designed for the target population and used in its totality to prevent 

variations in the education messages and accordingly false positive or negative 

outcomes variations.  

Inclusion of a pharmacist independent prescriber as a clinical lead for this study 

was poorly understood not only by the HRA ethics committees but also by other 

members of the multidisciplinary team members and patients. The research 

culture must adapt and accommodate independent prescribers (from all health 

professions) as equal clinicians to the traditional medical, nursing and 

psychologists as leads and also to include in future funding criteria. 

Globally there is increasing focus on improving the management of non-

communicable diseases (NCDs), such as T2DM (WHO.int., 2011). In these 

conditions once a diagnosis has been made, the success of therapy is largely 

dependent upon a patient’s adherence to therapy and lifestyle advice. The 

present model of primary care was designed to manage acute diseases rather 

than long-term or chronic disease (Holman & Lorig, 2000). It traditionally was 

led by a single practitioner, mainly a medical doctor.  A multidisciplinary team 

(MDT) approach has become the gold standard to be able to utilise all available 
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workforce resources in an attempt to both address a shortage of general 

medical practitioners, and to improve patients health outcomes (Grover & Joshi, 

2014). Many health systems such as American, Australian, Canadian and many 

European systems allow any pharmacist to prescribe certain medications from a 

narrowly defined range of medications and under specified circumstances 

(Bessell, Hiller and Sansom, 1999). A similar system exists in the UK, where 

those medications are known as pharmacist only medications (labelled [P]), 

rather than ability to prescribe all medications present in the national formulary. 

Prior to 2009, the UK introduced independent prescribers from other 

backgrounds including nurses and pharmacists to conduct medication 

optimisation and run clinics. This is similar to systems in many other countries 

(e.g., USA, Canada and Australia) but is known as supplementary, dependent 

or continuous prescribing (Alim, Austin-Bishop, Cummings, 2016; Greer et al., 

2015; Turner et al., 2000). This refers to continuing and/or adjusting therapy 

initiated by a medical doctor. Since 2009, the UK became the first country in the 

world to use professions other than medical doctors, as independent 

practitioners who have the right to specialise in an area of care, such as 

hypertension or T2DM. They perform physical examinations, diagnose, order 

diagnostics, refer to other professionals and also prescribe including initiation of 

medications. Those practitioners with the independent prescriber entitlement in 

their professional registration include pharmacists, nurse practitioners and 

midwives. They also have the right to practice from general practice premises or 

from their own private clinics. This situation is currently unique to the UK so 

direct comparison between this role and any other global services provided by 

pharmacists at this time is complex.  

In terms of pharmacists training in the UK, evidence demonstrates that neither 
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the regulator (GPHC, 2022), nor the pharmacists themselves (Kauser, Ball & 

Morrissey, 2022; Singh. Ball, Morrissey, 2021) considered their initial training 

adequate to undertake these extended roles. Initially the UK introduced the 

postgraduate certificate in independent prescribing. This was based upon the 

concept of the pharmacists working within a narrow scope of practice managing 

only the condition or body system in which they specialised. Feedback from 

primary care suggests this is not what the sector perceives their need to be, and 

that more of a ‘generalist’ is what is required. Following a change in the UK to 

equip nurses as independent prescribers from entry into their profession, the 

GPhC has now proposed that from 2028 all newly qualified UK pharmacists will 

be independent prescribers, with a revised range of competencies to be gained 

and the pharmacy training to be altered to incorporate the foundation year as 

part of the undergraduate qualification, in place of the separate pre-registration 

year.  

In the context of this project, based on the HRA ethical approval for this study 

(Appendix 1) the definition of clinical intervention and the GPhC and RPS 

standards for pharmacists prescribing in the UK, the study intervention could be 

only delivered by: 

− A practitioner with a UK annotation as independent prescriber.  

− A complete separation between the dispensing or administration and the 

prescribing functions must be in place. 

− A practitioner who is employed by the primary care practice / site from 

where the patient receives their ongoing medical care.  

The investigator in this study happened to be a pharmacist independent 

prescriber, but could equally have been a medical doctor or a nurse prescriber. 

The role of the training and skill set of the investigator did not form any part of 
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the conception, design or data collection within this project and no relevant data 

to this aspect was collected, as this would have fallen beyond the remit granted 

by the ethics committee. 

Limitation 

This study had some limitations: Funding was the first hurdle; numerous 

applications were submitted to the Novo Nordisk UK Research Foundation, the 

Health Education Foundation 2019 Bursary, the Harold and Marjorie Moss 

Charitable Trust Fund, Diabetes UK, Pharmacy research UK and the European 

Fund for Sustainable Development/Boehringer Ingelheim European Research 

Programme on “Multi-System Challenges in Diabetes” 2019, however none  

was successful. None of the organisations approached had a specific category 

to address the three main elements of this study, being T2DM, mental illness 

and medication adherence. Their published information indicated that they were 

focussed on funding large multi-centre, secondary-care based studies. 

Additionally, verbal feedback received was that the independent prescribing 

pharmacist was not currently listed as clinician under the funders’ selection 

criteria. These ‘hidden’ limitations for funding of pharmacy clinical research 

should be addressed by Research UK as they hinder clinical pharmacy 

research at a time where the NHS expecting more integrated clinical pharmacy 

practice and independent prescribing ready pharmacists’ workforce. 

The recruitment plan included two sites with target sample between 60-120 

patients. When recruitment commenced, one site was withdrawn due to lack of 

funding, and an increase in their workload. This left only one site to recruit from. 

This withdrawal also coincided with COVID-19 pandemic where only virtual 

appointments for ongoing care was allowed, leaving no opportunity for the 

researcher to recruit an alternative additional study site. There were 180 
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patients diagnosed with diabetes registered at the remaining site. However, 

when the inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied, only 71 were eligible and 

only 64 responded and consented.  

Cultural sensitivity also affected the study results, as all recruited patients were 

from Bangladeshi or Pakistani origin, in which essential aspects of the study 

remained as stigmatising and labelling if they were disclosed; particularly MIH, 

smoking and alcohol consumption. Additionally, there were cultural 

appropriateness issues where participants felt societal obligations to break their 

diabetes diet during social gathering and celebrations, or to restrict the type of 

physical activity undertaken due to their age or gender.  

A major issue throughout the study was the COVID-19 pandemic. The NHS 

stipulated that only ongoing care and research related to COVID-19 activities 

were allowed to continue. Considering the study population of T2DM patients, 

the site management allowed the follow-up activities to continue to ensure the 

patient cohort was supported. The initial consultation for baseline was 

completed on 20/3/2020 and no further new recruitment was permitted. The 

issue then was persuading patients to come back for their follow-up due to their 

fear of attending the surgery as being considered a contaminated place. Most of 

the follow-ups activities, with exception to blood tests, were completed by virtual 

face-to-face appointments rather than in person. This change might also have 

impacted on participants answering questions especially regarding mental 

health and wellbeing. Site selection impact was also experienced. The area 

where the site is located in Birmingham is mostly populated by people from 

South-East Asian origin. While it was seen as a limitation at the start, after 

COVID-19 pandemic where PHE recognised that the BAME group is very 

diverse and South-East Asian origin populations are different, based on their 
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country of origin and religion, this limitation of this study can be seen as 

favourable rich data on this special population. 

Publication 

Bibi, N., Wara B, Morrissey, H., Ball, P.A. Impact of Mental Ill Health on 

Medication Adherence Behaviour in Patients Diagnosed with Type 2 Diabetes. 

Archives of Pharmacy Practice 2021;12(4):6-16. 

https://doi.org/10.51847/3Cr5E7T8Cw   

https://doi.org/10.51847/3Cr5E7T8Cw
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Chapter VII –Conclusion and Recommendations 

Conclusion  

The study explored factors that may play a detrimental role in managing T2DM. 

Numerous aspects were evaluated based on an individual’s standard of living; 

physical activity, employment, ethnicity, educational background, access to 

resources, smoking and mental health. Correlations were derived in each 

component showing the importance of the balance required in order to achieve 

optimum control in T2DM. While managing T2DM, the assessment of 

depression and anxiety was seen to be important to review in all encounters. 

The study has shown how anxiety and depression requires a longer interval 

between reviews to assess the outcome, whereas T2DM can easily be 

assessed with a significant difference between 3-monthly encounters. Clear 

improvements were identified in the regression analysis for CUDOS© and 

CUXOS© percentages in group B participants when compared to group A. It 

was also seen how a potential association was established; when 

CUDOS©/CUXOS© percentages were slightly raised, this was also reflected in  

high HbA1c. When these improved, this too was seen in the improvement of 

HbA1c levels. This identifies the significance of the management and 

assessment on an individual’s MH during diabetes consultations. The 

background around the non-modifiable factors displayed in guidelines NG28 is 

paramount in consultations, as seen in the analysis for physical activity, 

smoking, access to resources, and employment. The results acknowledged the 

importance on how participants are required to work around these aspects, not 

only to aid there T2DM control but also impact on their CUDOS©/CUXOS© 

results. 
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The investigations from the study illustrated that current guidelines do not 

account for ethnicity and religion, or how these two factors can influence 

glycaemic control. This pilot study demonstrated clear potential for use of the 

MMAS-8© software and CUDOS©/CUXOS© tools as a measure in the 

management of participants and MIH.  

The study has demonstrated the importance of the interval between the reviews 

in MIH vs. glycaemic control as both clinical areas require a difference in 

duration to enable effective management. The research conducted displayed 

the potential impact the Morisky© software might have, if this was integrated as 

part of the NHS system within a primary care network.  

The structure within the NHS in recent years has dramatically changed allowing 

more employment of pharmacists. The MMAS-8© can help pharmacists within 

clinics, especially as part of the structured medication reviews (SMR) 

requirement in the UK, to enable detections of adherence issues, since SMRs 

have recently become a requirement for all practices in primary care to 

undertake. This software would fit in well to help clinicians collate necessary 

information to inform the interventions that are essential. The 

CUDOS©/CUXOS© tools can also be used by various clinicians conducting 

MIH reviews as part of the Qof system. This both addresses the severity of the 

individual’s MIH, and guides the clinician to take the necessary steps through 

detection of MIH at an earlier stage, preventing the great impact on healthcare 

providers. The research clearly shows the suitability of this software and where 

it can have the most impact. 

Recommendation 

In order for this plan to move forward and become part of the new evolving 

structure in primary care (Figure 48) the review and use of the software will 
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need to be introduced to the primary care network as part of the directed 

enhanced service contract for structured medication reviews (SMRs) which can 

contribute to:  

− Reducing prescribing wastage. 

− Introduce de-prescribing where needed.  

− Establish the need for psychological intervention not only 

pharmacological treatment. 

Based on these study findings it is recommended that: 

− The NHS consider trialling this study on a larger scale supported by the 

NIHR to detect the impact it can have in primary care. 

− The NHS test and if proved useful in practice adapt into the guidelines 

and practice. 

− The HRA consider independent prescribers as clinicians regardless of 

their first degree. 

− The variable chronic and long-term conditions non-government 

foundations, Research UK, NIHR  and other funders include independent 

prescribers in their clinical research selection criteria to allow funding.  

− Culturally and religiously informed diabetes education should be 

developed by people from the same origin and religion to allow 

practitioners to be well informed with those population needs. 
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